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'To Aticiim,
\

.- ',
, .

. _ , ..
. ,, . a

The researohl.rq3PF*1.*_thie study- had as its Origin the:efforts
..6f,,OwneraTof COpyrighterindipaily,.,publisheisT-and 'the insititUtionalsera

of;eopYrighted aiaterial='!=-Principally, /ibraries7;te 'con* to an.
.unileratandinven,the lueStions-of 67,77100 ,and',What kinds:. Of lib4ty. ,
-photOkOPYineahoi441*-,Pertaitted- withoUlt ,,Payment of -fees to the copy-
,tittie:trWiterii:. 'These;effOrtS,10 heck at ieitat. te.,;the.meetinga. in the

early1.-Oeiientles.zet Duabarton,,Oake and the :Who* 'Club...,_.Fich:,of these
''.i.eatilted, in improvements in Mutuai. Undereitanding, 1:41t; WithoUt,e'_iilatil

for "effe'cii.lie follOw=tip, no 'real qccoinplisheients-coula -erine. "s,-

By 1974 -When it- seemed. apparent thatdongreSS.,Would. soon; complete
flits task,,Of revising the Copyright. Statute -representatives. Of several

,

COncerhed,constitUenciee 'had apProached, either. .the, iegieter of Copyrights. , ,

-or -the'sChairman.Of ;the National. TriforeiatiOn,)
Sciences;"2:(404S), with, requests for leadership. and 4PoneorShip, of

Seek _an-..aCtotainOdation. ':iteaPOnding,':to,%cheSe re
7qUeStei,:the*egiater of Copyrights, '1.1a',;:liarbara*inger,a04-,the Chairman .
1...ef 'the:CO*44On,- ',pr. Buid*.afi .'of0i4-;i-cr..the-COnferenCe,

sReSoiution';ei"d4PYT'iiiit 1(CO#I); inClUife&-rePrisentetii.rea

'P
-a1neste:eiey-cdneeivable interested,dgroup .(eCie;than- 40y:end, wiich

Wasl,esrabliafied:iiith!the:#itentiOn.:Ok reconvening as Okteii2aSneCeseary ,,
-to = bring she sub3ect matter ,coneltiaion, thia,c-onferenee, WhiCh
Iiespais6';igieWn. :4, the i!thidt a its/bosinetair S_ 004P; ':.efitablished'- 4_ .
-Working ,itrouP,ti) -proposed: 'Mechenians;.`,PTri?Cedures,

'414c43i. x,1 36044, Ore*, fOutd"itselM;styMieclT2a; funca,
mental .Lisigreemett on the actual volume ;of `l bra y .photocopying in

States. ,Atiatanbet 'of 4u4*,5. of ,WariotiaTieces-of -the,
,P3Obleai:ikad:,i).0w.perforAted, hut. the coverage .was. EraglienterY',and- the

universally accepted.-

At its meeting., -in -Wastkirigton,,"-D:CM.fi,April Of 1975 =CORGI upon
urgings :4ota the. NCLIS agreed, that's 'national- stud) ,ofphdiocopying

-a4 tyves,:tif..libraries, in the Unifed,Statesi was needed., They
-:stated" they -were .prepared to participate, in the development of e
'Request' for .

,Aside fkoM,i ta concern With-Premoting, an accourOdation -between
anct.p*.isheit , Commission 's Program,, 'es

piogta.M.dOciMent '101; hkaai -on.e,Of'fts ',keystones-
the.shating of resources among, libiatiaa and information center's.,
,Since it can ,bepreaume4- that -a, 'fait Phition o, ttifi
be acOampliahell,by, making ,-copies rather than ;trangifetting. original

...documents, .the. -concerned that -tfire be no substantial
iMnatii.MOits to the itee klow of. infoimation-amOng institutions and .

iii
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ly

their:"Miers; IIICLIS:agreed, teleeke S15;000' airaiiible.to -help- ftin,d
:the.*fiFit. aii*-was, obtained frim,,, the
Divieton eof-.SCience-litfOrtheildn, of the national -Rcience,;/PoUndation

-1114#);;040- iri.,conwn tioi with.a subcoamittee,appointsd ,..bf:CORCI.,-
A'.*QUe4 .fOrF,Propoial Wae;prepired-and,-,4aued: A.'fourteeiremiaber

AuatiOn-eolesittse-.selected' ,as best the'prOposal submitted by 'the
:Ceikterftor:,QUan4iiitive-;sciencia.;of .,Racti; -Inc. (now Ring
*saeafeh,, and," itiei ,aWariied,, the- Ontract . -Almost imme-
diately on Aew7"TeehnolOgicil

.(CON:r u). suggested itiat-thei,natiOnal ,studi,
be ;SuPpleapented",:bk- stidY- ;a-,,ini*ileir Sample-Of' the

the',)41iriTEr,'SysteM4 "(the `statewide interlibrary' lean.
:SySOas:-,of ,$iiinestitS) :and .provided funds fOr'thit, ,pUrpose.
; .

"Since ;7. i4e, -Was-Undertaken, the motive for, its -initiation
would sebia...toa hive teen .O,Wertiken,by -events: -copyright .Revision
Ati'mf-1976-:(P:L.. 94453), bii;beenrenaCted Ante'11V; gUidelines for
cAisiroom a -p'cL:in.teilibiaryjoan, photodopYing.hiVe"-been,pnblished
in-the -Conference .RePOrt and the AsieiciatiOn of

° ,Alericin:PUblishere,(AA.P) spearheaded the. eitablishisent. -of the-
, Int.- _:(pOcl);tO,,priiVide-1. channel

!the-Piyient'cif-.copying feeiVhere,requiied:: .4kine,of those ,events,
,hOwever, negate Seine, of this Study. inYthing ,- they . beim
enhanced The-Coptright:RevisiOn Act irdatel-a. review' of the
.01414:proVisiOns .at, 'five leai Antet.141$-=',and-ihie Study,
44iited tbefore'the-feffeetivi date,of the Act (1;14antiarY.-,197.8).,:iiill
'be- anciAVO.ible ',benchmerk-igainst-Which futUre changes la,;patterns
can be ,meiatired'. ..the;ditt:Were ,coilected in .eufficient detail-to ..
permit ,i.,variety of: additional :aniiiSev to be Perforaled,_W4cessary, '

,.'t. ,so-thet-the future. usefulneis- of the study ie-int liMited-.to-the,
.e presentations, in thisrePOrt. . .

V. .

. ' .. .
The, data 'base-from whith''' these -datv-were :ekirae .ed will continue

* to be imintainid, Additional tabulations: canybe 'Undertaken. on, a, cost
rftcOyerible basis.} Requests for , such- work' ShoUid 'bedirected- to
p*si ,111-/mIK Street01.14'.,; ,Suite 614, Wiistiiilgiotii D.C. '2003f,.
. . ,

, ) ,
. , . , ,

e

0

Alphonse' F..Trezza
SieentiVe Director
National ComMiseion .bo Libraries

and InforiatOn Science )

CO'

:1216i provision vas based on 'a recommendation a Resolution :.4opte8
by the 41CL/S on lipveMber 20,' 1975 which read in part:,

.

That Cot:great, in order to ensurb.timely review of the
Ore,#entionect.results, .inchrporate in any copyright

legislation -,e acted in.1.976 a provision ,mandatAng' a
review And'ricopiideretion. to reflect technological
,develOpMents not later than- 1000, withsiobsequent
reViewir for the same Purpose it intervals no greater
thin- five Years.
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P REFACE

. .44

.On'October- 19; 1976, the President signed a new Copyright Law that
'

-goes. into effect on 'January 1, 1978. This Law was passed after considerable
.

debateand'lengthy legal prodes0a::.Yet there-are-many issd
4

ed that appear to

remain unresolved regarding published works. These issues deal/primarily with

efinition of eligibility of photocOpying for, royalty payment. Some important

questions Of eligibility persist even thgugh the Commission on New Technological

:Uses,of Copyrighted Works made some important striAes in interpreting the Law

.regarding interlibrary loans. Other important questions involye how the new

%-
CopyrightLaw can -best be implemented. The.Assaciation of American Publishers,

1

,

Inc.,(AAP)had initiated a plan to implement,a Copyright Clearance Center-which

\ .

Wiil)Sery6 libraries and publiShers in recording eligible photocopying and
c) '

prdcessing'royalty payments. .Altho, there are many alternative options for

handiing royalty payments which libraries and publishers are considering.

Many libraries and publishers are uncertain as to what impact the -new Law will
.

have' on theta and their communities. Until these uncertainties, are resolved,

many.are not sure of what courseof action.they should,take.
.

In April 1976, the National COmmisIsion on Libraries and Information

Science (NCLIS) awarded a contract to King Research; Inc.:toprovide estimates'
..

Of the extent of photocopying,and to study alternative royalty payment mecha-

nilms. Thib,contract is jointly funded'by NCLIS, the National Science Founda-
//

lion and the Commission on New Technological/Uses of Copyrighted Works. The

Study is based on comprehensive 'photocopy data collected from .a national

.probability sample of libiaried in the United States. These data provide es-

timates of the total volume of photocopying as well as the amount of photo-
/

Copying-under a variety of conditions of eligibility for royalty payment. In

addition, an analysis of interlibrary loan requests provided by MINITEX

(Minnesota Interlibrary Telecommunication Exchange) was invaluable for per-

forming mathematical m4de1ling necessary to make-accurateestimates of the

effects of seiihonal variations and amount of photocopying for individual serial

Zitles..,

a:

.. .
We have made no attempt to interpret the Law.in terms of what phOtocopying.

.

will and will not be eligible for royalty payment. It is hoped that these data will
. ,

° -

.v

1



. , o

-. shed.10 ight on he potential impact of the new Law and the implications of
,

ma interpretatio of eligibility fo'r royal y paymentb. It is clear from
-. ;

,,,

. .

'the-study reshlts that alternative interpretatio
i

sof eligibility can have ap
. . . .

.

enormous impact on the vat)ble"of,photocopying that might be eligible foil royalty

Paisients these data can possibly provide a basibfor:future COmpromises .

-I
that will yield a fairtesult for all ,parties involved.

- e 1

/. .-------

.

Finally
,
we that results of thil study will be.useful to indilAdual,

1

1

^ libraries.and publishers in planning theii course of action in abiding by the
i

new' w..

-
There-were many-people who contributed to this,stUdy. The'project

'', .

tooqitars were Mr.Douglas S. price "from Helene Ebenfield froOSF

and'Mr. Robert W. Erase frai:CONTU: These-persons all took a. great deal of

personal inte rest in the p7....c,ject and contributed; ubstantially to its 'direction.

The, project Advisory Group was exceptionally helpful in clarifying many of the

iMportint issues involving the Law and the libra.75qand publishing. environment.

A list of these petsons is given on the inside back cover.
1
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,The libraries, that participated in the study warrant a special acknowl-

I

edgement since bile, responded with diligence.ardicare even though requested to

perform several- burdensome tasks to provide l We youldalSo like,to thank

Alice E. Wilcok, Director of MINITEX, foroontribution of the MINITEX data. '
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.

'
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.
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INBoyd Ladd,.Mr. Dennis D. McDonald, Mr. Vernon E. Falmour and.Mb. Nancy K. Roderer.

1
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dedicate this report to the memory of Mr. Rand L. Clark who 4ari; a friend'and

inspiration to everyone who worked an this'project.
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GLOSSARY

.

Terms defined below are used frequently throughout the text:

Academic `Libraries

, -College and university libraries. Includes Junior and two-year colleges.
Main and.departaiental libraries on one catpus were generally courted as one

,Unit for siMpling purposes.

took
Includes monographs and any other _terns that are treated as books. This

category alsb includes serial publications which appear annually or less
frequently, c.g., annual reviews and other similar publicatiohs.

/ s s. 9
.

.. ,
.

,
. .

V or For Library Staff . ....

A:category of photocopyidg which excludes photocopying by library patrons
on unsupervised or coin - operated. machines.

I .
1

1 'Domestic ,
i/ Refers to source

.
items'published in the U nited States.

:' -

Eligible Photocopy I ems
. Photocopy items which require a royalty payment to be made to'the copyright

-
holder..

-..

o

Excess Photocopy Items'
. "

ato6 .

'Photocopy items which are eligible for \.oyal g y payments by virtue of their.

being in excess of photocopying limits Set by fair jise.and guidelines. .

.,-

Exposure .

,.. -Refers to the number of sheets of paper produced by paper-to-paper photo-
copying*chines when materials are being duplicated/photocopied,

..... .

0. \
. , .

. .

.Federal- Libraries

Libraries of Federal agencies. Does not include libraries, in universities
or privste xesesr* firms funded,by Federal contract: . .

.
..

.

High=VolUme e

(aY A library responsible for a comparatively large, number of photocopy
items eligible for *royalty payment. A minority of libraries in the

, United,States are high - volume libraries.

SO. A serial title responsible for a comparatively large number of photo-
copy items eligible for royalty payment. A minority of serial titles%,

published in the United States are high-volume serials. . 4

Interlibrary Loan (ILL) ,

Transfer of original or photocopied library materials between libraries
and llbrari'systems. Excludes intrasystem loan (ISLE, the borrowing or
lending of libraxymaterials carried on between bra1nches or departments
within the same library system.

4

vii. 3 0

J
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. ti

jarraustem Loan (ISL) // .

Borrowing Dr lending of library materials carried on between branches or .

departments within the same library system (as determined by common funding).
, .

1,,

Library Materials - 14

'Books', serials, and other materials controlled by the libxary or in its

collection. Sheet music is excluded from this category. Also e2cluded

are memos, forms, cataloging cards, and other office -type photocopying.
. ,

Low- Volume ) - . , .

'(a) 'A library responsible for a comparatively small number of
photocopy items eligible for royalty payment. The majority of .

. libraries iwtheUniled States are. low - volume iibraries..

(b) ,A serial title responsible, for a comparatively smal number of phOto-
.

. .

copy-items eligible for royalty payment. The majority of serial
titles published in;theUnited States arelow-volume serials.

0
\

Multiple Photoco :Items from Mdlti'le.Transactione
Unit of measurement used to desdrihe the making of more than.o6 phOtocopyA
item from the samesource item over the course of more thin one transaction.

Multiple Photocopy items from a Single%Tranaction
Unit.Of measurement used to describe the making of more than one photocopy
itecok from a singlesburce itea during thecourse of a single transaction.

'Non -ILL (Noninterilbriry loan) = .

Refers to local user and intraSystO loan requests.

--Other a category of photocopying)
Any type of library controlled materi41 other -than books, serials, or

.sheet music. This category includes technical reports, photographs, etc.

Patron
<

Individual not employed by a library who requests or obtains photocopying'

services.

Photocopy Item

. A unit of measurement describing the output of a phototopying. transaction.
A photocopy item may be a duplicate of one or,more pages from a.book,
serial,or other. type of source item., The length of a photocopy item is

measured in photocopy pages.

- 'Photocopy Pages
A unit of measurement describing the length of the photocopy item or_ items

photocopied from a source item.

Photocopying
The act of duplicating a source item through the use of a machine to
produceone-or more photocopy items.

,

rt.
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Public Libraries
Libraried open to. the citizens o "a po....Itical unit offering sefvices designed,

for that political unit. Publ t library systems (central library plus branches).
were counted as one ufiit for ampling pUrposes.

Purpose of Request
The reason for which a request for library material is made.

Requester
An individual or library responsible for initiating a transaction. wbich may
result in the photocopying of library.. material. ).

Requesting Library .

Used in the context of interlibrary loan or intrasystem loan to identify

a library responsible for initiating a transaction which may result in

the photocopying of library material.

Royalty . .

A payment to a copyright holder in compensation for photocopying in excess
of fair or apalicable guidelines.

School Libraries
Libraries affiliated with schools other than colleges and universities.

9

serial ,

A publication issued' in successive parts bearing numerical or chionological

designations, which is'intended to be continued indefinitely and which may
be identified by an IAN (International Standard qprill Number). .Serials
include periodicals, newspapers, and the journals, memoirs, proceedings,
transactions, etc. of societies. Serials 'are-ubject to subscriVion '

prices paid in advance. (This eliminates publicatidns that appear annually

Or 'less frequently.) .

Source Item
An item which is eotocopied.. A source item ma y' be one or more pages from .

a boOlc, serial, or any other item which can be photocopied.

.Source Item Fages
A unit of measurement describing the length of the source item which is

photocopied.
0

Source of Request
The individual or institution-which originates a-request.

Special Librarrhs-
'SpeCial -libraries, for.the purpose of this Study, are any which can not be

classified as Anademic, Federal, Public Or School libraries. They can be

pr- irately endowed, funded by a Federal contract/ associatedWithprivste
industry, local gcvernment agencies or other interest groups, or supported

in any number of ways. Special libraries are often comtercial,

technical, civic or legislative libraries (or information centers) which
are coasidered.to be specialized collections.

e0
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Transaction
Ah'operetion'or series of operations in which photocopying is initiated 4
-and carried' out.

User *. . ../.,..
, .,

.

Individual who requests of obtains photocopying services in a library.
A user may be ,a library patron or a staff member or department of the

' ibiar.y.
1
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T
SUMMARY OF LIBRARY PHOTOCOPYING

IN THE UNITED STATES

$

u
This report presents the results of a study of the amount of photocopying

of,library materials by library staff in United States libraries. Apational sur-'

40 was conducted-from-a-sample of Public, Academic, Special and Federal- ibraries

to deterMillettie annual volume of photocopying undertaken for interlibrary loans,

. users, IV intrasystem loans. Since interpretation s og the Law'concerhing,.

for royalty payment appear to vary, data are also given forthe amount

.of photocopying that occurs under various hypothetical conditions of-eligibility

as they might be interpreted in the-new Copyright-Law and in guidelines set forth..
by the National Commission -on New Technological Uies of Copyrighted-Works (CONTU)-

fOr phOtocopying for interlibrary loafs. Thf report4LCUments the effec4-of these

hypothetical conditions from the perspective of both libraries and publishers. fn,

,addition; the report describes alterAtive royalty-payment mechanisms and discusses

One advantages and disadvantages of each froM the standpoints Of-gmalland large
,

libraries and small andlarge.publishers. This summary presenta estimates:of total,

volume of photocopying, analyzes implications of the new Law from the perspectives

of' libraries and publishers, and describes alternative payment mechanisms.

Sampling and.Data Collection

':' The sample of"libraries for collection )of data on the volume and charac-
.

teristics of phoiocopied'ok library materials made on library staff- controlled

equipment was a stratified random selectionrepresenting the five categories of

libraries: Academic, Public, Federal, Special associated with profit-seeking
- a

organizations, and Special librAies assoc iated with not-for-profit organizations.

The target minima: number of ,pa:4icipating libraries by type were: '100 Academic,
?

100 Publie, 62 Federal, 108:special.(74 Profit associated, 34 Non-Profit asso-

ciated). These target numbers were based in port on the estimated` volumes of

interlibrary lending for 1972, the most recent year for which comprehensive _data

' could=b4aseembledlatthe time.
,
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Some large libraries were included in the sample with ,certainty, to

represent-themselves. The remaining,lbraries of each type were stratified by

-Significant variables to facilitate selectionepf a reprsentative sample from

° which to estimate totals for the non-certainty libraries. Academic libraries
6

were stratified by size (measured.by volumes in collection) and type of institu-
.

tion (Univeisity, four year, two year). Public libraries were stratified by

populatiaserved and by region. 'Federal libraries werestratified by agency

and by volume of interlibrary loans. Special libraries were stratified'by size.

ParticipatioR was sinvited'from a. sample larger than the'miniMum target number,.

so that ineligible libraries, refusals,*and nonresponse would not disrupt the

very tight time table.

Xn ordertto avoid excersive burderhon.any'library; short sample periods
.-

Were specified fov.c collecting each major. category of infpriation. Eath library. '

, .,
was asked ro-record Lnd report information on photocopying volumes for a sample

,period;-to describe-characteristics of library materials photocopied for selected
. . a

. days,. and to report, on requestsimade during a specified period for interlibrary
/ . --

loans, and'on. the disposition of those requests. ThesessMple period.. ranged
....--

from one day to three weeks, nnd were specified in light of volume reported on
. . ...

.

a' preliminary screener form. , - . (

. . ,

Subsequently; participating libraries:were also asked to respond to a

questionnaire which addressed questions of costs of photocopying operations,
. .

preferences among possible royalty payment mechanisms, judiments concerning rela-,

tive costs of hypothetl.pal r ecordkeeping p..ocedures, and'a few voluMeitems.

Thus, the data collection from libraries involved an initial screener inquiry
.

and four sepr'Tate, but closely related, requests for information.

o

,In addition, thetime limitation on the project did not per#it data

collection to be spread throughout the year. Thirefore,i.t was important tnfind

adjustment factorscto correct for the difference between periods (days of the.

andmonths of the year) when data were collected and the average activity

over the year., Such adjustment weights were derived in the coursenf an analy-

sis.af interlibrary loan'data for the MINITEX system for the year 1976. The\
7

MINIT4 data were also used to verify a matherriaticalemodel used to project esti=

mates of the distribution of phdtocopyin& to the entire year.
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A-totaf.of 37,632'individual photocopy transactions were reported by

.the sampled libraries and analyzed. These repbrts of photbcopying included in .

formation:about each individuaL photocopy transaction such as type of material
.

(serials, hooks, other materials)-; whether copyrighted, type of transaction

(interlibrary loan, locauser, intrasystem loan) as well as other relevant in-

formation. I .

'Wel Volume of Photocopying

In 1976, one full year prior toimplementstiori of tha'.new Copyright Law,
,

a substantial amount of pho tocopying took place in libraries.in the United States:

It is-estimated that there were 36.8 thousand paper -to -paper photocopying machines

in ttle..$21,286 librivies,from which the, sample was chosen. Of ,35.3 thousand.ma-

chines used regularly for photocopying of'library materials, 15.4 thousand were

used excluSlvelywb5t patrons, for photocopying library and other materials and J.9.9°

thousand were used by libmry staff. Thus, the average number of machines per

lii;rary is lesE; than one. This study- addressed only the volume of photocopying

performed by library staff of library materials. Even with this limitation, an

estimated 114 million photocopy item:. were'made 'by library staff in that year.

"Less than one-half of this volume, however, was from copyrighted materials. This

means that the per library average is about'2,500 copyrighted items f:rom054

million HOtocopies'made from copyrighted materials.

Public lib "arias accounted for the lau4est share of photocopying of all

library materials, with 64 million phOtocopy

with.26 million photocopy items, folloWed by

and Federal fibraries,,with 7 million. !See

items: Special libraries were next,

Academic libraries, with 17 million, '

Figure 1.) The 8,310 Public li-

braries in the population averaged. 7,700
4
photocopy items per library. The 3,010

Academic libraries averaged 5,590 photocopy items per library, with Special li-

. braries.(8,510) averaging 3,1004 and Federal libraries (1,L30) averaging 4,900

items. The proportion of ph4pcopying from copyrighted material6 varied somewhat

among the types of libraries. Public libraries had the lowest proportion of

photocopying from copyrighted materials (37%) and Special libraries had the highest

proportion (69%). Academic libraries did 48 percent and Federal libraries did .

58 percent'Of their photocopying from copyrighted materials. This variation among

types of. libraries r'eflec.ts differences in the types of materials photocopied by

differ#nt types of libraries.
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Figure 1. Number of Photodopy'Itemsby TyPe of Library (1976)

`-',''' ). . - . ,

64:..i. all the libraries, serials accounted for'48Millionphotocopy
, -.-',

items;,bpoke 14.9.million;--and other materials :50 :8 million. ;(See Figure 20-
. -.

i

-., - 04W7 perdOht of the other materials, however, ,Ware identified Sa=being copy-
,.

righted,. whereas, 79 percent of-the .photocopy items of serials and 84,percent-

pf the photocopy items made Tram books were from copyrighted materials. Public
- .

',libraries 4ccounted for nearly threefourthe of all%the photocopying of other
..-

)materials, which is why
,

they had a.ldw proportion of photocopying from copy-
. . .

righted materials.

50r
Number Of

40
-

'-

-Photbcopy ,

" items 30-
(4117:ions) '20.

'10 --

Serials

.11 Type of Material
.

-Figure 2. Number of,Phototopy Items by Type of Material (1976)

Books Other Materials

.

Copyrighted Items

Not'Copyrighted/
Unknown Items

°

Volume of 'Serial PhOtocopyingL

-

CN

. V. 1
a

:

...,

This report pays particular attention to volume of photocopying of
>

.. .

serials. Serials accounted for the largest number.of itemNphotocopied.from copy-

righted materials, at about 38 million photocopy items. Also; libraries and pub-_

lishers appear to be more concerned about serials than about books orother materials.
, .
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jpecial-AndPublic libraries have the largest number of photoCopy items from

copirighted serials, about 16 million and 14 million respectively. Academic and l

Federal-libraries made, respectiVely, about 5 million ant:,4 million photocopy

'items from copyrighted serials.; The disparity among the types of librahes is

largely.accounted for by the, number of libraries within each type, When one con-
.

siders the average-number of photocopy items per li4aryt the disparity is much'
,

less. Although Federal libraries averaged 2,500 photcopy items per_library,

-.the other three types ranged from 1,600 to 1,800 iteMs\per

.
-It is especially important to.pbserve the categories in whichSerial

,photocopying breaka down according to 'tise '(interiitrary loan, local -use by laa-

trons.Or library staff, and intrasystem loan to a branch library) since both

the COpyright Law and CONTU Guidelines may have different Amplications for each.

Most photocopy items of copyrighted serialg (about 22'million) are made for local
r

users. Twelve million items of copyrighted serials are made for intrasystem

loans and, about 4,million are made for piterlibrary loan. (See Figure 3.) For

-each of the three types, of transactions mentioned, above, the amount of photocopying

performed under different conditiohs of eligibility is summarized below.

.30-
'umber df,
thotocOPY 20

Items
"
10

0

27.8

9*

kE.: 3:i

I

Copyrighted
Items

Not_ Copyrighted .

Items

6

Local
Users

Intrasystem
Loans

Interlibrary
Loans

Type of Transaction

Figure '3. Number of PhotoCdpy'Items of Serials Thai Arec
Copyrighted by Type of Transaction (1976)

Filled serial interlibrary loan requests for domestic serials account

-
for 3.8 million photocopy items, of which 3.1 million are estimated tote copy-

righted. When CONTU guidelinv are applied to the 3.1 million, it is estimated

%that 2.4,million are under six years old and 2.0 million are both under six

years old and not used for replacement or- classroom use. If the rule pf six
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:copies.-or more isapplied,, abbut 500 thbusand:photocopy items. are subject to

r:OyaltY_payment. '(See Figure 4.). This total increases to 1:9 million items if
.

from.derials over five years old are aldo considered, ea-

gible.
e

es\
'400r

4 '-'3000-
21r*r:,,Of

'Photocopy
Items

= ADO_
(ThPudands)

"a

T I

, V

Oreatet'Greater Than 5
:ItemS Under mentor Than Copies. Plus All

6, Years Classroom_ -Copied. IteMSOVer
' .5 Years

.

Figure, 4. NumVer of Photocopy Items of Domestic Setiaig
Requested forjriterlihra#,Logns.411 Items, Items'
Under 6 Years, Items.:Not for Replacement or Class-

- room, Items With Greater Than Fivp Copies (1976)

*.

Considering all interlibrary loan photocopy items,.t is estimated

that 81 perbent of all U.S; libraries will have less than 250 items per year.
.

These libraries, however,, account for only.41 percent of the total interlibrary

loan phOto.copy items; for there is a high degree of centralization of,hoto,-

copying air interlibrary loans. Twenty percent of the libraries request 73 per-

cent:of the photocopied interlibrary loans. (see Figure 5.) .

'14 n Local use, accounts for the'largest 'amount of photocopying at 28 million

serialphotocopyitems. Of these, about 22 million are copyrighted and 19 million

, are from copyrighted domestic serials. If one hypothetically applies CONTU's, 4

eligibility conditions for local use as well as for interlibrary loan, one finds

thit 15 million photocopy items are from serials under six. years olds 17 million

are from serials having five or more copies made in a library, and 13,million are

from seriale under 'six years old with five or more copies made in a library.

One also fine.o that 800 thousand photocopy items for local users were made for

replacement or tor classroom use by faculty. Another hypothetical condition of .

0

4J.
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-
eligibility from Section

.

108(d) of the Law, involves single copies

divi.cluals..-- It is estimated that 82 percent of the photocopy-items.,.,

users involve siagle,copies made for indiyiduals or institutions.

made for in-..

made for local

Considering

all phOtocopy items made for local use, At is estimated fhat 62PeAcent of all

U.S. libraries will have less than .250...photocopy items. These libraries account

for doly.seven percent,of the total photocopy items' made7-for_local use, With the

remaining 93 p cent made by 40 percent of the libraries. A total of 18-percent

of the-photocop s made for local use are made by 20 percent of the librarteS-

(See Figure 6.)

Photocopying fdt intrasystein loan of serials comes:toa,tOtal of 14-

Million photo-copy items, of which 10 million- are fromcopyrighted dothestic

serials. One-half million of these items involve replacement or classroom use.

Approximately 7 million of the intrasystem loan, photocopy items are from serials

under six years old.. Finally, it is estimated that about 76 percent of they

'items-photocopied far intrasYstem loan are single copies made for individuals

4 '4
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/
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.
.

or other institutions. Over one -third of the, transactions for intrasystem loan
1, s I .

involVe multiple copies of one or two pages, Which may be photocopies of tables
..

0 -20

157.,i71

21=40 41-60' i '61-280- 81-100
,

Froporti9A of'Libiaries,(X)-"'

o -c

. .
.

t .

MM71 .L.s;m9."..2,

o o

. ,

Of 'Contents or title pages made for.currenitwareneas.

Libraries'and Photocopyingladerations

Depending pol; iipl/ legal interpretation of the conditions of eligi- ,

bility for royalty payment, libraries may be required to screen dutgoing inter -'
1

. -..

library loan requests to check for possibleexemptions. .A majority of libraries
0 :-

.

report that.they would-,. f-notAncur extra costs whIch.could not he.alisorbed if they

were required to perform variousscreening operations for outgoing serial inter-
. k

' library loan reqUests. Depending upon the specific screening OperatiOn,,this

answer varies among libraries from,84 percent of all librarieto 62 percent of
-

all libiariee

8 o.
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in similar proportions;aibiaries indicated that they wouldnot incur

higher costs if required'to screen requests frOM 16Cal patrons. There is an ex-
it

cOtion, however. Akiut60 percent 'of responding libraries reported that extra

fruinrabsorhable Coati would be incurred in the event Ast they were required to

check fol: previously made photoCopieslrom a requested title.

-No singe royalty'payientmechanism:Stooeciut as being preferred over

the.others: Libraries in-the survey rated '_!most preferred" four

higheraubscription prices for

Photocopying machine fees, and

single egenCY. No-more than o

all sarials, purchase of royalty stamps or coupons,
e

purchase of mUtible copiesor reprints from a
,

ne-third of the_libraries, however, rates' any ,o1

these mechanisins ai!"mostpreferred."
,

. -

Insomelastanees, libraries charge their users gOrphotodoPying
. . .

.

services. The,average annual gross inconlepei-library for.operation,of photo-

copying.machinee is $1;90. ,The largest average annual gross income is $11,444

forAcademic libraries, followed by $3,648 lor,Federel librariea,-$2,964 for Public

'
.

,- p -

libraties,-and $06-for.SPecial libraries. The'larOst
,

average annual income per
--

0

Machine is $3,607 for_AcademiC libraries, followed by $2,432orTederal libraries,

.$1;M for Public libraries; and $87 for.Speciallibraries. &n-the average, .hOw-'
.t

ever, photocopying operations cost Public libraries $4,080-per year and Academic

librarieS $16,26 per year This suggests that tome libraries on the 'average,
.

,

may currently beincurring fret losses for their photocopying operation's when their
17

gross income is compared to their operational costs. Sufficient data were 'not-
.

available to estimate annual casts far Federal and Special libraries.

'Publithers and Photocopied Serials.

.

. & Il

, Publishers have. information needs unlike thddeof librarigs7, .- ,For ex-

. 4 . , i

ample, they need to .know 11047 much photocopying of indi;adnal serraii OCCrs across

all libraries. The estimate is that, overall libraries, the total number of
..., - -..-

. interlibrary loan photocopy per serial is 50 or less 40 percent
- .

of Serial titles, with these titles accounting for three percentnf'Ehe total
-.

. .

photocopy items. About seven percent of the serials ]have more thall 500 photocopy
,,, . ' .

itemSmadefrom them._ Considering only those photoccipy items that are not for
,

- ,

replacement or. classroom use, that are leis thansii years old;,and that have
,-

more than five copies, 91.perdant of serial titles have 50 or fewer photocopy

9 32
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items and. very fewi

is,,J.n.facpi a high

I

copying of Serials-o

iroportioa
-11).16 ft, co py.-

:Items (%).!

0

1,

C'

if any, have more than 100 pilotecopy iteis made of them. There

congentration of photocopying serials: 86 percent of the-photo-
. ------..

. .

ccurs op only 20percent of the serials. (See Figure 7.)

er

. 2

0-20 21 -40 41 -60 61-80.

PrIpor&on of 'serials (%)

Figure 7.

For local

-Copied serials'have

five ,percent of the

only these photocopy

five copies': nearly

also, a significant

tillpA)hotocopy items.
, .

cent of the serials.

-a -

Distribution of Interlibrary Loa9..Phetocopy Items by
Proportion ofqeridis (1976) A

user photocopyinge estimate d.s that 67 percent of the

less than 1,00Q ,photocopy items and a small, lbut significant,

titles have more than 5,000 items made of them. TCondidering

items of serials less than six years old and"with more tilt!:

all of the serials have less than 500 photocopy items. Here,

proportion of the serials accounts for a major proportion of

About. 68,percent of dthe photocopy Items come from 20 per-

(See Figure 8.)
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Figure 8. Distribution of Local Use PhotOCOpy_Itemaby"PropOrtion of Serials
. .

. .

According, to the recent Indiana University survey ofpUblisherp, nearly

50 percent of responding journals expected to' receive no-,royalty-payments-from a
0

clearinghbuse arrangement-supplying a thorizedcopieq, The average expected pay-

ment.was,about $1..50-per item for those pOligherS who expected' payment.. Many

; 'publishers appeared to prefer direct liLepping of:photocopying to clearinghouse

arrangements. ,This,sprvey, however, wwmade before the_ Association of American

Publishers, Inc. had announced its.ihtelitian:to set upAbepyright Clearance

Center: After-that announcement, the responie may have been different.

4.-

Implications for,the4Development of Royalty Payment Mec..anisms

Although the implications of royalty payment mechanisms for'librariea

did,Pubiishers-are different, it appears that on1y,i minority of either gioup

would be appreciably affected by the actual payment Of royaltles, since a large

proportion-of- photocopying takes place in 20 percent of the libraries andwith 20

,pereentlof'the serials.'
4 .
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NO single mechanism appears suitable for all photocopyinglhich might
V

be eligible -for royalty payment. Depending upon the ftaal resolutiol of-the eli-'

gibility question and the voluMe_of photocopying involved,. it is likely that:a

-Combination-of 8echaniams will be required.- <

' .

. ,

AO*

. -
todebign.andOperate as the matching of eligible photocopyingvalume_and-roYalty

, .

,payments - requires more.adcuracy and precision. As evij:ericed- by their relatiVely
..-

high ranking of higher subscription prices as an alternative royalty payment mecha-
. .

tgpm, libraries appear willing to exchange some accuracy fordailimplification of

their
. . ,

-. . . -

heir-mode.Of participatiOn in a royalty payment. mechanism.

Generally speaking, royalty payment mechanisms become -more expensive

.
Because of the_law saber of eligible photocopy iteMs`r:per serial for

thOiajority. of copyrighted domestic 'serials, and because of the potentially low

,proportion'of eligible photocopy items at -any one library, it maybe more cost- 0

ckearingheuse,, or payment `\effeftive, at least, initially,.for a central agency,
,

center to concentrate on serving _high-volume.serials
,

.

Law-volume iibrariestand-lowt-volume-serials may also

and high - volume libraries.

find it inexpensive when

compared to their own monitoring, depending upon the proportion of photocopying

in their libraries which was actually eligible'for payment.

. Monitoring, and enforcing royalty payment-may be-among the most expen-

sive components of a royalty payment mechanism. If publishers desire monitoring,

these functions may be handled most effectively by a central agency if legal
I

questions such as ant)-trust can be resolved. ,

- -,

.
The impact of royalty payments in terms of subscription- cancellations

. . .

is uncertain. We hypothesize that; if this occurred, it would havethe most
k __.

negative- impact on sma specializedpecialized journals.
I \
1

..

Caveats andfStatistical Precision of Results

1

One mould keep ih mind that behavior of libraries and publishers may,
.

be-different ater the Copyright Law goes into effect in 1978. A-change in be-
,

havior could sabstantialay alter the number of photocopy items eligible for

,

i2
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royAltT.payment from the estimates made.in th9'sample. Also, attitudes

hraties-and publiihers toward alternative royalty paYmeat-mechanisms may"hange

.(frowthose observed in recent surveys) after they.become familiar with operating

der the LaN,
.

.

k..-Since the data.were obtained from a sample of libraries, there is some
4, ...t ,

,Chance of estimates being higher or lower than those given in' this report.

ordsr to-give some indTiation of the.statisticalTrecision of the results, standard

errorp of typical estimates are stated here. Statistical precision estimates made

for alk4lbraries are higher than those made by type of library because-of the

-diffeteAceill Sample sizes. The standard error for interlibrary loan for all

photocopies made in all four types Olibraries is 3.8 * .58-million. The inter-
.

pretation.is that,the.namberof photocopies made in all four typeslf libraries

for ,interlibiary low request is between 4.4 million and 3.2 million;at 66:percent

. level of confidence, or, =8 f 1.16.million at 95 percent level of confidence.

TheAumber of photocopies made for interlibrary loans by Public libraries would be

1.0 *-.16 million, and for Academia libraries 1.1 * .13 million. The standard

errors for Special and Federal libraries are 1.3 f .54 milliomand 6.4 f :012

millibn x4pectively..The estimate for local users is L9.0* 3.4 million.The

estimates for Public, Academic, Special and Federal libraries are 7.4 3.7;

1.8 ± 1.4; 7.9 * 2.2; dad ± 0.6 respectively. It is noted that estimates that
,.

'involve the proportion of transactions such as the proportion of serials that are

copyrighted, the proportion that ,gre from domestic publishers, ageof the publics-
.

tions.and'so on have a substantially higher statistical precision since the sample'
1

. ' sizes are over 10,000.

.
Finally, the estimates derived from the MINITEX data bage serve as

an exCellen verification of estimates of photocopying for interlibrary loans
i

made froli..te national library survey. It appears that the national library

survey data closely resemble those obtained from MINITEX. Also, data.from another

National Science FoLndatinn study o% scientific and technical,pbblishing yi4d
__ ---

very similar overall results to estimates of total_photOcopying ofgalentific and

technical serials observed-in this study.
.

t
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SECTION 2

INTRODUCTION AND. BACKGROUVD

2.1- Background

During the past severaI'yeart, Signifidant progress has been. made in

the arei,of Copyright that affects both librariei and-holders of copyright.

1*.s:arei.is the photocopyingof,copyrAghted materials by United State's libraries.

eb

'Examples of ,the progress that b6 been made are the following:

The establishmenthy the NCLIS and the Register of Copyrights
, -oftlie 'Conference on Resolution of CopYrIght -Issues (CORGI),,

also-known as the "Upstairs- Downstairs Oeup" which included
.both publishers and lihrariens who agreed to lend their suppOrt
toa study that would objectively,analYzedata rele4ght to
the. issues of library photocopying and -'the design. of` a royalty

payment mechanism.
.

O 3he establishmentd1 the National Commission Onew'Technological
-.Uses of-Copyrighted-Works (CONTU). . -.

-0 The signing by the President 'of the ew Copyright,Law-on
,October 19,. 1976, to .go into effect January-1,1976:

CONTU's issuing of the Guidelines dealing with interlibrary'

. loan (ILL) transactions.

- The concrete proposals forth,during' 1977 by the Copyright.
Clearance Center Task Force of the Association of American

Publishers (AAP).

.
This study is an outgroWth of the deliberations of the "Upstairs - Down=

stairs Group," a body of voluntary representatives of the various interested

' parties who'met during 1974 and i975 to see if they Could'reneh an agreement on'

:questions raised by library photocopying of copyrighted serials.__ On-the one

a ,,hand,publishers as copyright holders_felt that ffili-deserved monetary compensa-.

'____.-1-.------ .

,.tion for library photocopying since-such copying= - especially its transmission

.1% between libraries via existing channels of interlibrary loan--tonsiituted, Inbetween

.

:.

SYs, c

,

a

**-5'

their view, a breach of traditional concepts of ."fair:use"'which was potentiallye

limmaging. the other hand, librarians felt that, most of the library photo-
.

copying was, indeed, "fair use" and any restrictions On photocopying would harm

pUhlic access to information. They were also concerned that the record- of ,

keeping involved in some payment mechanism clearinghouse proposals might be

an expensive administrative headache. Authors felt .that their concerns were
_

not being addressed. 4inally, the_Federal Government was interested in the

controversy for many reasons:

15d
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'ItaUbsidizes much of the scientific and technical information
generetedand disseminated in the-United States by published
.material., "

1 , .

* tie NCLISladvocatea in its'National Program Document, "Toward
a National-Program for Library and Information Services:- Goals
or. Action;" the 'establishment of a national library and informa-

tion netwurk baSed, in largeTart,,,on resource sharin . 1, A
The COngress was anxious to have the librarians and publishers

^ resolve thei.r differences.
, . : -

.

-The Copyright Officeves'equallY anxious fora resolution on the
idifference,for the above reasons.

Objective, quantitative data to evaluate the various arguments did not

exist on 'a nationwide basis; The, seminal study in-this field, the one carried out

in the mid-60s bySophar and-Heilprin of the.Committee to Investigate, Copyright

Problems Affecting Communication in Science and Education '(CICP), had put forth

the cOpcept of a clearinghouse (9), but the data collected in that study came

from a restricted sample and could no 16nger be considered indicative of the

national situation in the late 1170s. The-Canadian study.of Basil Stuart-Stubbs

(1044§v3ded significant insight into theAdblem, but its qUantitative applica-

bility toLtheAmerican situation was questionable., CORCI found that it could

. Make no further progress without up-to-date-nati41data on libraryphotc,copying.

;Accordingly, the NCLIS and the National Science Foundation (NSF) agreed _

,

to'fund a research study to:, (a) analyze the volume and distribution of library
---------"-

photocoPying:via a national survey. of-United-States Public, Academic, ,Spedial,
\ , ../

. and Federal_librariea,* and (b) test the feasibility of a royalty payment mechanism.

:.........-------- ARequei4 for Propoial (RFP) waSisaued by NOLIS,:and King Research, Inc a

' survey research firM located in Rockville, Maryland, was selected. to perform the
,... 0

I

study. 'Following awarof this contract, which-began in May 1976, 'the National
. Ico- 4

, Commission on. New Technological Uses of Copyrighted Works (ONTO funded an. -

amendment which provided for the study of one yearl's interlibrary loan requests
P

redeived by the Minnesota.Interlibrary fielecommunicationshange (HINNITEX).

-Thii leiter study, performed in conjunction with, the,NCLIS/NBF study, provided

invaluable data on fluctuations for individual libraries and

onAndividual-libraries' demand for individual serial titles, data which were
7

to'become of crucial importance in light of the subsequently-issued CONTU

interlibraryqcan guidelines.
. -

* School libraries/media center were not included in the sampling/Universe.
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2.2 -'The St4dies

I

In this.section,we.give an-overviewbf the study approach.

Thersample of libraries for the NCLIS/NsF pbctochpying study-was a
.

stratified-random'Selection representing the four'categorles of libraries:

Academic, Federal, and Special libraries. The target number of parti-

cipating libraries by type4were: _108 Academic, 100 Public, 62 Federal, and

I00-Special. These:target numbers were based in.parton the estimated volumes

of interlibrary lending, for 1972, the most recent year for which comprehensive
-., .

'date could-beessembled at the time.
*

Very large libraries and some 1:71.6 unique, characteristics were included.

Imthe sample with certainty, lhat Is, the Probability with which they pyre

-selected'equalled one, and they were chosen to represent-only themselves. 7.r

remaining libraries,of each type were stratified by Significant variabled to

facilitate seleCtion of a representative-sample from whichtoestimate totals

for.the non-certainty libraries. Participation was invited from a sample lar .t

:--than-ifie minimum target number; to that ineligible libraries, refUsal3, and.

nonresponses would not dtstupt the very tight time table.

4.

Academic libraries -were stratified and sub-stratified according to

bookstock (number of volumes) and type of academic institution (university/

research, other fouryear, and two year), based on a data tape supplied by the

j National Center for Education Statistics.

Public libraries in the certainty Stratum were selected on the basisvof

bookstock. For non-certainty Public libraries, stratification was based on the

size of population served and geographic region.

.Special library sampling was accomplished in stages. Initial samples

were drawn from the American Library Directory, the Directory' -of the Special
4,
Libraries and Information Centers, and the Special TAbrary Asdociation Membership

Directory. These wire sorted into Legal, Medical, ReligiOus, and Special. Over-

. lap With Federal and Academic libraries was then determined.
.
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Federal libraries were stratified according to aggregate interlibrary

loans; based upon the 102 survey of Federal libraries. The Federal library

certainty Stratum includes both large borrowers and large lenders.

The first solicitation to libraries deeignated for inclusion in the

sample an 'for alternates-wasa "screener" form. Follow-up letters were mailed
r,

eb. all addressees that did not respond., Days for data collection for volume,

for characteristics; and for purpose of requests were assighed to each librzity
. .

which proVided a screener,,based on the information reported therein. Volume

Iogi forms'to record characteristics of library-materials photocopied, and

interlibrary loan forms for serials borrowed were then transmitted to each

librarwhich had answered the screener. At this stage, additional refusals

and-nonceaponses:occurred. ALMOst-exactly 300.1ibraries reported on volume of

,photocopying and on the characterisiics'of matdrials cop ied, plus 44-reports of

"no copying," as compared with the combined target of 370. Academic libraries,

reported very conscientiously on borrowings, but in each of the other library

types,-a significant. number did not Ileport oh borrowings.

SUbsequently,participating libraries were also asked to respond to a

Copyright Royalty library Survey questionnaire which addressed questions of costs

of-photocopying operations, preferences among possible royalty payment Mechanisms,

judgments .concerning relative costs of hypothetical recordkeeping procedures, mid

a few vbluMe items. (Data collection forms are displayed in AppendixA.)

A vital of. 2,350 volu6 logs were analyzed, representing a sample of

approximately 13,095 transactions. 4,660 interlibrary loan forms were collected

and analyzed, A wtal-of 19,277 characteristics forms were analyied, and 201

copyright royalty library survey questiofinaires were returned and analy-zed.

The time limitation on the project did not permit data collection to

be spread throughout the year. Therefore, it was important to find adjustment

factols to correct for the difference between periods (days of the week and

months of the year) when data were collected and the average activity over the

Year. Such adjustments weights were derived in the course of an analysis of-
.

interlibrary loan data for the NINITEX system for the'year. 1976.
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Thestatevide interlibrary loan system of Minnesota, M,INITEX, handles ,

approximately 130,000 requests per year from all types of libraries.' 'These ,

-libraries are located mainly in Minnesota but also in Montana, North Dakota,

andsmallOrtiona of Wisconsin and Canada.

.
. Analysis of MTNITEX interlibrary loan trarisactions,for a full year -

:provided seasonal iariations in ILL boriowing by type of library and thereby

helped -in determining annual volumes of lfbrhrycoOxing for thoSe libraries
, -

participating in the Photocopying Study. It also provided other information
, .

,including such items as whether or nc, the.requesting library subscribe'to.the 4

periodical requested, distribution of serial requests over the-fifa.of a journal,
h

distribution of requests fbr specific jouvpaltitles4 purpose of request, and :

requests for photocopying in lieu of loan. Detailed-BINITEX tabulated data, and.
- '

.'national survey results will be given inandther volume. ,

2.3 Categories of Photocopying

.

The categories of photocopying of particular interest to this study

Are presented in thefollowing table:

. TABLE 2.1
411/4

CATEGORIES .OF LIBRARY.PHOKOCOPYING

General
. .

Specific ,

Hypothetical Eligibility
for Royalty Payment

Category - Category Eligible

X

Not Eligbie

(1) Photocopying of
Copyrighted serials'
by or fbr library

. . staff

(1.1) for local users

(1.2) in.reeponse to intra-
system loan (ISL)
requests . -

0

(i.3) in response tointer-
library loan requests
from other libraries

i .

- -

x

(2)

.

Interlibrary torn
(ILL) requests for
Copyrighted .

serials

.,

.

(2.1) Unfilled requests
,

x

(2.2).Requests filled by
phdtocopying by
other libraries> x

(2.3) Requests filled by
other libraries

" with originals

-

X

s
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,z4 this:table, categorie, of photocopying are.classifIed, as being

eithereligible or not eligible for royalty payments. We emphasize that this

TeferatohYpotheticaleligibility, since definitive legal interpretations of

what proportion of photocopying in the "eligible" category_would actually
4

trequiraroyalty payments do not exist at this time. -.

There are two, general categories of interest: (1) Photocopying Of-
.

.4 .copyrighted : serials by or for library staff, and (2) interlibrary loan requests

fox 'copyrighted serials. The qualifier "bior for library staff" is added to
_

, catagory'(r) to show that photocopying by library users on unsupervised machines-
(e.,g.,.,coin -operated machines), is not considered here. Interlibrary' loan

.,""requests" are considered because of the impact of the CONTU ILL:guidelines

whioll. make interlibrary loan.photocopyinginormally the responsibility of the

requesting rather than the photocopying library.

Category. (1) may be subdivided into photocopying (1.1) for local users,

(1.2) in response to intrasystem loan requests, and (1.3) in response minter-
,.

library loan requests from other libraries. '"Local users" are.libriry patrons
.

and staff who are presumably able to initiate photocopying transactions on a

walk -in or.local phone call basis. Localuaers include employees of.the li-

-brary's parent institution. "Intrasystem loan requests" are requests trans-

mitted'from other hrariches or libraries within the same system. Photocopying

in both of thesacategories may hypothetically,be eligible for loyalty payments.

Category (1.3), however, photocopying in response to interlibrary loan requests

from otheiliaries, is notiially not considered to be the responsibility of

the photocopying library, due to interpretation of the CONTU ILL guidelines.

Category (2) may also be subdivided into three categories: (2.1) un-

filled requests, (2.2) requests filled by pfiotOcopying;by other libraries, and

(2.3) requests filled with originals. Normally, only category (2.2) is assumed

in this report to be eligible for royalty payment. Loan requests for library

.materials are processed by an interlibrary loan department or ofthe in the

'drier libraries, and in smaller libraries.one or more staff members have the

responsibility for handling interlibrary loans. Loan requests are transmitted

frotk the requesting libraries on a variety of request forms. The most common

form ds the "standard" interlibrary loan form approted by the AmeriCan Library

4
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Association: A ipeci41 form is available for photocopy requestibutfew li-

ii4404,4e it Teletype requests` arrive in different formats.,'While the for-
. , 4'.M#ta-Ofthelyarioua jorma.differ, the content is reasonably similar. The vast

14JOrity..,0f,filled-7Striai.article requests are filled with photocopies, not with

s''Or4initlYisaUeS,Ok.thereqUested serial title.

:TWo categories-ofPhotocopying are specifically not covered. here:

'phoitoeppYing:Of.non7library materials by library staff, and phOtocopYiogby

librarY_OatiOna of library materikson equipment prOvided by the library for

411440,Vised:patronuse.

:

.

. .A-great deal of photocopying by, library staff on librarY'reontrolled

*iehineia ,composed of the. copying of.9rrespondence, letters, memos, ,

eataleg .0AtOs,.and other types of office copying. While, this is ,not directly

Sirelivaatto the development of a royalty payment-mechanism, the-ability to'

diatinguish betWeen it and copying eligible forpayment.is. The existence of

thitioategory'of photocopying requires estimates to be made from a sample of

actual photocopying transactions, father than from post-hoc estimates. This
.

hid implications for this study and for transaction -based royalty payment

',mechanisms:

0

Photocopying on.unsupervised machines is particularly difficult to.

,Monitor, and,was not. included in this study under terms of the study contract.

This category is,significant in two respects. First, in some librariei the

amount of photocopying in this category may be significant, as suggested in

a later'section of this report. Second, iri'some libraries, particularly the

smaller ones, staff and patrons.use the same machings). This complicates the 6__-
monitoring of specific copying categories.

e.

2.4 Special Considerations

After this studihad started thg.fiew Copyright Law was signed and

CONTU issued its interlibraryloan (ILL) guidelines. These guidelines for the

first time ispecified a maximum volume of allowable photocopying for serial
.

-articles requested by' means of interlibrary loan. This quantitative limit,
.

prbduct of considerable negotiation among interested parties, was included in

a: formal Congressional report, although not in the actual ,language of the

finaL.bill. SignEficantly, hOwever, these guidelines mage compliance the

43
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-resPonSibility of individual libraries with res ect to individual serial titles.

Potentially

times' each aerial

statistical analysis

The piractidalimpect'of the above was that for each library A

Alfferenemothematical 'distribution
existed far, the Iler of

titieWas iequeated. This 'entailed considerably more complex

than had been originally-anticipated:"

_ The MINITEX analysis allowed the dethand fOr in*diviau'af titled by

individual libraries to be observed over an, entire year, and'thiswas useful

in.pi7O3etting to an annual level the findings, from the photocopying Study's

"shorter' observation periods.

0: . . I,

These developments nespssitated a categorizatibm of King7Readardh"

.datain line with the CopyrightLaw and the-CONTIJ'ILL guidelines. lAs will be

noted later, however, there is still considerahle_uncertaintywithltegardsto
N

interpretation and application of the Lett and guidelines. Reasons( for some

- . A
oethis uncertainty are'discussed berow. !

.

1t is not always easy to:determine if items6are copyrighted, as will

be shown in discussion of.the large volume Of "copyright'Unknown"' photocopy

items. Many alternative payment mechanisms rely upon thd identification of

photocopy-items eligible for payment by library staff; a plain and visible

Statement of c6Pyright status is a necessity for sack mechanisms.,

4

It is necessary to distinguish between two types of photocbpying for

replacement purposes. Items may be photocopiedto re lace out-o 1-prifit"or

otherwise unobtainable originals or source items, ass ng:rhat an_effoxt_has,-,1

been made to obtain an original. ,Or, items may be pho copied for replacement

usedue'to mutilationtofan original.

°

It is assumed that serial articles photodopied by or for'aiteacher in

a hot-for-profit educational institution and which satisfy the Guidelines for
ti is

Crassroom Copying, in Not-for-Profit Edu2stionri Institutions with RespeCt to

Books and Periodicals ( 2) would not be eligible for royAlty payment.
.



A continuing.6certainty is the definition of a.,:iibrary system for

iOalty'paymestPurprea:' We have assumed. that libraries within the'eame

system (e:g., branches in:a public libraly system) are part of.a.aingle entity.

The cohesiveness Of systems differs,. depending upon thehapia of the system.

,S6me are determined, by locality or governmental sponsorship, such as Public
et

(e 4

library, systems and lederEil agency library systems. Others may be more

loose -knit, such as multi-library cooperatives desipacLto share audioyisual

resources. A definition of "library"-and "library system" must still be
.

`deVelciped"for determining future payment responsibilities. This will also aid.

in.defining what constitutes "intrasystem".photoconying.

.

.
. .

The CONTkILL guidelines woulenot apply if present, interlibrary loan
... ,,

practices were "...supplemented. or even largelycreplacedby a system in which

ond.or more agencies or institutions, public or private, exist for the specific
.

purpOSe of providing a central 'source for photocopies." The Mostiracticai

implication for royalty payment mechanism operation related to ILL -transactions..-
.

'a oneof more such agencies would be, presumably;'to make accounting and

. payment the responsibility of the photocopying library, as Opposed to die

requesting library. .4 may be useful to determine when existing or developing
.

'libraries and other agencies should be considered to "exist for the specific

purpose of providing a central source for photocopies:" ?

.

There is still some uncertainty regarding the interpretatiqn of the
. _

:concept of:fair use and the prohibition against systematic copying with regard

to non-ILL photocopying. The Practical impact 61 this uncertainty is the following.

.It appears impossible to estimate for non-interlibrary loan photocOpying, with ate

same degree of certainty as for interlibrary loan photocopying, the proportion

of.tomestic copyrighted' serial photocopyolitems which would be in exec:88.0f

fair'use and therefore potentially eligibly for royalty payment. This

uncerteinty'ieMains even if photocopying for classroom use by faculty and
CJ

' photocopying for library replacement use (still the subject of some uncertainty)

and other possibly exempt categories are,excludect Th, source of thie .

uncertainty A.4the concept Of "multiple copies" as opposed.to "single copies."

The essenceot this uncertainty is the following; Several photocopy 'items of

an individual source item might be made during the course of a single transaction.

Or, several photoqopy items of an individual sourde,item might 'be made over the

23
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%.dourseOfseVeral transactions, forthe same or different requesters. The

, 'CONTU:44-Uidelinea resolved this potential conflict mathematically fen

interlibrary loans byspedifying limits on the number of photocopy items which

,could lo'receiVed by requesting library from a single copyrighted

serial title Auring- a specific perio-d Ottime,4regardless of the number. ef

!photocopy items made:during the course of a single transaction.
.

.
.

left...were assumed thatSingle photocopy items made for local user'or
. 1 0

* ' 4 .

intrasystem loan requeSts were exempt frobtpaYMent, without rega...,0
;

to the 1
. , ..

.

number of-rimessingleserial rirles.were photocopied during the course of-
. , .0 -4 .

- :aingle.ortf,Multipletransa;tions, then only a small proportion of the -total .

OOmestic:sopyrighted serial photocopy. items would be eligible for payment. The
. ; . . 1 .-.

Aaia..described:in this report demOnstratt that a veryjarge number of single,
,

photocopy items are made in response to-local,user and intrasystem loan requests.-

.$ 'Excluding these from thetotal rumber of-potentialiy eligible phOtotopy leems
. .

Foul& significantly reduce,} the volume" eligible for payment: i,-.....,
. . 0*

. .

t ,
.,

, +3 . .
.. %

...". . .

This does not,taks into account heavy use of individual titles, where
a .

, . .-. . , .

the -number df photocopy, tems bveltime,:oi the existence -of numerous multiple

photoCOr;y items during the course of.a single transaction, might, conceivably
e

,cumulate within a single library or library system to the-point where photo-

copyiils coufabe:perceived'assubstituting fOr'indtvidual serial aubScriptionS.,
'.4

v. ,

'The.CONTO ILL guiaelines.addossed rhese issues for ipterlibrsry loanUtrhe;

.- ........,,,;asemaybe someWhat&ilferentfornon-ILL Photocopying, since there is signi-

ibantly more local user and intrasYstem photocopying of copyrighted domestic
,

-serials, and since= transactions "involve a somewhat "higher proportion of
t-...

single 'photocopy items per transaction.

gpossible analytical, solution to this problem.would be the

application'of guidelines similar to those issued by -CONTU regarding.ILL to

nonrILL photocopying'. Some of the impacts of this on, eligible photocopying

',:voluthe,are discussed in this report.
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SECTION 3

. .

-TA11.-VOLUNIEOF PHOTOCOPYING OF LIBRARY?HATERIALS
BY LIBRARY SAFF'IN THE UNITED STAT

- ft
- .:, ....,'

. . . 4>
One pfthe:most important issues of the past decade concerning.li-

,

brary'-PhObtoPYIeghat beenthe-ameunt ef photocopying that actualii.taket place

,._An libraries: ThlarePert previdee.pstimates of the-AMount-or 4Oltime of photo
4 . .

CoPYingiof library materials by or for. the 1...)rary,staff in Public,-AcadeMici-
;

.40441; ina Federal libraries in the-United States.
, .

. ..

ThiaseCtion..is devoted to estimates of thelgarTiatiliralto-T

com,=ing,in thalreited,Statea pretentea,bytype,of libraries .(Public, Acaemic,
> .

.

SpeCial,andTederanytype-eflibrarymIteria/s (serials, books-Aea Other,

,terial), and Whether-the materials-are currently 'copyrighted or .not. The p 0-

tocaPiring activities fOr which; data were collected are' also separated interree-
.,

.main,categaries -- photocopyinglof materials by library staff for local library

Userd-.(patrons-or staff) and.copYingof materialkfor other libraries, sub
2-, . .- '.

z
----- 4yided by intrasystem loans and interlibrary loans. These three types 0 trans-

.- i t

' -actions are'referred-to in the remainder of the report as local users, in ra-
,..

O

fi

system loae.and .interlibrary loan.

. One could choose among many units of measure to describe the volume

.0fphOtecopying. However,, the following units of m easure were chosen to be

presented,in this- report. Three ,types of library materials include serials,

:IbOoksand other materials (eig., sheet music, keportey pamphlets, etc.). -4

transaction involves any request for a library's material that may come from an

Imatitetiony individual or.another library. A transaction could be filled or

unfilled -and it could be filled by presenting an original copy to the requester

or by ,presenting the requestor With a photocopy of the material: In this report,

we include only thosetraesactiena that are filled by a photocopy made by library'

'.staff' members. A source item is/the unit of material being photocopied. This

category includes.suchitems as an article, a single page] or specified' multiple

pages from a serial o; a chapter from a beak, Thenumber oDreeuested photocopy
.

items refers-to the number of times the source item is copied in fulfillment of

) atiansaction. This differs from the number of filled transactions that.are

4 25
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.
. J

,,:prodesaed'it A,Inachine. A single filled transaction maybe for multiple copies

,of, the-sine sonrce;item. The-total number Of photocopy items 1.137thesitm-of*the
1

filled'requested.photocopy-items. This Will
.
be the most common unit, of. Measure-

:40#t in thexesulta,ptesented in this report. Other units of measurement;tha't

will be: mentioned are - number of filled transactions, number'of l'iource-item -pages

coPied-and the number of photocopy-pages. Further definitions have been given

In the GlOstiary at:the beginninipoftftisreport.

'le:FidHLIGHtS 1k' .

'Total Volume of,PhOtocopving:

. ,

There were an estimated 114.million'photocdpy items made
of library materials by librari staff in.-1976, There was
an egfimated-average,of 5,400: photocopy items per library

in the.population of 21,280 libraries from which the.sample'
. -- - c . .. .,-.

was -chosen.
li

.
s% l' . ,1

.
, .

,

o. The largest share of photocopying Of library materials/was

-performed.in Public libraries (64,Miilicin,phOtpcopy items)

followed by Special libraries. (26 million), AcadeMic li-

brariis (1rmillion) and Federal libraries (7 million).

Public libraries also averaged the greiie'et amount :Of- phatO.- ,

copying (7,700 photocopy item.s.z..per library). Academic,li.:-

braries.also had alargeairera0-%amount of photo at

5,500 phdtocopy items per library. Federal-libraiies averaged'

4,900 photocopy items and Special librariesaveraged 3,100
,photocopy items.

Most of the materials photoco ied were serials (48 million

photocopy stew al and other mat rials FOoks

were photocopied to the extent about 15 million photocopy

'items. 4lt,1

. 1 .
-

Of-114.millid photocopy items,'a proxinely 76
were made for ocal users (patron and'library sta05e7
million f Atrasystem loan and-11 lion'fointerlibrari

loan. I

. \:,

.

Total Volume of Photoco in: of ii htedtMaterials

Less than one-halrofthe volume Of photoCopying,waa performed'

on copyrighted materials There-tiore about 54 million photo7

copy items of- copyrighted materials-made in 1976 This volume

amounts to about 2,500 photodopy.itena per library throughovt
the United States. ,A total of -17 million photocopy-items was
made from materials in which copyright was unknoWn unreported.

.
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A' aii largest amount of photocopying of. copyrighted materials
, . _ .

144 performed in Public libraries (2410 million photocopy
items). .k:total-of 11.9 million T4t4Opy items-were-made

- iii Special libraries; 7:9 million' -iolidemie librarietr
' 4.0.in Federal libraries.

,N
--

,
.

.

!v'The a*zage amount of photocopying was 2,900 copMghted pho-
recopy' items per Pubii4 library, 2660 copyrighted photocopy
items -per Acadpmic library, 2,800 copyrighted photocopy. irems-
per Federillibiary, and- 2,100 copyrighted photocopy items per
Special library. Y.

. .

-- . ,
.

AD A' majorityofrhe.volume of photocopying:of bopyrightedma-
terials wis'fiom aerials-(38.0 million phototopy,iteMs). .

- t -There were 12:6,milliOnLphOtocopy items made:from-copyrighted-
, books and.3.4'phdrocopy items,wede .fropl_other library-materials.

. -. , ,c

A total of 21.7 photocopy items of:coliyrightell.*rials was
made for local users; 12.0, million for intrasystemlOarrvand'
4.1,milliOnforinteilibiarY loan.

.Estimated Volume of Photoco. Items and Photoco a eei

'

.
.

.. i

4A
,, There-is a very large amount of photocopying-of 1 1 rary, materials by

t
;Or for 111- ary.araff in the United States. It-is estimated that in 1976 about,

114-million, photocopy items were made by staff in-the21,260.1,Ibrariea from
A

which the nations] sample was chosen: This means that about 5;400 photocopy.

items were made per library. Considered in another way, ayerage of about.
. .

. .
1

20, photocopy items are made in libraries each regular:working day of ,the year.

.1.'' .

The.toral Volume of phOtocopying varies substantially amonli the four major types
.

.

. .

oflibiaries The extent of this variation is displayed in

1

Figure 3.1 below.

, 1.-__
!

. .

80 .

-Number of
60 .

-Photocopy
.IteMs

c
41illion) 40 -

.1r

\
20 -

64.3

4

0

4'

16.6,

26.0

7.0

8

Public Acadeiic . special
Type of Library

Federal

Figure 3.1. Number of Photocopy Items by Type
of Library
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Public - library atiff photocopied over one-half of the to-pa Vold5e-hf4betocopy

item*, .111ey n;riefa total of- 64.3 million photocopy items compared-to .26 million

-made in%Special4ibraries, 16,6 made In Academic libraries an417.6_million slide

ip2i6deral libraries;

A somewhat different picture emerges when one considers the average

number of photocopy,itemaper library as shok in Table 3.1 below.

,Table 3.1 NUMBER_OF pHOTMOPy,ITEHS.AND PHOTOCOPY
ITEMS PER LIBRARY, BY TYPL OF LIBRARY (1976)

I

Type of
Library

Number of
Photocopy Items

(million)

-Number of

Libraries

Number of-
ThOtocoPy Items.

Per Library

Public

cademic

Special

Federal: 4-

64.3

16.6

26.0

7.0.

8',310

3,030.

8,510

1,430' -'

7 '00

3,100

'.4,900,

v. Libraries 113.9 21,280 . . 5,400A- . .- . .
SOURCE: Kin/ Research, Inc.: Lihrary Photocopying in the gnited.States (hereafter"SOURCE:

- Iv-referred. to as National Library Survey)'.'

Pul-9. e libraries had the largest average volume of photocppy items among-the

tyi.eecif libraries (7,700 photocopy items per library), but the average volume

in Academic libraies.is also quite large (5,500 photocopy Items per library).

AD4) might expect, the average photocopyini:volume in Special libraries and

_...Federal libraries is lower, being 3,100 photocopy items per Special library-
,

;Find' 4,900 photocopy items per Federal. albrary.

Another measure of the volume of photocopying is th total number of

photocopy pages made by library staff. In this instance, it is estimated that

about 906 million photocopy pages were made in 1976.' This represents an average

of about 42,600 photocopy pagei per library and eight'photocopy pages per photo-
-'1

copy item. The lather average gives some indication that the number of item

pages photocopied is not extensive. Ttiad'ia, there is little evidence that many

books,or journal issues are photocopied in)their entirety, although there were
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soMesoiated reported'instances where this appeared to be true for books.

The breakdown of volume of photodopy ?ageb by type of library is given in

Table. 3. 2 ,

I "I
Table 3.2 NUMBE, OF PHOTOCOPY PAGES, PHOTOCOPY PAGES PER/LIBRARY

AND PHOTOCOPY PAGES. PER PHOTOCOPY ITEM,
BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

/
. -

.1-1
No. of, No. of Photocopy No. 0 Photocopy

Type of Photocopy Pages Pages Per Library PdgesTer
Library - Uilliofi) (000)- PhOtOcepy Item

Public
_ 377 45.4

.
(,5:9

Academic. 219 72.3 i 13.2

Special 238 MO: I 9.2

Federal: 72 . 50.3 ! 10.3
.

.

All Libraries: 906 42.6
- .

8.0

'SOU RCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey.

s,

.

The number ,of photocopy pages per library ranges from imda

libraries up to 72,000 in Academic libraries. The number,of'photocopy pages per

photocopy.itefitis also given in Table 3.2. In'this instance, Academic libraries

appear to have greater number of photocopy pages per photocopy item (13 pages).

The otheetypes of libraries range from about, six pages in Public libraries.to

a little over nine pages in Special and ten in,Federai libraries: It will be
.

showin later. that the type of materials photocopied varies among the different

types of libraries which accounts for the differences in average number of pages

photocopied observed above in Table 3.2.

3.2 Estimated Volume of Photocopying by Wire of Material and Type of

Transaction
4

Two impirtant characteristics of photocopying are the type of 'library

material,involvgd and the type of transaction that led to photocopying of these

materilit. The type of material is sub-divided into serials, books and other
r

. materials because these types are often published by different organizations.
.

For example, many serials are published by professional societies that are not

concerned at all with extent of photocopying of books or other materials.

" 51
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.The'breakdaWn oflihrary photocopying by type of transaction (local user, iatra-

system.loan, and inteiliirary loan). is important because photocopy from

-these,three types of transactions might be treated differently concerning their

potential eligibility for royalty Payment. For example, guidelines have been

-set forth -by-CONTU for interlibrary loans.and they,haveheen made part of the

Conference,Beport (2). .These_ two characteristics of photocopying are discussed

in detail i efow.

: The total volume of photocuiying of seriais& books and other materials

is shown in Figure 3.2 below.

'Number of

. Photocopying
Items

:(Millions)

te

60-

40

,30'=

20

-

0

248
, -

50.8

.14.8

i Serials Books Other Materials

Type of Material

.Figure 3.2 Number of Photocopy Items by Type

of Materials I

The amount of photocopying in term of photocopy items is about thJ
, -

'same for:serials (41 million) and othermaterials (51 million),, While the total

number of photocopy, items for books is only 15 million. 'Aithough:nearly mie-

haif of ,the number,of.photocopy items are from othet.materials, most of these.

other materials are not copyrighted, as Will be shown in Section 3.3.

. ,

The relative amount cf photocopying from the three typearof materials

.varies among'the four types of libraries. These results are given in Table 3.3

. on thO following page.
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11

. ..,

. - . Table 3.3 NUMBER.OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS, BY TYPE OF
MATERIAL, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (197)

. '-(ifillions of Photocopy.ltems)

P.

Type of All
Library Materials

e of Material

Serials
.

Books Other Materials

x.:blic 64.3 16.6 8:8 - 38.9

'n.. .

,AORdemic 16.6 6.3 3.8 6.5

Special 26.0 19.2 1.7 f-1

Federal 7.0 -----.6
0.6 0.3

All Libraries. .113.9 48.2 14.9 50.8

-SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey

Well_over one -half of the photocopy items made in Public libraries areofrom other

'materials and nearly twice atrmaby photocopy items are made from serials as. are

made frpm books. Even within serials, it was otaerved that Public libraries had

a substantial proportion of photocopied items from non - scientific materials such

as newspapers and popular magazines or other ...ton-science serials, The proportion

transactions hat inVolved.newspapers and popular magazines was 22 percent,-

the proportion of transactions for other non-gcientific serials was 32 percent;

and the proportion of transactions involving scientific serials was 46 percent.
0

About an equal number of photocopy items were made from serials and

other materials in Academic libraries.
.

There were about one-half as many photo-

copy items made,irom books as from serials in Academic libraries. As might be ex-
.

Pected, the proportion a transactions in Academic libraries involving scientific

serials was high (65 percent) compared to newspaper's and popular magazines (14

percent) and other non - scientific serials (21 percent). .

In Special libraries, nearly three-fourths of the photocopy items were

from serials and nearly all of the remaining photocopy items were frodother ma-'

terials. As with Academic libraries, most of the transactions-of serials in-

volves scientific serials (87 percent) with four percent from newspapers and

magazines and nine percent from other non-scientific serials.

31
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Nearly'ninety percent of the photocopy items made in Federal libries

were from serials with the remainder split between books and other materials.

Of the transactions involving serials, 89 percent were from scientific serials,

nine percent were from newspapers and magazines and two percent were from other-
..

non-scientific serials:

Public, and

items of serials and

copy items made fro

photocopy items made

.Table

Special libraries dominate the total volume of'photocopy

Public libraries are dominant in the total volume of photo-
-

6olcs and other materials. BoweVer, the average amount of

by'libraries presents a different picture as shoWn in

Table.3.4 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY,
BY TYPE OF MATERIAL, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

'' (Average dumber of Photocou Items Per ,Library).

A' e of Material

Type of ', All
Library 'materials - Serials Books

Othei
Matekia=.7.6 -

Public 7,700 , 2,000 1,100 4,700

Academic 5,500 2,100 1000 2;100,-

Special 3,3u0 2,300 . 200 600

Federal A,900' 4,300 . 300 200

A11 Libraries 5,400 2;300 \' 700e/ 2,400

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: Nabional Library Survey

The number of photocbpy items per library made from Serials does riot vary much

among the four types of libraries. The range is 4,300 photocopy items per Federal

library to about 2,000 -photocopy items in the remaining types of libraAes. Vow.

ever,-. the average number of photocopy items of books is much larger in Public

,(1-0.00.photocopy item) and Academic- ibraries (1,300 photocopy items) than 'in

Special (200 photocopy items) and Federal (300 photocopy items) libraries. The

same holds true for other materials where the average number of photocopy items

is greatest in Public libraries (4,700 photocopy items) followed by Academic

32r
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.(2,100 photocopy items), Special (600 photocopy items) and Federal (200 photo-

c'Opy:items) libraries.

.%

The relative amount-of photocopying of library materials is different
4

.whei measuted'by photocopy pages. The total number of photocopy pages is esti=

mated tb be nearly 1 billion of which 365 million come from other materials,

million come from serials and 220 million come from bboks. Data by type of

library are,given in Table 3.5lielow.

4

Table 3.5 NUMBER OF 'PHOTOCOPY PAGES BY TYPE OF
MATERIAL, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

(Millions of Photocopy Pages)

Type of
Library

, Type-of-Material
'AU. Materials Serials Books 'Other

Public i 377 54.8 1e0.0 221:7

Academic .- 219. 64.3 100.8 53.4

Special b
_. 238 140.2 10.8 87.0

Federal
,
72 , , 5.8 8.8 2.9

All Libraries 906 319.1 220.4 365.0

'SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey

In terms of total volume of photocopy sages, Special libraries have the greatest

moonlit for serials, Public and AcadeMic libraries for books and Public libraries

,..for other materials.

Consiaering the average number of pages per photocopy item, one inds

that books have the largest amount at about 15 pages. Both serials and other ma-

terials are about one-half that amount. These data are displayed below in Table

3.6.

.
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Table 3.6 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY PAGES PER PHOTOCOPY ITEM,
BY:TtPE OF MATERIAL', BY' TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976) -.

(Average 2mber of 'Photocopy Pages Per Photocopy ;tem),
.

Type of
Library

Type of Material
All Materials" Serials ' Books . Other

Public. 5.9 .3.3 11.3 5.7

Academic f. 13.2 10.2 26.5 , . 8.3-

Special 9.2 7.3 . 6.5 16.8

Federal 10.3 9.8 17.3 8.5

. t....

All Libraries 8.0 6.1 .14.9 7.2

Public libraries average fewer pages, per serial than other libraries.

However, as indicated above, they photocopy less scientific materials and more

newspapers and'magazines. The size Of photocopy items is paiticularly large in

Academie libraries, but, there was a small numbe4r of libraries in the sam-

ple where entire books were photocopied which accounts fok this difference. The

'size of photocopy items involving other materials undoubtedly reflects the type

of materials inlrolved in the various types of libraries. However, we did not_

record this information.

As mentiOned previously, the type of transaction is aluo an important

factor in assessing photocopying in the United States witb regard to the new

Copyright Law and its implications. The types of transactions studied were those

from. local, users, intrasystem loan and interlibrary loans. The total amount of

photocopying from these transactions is given.in Figure 3.3 elow.

80 76.1

Number of 60
PhOtocopy

1keMS
40 -

(Millions)

20-
10.5

Local
Users

1

Incrasystem Interlibrary
Loan Loan

Figure 3.3. Number of Photocopy Items by Type
of Transaction
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,Nearly twothirds of the phOtocopy items hre made for local users, a category

1 ,

that includeq'both patrons nd library staff. Hdq4ever, as shown in 4,

most of. the phetccopying fo -patrons is, from serials. Only about 10 million

photocopy items are prepared for interlibrary loan and 27raillion are made for

intrAystem loan. The breakdown of these by type of material will be shown

subsequently. In Table 3.7, the volume by type of transaction is given by

type of library

Table 3.7 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS BY TYPE OF
TRANSACTION, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

(_M1ilions of Photocopy Items)

Type of
Library

Public

Academic

12' Special

Federal

Type of Transaction. '

All Local 'Intrasystem Interlibrary

Transactions Users' - Loan Loan

64.3 45.3. 13.7 5.3

16.6 9.9 3.8
1

2.9

26.0 16.5 7.9 1.6
.Q

7.'0 -4.4 1.9 13...7

All Libraries 113.9 76.1 27.3 10.5

SOURCE: King lesearch, Inc.:.' National Library Survey

' ' e

More, than onehalf of the photocopy items in all types of libraries aremade .

for local users. The proportion of photocopyiifg for type of transaction Seems

to be relatively'consisteut among thejou&types of librakies. Obviously, that

relationship also holds for average number of photocopy items per library, as

shown in Table 3.8. below.

Table 3.6 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOMITEMS PER LIBRARY
BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION, BY. TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

4
(Average Number Of Thotocoliy items Per Library)

'TYI&e of Transaction

Type of r All Local Intrasystem, Interlibrary
Library Transactions Users Loan ' Loan

Public 7,700 5,500 1,600 600

Academic e 5;560 ' 3,300 1,200 1,000

Special 2100 1;900 900 200

Federal 900 3,100' 1,300 500

All Libraries 5,4'00 3,600. 1,300 500

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Librhry Survey
35 .
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.appearThere to be some slight diffe5ences among types of library, however.
;,

8.siSeon average photocopying per library, intrasystem lending seems to be

ielatiyelYlighest for Public and Federal libraries. Interlibrary lending is '

particularly high in Academic libraries. The relative proportion of photo-

copying forslocal users is highest with Public libraries and lowest Nith

Spal libraries:

The number of photocopy pages appears to be fairly consistent across
s

sources of transactions. These data aregiven in Table.3.9.

Table 3.9 NUMBER OF pHOT'OCOPYPAGES BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION,
BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

,(Millions of Photocopy -Pages)'
I

11

Type 9f
Libiary

Public

Academic

Special

Federal

All
Transactions

377

219

238

70

Type of Transaction
Local Intrasystem InterlibraOy
Users Loan Loan

290.3

121.3'

161.1 Al4

;
44.2

51:6 34.7

46.0 51.7

68.5 8.3

18.2, 7.7

All Librakies 906 -615.2 184:8 106.0

,-- ---
SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Libra* Survey

Photocopying for local users accounts for the largest proportion of total

volumiof photocopy pages in all types of libraries. Photocopying for intra-

system loan is greater than interlibrary loan in all types of libraries ex-

cept with Academic libraries. In the latter instance, much of the photocopying

involves books where the number of pages per transaction item is large.,
9

%
,

The average number of photocopy pages per photocopy item is pre-

sented in Table 3.10 which follows.

58
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:TAle 3.10, xpntE4-217 PHOTOCOPY PAGES PER PHOTOCOPY ITEM
By-TYPE OF TRANSACTION, By TYPE OF LIBRARY (4976)

(Average Number of Photocopy PagesrPer hotocoPy Item)

e

'Type
'.1.ibrary

-'Type of Transaction

All
TransaCtiong

Local

/ Users
Intradystem

LOin

Interlibrary
Loan

Public 5.9 6.3 t' .: 3.7 6.4 '

,Academic _13:2 12.0' 12.0 .7.3

Special 9.2 10.6 '9.4 5.6'

Federal 10.3 10.6 10.1 11.5

Air Libraries 8.0 7.9k 6.6 9.9

SOURCE: King, Research, Inc.: )%tionel'Library Survey
.

When average number of, photocopy pages per' phor9copSf item is considered& there

is.not an. appreciable difference among types of libriries.or type of trails-
4.

action. The principal difference is with Public libraries, where the sNerage
0 ,

number of.pages is low across all types of trauaCtion.

14e:

. A much clearer picture of the amount of phtocopying is piesenied o

with tbe number ofphotocopy items broken down-by.type-Of transaction, 6rek

of material and type of library as displayed on the following page. In all

types of libraries and with all types of material, the number of photocopy"

items is greatest for local users, then intrasystem loan,.and finally; inter-

library loan. The difference is less pronounced WiEh-iefiali when'comparing

photbcopying for local users (27.8 million) and intrasysteni loans (14.5 million)

Van with interlibrary loans (5.9 million). There is a large drop in the num-

ber of books by Public librariet from local users (5.7 million) 'to intrasYstem

loans (2.2 million). Pehaps Public libraries are more likely to lend ori-

ginal book copies than are the other types of libraries.
. s:

A somewhat different picture occurs when the average number, of photo-

copy items per library is considered. These data are'given, in Table'3.12

which follows.
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Table .4"3 -NUMBER yi IBT,TYPE-.. T,RANSACTION,i%

BY TYPE oF: MATERIAL, BY'TYPE 'OF :LIBRARY (1976)

(Millions of pho,t-OCopy. Items)
C4

,741,

-,` Transactions
Ty .1.16f7 '41; ..
Libra Mat'. Serialis, Books

Public. 16.6

Academic 16.16 6'. 3

Special 26;0. 19:2

ECAMA.1 " 7.O '6.1

e

:3.: 'Ty/14 -of Transaction -

1Oct:a Intrasystem
Users, . _ Loins.

Other
Mat. Mat. 'Serials Books Rat. Mat. Serials Books t.

All Other 4411 , Other

8.8 38.9 345.3 9.0

3.8 ,6.5 9.9 2.5

1.\7. 5.1 16.5. 12.3

'0.3 A,4 4.0

, ,

.5.7.

1,7

0.8

0.3

,0

- Interlibrary
Loans

All
Mat.

,

Serials- Bookis

30. '5.4 2.2 46%1 .3 2.2 0.9

5.7 3.8 2.0 1.6: :2:9 1.8 0.5 0.6

7.9 '0.7 1.6 1.6 s 1.3 0.2 0'.1

0,1 '1.9 1.5: -0.2 0.2 aa ,

Other,:

.:: Li.r- .' '1, ,-,.- -:. , 1- . -
',Pbriiiies'l 113.4.---.'48":2- --- -14'.'9'. .50.8 -76:1- .27..8 8:5 39.'8' 27:3 14',!5 4.7 _ 8.1 , 10.5 5.9 1.7 '2 9'`

cwo- SOURCE_ :- ing Research,, Inc.: .National `Survey
. , .

. v :
-. ,

. .

-
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Table-3:1i NUMBER-DE .PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRA*Y-ETYPROF TRANSACTION,

8Y TYPE' OF MATERIAL, BY7TYEE'OF'LfURARi (1970.

(Average Number of.PbotocOpy ItemS,Pir Libra;1)

.

All

e of.TrantaCtio

-Local .
i, . In#asystem . Intetlibrary A

e* All ?' --
. ., 'Other- Al]. ''-.

.Lciadt '
. Usets ..7...bahSi'.: .

Other All ; ,. Other .All OthersTransactions.

ibra -Ma Serials Books . Mat. -Mat. Serials ion t Bo -Ma

. .. - .

I :

biic :idoo 2006 1,000 4,7:00.5,500. 1,100 ''700' 3,-700 MOO soo :3(id_ 700 600

demic 5',b0- ,2f100 aopo *2,100 3,300. '800' . ,600_ 1,§00 *1,260 700 . 500 100 Lop

Special:' 3,160 2,300 200- 600'4900,1060. 100 400 900 700 100 200 200

,
e i

Ed. 4,900 4,300 400 200 3,100 2,800 200 100 1,300. 1400 100 ' 100 500

4

1 Li-

w raiies 5,400 2,300 700 2,400 3,600' 1,300 400 '1;900 1o00' 7136' 200- 400 500

0
SOURCE: King Research, Inc.:. National Library
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The4Vetige nuMbei of- photocopy items,t4er libraryteflectste,fact that indir

libiMkiii:fiavethe greatest serial photoCopying for local 'users'

*4:Intraayatemfloans. 'The-average number of photocopy items is /eaet'with

.seria1ind,book interlibiarY loans, but by,farthe'heaviestby.indiVidua.1_

Academic libraries. _Book photocopying for local users. is greatest in-Public

4p:1:Academic:libraries. Individual Academic libraries seem to have, greater

iiitrabystel loans of.photoCopy items of.books,thin.do the,other types -of

braries, siindthis appeamtohold foi interlibrary loans, but ''to less pro-

nouneed-degtee.

Estimated Volume of Photocopying of Library Materials. hat Are

"COPYrighted"-and'NOt Copyrighted:.

-One of the most important questions addressed;bythis,studi is what

proportion of photocopied library-materials is Currently copyrighted. It.is

noted that determination of ;the copyright was established ,by the librarians who

reported on the volume logamnephotocopy chaacteristics sheets. Sathe copyright

data Were.not found by them or were not reported, 4/OweVer, the proportion of re-

ported-data is very. high. The number of photocopies of. librarymaterials that

are copyrighted is given in Figure 3.4.
. .

50- 48.2
-NuMbel'of

40-
Thotecopy-

___,IteMs- 30=
(Millions)

- 10-

c.

50.8

14.9

Serials Books .-Other Materials

Type of Material

Figure 3.4. Number of Photocopyatemsby Type of
- -

Material

1
pwA.: Copyrighted Items

Not Copyrighted/
'Unkildwn IteMa1 I

It is clear that a very high proportion of .serials and books are copyrighted and

-that only a small proportion of other materials are copyrighted. If the propor-

tion of materials in which it is unknown whether they ate copyri-ghted is the

same as those known, the proportion of copyright is estimated to be 85 percent

for serials, 87 percent for books and only nine percent for'ether materials.
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. This .proportron -Of copyrighted serials that, were photocopied (85%) is much
.

higher than he proportion of Serial titles reported to be copyrighted by pub-
.

_ lisherain a-surveyconducted by Indiana University (3). In that study, about

.70 percent of the serials were reported,to-be copYrighted.

A more complete bAskdown of the amount of photocopied items that were
_

made from. copyrighted materials is given on the following page in Table 3.13 by

type of material and by-type of library. From the standpoint of potential royalty

TaYmenis, the picture, is very different from that presented with non-copyrighted

*matezials included. The'annual volume of photocopy items,of copyrighted materials
(.

, is Substantially greater in se4ri (38 million) than in books (12.5 million),6,4

or oiherMaterials (3.1v-million). The relationship of vole of photocopy items

of copyrighted material is highest for serials in all tYpes,of libraries. The
(

.

volume i.:highest.for copyrighted serials in Public and Special libraries, but

highest for Copyrighted books in Public and Aeademic'libraries. With other ma-

serials most of the photocopy items made from, copyrighted materials were made in

Public libraries, which-made about 2.2 million photocopy items of copyrighted .

other materials. ,Special libraries made about 1 million phoxocopy items of other

materials, while 150 thousand were made in Academic libraries and only

thousand were made in Federal libraries.

As shown in Table 3.14, individual libraries of each of the four types

average about the same amount of photocopying of copyrighted serials, ranging

from4,600 photocopies per library in Academic libraries to 2,500 photocopies per

libtary in Federal libraries.' Both Public and Academic libraries average many

more photocopy items; of copyrighted books than Special and Federal libraries.

The annual volume and average number of photocopies per library are

given by serials,- books and other materials by source of transaction and by type

of library in Tablzs,3.15 through 3.20. Number of photocopy items and everage.

number per library, of copyrighted serials are displayed in Tables 3.15 and 3.16.

We find' that most of the photocopying of copyrighted serials is done for local

users (21.7 million) and intrasystem loans (12.0 million) with about 4 million

done for interlibrary loan. This pattern holds among the four types of libraries.

In all instances, the total number of photocopy items for local users is greater

than photocopying for the other two sources of transactions combined.

41
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Table 3.13- NUmiERLUF. PHOTOCOPY- ITEMS''BY. TYPE Oi MATERf-AL,
BY 'COPYRIGHTED AND "NOT' COPYRIGHTED, BY TYPE ..OF LIBRARY (1976)

,cf Photocopy Item's)

All Materials
TyPe of Material

Serials Books Other Materials

1.

Not
Type of Copy-4 -Copy-;. -Un- All
Library Items righted righted Serials

Public 64.3' 24.0

Acadeplic 16.6 , 7.9

Special 26.0 17.9

Federal 7. 0 4.0"

6

29.2

5.2

5.6

2.6

Li-
braries 113.9 '53.8 42.6

Not To Not
Copy- Copy= Un- All Copy- Copy- Un- Other Copy- Copy- Un-

knownknown righted. ri hted righted righted known righted

11. 0 16.6 14.2 1.g 0.8 8.8 7.6 0.9 0.3 38.9 2.2 26.7 9.9

3.4 6.3 4.7 ' 1.0 0.6 s 3.8 3.1 0.6 0.1 6.5 0.1 3.6 2.7

2.6, 19.2 15.5 2.2 1.5 - 1..7 '1.4 0.2 0.1 5.1 1.0 3.2 1.0

0.3 6.1 3.6. 2.3 0.2. .0.6 , 0.4 0.1 4.1 O.3 <.1 0.2 0.1

17.3 48.2 38.0 7.1 3.1 14.9 12.5 1.8 0.5 50.8 3.4 '33.6 13.8

SOURCE:- 1cing Research, Inc.:. National Library Survey
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Table 3.14 NUMBER'OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS-PER LIBRARYTEAT ARE COPYRIGHTED AND NOT

COPYRIGHTED BY THE TYPE OF.MATERIAL,-BY .TOE OF LIBRARY (1970-

"
.

,(Average Number of Photocopy Iteis Per Library)

Type of Material
_

_ 01111 Materials Sefials - Books 6 Other Materials

Not. ..

`.Type-,of -, All` .Cppy- .Copyi Un-' :All Copy-

Library, Items righted lighted known Serials righted
,.

-

", Public , 7,700 2,900 3,500 1,300 2,000 1,700
0

Academic 5,500 2,600 1,700 1,100.=2;100 1,600

SPeciid '3 °100 0100, 700. 300 2,300 1,800

Not
Copy= Un-

righted known

200 '100' 1C0.

300 200 1,300 1,000D- 200 30 2,100

300 200 400 200 20 10 6-00 100

Fecferpl4,900 2,800 :1,800 200 4,306 2,500 1,600 100, 400 300 50 30 200 30

. - Not All . Not
.

All Copy- Copy- 'kr- Other Copy- Copy- Un-

BoOs righted righted known Mat. righted righted known

1,000 900 ' 40 4,700 300

50

3,200 1,200

1,200 900

40 1,200

100 100

4" , Ai Li-
b.rarieS "5,400 2,500 2,0,00 800 2,300 , 1,800

0

300 100 . 4700 600 901 30 2,400 200 4401,600 600

AOURb14--Kingliesearch, Inc.: National Library Survey
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With -tiboi0,(Tables.3:17 and 3.18), it is also found that more photo:

Aripyingpf.copYrighedbOoka-isTerforied-fpr local users than-inrraSySteM or

4**1*i*P;i0U.s.. Public and Academic libraries photocopY,Mo0 copyrighted

"101ila:'fOr.2.mequears'fromalt three sources of transaction fromthe standpoint of
.

photocopies per library.

Nearly twice as Much'photocopying.of copyrighted.citheralater4is is

done foa'local users as intrasysiem and interlibrary loans together. This _

spattern:bOlditrue fg_all four types of libraries, although.boat of the total

.S0nUal voluaels accounted for in Public libraries: Similar patterns hold for

average OhotocopY,per librgry.'
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.table,-3.15 NUMBER
COPYRIGHTED

OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS-OF SERIALS" THAT.ARE COPYRIGHTHkANUNOT

BY. SOURCE OF`TRANSACTION.HY-TYPE OFLIRRARk (1976)

IMillfOni of PhotoC4Y40110''
=

SourCe of Transaction

. 'All'TranSactions".

of

Copy- Cilpy-;

Items-righted r ghted known

10blic, 16,6

Academic

. -

=6.3

Sijeci4 19.2

Federal 6.1

,411,;Li-!

`braries 48.2

Local Users , sIntrasystem Loan Interlibrary Loan

All= All

All Not Intra- Not .Inter-

Local Copy- Copy- Un- system Copy- Copy- Un- librxtry, Copy -

Users righted riKhted known Loans righted righted known Loans ilfihted

Not
Copy-
righted

Un- -

known

14.2 1.6

4.7 1.0

15.5 2.2

3.6 2.3

38.0 7.1

0.8 9.0 7.6 0.9 , d.6 5.4 4.7. .0.5 0.2 2.2 1.9

0.6 2:5 2.0 0.3 0.2 2.0 1.6 "0.3 0.1. 1.8 1.1

1.5 12.3 9.7 1.8 0.8 5.6 4.8 0.3 '00 1.3 1.0

0.2 4.0 2.5 2.0 0.1 1.5 0.9 0.6 'Ca 0.6 0.4

3.1 27..8 21.7' 4.5 1.6 14.5 12.0 1.7 0.8 5.9 4.3. 0.9 0.7,

-0.2

0.5

0.1

0.2. 0.1

0.1

0.3

0.2

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey
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Table 346, NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF SERIALS PER LIBRARY THAT ARE COPYRIGHTED AND NOT
-cOPYRIGHTED,:BY SOURCE OF TRAMAGTIO (1976)

(AverageNumber of Photocopy Iteus Per Library)

,Source-'of Transaction
_JCI.1 Transactions Local Users Iatraustem Loan Interlibrary Loan

'All . All '

intra- Not Inter- Nqt
system Copy.- Copy- Un- - library Copy- Copy- Un-
Loans ri :hted ri :hted known Loans ri:hted ri hted known

,

, Not / ,All Not .

Type -of All Copy- Copy- Uri- Local Copy- Copy-. Ain-
Libra Items ri:hted ri:hted -known Users ri:hted ri fited knoWn

'Public ,2,060 1,700 20'0 100 1;100 900 100 100' 600 600 100 300 200

Adademic 2,100 1,600 300 200 800 700 100 100 700 500 100 600 406 100 160
Special 2,300 1,800 300 200 .1,400 1,100 200 100 700,,600* - 100 150 1OO -

crs

"Federal 4,306 2,500 1,600 100 2,800 1,700' 1,000 100 .1..,006 600 400 400. -260 loo
.

Ail Li-
braries '2,300 1,800 300 100 1,300 1,990 200 100 700, 600. 300 200

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Purvey
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'Table 3.17 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY'ITEMS:OF BOOR THAT ARE COPYRIGHTED AND NOT

COPYRIGHTEU,BY SOURCE OF, TRANSACTION; BY-TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

'(Millions of Photocopy Items)

V,

Type of
Libra

Source 'of Transaction

Users. Intrasyttem Loan.All Interlibrary Loan
Local

All
Local Copy-

,Users ri hted

.
Not Intra- Not

Copy- Un.- System Copy- , Copy-

ri:hted known Loans ri:hted ri hted
Un-
known

All
Inter-
Library
Loans

Copy-
ri hted

. .

Not

Copy-
ri:hted

Public 5.7 4.9 0.6 0.2 2.2 2.0 0.2 0.0 0.9 0.8 0.1

'Academic 1.7 1.4 0.2 0.1 1.6 1.5 0.1 0.0 0.5, 0.2 0.3

SpeCial 0.8 0.6 0:1 0.0 0.7 0.6 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.2 0.0

'.Federal' 0.2 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.1 0.1 0.0 0.1 0.0, 0.0

All-Li-
-braries 8.5 7.1 1.0 0.3 4.7 0.4 0.1 1.7 0.4 0.4

.SOURCE: King Research, Nationit Library SurVey

1

ua-
known

0.1

0.0

0.0

0.0

0.1
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Table 3.18' NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS ?ER LIBRARY OF BOOKS-THAT ARE COPYRIGHTED
AND NOT COPYRIGHTED, BY SOURCE OF TRANSACTION,. BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976),

(Average Numbeeof Photocopy Items Per Library)

Source of Tiansaction
I.

-Local.Users Intrasystemloan Interlibrary, Loan
. .All1 All -

All Not . Intra- -Not
.

Inter- Not
Type of, Vocal Copy- Copy- Un- System Copy- Copy- Un- Library Copy- :Copy- Un-
'Library! dieis righted righted known Lops righted righted_ known Loans' righted righted known

,.,

PUblic.1 '700 .590 80: 20 300 240- 20 ' '6 100 ( 90 , 10 10 7
0

Academic >. 600 450 80' 0 500 500" 30 1 '200 50 100 4

Special 100 80 10 5 100 70 5 3 20 6 2
.

Federal 200 4 1 ;: 8 100 100- 40: - 100 6 10 20
It.

0;
401-LiT:

braries _ 400 340 40 20 200 230 20 4 100 50
SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey
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Table 3.19 TOTAL NUMBER OF,,PHOTOCOPY ITEMS sbF OTHER MATERIALS THAT ARE COPYRIGHTED,.

VID NOT COPYRIGHTED, 'BY SOURCE OF TRANSACTION, BY TYPE -OF-LIBRARY -(1976)

(Millions of Photocopy P....aas)

&
4)
.

'

Type -of

Library.

Source of fransaction.

Local Users - Intrasystem -Loan Interlibrary Loan'

All
Local' Copy-

Patrons righted

All

Not Intra-

Copy- Un- /System

righted known ' Loans

' Copy-
righted

Not
Copy-
righted

Un-
known

All
Inter-

')Libra-cy .

-

-.

Copy- .

righted

0.5

0.0-

*0.0 -

-

Not
Copy-

r.i.glitad

1.2

0.0

0.1
0.0

Un-
know_

0.4

0.5

0.0

0.0

Public
_

Academic

Federal

Special

30.6 1.2

5:7 0.1

3.4 0.7

0.1 -0.0

20.5 8.9 6.111

3.4 2.1 0.2

1.7 0.5 1..6

0.1 0.0 . 0.2

0.5 .

0.0

0.2

9.0

.4;9

0.2

1.4

0,1

0.6

0.0

0.0

0.1

2.2

0;6

0.1

<1"

All Li-
braries 39.8 2.1 25.7 12..0 8.1 . 0.7

6.6 0.8 2.9 0.6
.

1.3 1.0 -,-

..
SOURCE:. King itesearch, Inc.: National Library Survey
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table 3.20 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY' OF OTHER MATERIALS THAT ARE COPYRIGHTED

o't i .1 ,AND NOT COPYRIGHTED BY SOURCE OTTRANSACTION, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

, i (Average Number of'Photocopy Items Per Library)
'40.

1

_Q

Source ot Transaction
lobal Users "Intrasystem Loan Interlibrary Loan

-

a,

Type of."
_..,.

Librar .

,All

-Local
Fatrons

Copy-
ri hted

Not
Copy-
ri hted

Un-
known

All
Intra-

,.System

Loans
Copy-
ri hted

C

Not
. 'Copy-

ri hted
Un-
known

All
Inter-
Library
Loans

Copy-
ri hted-

Not''
Copy-
ri hted

Un-
known

Public 3,700 145 2,470 1,070 700 ' 55 595 75 300 65 145 ' 45

ALdemic 1,904 45 1,115 7,010 100 3" 55 4 200, 21 7 185,
O

Special 400 90 200 115 200 25 165 4 1 10 2

tn
Federal 100. 20 45 20 .160 4 80 50 - 2 14

'All-Li-
:brat-les 1,900 100 1,210 565 400 30 '3,120 35 100 25 60 45

SOURCE:
A

King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey
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SECTION 4

IMPLICATIONS OF THE COPYRIGHT LAW AND CONTU GUIDELINES
-COOCERNING SERIALS FROM THE LIBRARIANS' PERSPECTIVE

-

The results of the national library survey can be presented from two

quite distinct perspectives depending on whether they are directed to an

.organization that is subject to royalty payments (libraries) or one that is

eligible to receive the payments (publishers and authors). In the first

instance,-librarians may wish to know-how many librarieb appear ts'have materials

Subject to-,royalty payment, how much photocopying of library materials is

involved; and what proportion of the Materials is subject to royalty payment.'

PUblishera,.onthe-other hand, are interested in knowing how many published

materials ilLa library are eligible for payment, bUt even more so bow much'

photocopying of a single publication is performed acmils All libraries and what

proportion of the titles achieve certain levels of photocopying. This section

is addressed to the extent of-photocopying ofserials,that takes place in an

individual library. Section 5 presents data for individual serial titles

summed across libraries which is more important to publishers.` In these two

sections, we concentrate on photocopying of serials since they represent she

largest amount of pnotocopying of library materials -that are copyrighted and

they seem to be of most concern .to all participants.

The first part of this section deals with the overall estimates of

serial photocopying that involves copyrighted material. Since the Copyright

Law involves different interpretations concerning photocopying for the three

principal types of transactions, the following three parts are directed to each

type (interlibrary loan, local users, and intrasystem loan). The total amount

of photocopying Albjeci.to royalty payment is discussed for photocopying from

each type of transaction. The impact of CONTU guidelines on this'number is

discussed in detail for interlibrary loans. Some hypothetical eligibility con-

ditions are also applied to photocopying for local users and intrasystem loans in

order to simulate the impact of possibl6 future guidelines involving these photo-

copy items. The final s-tion discusses librarians' aetitutdes toward possible

royal.ic/payment mechanisms, their ability to iwlement these mechanisms, and

'
other library data related to photocopying.

51
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* HIGHLIGHTS *

Voluble of Serial" Photocopying

4,21ilillimphotocopy items are made of serials, of
Which-38.0 allion are copyrighted. This dynes: to an.

'average of 2,300 and 1,800 photocopy items.per library,
respectively.

,

' Public libraries make 14.2 millionphotocopy items per year,
which ;tomes to 1,700 per library. Academic librariesmake
4,7 million photocopy items or 1,600 pPr library. special
libraries make 15.5 Photocopy items or 1,800-per library.
Federal libraries make 3.6 million photocopy items or
1000q)er library.

Most photocopy items of copyrighted serials are made for
local users `(21.7 followed_by:intrasystem loan

c
(12-.0 million) and interlibrary ;pan 4.3

Volume of Interlibrary Loan Photocopying

Of 6e0 milliollLserial requests for inteiIibrayloan, 4.3
N million are from'domestit publications:- 'The ones filled

by photocopies. yielded 3.8 million, photocopy items of
which 1.1 million are-copyrighted.--

,

,When CONTU guidelines are applied to the number of photocopy
items made for:interlibrary loans, it is estimated that.2.4
million are under six years old and 2.0 million are under
six years old and are not used for replacement or classroom
use. When the rule of six copies or more is also applied,
there are about 5')C thousand photocopy items remaining that
are subject to royalty payment.

_

* If photocopy items ftiv serials over five years old are all
eligible for royalty payment, thetotal increases to 1.9-
miAlion photocopy items.

Of 0132:1rraries served by MINITEX, only 58 are found to be
required co pay arx royalty payments when CONTU guidelines are
applied (not considering serials Over five years old). Mese
libraries averaged,

/
53 photocopy'itema subject to royalty payments.

Considering only serials under six years old and excluding
photocopy items made for repAcement or classroom use, 93 percent
of all U.S. libraries should have less than 250 photocopy items
eligible for royalty payment and 2 percent should have more'than
1,000 copies eligible.for payment. The latter percent will decrease
substantially if the rule of six copies or more is applied.
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Volitme,of.local User Phoin
Of .2713 i1ulon photocopy items made for local usera (patrons
i i0434.braiyptaff), 21.7 million are estimated to be.Copy'

-righted.. Of these, 19.0 million are estimated to,bemadefrom
tdeMeatic aerials.

There are, about 800 thousand photocopy items made for replacement

'by' library Or classroom use by faculty.

0
.

: Approximately 14.9 million- photocopy items aremadelor local

, Users from serials under six years. old,

Abouc 17.4 Million photocopy items are made for local users
for serials. that have more than five copies-made mitfiim a library.'

Appr4imately 12.9 million phOtocopy it.cms are made froM_serials

'=. *der six years old-and:that have more than five copies made

.:iWithin,a:library,
.

.

.
.

. .

.
,

- itbont82 percent of the transactions for local use inVoiVeaingle

.

copies made for local.patrons (individuals and

. .

Considerfng,onlY serials under six.sieare old and excluding

photocopy items made for replacement or classtodm use, 67,percent

of the libraries should hive less than 250 photocopy' itema

eligible for royalty payment. About 20 percent of the libraries

-'N
will have over 1;000 such-photocopy, item4;.five_peraerit over

5,000-photocopy items and on perdent,of.thelibraries over
10,Q00 photocopy items.

Volume of Intrasystem Loan Photocoovine

Of the 14.5 million photocopy items prepared for intraiystoll .

loan, 12,.0 million are copyrighted. Of these 9.8 are estimated

to be made,from domestic serials.

There fire about 500 &ousand photocopy it of intrasystem:loans
0

replacement by the library or classroom use by faculty.

Approximately 7.2 million photocopy items made for intrasystem
loan are,from ot.Aals under six years old.

About 76 percent of the transactions involve-singlg copies

made for local patrons (individusla and institutions).
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4.1 Estimated Vo e of Photocopying of Serials

The estimated total amount of photocopying for serials is shown in. ,

-Figure 4.1 beloW for number of photocopy items made for focal' users, intrasystem

----Ileamand interlibrary loan.

Number of
.Thotocop

, Items

(Millions)

30 -

20_

10_

27.8

14.5

Local Intrasystem Interlibrary
Users Loan Loan

Type. of Transaction ,

. .

Figure 4.1 Number of Photocopy Items for Serlals by Type of Transaction (1976)

The total volume of photocopying for local patrons (27.8 million) is grater

than either interlibrary loan (5,9 million) or idtrasystem loan (14.5 million).

Estimates of the total annual volume of photocopy items madg! from

serials is given in Table 4.1 by source of transaction and by type of library.

TABLE 4.1 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF SERIALS BY
TYPE 'or TRANSACTION, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

(Millions -of Photocopy Items)

Type of .
Library

'All Type of Transaction
-Local'Usets Intrasystem'Loan Interlibrary Loan

Public 16.6 9.0 5.4 2.2

Academic 6.3 225 ..: 2.0 1.8
v.

Special 19.2 12.3 5.6 1.3

Federal 6.1 4.0 1.5 0.6

All Libraries 48.2 27.8 14.3 5.9

SOURCE: King Research, Inc. : I National Library. Survey
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The relationship ever type of transaction exists for Public, Special and

Federal libraries.._ However, Academic libraries have nearly_as many inter-

library loans as intrasystem loans.

Even though Public libraries account for the largest proportion of

serial photocopying from all sources of transaction, they are not at all

dominant-when considering average photocopying per library, as shown in

Table 4.2.

TABLE 4.2 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS.PER LIBRARY OF SERIALS
BJ TYPE OF TRANSACTION, BY TYPE LIBRARY (1976)

(Average Number,ofPhOtocopy Ite Per Library)

Type of
Library Transactions

Typesof Transaction J

Local
Users

Intrasystem Interlibrary

Loan Loan

Public . 2,000

AcademiC, 2,100 .

Special 2,300

Federal 4,300

1)100

800

1,400

2,800

600 300

700 600

00 200

1,0.0 400

All Libraries 2,300 1,300 7.0 300

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey

The Federal libraries have the largest average amount of photocopying at 4,300

photocopy items per library. The other types of libraries are remarkably close

in average amount of photocopying"gt just about 2,000 photocopy items per library.

However, the average amount of photocopying for local users varies more among

the four types of libraries. Federal libraries have by far the most photocopying

for local users with 2,800 photocopy items per library. The other libraries

range from 800 to 1,400 photocopy iterZ'Imr-library. The pattern of photocopying

for intrasystem loans follows that of the total with Federal libraries making the

most on the average (1,000 photocopy items per library) and with the' other three

types of libraries very close to.one another. The average photocopying per library

of interlibrary loan is highest for Academic libraries (600) and somewhat less

,for Federal (400), Public (300) and Special (200) libraries. It is emphasized

that these estimates are for lending and not borrowing. Estimates for the latter
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17beliven:in.the3next.section. There is some diffemnee since some types

of 1;braries *appear to lend more than they borrow and vice versa.

The proportion of photocopying of serials that are copyrighted is

shown in Figure 4.2 for l'Ottal users, intrasystem loans and interlibrary loans.

Number of
PhotOcopy;

Items

0' /

mi Copyrighted
Items. -

Not Copyrighted/
Unknown ItemsI 1

Local
Users .

Intrasystem Interlibrary
Loans' Loans

Type of Transaction

Figure 4.2 Number of Photocopy Items of Serials that are Copyrighted by

Type of Transaction (1970

Special libraries have the greatest volume of photocopying of copyrighted-serials

at about 15.5 million photocopy items. Public libraries also have a large amount

with 14.2 million photocopy items. Academic and F decal libraries account for

4.7 and 3.6 million photocopy items, respective .

The amount of photocopying of serials that is copyrighte is giyen by

type of transaction and type of lib-s-ary in Table 4.3.

TABLE 4.3 NUMBER OF 1,B0TOCOPY ITEMS OF SERIALS THAT ARE,

COPYRIGHTED BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION, BY TYPE
9V,WIBRARY (1976)

(Millions of Photocopy Items)

Type of
Library

All
Transactions

Type of Transaction.
Local Users Intrasystem Loan Interlibrary Los.

Public 14.2 7.6 4.7 . 1.9

Academic 4.7
r

2.0 1.6 1.1

Special 15.5 9.7 4.8 '1.0

Federal 3.6 2.5 0.9
.

0.4

'All Libraries 33.0 21.7 12.0 4.3

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey
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Most of the analysis in this report; is based on the amount of copyrighted serials

that-As photocopied. We find a total of at least 38 million photocopy items made

-of-copyrighted serials in the United States. However, over the remainder of

section 4, we will show that a large.portion of these photocopy items may not be
.

..-eligible.for royalty payment depending on one's interpretations of the Copyright

140N, These alternative royalty payment conditions vary by type of transaction,

which is why-this breakdown is emphasized in the remainder of this section. As

roenticoad above, photocopying for local users forms the greatest proportion of

. photocopying of serials that are copyrighted. Of this amount, 'Special and Public
. 4

llbraries account for 80 percent of the to tal. The same proportion aIso_holds

. for intrasystem lending of photocopied aerials. The, largest amount bf inter-
,

library lending of serials is performed by Publieapraries. They account for
-

about 45 percent of.xhetotal. Again, however, when average photocopy items

-

per library is studied, a somewhat different picture is revealed. These data are

given in Table 4.4 'below.

- TABLE 4.4 NUMBER OF.PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY OF SERTALS
THAT ARE COPYRIGHTED BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION, BY

. TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

(Average Photocopy Items Per Library)

Type of All Type of Transaction

Library Transactions Local Users Intrasystem Loan Interlibrary Loan

Public 1,700, 900 600 .-200

Academic 1,600 700
-

500 400

.1

Special` ,1,800 1,100 600 100

Federal 2,50 1,700 600 200

All Libraries flOr 1,000 600, 200

° SOURCE: King. Research, Inc.: National Library Survey

By eliminating non-copyrighted serials and those that were listed as unknown

or not. reported, we find a similar array of data as that observed with all

materials included. However, the average number of intrasystem loans of

serials that are photocopieu is about the same for all types of libraries.
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It is emphasized that, while ana ysis of the average number of
. -

Photocopy items per library is interesting, a far more significant statistical

'result is the distribution of libraries that ha4e various levels of photo-

copying. In the next sub-sections, we will present an estimate of the

proportion of libraries that make less than 250 photocopy items per year;

to' 1,000; 1,000 to 5,000; 5,000 to 10,000; and over 10,000 photocopy items

,per year. .These data will be presented under different conditions of

for'royalty payment.

The next three sub-sections discuss details of photocopying per-

formed fcr interlibrary ldans, local users and intrasystem loans respectively.
4

The interlibraty loans are discussed first since a great deal of effort has

been 'devoted by CONTU in providing guidelines foi interpreting, allowable levels

of,photocopying for interlibrary loan\ Some of these guidelines might also be

e plied in,the future to photocopying nvolv/ng other types of transaction as

well. Also, MINITEX provided us with n enormously valuable data base for

analysis of interlibrary loans which they processed from December, 1975 through

November, 1976. (We refer tO these as 1976 data). These data -were used

to correct national data for seasonal and day -of- the -week effects. They were

also used to develop mathematical models for estimation of distributions of

.photocopying by serial titles. Finally, they provided an excellent means of

verifying results of: photocopying of interlibrary loans observed in the

.national library Survey.
14,

4.2 Estimated Volume of Photocopying of Serials for Interlibrary Loan

One portion of library photocopying that has received particular.

attention is the photocopying done by one library for another library outside

its Organization (interlibrary loan). The substitution of photocopies for

the lending of the original publication is common practice in the case of

serials. For the year 1976, it is estimated from the national library survey

that a totalof 5.9 million photocopy items of serials. were made by United

States libraries for interlibrary loans to other libraries. The libraries in

the national survey also reported receiving about 6 million borrowed requests.

Approximately three-fourths of the photocopies were of identified copyrighted
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materials. Serials accounted for ati:,t 60 percent of all photocopies made for

interlibrary loan. Palmour et al, found, in 1971, that photocopies accounted

ti for aboUt 42 percent of all interlibrary loans made by.Academic libraries ( 7 ).

The.same study estimated that 95 percent of the photocopying for interlibrary.

loans involved serials materials. This evidence suggests that other libraries

may be lending t higher proportion of books and other materials.

The proportion of photocopying for interlibrary loans of copyrighted'

-Serials is displayed bytype of library in Figure 4.3.

2000

Number of
Photocopy '1500

-Items

(Thousarids) 1000

-..500

0

2200

1820

1250

600

Copyrighi,:ed

Items

'Non-,Copyrighted/
Unknown Items

Public Academic Special
Type of Library

Federal

Figure 4.3 Number oi.Photocopy Items of Serial* for Interlibrary Loans by
Type of Library (1976)

,

The largest amount of photocopy:ng for interlibrary loans is in Public and

Academic libraries at 2.2anik1.8 million photocopy items respectively. Special

libraries had about 1.3 million and Federal libraries 600 thousand photocopy

items respectively. The Association or Research Libraries (ARL) reported that

the-J. of their ,saber institutions provided ab0ut 1.7 million photocopies

to other-Iihraries throash interlibrary loan in the ?year 1975-76 ,( 1 ). This

suggests that a large-pr:ion of the photocopying for interlibrary loans comes
4

from large Academic lat-ries,__Manyof the ARL libraries were included in the

national library survey.

.r

The number of photocopy items of copyright4d,aer..als is given by the

type of libraries in Table 4.5.
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TABLE 4.5 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF SERIALS FOR-
INTERLIAARY LOANS, COPYRIGHTED AND NOT
COPYRIGHTED, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976) ,

(Thousands of Photocopy Items)

Type of
Library All Serials Copyrighted Not Copyrighted Unknown

.

PUblic 2,200 .1,880 180

Academic 1,820 1,100 460

Special . 1,250 990 ,`50

Federal a 600 350 190 .o,

140

260

210

60

All Libraries 5,870 4;320 880 67G

SOURCE: King Research, Inc:: Natick:al Library Survey

The total numbers ;Photocopy items of copyrighted serials that are given in

Table 4.5 are not those used in most of the analysis in the remainder of this

section. These data'are compared with the number of photocopy items borrowed

since the CONTU guidelines indicate that responsibility for royalty payment is

- with the borrowlin library. As a matter of interest, the hverae, numbers of'

-photocopy items lent are given in Table 4.6%

TABLE 4.6 ESTIMATED AVERAGE NUMBEROF PHOTOCOPIED INTERLIBRARY
LOANS OF SERIALS BY WHETHER THEY ARE COPYRIGHTED, BY

TYPE, OF LIBRARY (1976)

4-,
(Average Number of Photocopy Items Per Library)

Type of
.LibrATY. All Serials' Copyrighted Not Copyrighted Unknown

1; 260 230 , 20 4

Academic 600 360 150 90.

a
Special 150 120 3,0 20

Federal 420 240 130 40

All Libraries: 280 200 40 30

SOURCi:. King Research, National Library Survey

O

6 0
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Academic and Special.libraties lend similar amounts of copyrighted photocopy

items (360 and 116.respectively). Also, the average amount lent by Public and

Federal libraries is.similaK (230, and 240 respectively). Even though the

estimated and.average total numbers of photocopy items for interlibrary loans

are high, the rules under the CONTU guidelines reduce the total number of photo-
.

copies subject to royalty payment to a small fraction of the total. The CONTU

guidelines are discussed first in section 4.2.1, the distinction is made'bttween.

Ohotocdpies loaned and borrowed in section 4.2.2, and the estimated total number

Of photoccipy items made for Aterlibrary loans and the impact of CONTU guidelines

are provided in section 4.2.3.

4.2.1 CONTU Guidelines eoncernfng Interlibrary Borrowing of Serials

Section 108 of the new Copyright Law, effective January 1, 1978,

prohibits systematic photocopying of copyrighted materials but permits inter-

library arrangement.. "itiat do not haw,4as,their purpose effect, that the

library or archives receiving such copies or.phanorecords for distribution ,

does so in such aggregate quantities as to substitute for a suoscription to or
0

purchase of such work." The National.commission on New Technological Uses of

Copyrighted Works (CONTU) consulted with the principal library, pubIisher,land

author organizations to reach a wqrkable and fair interpretation of the term

r."such aggregate quantities." Agreement was reached and resulted'in what are

now referred to as the.CONTU Guidelines.
;

The CONTU Guidelines place the burden of responsibility upon the

borrowing library. Because.of their importance, the Guidelines are repeated

in full text.

Guideline's) for the Proviso of Subsectijn 108(8)(2)

1. As used in the Proviso of subsection 108(g)(2),
the.w3rds'...such aggtegate quantities as to substit...:a for
a subscription to or purchase of%such work" shall mean:

(a) with respect to any given periodical (as
opposed to any given issuc of a periodical),
filled requests of a library or archives (a "re-
questing entity") within any calendar yeatfor a

(
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total of six or more copies of an articie or "f
articles 'published in such periodical within 5
year prior to the date of the-request.. These
guidelines speCifically shall not apply, directly
or indirectly; to any requeit of a requesting
entity for a copy or copies of an articie or
articles publighed in any issue of a:periodica
the publication date of Which is nnre than 4
years prior to the date when the request is made:
These, guidelines do4not define the meaning, with
respect to such a request, of "...such aggregate
quantities as'to substitute for a subscription to

(such'perlodical)".

,(b) with respect many other material described
in subsection 108(0%.(including fiction and
poetry),, filled requests of a requesting entit./
within any calendar year for a total of six or
more copies or phonorecords of or fiomNany given
work (including a collective work) during the
entire period when such material shall be pro-
tected by copyright.

2. In the event that a requesAing entity --

. a
/. . (a) shall have in force or shall have 9ntered an

I.

.

order fora subscription to a periodical, or
g

3-

(b) has within its collection, or shall havA
entered an order for, a copy of phonorecord of
any other copyrighted work, material from either

category of which it desires to obtain by copy

from another library or archives-(the "supplying
entity"), because the material to be copied is not
reasonably available for use by ,the requestinti en-

tity itself, then the fulfillment1f such request
shall be treated as ttough the reqtleating entity
made such .cdpy from its own collection. A library

or archives ma,y request a copy or'pllono-.2cordfrom

a supplying entity only under those circumstnnces
where the requesting entity would have been able,
under the other provisions of ilection 108, to supply,

such copy from materials in its own collection.

3. No reg:lest for a copy or phonorer-rd cc any material

to-which these guidelines apply may be fulfill, / ,the supplying

entity unless such request,is accompanied by-a 4. resentationby the

reluesting entity that the request was made in conformity with these

guidelines.

4. The requesting entity 017111 maintain records o all

requests made by it for'copics or phonorecofds of any mat s to

which- these guidelines apply and shall,maintain records of the

62' 9 4
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..Pe uifillment of requests, which xecotds shall-be retained, . .

.until'fhe end of the tfiird complete calendar,year after the

.1

%end.of the Calendar yearin
,

which the respective'request shall .'
.

..,..
.baVe been Made. .°r

.. .,' -,,. ... 0.
,, f".

't.. . 5. -A*partof the review provided for In subsection -

. 108(i), these vridelthes shall -be reviewed not later ,than 5
years -From the'effectiVe,date of this 411. .

: .
. . -.e .

.
, .

Ct..
. . -y.. .

.. N" survey. , \. .,:z,,, P..-azttAtie2tational'ilorary survey on photocopying wai_04vOted to.
4

,. v- -. ' . - .
."....the collection of data on interlibrary loan borrowing requests for serials e

'e . - ' ' -

.. 'made by..the samPle.libraries.-NAll astiMates,in this section were defived_from

the borrowing data, h contrast to estimates_in previous sections on inter-
.

" 'library hens 'Made t other libraries.. v -

.

-.

. . ,, .

. .. . .

4

4.2.2 Estimated Volume of Photocopying of Iiterlibraiy Loans. Veisus
Interlibrary_ Requests. - -

s

.
.e. . -

(lending libiary photoCopying) and interlibrary requests (b?rrowing.library
. . . -

use) since the CONTU guidelines indidae that the borrciwing14rarie.s might t
,

.

be responsible for royalty payments for photocopie§; of interlibrary loans of
A ,

serials that'are photocopied. The previous section gave an estimate of
.:

. .
.

..,

interlibrary'loans oy whether thfy were copyrighted. 'Unfortunately, borrowing

(late from the luterlprary loan orms.ts. not broken down by; cqpyrighted.oi not v. .

It t is important to make, g distinction between interlibrary loans

.

copyrighted because borrowing'for9s do not contain this information.

_.:1 0-

e

The relationship between interlibrary loans and interlibrary request-
41

.

ing isIgiven by type ofildbrary ins Table 4.7

63
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TABLE 4.7

e,

NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF SERIALS
LENT AND BORROWED BY TYPE OF LIBRARY "(1976)

(thousands of Photocopy Items)

Type of
Librdry Photoeopy Items Lent Photocopy Items*Borrowed

c
Net Photocopies Lerkt*,

1 .

Public 2,20073 1,340 + 860

Academic 1,820 2,060 - 240
.' 1

1,25Q- -1,800 - 550

Fidera3f- 600 830 - 230

..

-All Libraries- 5,870 6,030' -3.60

SOURCE:
National'Library= Survey.:

*-These-data present some evidence of the balance of lending and-borrowing.

-HoweVer,much of the, difference obsertied-can beeccounted for by

statistical variation.

It appears that Public libraries Tend more than ,they h-Orrowhy a,tote f about

'860 thousaldphotocopy%items. On_the.other hand, the'Acadethic;- Speci and
.

Federal iibra2les together borrowed about 1 million mofexcopies than-they lent..

f The-net effect is that there are about 00,000,more'borrowing requests than loans''

from the 21,280 libraries inCluded'in the sampling universe.

\

.

The averagd number of photocopy items of serials lent'and borrOwed

rss,

from,other libraries is given in Table 4.8 below.

I

TABLE 4.8 ..NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF SERIALS PER LIBRARY

LENT'AND BORROWED BY TYPE OF LIBRARY k1976)

( (Averag&Number of PhOtocopy Items er Library) 1,1

Type of '
J Net Photocopy

0 ' -library Photocopy Items Lent - Photocopy Items Borrowed items Lent

Public%

.Academic

Special

Federal

'160.

600

150

.420

160

680

210,

580

+ 100

- 80

- 60 .

- 160

All Libraries 280* 280 . R- - 7

A

SOURCE: King /1.6earch Inc.:" National Library Survey

-
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There isvan Average net excess of loans fili'Public Abradies. Academic, Speoial
. ,, 4,,.....- A '

and*Fedei'a libraries all tend co borrow more than they lend. The next table
.

_. , . , . ,,,, .
shows, hbwever, thar-post of `he Academic borrowing is from other,hcedemic,librariesi

4, 4, 4 .
4

g.
The number of.photocopy items requested at were indicated-to'bq from

vA 'various tYped of librIries'ai.e %i4h_in."Table 4.9-4'
.-:

110 ....-- 49

.) . .
-

..

T :116,B4 4.9 s-ND*ER pg PRI000112' ITEMS OF;SERIALS FOR

i
- I IBF.BN LOAN BY TYPE OF LENDING LIBRARY

,

'

TYPE OFABORRNING.LTBRARY ,(1976)-,
4 4

.-

... ,^1.(Thiatsands Of Photocopy Items),
, by . .1

-
'-

-Type of Lending Library
Type-',of '''- i - '..

.. -.
. .

orrcTing- - Al/- ''.
f. '.4brar.g h.. Libraries Academic Federal PubliO SChoor Special QUninown

_'.

Academic "} 4060, 1,360
.

60 60 ..... 0 19b .390

6Q 350 1*,,--Public- 1046
3.,

470 0' `flipo. ,10

.-,

'A

Special \ . 1,goo 436 - 456' -50 -: 620 (-\\ 02504

Federal, . 4860- 300 146 - 30 -r 230 130
1

All Libraries t 6,030 2:560. 650 10 1,14 1,1204.

11.SOURbE: King Rosb;nrch, Inc.: National. Library Survey
5 ---- .

,.... . . k ,
. .

1.

Unfortunally, a large pxoportion'of the responsei indicated that the lending source
-1-

- .

was,unknown
.

tor was not< recorded 'one the form. For the most part, results show-that
4- . -. _ . /

Public borrow mostlyfroi.Publin gnd Academic libraries (450 and -

.

(t' ' , 9 ,

476thousand.photocopy items respectively); most Academic libraries borrow from
. , N5

Acadeugic librarieslRpecial libraries borrow heavily'from Special libraries,
. . .

Federal and Academic libraries; and Federal libraries borrow mostly from Academic
- . .

.0 -

and-Special libraries. The
4,

.
data seem ,to corroborate data from Table 4.7 and 4.8.

,x
0

/

.0

The remainderof thisNsection is devoted to interlibrary borrowing
AP.

=requests. Data came'from the national library.survey interlibrary loan for and

the MINITEX data base. From the national library soxvey deta,"'it is estimated that.'

there'are'about 6 million borrowing requput-, of which about 4.3 million are

requests for domestic publications. Of these, a total of 3.8 million had photocopies

made.,. The remgining were repord to be filled by originpl serial copies'or to be

unalled. These data are given by type of borrowing library in Table 4.10.
o

4

1

L
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. 'TABLE'4.10.NUMBER,OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF-SERIALS REQUESTED
,.

FOR ,.

.

IN:PERLIBRARYPIWAY TYPE OF BORROWING LIBRARY (1976) 4
., ,(MILLIONS.-OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS)

'.TYpe.,ol-

BOrrOwing
.

Library
...,

NUMberPf
Borrowing-

Requests

Number Of
Doleestic,7

Requests

Nuiber:bf
Domestic
Photocopy
items

Number of
Copyrighted
bomestie -.-

PhotocOpy fqms

PublicC

, Academid
,

'1.34 1.18

1.28

1":01

1.13

0A1

0.83

,Special 1.80
1.33 ________1.25

Federal D.52 0.38

41.1 Libraries.. . .63 4.33 3.77- S.11

/
"

SOURCE:: King Research, Inc.:. National Library Survey

. .

Abe number of copyiighted photocopy items was, 6Uhdfrom the - proportion of coPY -

righted' loaned-photocopy items to the total of copyrighted and nOt copyrighted,

.found in Table 3:15. The values wet& :0905 for _Public, 0.733 for -Academic,

-0.1091.for Special and 0.600 for Federal_ libraries. .The Academic libraries
1

seemed to have- a'higher proportion of bqrrowed-photoevpie from'foreign seriale.
. .

Ihsh did other ,types of libraries: The total ;lumber of requests for, photocopies

of.d2mescic serials issiven.in 1.able'4.10 and the average number of interlibrary

loan photocopied requests per library istgiiren in Table/4.11.

V

TABLE 4.11 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIB RARY OF SERIALS MALI'S FOR
INTERLIBRARY LOANS. BY TYPE OFBORROWING LIBRARY (1976)

(AVERAGE NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY)

Type .4f

Borrowing
Library

Number of
Borrowing ,
RequOsts
Per Library,

?Public 160

680,

216

580

O

Academic

Special

iledetal

Number of
Domestic
Requests,
Per Library

Number of
Dotestic

Photocopy Items
Per Library

Average Number of
Domegtic Copyrighted
Photocopy Items 4

Pek Library

140'

420

, 160,

, 360

120

370

150

270

' 110

270

140

160

I

'All Libr.pries 28q, 200 186 150 ,

. SOURCE: King Research, Inc.:

:

Natidnal Library Survey
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The average number of photocopy items made from copyiighted domestic sdrialy per
_ .

' library ig highest in Academic libraries (270) and lowest 1m Public libraries (110).

It-is-cautioned that the results involve only copyrig4d domestic serials:

braries should recognize that they may have a liabil4y.f,' copyrighted foreign.

s .serials'ai well.
V , . r de

. ,. 1.6 .

.. ._... ,
,

The total arid average number of photocopy items fOr interlibrary aban

requests,are giyed in Tabiis4.12 and 4.13. .-4 2,. -7-

-:' , v ,

.. '

TABLE 4.12 'NUMB,ER OF PHOTOCOPY rums OF SERIALS REQUESTED
FOR INTERLIBRARY LOAN BY '?PE OF REQUESTOR,

_ 13)r TYPE OF BORROWING LIBRARY(1976)

'(Thousands of Atocopy Item;)..
fL AIL

. 4, .

-Type of -- . Type of -Requestor . .

.0thekBOrrowing319' .A.11 .

.1.Q,,t

'Library Requestors* reacher Student Individual .Library Institution Specified

Public 1,340 10 - 440- 460 210 -200' ? 20
-.-

. . .

Academic '2,080 780 -1 040 3'0 , 170 50t. 10

Special 1,810 %. 170 ' :100 1,,,.,270-- :J40 .89* 50'
, i

Federal 4P 814 '--.100 -- 20 /690 3 1 , --O,..,,..
.....

Al]. .

. .

Libraries f. 6 044 ,1 070 1:60 2,450 530 320. 80

SOURCE: KingNResearch, Inc.: National tibrary Surirey

e- s
o

.
4 TABLE 4.13 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY'OF SERIALS6'

REQUESTEDFOR INTERLIBRARY LOAN BY TYPE OF
REQUESTOR, BY TYPE OF BORROWING 'LIBRARY (1976)
(AVERAGE NUMBER OF PHOTOCQPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY):.

V .`c

N.

I
Type of ... Type of Requestor ,

Borrowing All' Other, Alot
Library Requestors** Teacher Student Individual Library Institution Specified

2

5

.5

1"..'

.

Public

Academic

Special'

Federal

162

686
.

211

576 .

2.

256

20

76

.

.53

343

12

15

.

55

, .10

-
.

1.4'9-'

483

26

57

'16

2

% 24

15

9

All,
'libraries 283 50 76 115 25 15.

.r
4'

.:SOURCE: King Research, Inc., National Library Survey
. .

S. -
....

,,

.ic
.

.t.

. e,

5s-

Totals do not agree with Table 4.10'due to rounding.
**

Averagei 6t agree with Table 4.11 due to rounding.

1%
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It in found, as expected, thdt Academic libraries are serving teachers and
.,,

_students much iaore frequentlytban tither types of libraries-. Teachers also
1

.

,

.

xely:on Special librariT.andFederal libraries to'a.f.air degree. About ene-
'1

. .

-fourth--of,tbe students'
bequests

are processed throigh Public libraries and
1. .- t ,1 I.

.nearly all the rest,come
.from

Academic libraries.
-

t-

-- --- _

CONTU.Guidelineal and Interlibrary Loan

1

,

\ ,., '-'
..

.

Of the 3.77 million interlibrary loan photocopy-Items of domistie

-

o
. . , . . N,'"

Serials; a substantial propokrtiOn ere not subject to royalty payment based on

CONTU guideline fOr interlibrAry,loans.. One-way to-display this fact is.by,
1

-sequentially screening out pbotocbpy items by tboseepublications,over five
. . _ ..

. years: -olds those used for replaceMent br classroom use and-thenpmber of phot9-
. ,

cop$T,items less than six copies per seriaititle made in the ,Bast year within-

, an individual borrowing.library., These date are-given.l.nFigdre,4:4.

. 4

4

O

'All ' Items. Not Replace- Greater Greater Than 5.,..

Items \Under ---meHt.or Than 5 Copies tills A11.......

4
% 6 Years . Classrodm ''Copies .IteMTTVCr 5'

Figure 4.4 Number of Photocopy Items of Domestic- Serials
Yearn, TRequested.for.Interibrary Loans-All Items, Items Under

. * 6Yearso ZteMs NOt for ReplaCement or Classroom;.
Items"4th Greater Than Five Copies (1976) -

\

0

*
.1

.

The total annual number ofphotocopy items dr9ps frpm 3.77 Million to 2A
4. .,

million when publications over'five years\old are dropped from consideration.
. t.

.

pf tHese, about 2.0 million photocopy items remain after replaceMent copies
.! . .

... . /,

? -- ------___.

and copies made for classroom use are dropped from
-
consideration. Thus,

- .
roughly one-halt of the original photodopies are exeMpt after these aspects ,of

';
...

the CONTU guidelines and fair use doctrine aft applied. When the flit mid.
.

..

. so. -1 '''
. 'i .. . 'X' 6 ih : I

'J " . 1 1 1
*VI

1

1 ' 'd *
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F ..
.-

'tinder.ruleapplies., it is estimated that the nAmber of_eligible photocopy items
4 .

.. ,
. . ,

. , degrease to, about 5 and. .05 thousand.
,

. 4 , C
The mast diffiduit'Observation involves the number of.1410-topettpyitems.

WhiCh are not eligible fOr .ioYalty payment because fewer than six copies ofthtm
A

_are made in a.library within a one-year pe..riod of time. A rather complex mathe-
_, -

matical moaerPasJped to make this estimate: The difficulty in making this!.
.

estimate comes fro the fact that observations of.photocopy items were made not only

from a sample of li raries-builalso from sample of time in the year. One can pro-
..

.

ject qUite vel1 the estimate nf total volume of -photocopying but the estimate of the

TrOpsixtion (distribution) of serials that has 1, 2,. 3, 4n or greater photoCopy

items ds quite difficult. If one Observes that 95 percent of the serials had
.

1e6s thin Six photocopies in one. week, there are found to be fewer.serials that

wi..A have less than six photocopies over the ,entire year. The. data from the

MINITEX fil es wereextremely "useful in forMulating an estimate for this 'figure.

This was dOne by observing the mathematical distribution of photocopies for

one wek and tone year for all libraries and serial title in

these-data an extrapolation'factof was, derived for each type

*tailed discussion of this approach is given in Appendix C.

a 'Very sma4.proportion of,photocopies that. are subject to royalty payments under

the conditions,mentioneo above when the serials with five or less photocopies are

MINITEX. From
9

offlibrary. A

This approach yields-

4 .4
4 4 4

'made and, when the first give copies,of the remaining titles are excluded.
.

-
. - .

., o
.

.

Table 4.14 gives the eligible? photocopy items by type of library. oIt

is noted that_thenuaber of exemptions for classroom use is much higher in Aca-
.

demic and Public libraries than in the others. We find also that only 13 per,.
. :. 1.,v

cent'of the total domestic photocopy items are subject to royalty payments after
. . _

t:t ,

the eXemptionaare applied. This proportion ranges.from 9 percent in Public
- rt"

.libraries up to 18,percent in Special libraries. This proportion of serial titles
y .

involved' is discussed-in Section 5:

. "'Ns,

,f
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TABLE 4.14 0013ERtOF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF DOMESTIC SERIALS RECIIWTO
S,OWINTERLIBRARy LOAN THAT ARE UNDER SIX YEARS. OLD, NOT

o F isREPLACEMENT OR CLASSROOM USE,, AND GREATER THAN FIVE
COPIES BY TYPE OF BORkOWINOZIBEART,(1976)

(Thousands of PhotOcopy Items)
. ,

SerialCharacteristic
Ill / IubiicaT. "Not for

.Type'cif Domestic tiqn.Under Replacetilent

, ,Borrowing Photocopy and* Six" and* or Class.- and*.

Library . Items. Years. room. use

*

ee

dreater 1Propor-

Than tion
'FiVe of

Copies Total,

1,010. ;620 440.. 90 0.09

. 1,130 .610' 430 .140 0.12

' 1,250 850 )30 220 0.18

380 270 260 55. 0.14

3,779 2,350 1,960,
/

505 4' 0.13

'Public

Academief7

Special-(

Federal

-iotal'

,Includes'only serials obserVed in previous 'column.

is a sub-set of the previous dolUmn total.

SOURCE: 'King Research, National Library Survey
/

A siOilar analysis was perfoLed on MINITEX data for an entire'year

Thus eaoll/coliimn total

A
.

i.

from 132 of their Public, Academic and Special libraries, Age As given first, and 4

.... A.
,first,

.

.

is followed by the other exemptions These data are presented in Table 4.15.

a TABLE 4.15 COMPARISON OF RESULTS OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF DOMESTIC
SERIALS AnuEst FOR INTERLIBRARYLOAN FROM NATIONAL

LIBRARY-SURVEY% b iiINITEi.bATA.bAsb (1976)

No. of Domestic
.'Type of Photocopy Items Bor-.

'Borrowing rowed per Library .'
Library Survey, MINITEX

1

Prop. of Serials
Under -

/
Six Years

Survey :MINITEX

IN°. of Eli-
gible Photocopy
Items Per Library
Survey MINITEX

Prop. of Photo-
copy Items'
Eligible

Surv7 MINITEX.

Public 120
mc

Academic 370'

Special 150

138

629

156

.5U '.51 10.8 4.8 0.09\ .04

.60 153 34.7 0.12 .06

.62 .69 25 . 6 15.0 ' 0.18 \ .10

SOURCE: king 4esearchino.:4 National Library Survey
MINITEXtData Base
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mparisons can be made with national library.survef data 'as

In Public libraries, the'verage number o domestic photocopy items .

rrowed is quite similar for till-national library survey data (120) and the

MINITEk.data base (138), thelfoportion of sedan under,sixyears o9 is almost

identical, and the,averege number of eligib

estimatedto be 11 in'the national libriry

le photociopy items per library was
. I

survey and about 5'in the MINITEX

Z ta bathe. The proportion of

)
p t000py items subjecrtb.royalty payment waS

1---°est ted,to be 9,percent n the national library survey and 4 percent from the

MINITEX data base: ,The :average number of'domestic photocopy items is different

only fo;.Acadeinit....Libraries, where the average. numberbf photocopy items is esti-

mated to be higher ingthe national library survey. The propOx4iop of photocopy

items from publications less than six years, old is vithin ten. percent for all

types of libraries. The national library survey estimate afeligible photocopies

Per library seems to'be somewhat higher than the MINITEX daL base average, but,

not too far off. This is reflected in the proportion pf eligible photocopy items

the last column e.tre the proportion for the national library surveys data

is 4rger than for.the MINITEX data ba-Ae: The datA''from MINITEX seep tb pro-.

vide good evidence to stpport the national library survey data for estimates

ofthe number of photocopy items made in request of interlibrary loans.' ° .

M ,

.

One hypothetical condition of'bligibiliti subject to question has to

do with the .disposition of Aa.copy items made fr(!ml publications pver,fIve ytars
.

,

I

old. One view isthat all these photocopy items are eligible vx9Apt those exempt

under fair use. Thus the five copy rule would not' apply. One )argument iLthat,
I . . .

if this were not true, there would be an implication that the copyright has a

five year_duration. If this -eligibility condition exists, the total number of
.....

. . .-
photocopy items subject to royalty payment would be as follows:

-

Type of Library ..^, No..of Eligible Photocopy-Items
- 1

Public-

Ac;demic-

-Spcial

Federal

480,000

- 660,000

620,000

165,000

.1

.
All Libraries .,1,925,000

),'
168; if this condition of eligibility is valid', the number of photoldopy 'items

subject to royalty payment would increase from 505.thousnd to 19 million,
--...-

0 or nearly a four-fold inorea0. (This assumes,; of course, that none of these

/
older ex

/
ra photocopy item° fall into'the lairuse Category.) %

71 I
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v
Type of
Borrowing
,'14ibrary,

publi

cademic

Special--

TABLE 4.16 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF DOMESTIC SERIALS REQUESTED
FOR INTERLIBRARY LOAN THAT ARE OVER FIVE YEARS OLD, LESS' '

THAN SIX COPIES, CURRENT SUBSCRIBER REPLACEMENT COPYAND
FACUtTY/CLASSROOMBy TYPE OF LIBRARYMINITEX, 1976

4

444

dm.

Over Five Less Than Cufrent Replace-' Faculty/ .

Total Years Old Six Copies Subscriber' ment Copy Classroom

Photocopies Tot. Prop. Tot Prop. Tot. Prop. Tot. Prop. Wm).

3:582' 1,755 640 .18 316 .09. 11 :003 153 .04

42,122 19,758 .47 12,917 .31'5,675 .13 140, .003.2,157 -.05

5,715 1,j9 .31. 1,644 .29 279 .05 0 0 41' .01'

$
Libraries 51,419 211305 15,20] \30 -6,270 AZ-4n .s.002 2,351 .05

.

3
SOURCE: -King Research, Ine.: MINITEX Data Base

0

The largest number of exemptions came frob the age rule, then, in order, fives.

copies, or less,per.serial,Iturrent subscriber, classroom use and"zeplaceMent copy&
.

$

It is noted that the total number
)0
C'exemptidns is less than'the sum of those

. .. .. r,.

gIven in Table 4%16 since many exeMptions are common.to a given photocopy item.

...'.

.

. . as,*

\
.

.
. .

4.2.4 Distribution of Photocopy Items Made By Libraries for Interlibrary.

. ., . ..

From the perspective of libraries, one important question concerns the

proportion of libraries .that will not have any photocopy items that are.subject
j" 4.

_ .

I
a

to 'royalty payments. cne, source of evidence to answer this question is"from the
.... A

..

MINITEX.data ba0se. .These da.ta are given-Ad Table 4.17 with serials over five "c'`

years
e
excluded. Of the 132 librarieS,.only 58 have photOcopy items that are

subject to

cogy,items.

.average of

royalty 01Yments. These,

of dolestic serials that

about 53 photocopy items

58 libraries have a,total of 3,057 photo-
.

are subject. to royalty payments for an

each. The average number of serials involved

ti

per library is ten which yields about five phbtocopy Nms each that are sub-

ject to royalty payments. Results for the numbei of eligible photocdpy.item

summed across'libraries are given in SeCtidri'5: It appears that only a moderate 0
4

number of journals ;are eligible for royalty payment fof photocopying inter-, ...

library requests: Furthermore, less than one-half of the libraries that

MINITEX serves have any interlibrary photocopy.iteae that are subject to royalty

payments, and thege libraries average only 53 eligible/Photocopy.items per. library.

7
D

a
r

4 4 ,
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.
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TABLE cly NUMBER.OE LIBRARIES'WITH ALL ROYALTY EXEMPTIONS,
NOT INCLUDED-MINITEX (1.976)'

:

Type of
Botrowing.

Library

No. of
No. of Libraries

Librdrieb-(A11 Ex.)

Prop. of
Libraries
(AL]. Ex.)

No. of
Photocopy Items

. (All Ex.)

Photocopy
Item.4 Per

Library*

No. of.

Serials
(All-Ex.)

Seritils

Per
Library*

Photocopy Items
Per Library .'

Per Serial*

I
Public.

'Academic

,Speciak.

26

68

s, 38

'.

,

12

34

12

'

'.46

.50

.32 .,

,

.

126

2,360.

571

74 '
. 10.5

69:1Z

47.6

27

464

87

2.3

136

7.3, \

4.6

5.1

6.6

I

'

i

All ,

4 Libraries

d 3

132 58 ,44' . 3;057

^ .
52.7 578 10.0 \ 5.3

SOURCE:% King Research., Inc.: .NaNITEX Data Base... . .

*Average based on libraries that.are eligible for any royalty payment.
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a

4S,. ' ,

71*Troportion of lititaries that photoCopyat various levels are

siv*belowlor.different'tonditions of eligibility. These data Ave for
, ..

. '..-

, v s '
-national-0404es.

. ..
.

,
. .

7
tA.B.1. 4.14 ,PROPORTION OF LIBRARIES THAT HAVE yARTIotislitvLs ol! .

.

PHOTOOF1 ITEMS BY: THREElOONBITIONS OF ELIGIBILITY (1976P"

l' v..: .N(Pr4oriitin of Libraries)
,,

a,"

' 1

i-Serial, .

ZHara4teristiO4 ,i

NUmber of Eligibie'7BhotodOpy items
0 -4,250- 251- 50G -501-1,000' >1,000

.-:.-

0.8i tr AD.10 .1. : -0.05

0.93 ' 0.04 04'
.0.93*, .0:031 .0:01

d.o4,

0:02

mbz

All Domest#Thbflocopy Items
-

-T11hlitation <,siiit'Years

'No.t for:RePlacement/
OlaiisrOot Use

. :SOURCE:, .KitirReSedich, Inc.; National Libiary:,Survey,

t ,

.. ': .-=
:.

. ,
..Thus, when all domestic photocopy items are considered', about 81`percent'of-the

. .,

s,. .±±r
__ will have less than 250 photocopy items and 4 perc nt of the libraries

..

a : .

.

, .

11 have more than 1,000. When the five and undei'rule is,ap lied, the pro-
.-

joitions will shift substantially to the left. If the eligibility condition
4

concerning photodopy items is valid, the picture would be closer to the onewith
,--

.

all-domestic photocopy items since the fair use eligibility criteria are not too

very restrictive.

. Table 4.18 does not show'the dramatis ureportrayed,by thee large
..

proportion of photocopy items made for interlibrary loan posh proportion
. .? ,

r of libraries. , This pic:uie is, presented in Figure 4.5 on the nek ge.
.

. ,-.

C

CA

/
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.60

. 50 .

. :ii.roportion of

Photocopy *4

, .
ItemS (X)

..
l 30 --,

-

1.4

20 -

-10

0-19

Proportion cf Libraries (A). .

; Figure .4.5 Distribution of Interlibrary Loan.
Photocopy -Items by Proportion of Libraries (1976)

a.

t,7

e v
;1 . :::

:...-- ..:4 ,.:..2., q.'.__,_;.___:rze.:.;;::::::::::7,

0 8..:-F.,:::::::

20-39 - .40;39 60-79 80-100
.

0

r.

av

Figure14,5 shows ,thatN ry73.4 percent of, photocopy items for interlibra loan

:are.piepared for 20 percent of the librariei,: when all libraries are included.

One-half et the, libraries request_only,about seven percent of the interlibrary

1pans'and the'-other half' requests 93 percent of the ]roans.

. :
, .. .

Also of interest is the distribution of the.number of pages in, each
..-- .

photocopy transaction: these data are displayed in Figure 4.6, and show that
..

.:,

16.percent of the transactions are 1 page, 13 percent 2pages, 52 percent 3-10

pages, and -'20' percent over 10 pages':

,
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Figure 4.6 Proportion of. Number of Pngssof Photpcopy
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4.3 Edtimated:Volume of Photocopying of Serials for Local -Users

. .

theAphotocopying of serials by. library staff for locarusers, comprises

tha'Aargest Volume among, the three types of transactions. In fact, it is esti-

-mated:Shat,aboui! P.8,milliondh,photocopY items are mide-ima year.: Of,
theSe abo4 78.peicent aye,

aTi4ight'"Itatucis:unknoWn

responses.' Ihese,data are

is ,given inTable

/ .

popyr'ighted016 perceht

.orhotoreporied for six

given in Table 4.19, and.

are not copyrighted and

percenthf the transaction

the average number per library.

1

Table 4.19' NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF SERIALS FOR LOCAL
USERS COPYRIGHTED AND NOT COPYRIGHTED, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY.(1976)

*
(ThouSand's of Photocopy Items)

A

1

Type of Library

Public

Academic

Special'

Federal' ,

.

All.Libraries 27,340

All Serials

-9;610,

2,530

.12,280

,.4,O20 '

Copyrighted'

7,560

9,670,.

2,470
.

Not Copyiighted

900 .

340

1,790

.1,960

21,720 4,490,

Unknown

556

Ap 170

820

90

1,630

1'

'SOURCE; -King Reseatch, Inc.: National Library Survey

, .

, Table 4.20 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY OF SERIALS FOR
LOCAL USERS CoPYRIGHTED'AND,NOTtOPYRIGHTED, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

/ -,,,r
(Average Number

s

of.Thotocopy Items Per:Library). .

..

Type'of Library

.

'Public

Academic

Special

Federal

, .--

All Seilale

1,100

800:-

1,400

2,800

Copyrlibted

9000

700 -'

1,100

1,700

Not Copyrighted

100

100'

200

1,000 ,

Unknown

100

100

100

100

All Libraries '1,300 1,000 200 100

SOURCE:- King Research, Inc.: National Library Su6ey
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11* ,pattern of ,copyrightedhieriale over all sources seemso:hOld for photocopying

tc PP 8.
e

. t--s,

.

'
,,E(;i:J. ()e fii. r- ''

. , :.

-.. ', The:largoat volume; of serial photocoPy iteMs for localAisereocdurs.

for Specidilibraries-, with,approximately 120Milliop local.u.ser'photocOpy

iteda.,-ifektare,PUbliO libtariedWith,9 million, trailed'Oy Federal and Aca -

damic;ibrariee. F4litflibrarie6 34tdcoy tlelargest-propOrtionOf copy-.

"'.righted derialp for Ulere (84%Y while librurieshal.fe-the-IOWest

'proportion 01g:
*:

'4 4

..
\ A

N
4 .

'a. The estimated ni.mper of photocopy itemp-of doigestit and foreign
- .

.V:I.
Serial's for users is given in Tabi1e.4.21i t - '

-..- " . "44r

.,..

.1
$ 1.

Table
__...1-.1 .:

,. , ''.11, °

'441 NUMBER OF sITEMS` OF coiSERIALS Fo4PHOTOCOPY TTEmttwit s

LOCAL',USEBSBX DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN,PUBLISHERS; - '

1 \ yotTeiBreOr:(1976), '
-\-.1

BY TYPE .
,

A (Thousands of. phdtc1COPy IteM6),

e Typa

0.4

.cif-Phblishei

Type of Library-. All Publishers Domestic
, 1

Public _7...060 7,383 ' '125 'Si

\ 'Academic ;2*A)?() 4758: ..' 258. 4
\

..0 ,47

\.,.,gpecial -.91670, 17,933 1,698 - 39.,

Federal :"2-,470. foss 51 511' 04

Foreign', Unknown

,All Libraries. 14;7/13- 19,032' 2,-592

.S9URCE: King Research, Inc.: 'National Library,Sntvey
. '

o ,

- 4

The proportion of phOtocobYing.of foreign published materials is Slightly:
'ore than ten percent. This proportion is highest in.Federal,libraries (217)'

and lowest in Public libraries (2p. The average, number of foreign serials

photocopied in libraries. forloal usersas given in Table .4.22.

6. 78
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*
. .

-tabw4,k,*NBER"4$mnoccii,y ITEMS, OF,copYRIGHip:sERIALs FOR'
LOCAL USER§:EY7DOME§TIC_ANI5 OREIGN PUBLISHERS,

UtliYOE OF tIRRARt (1970)

Wakagellumbek of PhotocopyIiemq Per LibrarY)

e.oftibrary All Publishers Domestic

Public' 990 ." 89,0

70,0 06

iiloo-:- 930
.

1,700 . ,1;370

Academic -

Special

Federal.

, . .

Libraries 1,000. .8§o

-

Type of P 'ublisher' .

r
Foreign. Unknown,.."7._

6

86. 1

201 5

'357 .5

ASOURCE: King teSeare&, NationalLibrarY-Survey.

,The number ia,a4Ppreciably high in anypype of library,.ranging .from15 photocopy

iteMs-Perliibrary in Pibiic libraries to 357 in Federal. libraries.

. -
i

Several Conditions of eligibility, far royalty payMent are,lisedsse0,,iti
ry

Hof
1 . . . _ _

the rcniainder -this section. These conditidns include OharacteristrOs-of photo-_

c.opyfng that are--..descrihe&I;y fair use as well as.piaasroom-Use'by faculty, and" -1
application of guidelines similar to-those Suggested by CONTU forinterlibra4

- 5.

wand,loans. The following section discusses the e.ffeet-oftlesecOnditiona pr -
... , .

sents resu is foedomestic and copyrighted serials, One'probleM is 'to determine
'"' . * ,

. -1. ...,
had-Many,o the items photocopied for local user:a-are for, extlierrepThcement use

, Clt.o
by libraries , or classroom use for faculty.. oLgie 21.7 es .

,.a.,
;-

righted serial photocopy.itemb, keplaceMent or gisskoom,statub.ofabotwenty.
'

.

\

percent was not knotlyor was unreported. Of the remain, ing-photocopy items,
.

however, less than one perceht was ,fok replacement by libraries and., about five
,.;

perdent was for classroom use by faculty. The rest were classified as "other"
.

,responses. The breakdown of this result by type of library is given in TEtblF 4.23

for total plitodo0y items.,

0

°

a-

C
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lahle,z4.23,'TOTAL tibM88R-OFTHOTOCOPY ITEMSOF'COPYRtGHTED SERIALS FOR LOCAL

USERS. BY XIIRPOWOF,REOET; TYPE OF LIBRARY i(1976)
,

, '

"ts,
*

1*,
of

LibrarY.

''7t44:",
...,,, ...

Academic,,

peCiai

'SOOPO

a

. .,.._ ._

. _ ,PUryose_Of Request ,

Al]. Replacement ".Clgasrodni Mee'
.

:Purposes -by -Library - '1,50'aftilty Other . Unknown Unreported

7' 6o. 73 - .325 . 12.747' 1;540- 875-
0

:2,020'
13.

v220 '41'49.
t , --.' , ..

458 ; 195,
41.

,9,670': * 10' .' 88 13;-993 -,150. 429
,

2,470 4.1. : -46 -1.i,21 .2.37 . -672.

'21;720 4 91 16,460 ' 2085

'(Thousands of,Photocopy Items)

Apint# ,KinOtesearch, NetiSelqibrary SUrvey

-he,gregteit amount of replacement Is foun4'in Public libraries (73,000) 'and

:0.0000). The and Academic libraries account for
.

,moetOf the volume of phot'o'copying performed for classroom -use by. faculty as

local -users .025 and 220` thousand,, respective139., islot.eurprisingly, Academic
I

libraries report. the largest proportion of localluser photOcopy items
,

elgseromm use by faculty" as purpose of request (11 %).. If'sUch;clasSes of

ip41 user photocopying were exempt fkom peyment,lthe effects would appear' to

be minimal:_
. .

'

;.

a

Average local user photocopy items per library are shown ln table.

4.23. This tableeXpecially point's out the-large proportion of "other" local
.,. ,. -;.

,.

tler.photocoOying (75.5%) which, on the.aVerege, occurs in U.S.. libraries." 1.

%.

'the average amount of photocopyAg.p.sr library (shown..-in Table 4.24)

follows,rhe pattern in total volume, exaeyt,.that.Academic libraries average 73
-e .

photocopy items.for faculty classrbom use aii.0,,?ublic libraries ayerage 39 photo-

copy items inArEis same category. .Notsurprieingli, Speciel libraries average.

the smagpstJT.Ober (10) of photocopy items kor.iocal user clessrOom use by

.faculty.



,

0

t-.,
.

,Tabla:4:24.*MtER OP'PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF COPYRIGHTED ,SERIALS FOR' LOCAL1USERS

u - BY klui.opE OF REQUEST, BY'TYPIOFJIBRARY (1976)
4

Type , . , . P4pose ofkepueSt

.

,Of i All- "Replacement' Classroom Use '"

lihrari".Puriieses*, OflabiarY by Faculty Other Un own

.,

Un"reccirted

Tilbilc. ' 909 .

Apadedic : 667
.

'sAiial ,4,136 .

ederal'
. :-... .

1,729- '

'' 0

3'

\:1
. 1'

39- '571

73 376

10 1;057

28 1,04

185

151

.18

166

:105,

', 64

50.

470

.

' All
LihrarieS ts ,1 021 "f 32 771 .; 111 102.

tolittq:- ;King Research, 2,1ational Library Survey

Averages, All Purposes, do not agree with Table_4122 due to mound
4'.

:

'It is possible, that single,p4otocopyiiems wade for individuals are'

eligible for roysaltY payment for phOtocopY. items made for local use. One way

to distinguish theSeThotocopy items is'to slispiay, the distribution of photO=4
,

,

. copy items by use: for local patrons (individuals and institutions) or for

* internal library staff Ube. These-data axe given in Table 4.25 on the next

page,. which may be readsas follows. IO,tiblic libraries, .36c.million trans -

acions-lor patrons involved a single photocopy items 200 thousansimransactiOns
- ..

involved two photocopy items, 16C thousand tranatctions.involyed between three
/

.

and ten photocopy, and20 thguSand transactions involved, over ten photoCopy;

items.: If pne does not include any unknOWn '(or unrepoted),eXposumes and, assumest .

they are the same as those rtported, we shave the number of photocopy- .items that
.

, - . ,: N.
havesingle Copies made for ikal patrons given in. Table 4126,,

1

1.0

.v.
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Table' .4.25 DISTRIBUTION OF :NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS OF SERIALS MAD FOR LOCAL

US S BY TYPE OF USER, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY '(1976)

(Thousands of Transactions)

Ntimber of Photocopy Items

Type .of Tye .of
Library User 1.

Public Patron 3,310,

Staff :660'

Unknowns 390

ll 'Users, 4, 360

4cademic Patron V1,326,
.,.

Staff-. ,,i.00

' -unknown. 110

All.. Users '1,50 .

Speckai
.(profit)

,.-

,

Patton, 4,070

Staff. 640

Unknown 210
-

...

All Users 4,920 ''

SPecial -14tron 3,430

(Non-Profit)
Staff' 80

t

.

Unknown ' 100'

All Users ,3),.610

Federal. Patrcir; - 400

1,-- Staff .60'....

Unknown 420

All Vsers, 880

.

All Patron 12,530
Libraries

Staff . 1,540

t. Unknown 1,230

All Use
r

rs-1.5 ;3w

All'
' Phbtocopy-

2 I 3 -10 . >10 Unknown. Items*

60 50 1,500*

60 60 10
(70'

1850

y 30 20 10.

A 200 160 20: . ` 120:, , 4,850 .

30 ' .10. "O ' 19. 1-,37b

10 20'
.

0 0 130
,

10 10 0 20 1.50
.

50' 40i 0 30 1,650-
. _

50 50 9 , .20 it 50

'0' 0 - 10 ..0 90

10 0 10 , - .10 . .` ijo,

60 502:- ,20 ' 30, 3:770

'La

480 , 20 3D 40'
N

4,640 ..

h &` ,

-0 '20 0 0 660..

0 6 0 d 210

4'480
. .

40 '30 . 'i40 5,510

110 20 10 90 630
.

0.20 - 10 ''o 99 t

50 0 . 0 . 0 470

180
.

30 10 90 1,190''

. ... ,

730 180 40 210 11,690

90 110 20. . 70 1,83b.

`150 36 Co 30 4460.

970 32O '80 30 .16,980

*Total ansactions do not .pecessari1y.reflect riUmber' of pr.tocopy items since

.trans4-,1ons are estimated only, from' characteristic firms. PhotOcopy items

are estimated from - volume logs and characteristic forma., "
4.0

SOURCE: King -Raisear.ch, Inc.: National Library SurVey
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,Table 4..26 NUMBER-OF SINGLE COPY' TRANSACTIONS OF SERIALS` FOR, LOCAL
-

USERS, iX TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)
t

.

3

. ,

'Type Of Library

t
Total Number
bf Transactions_

(000)

c

Reported Single,
Copy Transactions
!or LoCal'UderP

(006)

Estimated :Total

Single Copy
Transactions For'

Lodar\Usea .

(000) °
. -

Public Libraries

.Aoaddillic Libraries

SpeCial'LlbrirAs = PrOfit

SPedia17,ibieries:,_-,Non-,

- Profit 4 . 3,770

4;85Q

1,650

. t.
5 , 51O.

Federal LibrarieS 1,190

I--

3,310'

1020

4,070
- I

.3,430;

400. 4

3,800'

. 1,460

4,i60

3,570''

760

;All, Libraries 16,980 3;850 :

4'
. .

SOURCE:,Kiag Research, Inc.: Nacional 1,4hrary Survey

.
. 4'-,... . .

In this iftstalce"the number of transactions equal the number of photo-'

..,
,. 1

4'copy ifems,so that the in eale .26.oan be used as an estimate of the
, .

,..

number of Photocopy 'iteims involved in this condition of royalty payment erigibility
.

. ,,, . , . .
. . ...!

Another ,hypotCical conaitibn of eligibility in thip category concerns
.1 ,

, . , . ;
photocopy items frOm publications over rive years old. Her-it is found,that a

.smaller proportion of, publications are,photocopied than with interlibrary loan

,where about 40 percent of the4yhotocopies are found'to,be exempt due to the CONTU '''

' xiter:Library loan rule. The pioportion Qf photOcopy, itemsmap for serials over

file years old is found tobe about 20 percent.' The'proportion of.,o14er publica-

tions is highest for AoadeMicaibraile;.(40. percent) and lowest fon:Tederal
6- . 1.,

libraried (18 percent)d This resultp in a relative change in average iolgme per
...

,,,
., .

,. . . ,

.libimry betWeen the Academic and Federal libraries. One might speculate that the

major reason for Interlibrary loans being older is that libraries diii pot sub-

scribe
j

to older issues of seriais
.

and therefore, ieea to ,g,e.$ copies of articles
. .

. .

.4

. .

from,other libraries. The distribution of the 4e of phototopy items is given

in Section 5.

83
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Tables 4.27 and 4;28 are given =below toFesent anotherperspective

of,the total and aVerage,numbeiS Of photocopy itemf withln'libraried.' Here we
,.,

give-thesefigures fox seri4ls under six'years, fo serials with less than six.

J

"--rcopies,.aild for serials meeting both conditions.

. .

We made an attemft to estimate the proPort on of photocopying that

would involve Pdrial titles having more than five pho °copies made for local

. ,

/..

users in the past year. We applied the same estimation procedure tha't was used
: V t '

/in the interlibraikan estimates of the distributionl of photocopteme.
' -. ,. .

Resuitd-were tabulated for each library.te determine thF number ,ofserial titles
.

ry

having,one, two, three,,,,.-and scrnion,photocopy items made 'til sampling

peirod. Obviously; .bstantially more phoeqcopy items w re observed for local-
, .--

.. . I.

-use. than Were- observed for interlibraty loan. N

If was found that a Much lowerproportion ofph tocopy items are

under six copies. In fact, over all Abraries, total-01qt copy items

drop only 32 percent after serials over five years,and unde -six copies are

4Acluded, The distribution of photocopy iteMS. by ,serial title is highly
\

.
1

Skewed. For example, in Btblid libraries, 54 percent of the\serials have fewer
.

-than 'five copies, whifh.accounts for seven perdentsof.the pho oCoPy jtems.'

'Similar shaped distributions are found. for the other types of ibraries as well.

. ,
. .

.

Table 4.27 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY 1TEMS.OFDOMEST.DOMESTTc, COPYRIGHT SERIAL
FOR LOCAL' USERS BY PUBLICATIONS UNDER SIR YEARS LD , . .

AND MORE THAN FIVE COPIES, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (19 6) .

> ' (Thousands of Photocopy Itenis) 4

t

.
p

Serial Characteristics 1

.. Type of Library 411
Serials

Public

Academic

Special

Federal
O

01.

7,390

1,760

7,940

1,950

>5
Years : Years 4 Copies . and.,

.
1 >5 Copies'
1 .

.1 ,.

1,460 5;930 6,850 5,520'
.-1 .

700. 1,1;60 1,740 1;040
'1

1,580 6,360 ,830 \" 4,960 4
360 1,590 ---17880, 1,570 .

<6 > Yearf,
.

io

_

All LibrarieS. 19,040 . '4,090 14,940 17,390 1 12,880

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey

rt.

'
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Table 4.28 NUMBER OF 1'H6TOCiPYItEMS PER LIBRARY OF DOMESTIC, COPYRIGHT'
' SERIALS MADE FOR LOCAL USERS BY PUBLICATIONS UNDER SIX YEARS

.

OLD, MORE VAN/KVE COPIES, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976) .1*

1

(overage /slumber of'Photocopy Items°Fer Library)

_

Type of Library All
Ser als

Academic

Spedial

Federal
. .

890

580

930

1,370

All Libraries / . 890"
. .

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.:

/

Serial Characteristics

> 5

' Years
< 6

Years
> -5

Copies

;:6 Year
and

=5 Copies

.170- 710 820 660
4

230 350 :570 340

190 750 :68d' -580

260 320 1,320 1,100

190 700 810 480

9

National Library Survey

Since the number of photocopy items

interlibrary loans, the, distribution spreadsout

-domestic'potoeopy items and for. those for publications
/

/.1.! and thoserthat are not used for replacemen7t or

.. given in Table 4.29 below. .

is higher for local users

somewhat

'y
Table 4:29

1. .1

more.

over five

Data

than for

for

years

all

classroom use by faculty are

-

PROPORTION OF LIBRARIES THAT HAVE VARIOUS LEVELS OFPHOTOCOPi

/ITEMeBY THREE CONDITIONS OF ELIGIBILITY (1976) (Proportion ofLibraries)

.Serial
Characteristics

Number'of Eligible Photocopy Items

0-250 251-1000 10014000

All, Domestic P/C Items 0.62

Publication <6'Years 0.66,

Not/ for Replacement/ 0.i67

° ,Clasiroom Usk
t

0;14

D.15

0.1

0.20

0.15

0.15

5001-100 >10000

0.02 9.02

0.04 .O1

0.04 0.01

tt

SOURCE:, King Research, Inc.: National Library'Survey

.4
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4
Only tvupercent of the libraries have over 10,000 photocopy items made for

local users and that nu#ber deci2ases toiabout one-half when publications

over five years old and'photocopying for replLement and classroom use are

single photocopy items made for individuals,not included. By excluding

on by-applying the five and

substantially to the left.

for interlibrary loan.

under rule, the distribution would shift

Itwould probably Clogely resemble that observed

J
As with photocopy items male for interlibrary loan, we find that

a large_proportion of photocopy items made for local users are prepared by

a smAll'proportion of libraries. These data:are di541ayed on,,,he next page

in Fig6re 4.7. -

\

ft.

),
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'Proportion 50
.' of

PhOtS6py
Items 40

I

. -

0-20 21-40 . 41-60 61480. '81-100

Propor ion of Libraries (%)
Figure 4. Distribution of local Use Photocqpy

Items by Proportion'of Libraries (1976)
a

Approximately 20:percent of the libraries are found to make 78 percent of the

photocopy items prepared by library staff for local users. About four percent

of the photocopy items are made fOr local'user; by 50 percent of the libraries\.

and the remaining 50.percent of the libraries ma.:e 96 percent of photocoily
-

items for 1oCal users. .1$ -.

.considering the distribution' of number of pages per photocopy trans-

action (Figure 4.8), we find that 17 percent of the transactions are I or 2 pages,

29 percent are 3-10 Page, and 55 percent are rime than 10 pages. ',This distribu-

tiontien is quite different from that for interlibrary loan photocopy items (see p. 176).

87
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Figure 4.8 Proportion .of Number of Pages of
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stimated-Volume of Photocopying of Serials for Intrasystem Loan

. ..'
As, noted,.earlier, photocopying for intrasystem loan requests (i.e.,

..,

in reapohsato requests from branch libraries or other libraries withi4 a

i
N

system) has an uncertain status regarding the proportion eligible" for royalty
.-'. -0 1

'payment. In thiasection we provide some breakdown; of. ISL photocopying of
-

\ .. ---

s"eiialswhich.might be,usefulin this regard:.

c.

The amount of photocopying by library staff for intrasystem loan

:(I8I;) is quite high. In fact, it appears thati,tha total-volume of photocopy-

cing for this source of request is Higher than for interlibrary loaf' Mc:Weyer,

in reviewing individual responses, it was noticed that a fair amodht of photo

,copying involved a large number of photocopy. items(siy, 20) of a single page.
.

Perhaps soma of this is a regular photocopying of title pages or tablds of

contents that maybe used for display in branch libraries or fot current

awareness distribution for organizational offices.

The total photocopying for intrasystem loan comes, to nearly 14.5

million photocopy items. Of those about 82 percent were indicated to bd copy-

righted, and the copyright Status-of_approximately 5.5 percent was recorded as
.

unknowdor was not reported. These results are reported -in Table_ 4.:30 by type

of library.
1

Table 4.30 NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF SERIALS FOR INTRASYSTEM Lat4 BY

. 0. COPYRIGHTED AND NOT COPYRIGHTED, py TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

(Thousands of Photocopy Items) 4.

Type of Library All Serials Copyrighted_ Not Copyrighted Unknown

Public 5,370 4,680 , ' 540- 150
)

Xdademic 2,01 1,640 300 80 .

'Special' 5'030 4;780 290 560

'Federal 1,460 , 860 600 < 10

Al]. Libraiies ) 14,476 11,950 1,730 79b

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: 'Nhtional Library Survey
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The largest volume Of copyrighted-serial photocopy items for intrasystem loan

is foUnd in Special libraries (4.8,millial&an4 Public Libririe6 (4.7 million)

and'.thOeast inAcademic and Federtil libraries (1.6 million and .9 million,
respectively)'. However, as sfiownin'Table 443i, xhe,Fedtral.libtaries average

the-greatest photocopying for intrasystem loan with'1,006 photocopy'icems,
' .

4er- .

-Tore 4,31 NUMBER, PHOTOCOPY I.CEMS PER LIBRARY OF SERIALS :FOR INTRASYSTEM
'1,4}AN-BY coPy4GliTir;Op NOT dO;YEIGHTED, -BY TYPE-OF LIBRARY 3(1976)

Average,Ntimber-Of Pho!loCopy Items 7P Library)'"

, ,-

e of Libra All Serials o ri hted Not Co ri hted UnknoWn

l'ubli .60Q

-.4as4eimio, 700

Special. 700 j'

Federal. , 1,000
. -

lob

spo 100

fib() 1011.

600 400

:

All Libraries 700. 600 . 100

SOURCE: King Research,
.

Inc.: Natioiial.Library SurveySOURCE:
,

, .

'6

1
.

Of the total copyrighted photocopy items prepared i response to

intrasystem loan requests, 9.8.piilliOn are. from serials Publish domestically

(Tables 4.32 and 4.33). The estimated number of photocopy its o foreign

, -published serials is highest foi'Special lAraries(714 thousand) and, this

number is very'low for Public libraries (less than 1,060 photocopy items).'

.Thdb, the average photocopying of domestic serials remains,bigh in. Public

libraries (550 photocopy items per library) ana *creases for the -other three

types of libraries (r:44ging from '230 to 440 photocopy items-per library).

.We note that the largest proportion of unknown or unreported domestic or,for-

-::eign.publislier status is for Federal lAraz4es.

es
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''';___
Tabla4.32. NUMBER OF-PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF COPYRIGHTED SERIALS-FOR INTRASYSTEM

LOAN, BY DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN' SERIALS, BY TITE OF LIBRARY (1976)

('Thousands of PhotoOpi IteMa
X

4 Type of'Publisher, _

Type. of Library, All Publishers Dom6stic a Foreign ...Unknown

Put lic
,'

4,680...- 4,510'. 4<1 -8i

icademid 1,630 :1,150 461' 22
-.

_, -Special 4',780 3,W50. - /714 318
,

Federal 660 330 189 33
' f

'111 LibrarieS-- 11,950. 9,820 1,365' 765

SOURCE r'' King Rebearch,',Inc.: Nalional Library Survey

-Arable 4.33 NUMBERAOF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY OF-COPYRIGHTED SERIALS FOR

..7. LOAN, BY DOMESTIC AND FOREIGN .SERIALS, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)
*

-(Average Number of 'Photocopy Items Per .Library),
:

4
-

/4

Type of Library
-'

pe of Publisher
-.-4

All PUblisherA Domestic' ' Foreign Unkhown

600 550 O. 10

5oo , 380 X152 7
.

'600 440 84' 1 37

'600 230f,"; 132 236 .

A -...*`

Ail Libraries 600 460 4 64 36

SOURCE: King Research, Inc,: National Library Survey

D The

6,11braries r for classroom ust.by faculty is low, as was found.inoo-
4

.copying of se als requests from the other twossources of transactions. In

fact,it.iaestimated that only about 215 thousand replacements by libraries..,

and 237 thousand photqcopy items for classroom use by faculty are for intra- .
. . ,

.

system photocopying. Again, as depicted in Tables 4.34 and 4,,.,3, the total
.- ..

numbarpf photocopy.items reported in the national 'survey as unknown or not
T ,

ti

voltime*of photocopyipg for intrasysteMIZinta'for-replacement

4

4 a
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-reporte

adept but ih:arand-Fedpral libraries highest average Academic libraries

have the highest voluMe and. average of photo fig for ,classrOOm use byfacUlty
6

from intrasystim loans.

Table.4* iftiBER:OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS OF copmcia0 SE1i1ALS FOR INTRASYSTEM
LOANS ByPURPO3r0E REQUEST,, BY TYPE -OF LipRAR±.(1976) ,

.(Thousands of Photocopy'IteMs)
I .

a.

. .

. ,

is fairly high. Public librar ies have the highest volume of replace-

"

"Type -of 't All
ArAbra Pur oses

.1Pdt0Ose of Request

Replacement
by Library

Classroom
Use 'by

Facult Other

.'
.

- i 0,

Unknown, 711nre reed
'ilbli.c

Academic

Sped:al

Federal .
-

4,69

:1 .00

4,780

860

163-

25
. .

27

14

205'

--

`18

3113`

1008

. 3,582

, 464,

.

-
1,057 -, p3.

1.

49 43

239 '.95'9

20i ' "!142
I

All
Libraries 11:950 215. 237

.

's=0:67

N

1,554 i' ., 1,577'

SOURCE: ;King.Research, Inc:: NaaoAal Libtrary'Survey
.t - *.

4. -
, ' z, . . .

.

Table 4.35- NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY OF COPYRIGHTED SERIALS FOR:
INTRASYSTEM LOANS BY PURPOSE OF REQUEST, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

(Average Number of Photocopy Items.Per Library)

)

Type of; All

Library Purposes*

Public 64
.Acidemic 538

Special 562

Federal §010

Purpose of Request'

Classroom
Replacement Use by._
.by Library Faculty 'Other Unknown Unreported

20 2 . 36'3 n127 52

4,. 8 68 *
.

A32 16 14'

-- ': 421 28 113

19 13 : . 324 146
,

99.

Libraries . 561 10 11 393 73
All ,

-74

SOURCE: King ReSearch,'Inc.: National Library Survey

Av4rAel, All Purposes; do not agree with Table 4.33 due to rounding.

.
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.
2, Fewer' hypothetical conditions of eligibility for royalty. payment have

.'keen ,studied for intrasystems loans: than for interlibrary loans and local users.
:4'

We haVa,- owever, looked at the nuMber of photocopy items made, for serials over
five '..iearard, (see Tables 4.37 and 4.38). bieta for photocopy items that'iere
single, copies made foelocal patrons (individuals, and institutions are presented

in "Table .4.36\ on then folIoc:iing page.
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Table 4.30 bISTRIBUTIOW_OFTUIIBER OF TRANSACTIONS OF SERIALS,RADE F6RINTRA
' :-SYSTEM LOANS BY TYPE.-0 USER,. BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)
1 - %

AIM

(Thousandsof 'inbactions)

NumiAr of Pnotodo0y-Items

_ All
i'Type of Type of .

''

\- . Library- 4iser- 1 AP. 2 3-10 . >10 Unknown Iteisk

Public : Patron 600
-

10 10 --, 40 660. 1
Stai£:____ 230 .40 '. 86 041. - 40 390

, .0, Unknf.Own 360 -0 0 . - , 10- 370'..:
.

\-.:1 .
*All Ugea 1,190 50 90 14.66 ... 90. 1,420C-

. ,,.
-.7

-Academic _Patron "1,260, 30 60 0 0 L 1,350
Staff .150 ;20 - 0 0 . - 170

r. ' v Unicridwn -b. . -,. .a

. i.

. ,

. ,

7r

0, 50 -
,

All 1, 460 'S0 :i
. o ,0

. . .

Special 0Patron- 600,. .10 --60 - '10 710
'(Prof,it)

. , ', Staff .140 50' ,40 -; - 250
N. .,

,Unknown '70 10 40 - 120

All'USers- '160 ,0'840 70 3.0 1,680'

Special patron , 40 e ib
(Non-profit)

3,Staff .- - . - . _

Unknown ,. - - -

All Users 40 0 10 0

50

' 0

0

.50
. .

Federal , Patron AO 4x 0 .10 0 340 C..

o-
. 1

Staff, 10 ' - ik 10

}Unknown
5,0 0 , 0 - 30)

All Users 370 0 10, 0 ' 0 380

Alf

Libraries

Patron4

Staff 530
-UnknoWn 510

_All Users-3,960

50 150 0 50 3;110

110 140 0 ,40 820
-10 40 0 570
170 330 0 -100 4'500'

*Total transactions do not necessarily reflect 'number Of photocopy items since
transactions are estimated only from characteristic toms., Photocopy items,
Are estimated from volume longs and characteristics forals.

SOURCE: King Reaearchr'Inc.( National, Library Survey .
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,The numbers of .photocopy items over 5. years old are idisplayed in.

Table 4.17bytYpe of library.,

. , .N. 4 .

4.37
.

NUMBER' OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS bF DOMESTIC, COPYRIGHT SERIALS

MADE FOR INTRASYSTEM LOAN FROM PUBLICATIUS' OVER FIVE .

YEARS, OLD BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1970'

(Thousands of PhotocoPy items)
_ .

t.

.

.

Type, of.

LibraryLibrary
All

-

'Serials

.

. . . >

'.Years"

.
Age, of Serials

0-5

,

-.'

Years

:Public - 4,590 1,330 3,.260

'AcadOic 1,150 320 830

:Special ," '' : 3,750' 790 ' :2,960. A

.Federal. - 330 170 ... 150.

-s 0

Ally Libraries 9,820 . - 2; 650, 7,176 ,

§OURCE: acing .ReseEirch, Inc. : National: Library Survey

P

The average numbers of photocopit items per library for serials overt

five-years old are given in Table 4.38-
5

Table 4.38 NUMBER. OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER LIBRARY OF DOMESTIC, COPYRIGHT

SERIALS MADE TOR INTRASYSTERIOAN FOR PUBLICATIONS OVER
. FIVE.YEARS OLD BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

(Average Number of Photocopy.eItehap Per Library). .

Type' of

Library
All

Serials

,.

'Age of Serials -'

>5 Years c6 Years .

. 1

Pub c I-

.A.ca emia-*-

Speci 1 j

Federally # f

550

380'

440

230

160

'106

92'

115

390

274'

34§

115

All Libraries 460 124 336

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey
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One feature of intrasystem igans that has been noted ds thV-number

-C&loans that involve transactions with one or two pagca qf a number, of copiei..

These .0ansactionErmay be for photocCOieS of the title pages and /or tables of.

content that ari sent to branch libraries for current awareness'* The extent of

phenomenon is displayed in,Table 4.39..
-

The distribution of number of pages for intrasystem loaStOhoto-

copying items is shown in Figure 4.9' below._ It indicates that
*

25'percent of

4

photoc4y'itemaare one page, 11 percent are two pages, 48.percentare 3-10 pages,
,

.And'17
0

.percent are more than 10 pages,

60-

50 -

40

ProPorti6n of

Ttansactions
p. 20 -

10-

0

C

%

"' 1 -2 J-10
-

*10

Number of Pages
-Figure 4.9 Proportion of NUmber of Pages pf Phdtocor,

Transactions of Serials Made for Intrasystem Loan Request
For All Libraries

V
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... Table 4.'39 NUMBER OF,',PHOT60,01SYgTRANSACTIONS OF SERIALS MADE FOR %

INTRASYSTEM LOAN THAT HAVE SINGLE PAGE AND MULTIPLE V ,

COPIES BY. TYPE. OF LIBRARY (1976) .
,.kt.'''',. .'''''

(Thousands of, Transactions);

r-

Vpe Of . Ali '
Library Transactions *,

1
. I' . _.__ __

2 '
______

3-10 1.0 x

1
Copy

'.2
Copies

. 2

Copies
.1
Copy

2' 2

Copies ..Coppes0=
1

390

770

480,

190_

2
Copies

10

' 10

20.

. 41.

>2
Cizi.e

20 /'

-10,

6b

5,

--1--- >2,
c7o,py494,ee .;

'' 20 .41 . 8

.
340 20 - 10

.

140,. 10 -

110 4i _-

Public' 1,1,045 .

Academic ..- 1,50.0

All
4

S oel 990'

Li deral 340

.180.

15G

100

10

30

-20,

1.0

2-

.70

20.

- 3"9.

,41

120'

3.50

90

30

.0
,I.

4. 1- . 41
1.

30 30

.3. <1

Li caries 3,870 .640 . 60
l'

120

.---

390
''' ,

40' 30' 1,830 40:, 90

. .

610 30-t 20

Transactions- do not include those where number of pages of copies are not reported.

SOURCE': King Research, Inc.: National Library SUrvey
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4A. Capyright ittav Library ,Survey
_ . .

i= --- ..,

. 'Ai paii of otrstudy, a questionhaireaspsent Mthe sample of
-

l "nationalfrOM the national survey_aftei data on photocopying had. be col-

leeted. .thia "Copyright Royalty Library Survey!' requested data on the following:
,. / ,

_Number of,Photoeopying-Machines:andzwiber.of.dposureS.

Photocopying, and, ILL costs 1 -4;*

-Librarians' preferences for alternative royalty paymentmechaniams,

(
'Librarians' assessment Ofthe impact of a royalty payment, mechanism.

This section deseribes.responees to this survey.

4.5.-1 Estimated Number of Photocopying Machines4 e
i.

',A ;..: . A
..

4

-Librariand weieasked to report-the-nember of papeinto-pAper photo-
:

,,: .

copying maChines-in their librarieq,in each of the following categories:
. .

...,. .
. .

_ 1.'''Totarnumiber of "Papet-to-paper photqcopyilig machines .operated
:.

-by or in the' library.
#

2. Number of machines reported in (1) which are regularly (at
least One per. week) reed by or for library staff or patrons
for copying:library materials.

. .

-3: 'Number of machinds reported in (2) used delusively by library
.'patrons for thq unsupervised copying of library' materials.

These-questions were asked so that we could distinguish machines tided

exclusively for officecopying from those used totally or partially for the .

copyihg of library materials., We discovered in several pretests of

quedtionnaire that it is difficult for librarians, especially in smaller/
..

libraries with fewer machineq, to distinguish betWeen machines used only by

staff'and machines used 'only by pate ns, hence the wprding of Question, 2.
0

.1
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. ....
.

Question 3 was included to differentiate machines used exclusively by patrons

from other machines... This was done so.chat we could identify copies or machines

which would not be included in the category, "by or for library staff:"

.Results are displayed in the Table 4.40. The averagemumber of
v-

photocopying machines in Academic libraries is 3.7.machine per library: The

highest value reported is 64 machines, while the low value is 1, evidence of
g!%7

*

luvery skewed distribution. The low average is due to the large proportion of

U.S. Academic libraries that are small colleges such as community colleges and

other.small acfdemic institutions.
,

The average number of'Academic library machines used by staff or

patrons for the photocopying orlibrary materials is slightly less, 3.2. The

average number of machines used exclusively by library patrons for their own

copying of library materials is 2.0. If 2.0 is subtracted from 3.2, the'numbec

1.2 is generated, which represents an estimate of the average nuMber'of machines

in U.S. Academic libraries responsible for the volume of Academic library

`photocopying estimated An:the national library survey..

The average number of paper-to-paper photocopying machines in Public

libraries is 1.7 machines. This low number is accounted for by-the large

number of small Public libraries in the United States serving populations of

.,less than 25,000. When these smaller libraries are not included, (they'com-

priSe approximately 82 percent of the population of U.S. Public libraries),

the average number of machines in the remaining population rises to 4.5 machines.

This is evidence of a distribution skewed towards the high end of the scale.

Both Special and Federal libraries have feWer machines per library

than Public and Academic libraries, with 1.1 and 1.5 machines1 It is noted

that both Special and Federal strata included. significantly more libraries

reporting zero machines of their own than the other two categories. The

smaller size of most Special and Federal libraries presumably results from

their reliance upon their parent.institution'spachines for their photocopying
3

.of library materials.

o
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Table 4;40 NUMBER OF PAPER -TO -PAPER PHOTOCOPYING
MACHINES Pmt _LIBRARY' OR LIBRARY SYSTEM

BY CATEGORX,OF MACHINE, BY TYPE 'NO LIBRARY (1976)
(`

(Average Number of,Machinea P.r Library)

Type of Library Category of Machine Average ,Number of Machines

Public
Total NuMberi
Staff or PatrOns

1.7
1.7,

'Patrons Only3 ..7

Total Number a 1317'

Academic Staff-or Patrons 5.2
Patrons Only 2.0

Total Nuliber

Special' Staff or Patrons .1.1
Patrdns Only .3

Total Number 1.5
Federal Staff or Patrons 1.5

rktrons.Oniy .6

A

Total liuMber 1.7 r

All Libraries Staff Patrons 1.7
PatrOns Only .7

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National. Library Survey

1
"What is, the TOTAL number of paper-to-paper photocopying machines
operated by or in your library?" .

2"
-How many of the machines reported in (1) above are regularly (at
least once per week) used by or for library staff or patrons for
copying library materials? ,(Exclude machines used exclusively
for office -type. copying such as correspondence, catalog cards,
etc.)"

3"How many 'f the machines reported in (2) above are Used exclusively
by library patrons for the unsupervised copying of library materials?
(By "unsupervised" is meant that patrond may operat the machines .

without the direct permission or assistance of library staff; as
o

in-the case- of patron-operated coin machines.)"

4

It may appear that the number of Machines which might need to be

monitored for photocopying is quite low. This impression, however, may be

somewhat misleading, since there :s evidence of very skewed distributions.
4

I
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4

. . . i
Those-Libraries.past likely to photocopy the largest volumes of copyrighted

. .

. .(i4aterials.hav& more photocOying machine and make heavier use of theme Yet
).,

l N i

... the majority of .libraries.have relevant machines, expecially when machines-

,

'foraffice.copying and exclusive Matron use are excluded.
,- -, ,

4

,

4,morq general picture is given by estimating the total number,,,of

paper-to-Oaper photocopying machines .inU.S. libraries, by type of library,.

, .

as Shown In Table, 4,.41. Public, Academic, gpecipl,andjederal libraries in
Y

the United States operate a total of approximately 37 thousand paper-'to-paper
_tzi , .

photocopying machines. Of these, about 35 ihOusand machines are used by library'
.

. ,

staff or patrons for copying library materials. n ,

-
4

I

tr

Table 4.41 NUMBER OF PAPER-TO-PAPER PHOTOCOPYING

43

MACHINES IN U.S. LIBRARIES BY CATEGORY OF-
MACHINE,-BY TYPP OF LIBRARY (1976)

(ThouSands of Photocopying Machines)

Type of
Library

Public

Academic

Special
.

Federal

Total 36.8 35.3

Category of Machine

Total. Staff or Patrons Relevant

Number. Patrons Only Machines,

14.1 ' 14.1 5.8 8.3

.
.

11.2. 9.W 6.1 3:6
,

"
9.4' %.,9.4 2.6 6.8

.

2.1 2.1 .9

.

1.2

15.4 19.9

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey

Approximate-13-15 thousand of these machines are used exclusiVely

by librarypatrons.

If we subtract these last two figures, we obtain approximately
. ,

20 thousand "relevant machines." This is an estimate of the total number of

machines in the United States upon which library material's are photocopied

101
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.':

;
k

.- by excluding machines operated.exclusively'by patrons. Public
, .

libraries adconnted.for nearly 42j)ercent of these.maChines,.Speciai libraries
-,

.- - ,

34 percent, Academic libraries or 18'percent, and Federal libraries for

t

C.

=4.5.2- E timated'Volume.ofliumber_of Photocopy ExPosures
. .

-.:

Librarians were also asked to record the total number of exposures*
,.,

imadeion,the three eategories.of paper-to-paper photocopying-machines-described

in the previous section. These results are described lit Table 4.42. Some

librarians do not know the total annual expogureshedause,maintenanCeSbf these

imchinep.is performed-by a contractor or another depar tment within ,theparont

institution.

This lack of knowledge among librarians may have implications for some

alternative royalty payment mechanisms. For example, if an exise tax or'fee on

-*achines ( 8) were to-be levied only on machines operated in librailes, one would

need to take into account libraries which do not have financial,oraccounting

responsibility for their machines..

Again, these data show a, substantial difference between total photo-

copies per library and the number of photocopies which are potentially eligi-

ble for royalty payment ?i.e., those photocopies made by or.fOr library staff).

For example, the average annual number of total exposures for Academic libraries

was .347 thousand. On machines used by Academic library staff or patrons for

copying library materials, an average of 317 thousand exposures was made. Of

these, an average of 202 thousand exposures per library was made on machines used

exclusitely for .patron copies. Subtracting the last two figures, we find that,

on the average, 115 thousand exposures per Academic library are potentially

eligible for royalty payments. This number would be futher reducecl through exclu-

sion of non-library materials, fair use pbotocopying,'non-copyrighted materials, etc.0

*The reader is. cautioned that the term "exposures" is not equal to the term
"pages," since a single page of a source item.may'require more than one
exposure to make a complete photocopy, and vice versa.
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Table4,4 NUNBEROP EXPOSURES ON.PAPER-TO-PAPER -'*.
.PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES PER LIBRARY BY .

AiBboBY OF MACHINE, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)
.

::,(AVerage,N4.4er of Exposures Per Library in Thousands)

Type
of

Library. - --

Category
of;

.'Machine

ftposures
per Library
(ThoUdands)

\
'(1) Total

,Public (2)' Staff or Patrons
PatronS'Only

,

(1) Total.

Academic .(2)" Staff or Patrons
(3) Patrona Only

,

Staff'Or Patrons
Patrons Only

(1)

Special .(2).

(3)

(1)

Federal. :(2)
, (3)

.

Total N

Staff or Patrons
Patrons Only

75

'347
317
202

162
.146

Not Available

24.6 0

.234

Not Available

All
Libraries

(1)

3)

Total .

4

Staff or Patrons
Patrons Only

160
141:

Not Available

SOURCE:' Ki Research, Inc.: National Library Survey

Ibis figure would,be educed even futher if we excluded non-copyrighted materialS.
,

bOOks, occasional unsupervised patron copying 'and nonlibrary materials that

are also)copied, on machines operated by or for libiary staff.

When exposures per library are considered, Academic libraries have the

largest number, with 347 thousand exposures per libiary, followed by Federal (246

-41fittusand)? Speciai(162 thousand),, and Public (75 diousAnd). A slightly

-different picture is created by lodking at exposures per machine, which takest

into account the different number of total machines per library.

...,
(...

: .

a . In, Table 4.43 we see that, in terms of use made of individual machines,-
f -... ,

,- , .

Federal libraries are the largest, followed by Special libraries, then Acadeac

I-. .
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. ..librariei and Public libraries. The Federal librar s ratio is Affected by

'the iatgeAstional libraries, whil presumably the, ecial library ratio is

41so:affected'hy the heavr,use b individual machineg relative to Academic
. .

and_PdbliclibraTies:

Table 4.43 RATIO OF' AVERAGE AiINUALPHOTOCOPTEXPOSBRES,
MACHINES` PER LIBRARY, BY-TYPE OF LIBRARY (1176) .

Type Total' Exposures ' Average Expoddres
1of per Library Total Machines per-MaChine

er.dLibraThouainhousands

Public 75 -1:7" .,44
.

Academic 347. 3..7 94 '

.; v .

Sp4cial . 162 Ia. 147 .

ti
Fade .246 1.5 164

SOURCE: King:tReseerch, Ins.: National Library Survey

1
(Total exposures per library) :(Average machines per library)

0

1.

4.5.3 Other Photocopying Machines
b -.

::- ,
" ",

'Librariand ere asked if there were other paper-to-paper photocopying

t.machines Operated wit' n other local offices or d8partments oftheirdparent
r.

.institution or company. Table 4.44 shows the responses -by percentage to this

question. Respondents who replied "yes"'t his qdestion were then-asked,

"To'the best of your knowledge, is the Vol e of exposures'iade of copyrighted

books and serials on these other machines greater than, less than or about

thesame as the volume of exposdres of copyrighted books and serials, made on -L

ell. library staff- and user-operated machines?"' Responses to thisAu'Pk eseion are

displayed-im:Table 4.45.

ti
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Titbit 4-.44 PROPORTION, OF LIBRARIES .RFXORTING 'THE EXISTENCE OF

. ': 4 OWHER 'PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES: WITHIN 'THEIR. PARENT ,

INSTITUTION OR COMPANY, -.BY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976) 41t

'(Proportion of Responses in %)
,fig

'
`

. ..

. ' . *Response ,

# -:

- Of Not -' No

Libra 'Yes. No A.licab e Res onse Total

23.9 34:1' '40.9 1.2 100.1

A6ademic. 93.7 '6.2. 0.0 Jo '0.1 . 100.0:

SPecial. 74.7 17.6 i .6 0:1, '100.0'`

- . ..

,Fedeiak. 62.3 . 9.5 1 , 78.2 . ,',0.0 10.0.0

All Libraries, 56.7 21.9:. 21.0- 0.5_ 160.1

. SOURCE: FULni:fresear ft, Inc..:1 National Libraiy Suryey

Table 4.45 PROPORTION OF'LIBEARIES -ESTIMATING THE VOLUME

-.

. OF EXPOSURES MADE ca..' .COPYitIGHTED BOOKS -AND '.s.

SERIALS ON NON-LIBRARY MACHINES, BY "TYPE OF 1/BRARY ,(1976).

(Proportion of Responses --in. %) ';'
,

Response
. . . .

At'out"sType ,

of. Greater Less the Ddn' No
Library Than Than Same Know_ -Response Total

.. ,

0

Public " 3.6 78, 8 0'. 0 . 12.8 4.8 106.0:
.. - t- .

Academic 1.1 64.8 1.4 , 32.0 0.11. , 100.0
.

.

Special 2 12.9 45.4' 3.3 3Z.1 6.3 1:06.0

Federal 4.6 21.9 0.0 73.5
.

.5 0.0 ..00:0

All Libraries 7.1 59.5 .1.5 27.5 4.4 100.0
. .. _

"`".SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey.
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:Table 4.44 shows-that, except for Publielibraries (which tend to be

"stand- alone" 4.natitutiOna), Most lihrariessieport that their.parent
%
institu-

tion
. . ,, - - e

haaphotocoPiing:maches. This question was asked so that we .couId deterr
,

. r

0:.mine it there were other Machines,.nOt inpluded,in this study, Upon-which photo-

C6pY items of copyrighted materials (not necessarily librarTmaterilas) douiilbt

tide: 44a4eoic librariee highaffirmatiVe response (93.7%) is,presumably accounted

OA:sy othermachinee iridministrative and departmental offides.

. . ,,
. '

;Table4.4, is based upon the those respondents who replied

neittier'nne-nor "not applicable'...to the previous question. It is- cautioned that
,., ,

. .

this question should only be. considered suggestive of the volume of coiYright-

p,

, .
-,.%

1

.. liorecOpying- on non- library machinea., Thg high rate, of "don't knows"tathong
. ,. . . .

.

'federal libraries could-be due-to either a lack, of knowledge Or legal advice .

Within the organization. 'Still, all types-of libraries estimated thia photocopy-
.

ingto be less than the-library's
:

pnotocoPyingof coprighted,materlal.
= , s .

.
, 4

Impact -of.Copyright Guidelines on Serial Photocopying Requested or

Redived'by Interlibrary'lioan.

13

. .' .
"

. ,. .
. .4r

. -.. . . --

According to guidelineejiasued by CONTU, responsibility.for inter-,

library loan phOtOcopying oeCopyrIghted seial" article's belongs to -the re-
. ,

lyuesting 'library as of JanuarY 1, 1978. Since this responsibility might
d .ct

include payment of royalties to copyright owner; for serial article photo-

noPying.Which is not exempt frompaymentt.lihrarians were asked several ques-

tions
. if . -r

about the effect that implementation of thee guidelines might have upon

their librariettO interlibrary: loan operations where impleientation of such

guideilliss moire the checking of outgoing serial article requests.

.k

*This question was asked for each of four categories representing,

four possible screening checks which a, library mightMake in .detiimining
.

compliance-witalialotocopying guidelines. (We note here that the CONTU

a

On

t

.

\



interlibrary loan guidelines and the Guidelines-for Classroom Copying have

teen.,considdreblycondensed in this qiiestion-in an attempt to simplify respon-
,

a

dent effort. :

r

,The question was asked as follows:

"Were your library to determine ;he' following-royalty,
Ampapt:on category for.each serial articlA photocopy
requested or received via ILL on regularlbssis,
would' your library incur any extra costs which your
.'budget wOuldbe unable to absorb,withbut obtaining
additional staff or funding?"

'Results are displayed in. Table 4%46 on 'the following page.
a

s
. .

The MinimuirL"yes" response occurs for screening type'(i), since

4

4

6

`checking a title is a common practice ;prior .to making' an interlibrary loan
. . .

'request.

Screening type (b) implies that a.file of some sort has been set up

upon which outgoing phOtocopy requests are tallied by serial title, date Of -

k m

serial, and date of request. Here, significantly more librariesreport.some

difficulty, in absorbing, the added cost, especially Federallibraries:(568%).

Special libraries 'Auld apPear to have the least trouble with this category ,

32.1X, respondents replied "yes"): Perhaps this is,becauie Of thel'i"

channels.smaller size and leis frequent use of interlibrary loan, channels. Sixty-one
. I

percent'of Academic libraries report they. would not incur
.1

c osts, perhaps due to their pre-eiisting files which could,:be used or adapted.

,.. .

:
.

. Screening types (c) and (d) boifi;refer to. CoNTU guidelines and Class-

,
room use criteria which may require a "purpose of request" distinction be made

,
.

%at-the.time an intarlibrary loan, is negotiated. Special 14braries, net sur-

prisingly, have the least troOle with these categories, since ttreir clientele

are not generally drawn from the educational community., Peddral libraries

.

. .

. ,
.

I) would have the most problems. In summary, a majority of Public, Academic, and
.

_Special libraries estimate that they would be able to absorb the costs of making

, .

the extra purpose of request and use by classroom teacher determined*.
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Table 4.46 PROPoRTIONOF,LIBRARIES INDICATING THAT COST,,
1.10Utb BE INCURRED FOR CHECKING OUTGOING SERIAL:.

'iLL,REQUESTS BY TYPE:OF SCREENING, HY TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

(Proportioncof Responses in %)

C

e of.Screehin

, (aTodetermine.if your liprary
l!,0a current subscription (or
one on order)- for a title wfiich
s still beisg.Oublished-at the

:time you make the request.
.

4.

:(b) To determine if Your library.

has already requested a ph4ocopy
from .this same .title via ILL at

any time Ouririg the current
Calehdar year.

Type.
A of

Libra

Public

Academic

Special

Tederar.

Whic
Library Ificur Ektr/Cost
h Could Not Be-Absorbed?

Yea No Ne; Reson4e Total

17.'6

8.7

7.2

`All Libraries.* 11.3

Public

Academic

Special

Federal'

All Libraries

40.7

37.5

32.1

56.8

37.9

(6), To determine ifthe requested
Article will be used for schO1-.
arly research bya.tepcher in a
not -for- profit educational
institution.

Public

Academic

Special

Federal

All Libraries

38.5

22.8

17.9

42.1.

28.3

(dOo determine if the requested
article will be used fOrclass-
roan., purposes by a teacher in a

not- for - profit educational

institution.

1

Public

Acade.mic,

Special

'Federal

41.7

24.4

:15.1

42.0
A

All Libraries, 28.7'

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey
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.-62:0

78.6

89.8

85.5

92.4

83.9

11.5

X7.3

3.0

4.9

39 ,i00,.1

100.0

100.0

.1c9.0

100.0

55.5 3.9

61.1 /.5 .100.1

58.1 9.8 .* 160.0'

42.2. 1.0 , 100.0

56.4 5.7 , 1001

57.6 3.9 loo.o

75.7 '-1:5 100.0

65.3 : 16.8

39.6 .18.3 40.0.

62.0 9.7 100.0

54.5 3.9 100.1

.74.1 1.5 100.0

68.0 16.9 100.0

5.9.5 18.5 106.0

9.8 10J.0



O

Impact of Copyright Guidelines on Serial Photocopying for Local Patrons

tt.'"

In the previous. section we described librarians' assessmentsofeheir

ability to absorb increased costs If they were required iogscreen outgoing

serial interlibrary loan requests to*determine if they were complying with

various photocopying guidelines set up to aid in defining "fair use." Aethis time

guidelinecomparable to the CONTU[interlibrary loan guidelines, which limit the

.
number of photocopy Items that can,bp made from a given copyrighted serial title,

have.not been developed or added to the Copyright Lat.; to deal withnon-classroom

photocopying by:,library staff: therefore, we ask librarians in the national

library survey to respond toan analagous set of guidelines thatight be applied

to photocopying in. response to local user requests. ,The.question was phrased

' as follow's:

"For, the-photocopying cf copyrighted serial articles'made by Or for

your library staff for your local patmns, would regular-determina-

ticin of the following categories result in Your Library,incurring
any extra costs which your budget wOulebe unable to absorb without
,obtbining additional staff or fundingr,(Please exclude from-con-
sideration photocopies of copyrighted, serial, articles whi8h.your,

.

4brary makes for or.receives via-interlibrary loan (ILL)." 2

Responses are displayed in Table 4.47 on the following page.

The 'lowest "ye's" response occurs for screening tYpe.(a): The

;majority of libraries estimate that they wbuld.not have cost problems associated

44* Checking for a current title.

\1
There are, except for Federal libraries, significantly more "yes"

responses to type (b) screening for local patron copying than for interlibrary

load requests, presumably.because of the savings' associated with pre-existing

interlibrary loan,files. Nearly 64 percent of Public libidtes would incur

extra costs for screening preVious phopocopyiu of a,serial titlerequepted

iv-a local patron, versus 41 percent for screening outgoing !..nterlarary loan

requests. -(It is noted here that it is presently difficult tdknoW without
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...? ,exPlinatian,of #h item-whether or not it is subject to 'copyright protection.

, t This-problem.Mighi be.remedied-for pre-1978 items by a.11st of titles

the one proposed for the AAPIE_CRpYright Clearance genter.,
_ ....

Table .4.47 PROPORTION OF 'LIBRARIES INDICATING THAT COST WOULD
BE-INCURRED POE.CHECKING.PHOTOCOPYING OP SERIALS FOR LOCAL

. .:PATRONS BY TYPE OP SCREENING, OF ,LIBRARY (1976)
(Proportion-orResponse

.

Oa.

line of Scieening

-,(4) To -determine if your library

has a current subseriptiont(or
.

one'orvorder)..for a titre _which

is still being published at the

,
time you process ther'equOi.

I.

type
of

Library

Public
.

.

Academic

Special

Federal

- Would Libra
Which Coal

Yes No-

Such as

a

ry Incur Extra Costs.
d Not'Be AbsOrbed?

o. Response Total

All Libraries

26.7 69.5

18.2 76.2

9.8 87,6

14.3 76.4

17:9 78.1

3.9

5.6

2.b

9.3

4.0

100.1

100.0

100.0

100.0

100.0

2.
(b)"Tb-letermine'if your library
has already made.a,photocopy from
this same serial title for a loca
patron at any time during the
current caleinder year.

Public

Academic

pecia1_,
1

All Libraries

,(c) TO determine if the requested Public .

article will be uiedlor.schol-
Pcidemic

ar.y teseitch'by a teacher in a
not- .Zr-profit educational---
In1;eAtutiori.

Federal

63.8 32.3'

61.1 33.2r

'52.5 45.0

55. 35.5

58.3 37.7

39 100.0

5.6 99.9

2.5 100.0

9.1 100.0

4.0 100.0
e"...

45.7 50.4

28.4 64.7

19.9 68.0

28.9 52.6
0

All Libraries . 31.8 59.6

3.9 100.0

6.9

123. 100.0

185. 100:0

8.6 100.0

(d) To ,'lterMine if the requested Public
article wilhbe used for ci.lds-A- .

Academic
room purposes by a teacher in
not-for-profit educational
ustitution.

Sreclal

Vederal

All Libraries

45.7 50.4

30.0 '63.0

17.7 70.3

28.9 52..6

31.1 60:3

3.9

6.9

12.0

18.5

8.6

100.0.

99.9

100.0

100.0.

100.0

.

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.:
1
Nationibrary Survey
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. Reactions to type (c) and (d) agieening are comparable. Special

libraries o not generally perceive screening for purpose of request or for

Arse to be much of a cost problem. Both Public and Academic libraries find that

checking, of local patron0 pbetpcopying,requests is more expensive than inter-
, - -

litirary loanchecking, but the difference is not large. However, significantly

more Public, Academic, and"_ Federal libraries would incur extra costs which could

not.be absorbed than would Special libraries.

To summarize:

A majority of libraries would not incur unabsorbable extra costs
if they Were required to determine if their"library had.a
current or on-order subscription.

. Except for Federal libraries, significantly more libraries would;
incur extra costs if regularly required to determine if they had
made a photocopy from a, serial title previously for a local patron
than would incur such, costs if required to make this determination
for interlibrary loan

Determination of trequestor status fOr copying foi local patrons

,would be somewhat mo costly .than fo- r interlibrary loan requests,

except Federal libra eg.

4.5.6 Preferences for Alternative Royalty Payment Mechanisms

Lased upon a review of the literature and upon discussions with this

study's Advisory Committee, a list of hypothetical royalty payment mechanisms

was developed., In, this list an attempt was made to address as many-design

aspects otthepM.as possible: The payment.mechnaisms included in the list do

not reflect a prior assessment of feasibility or preference. Rather, our objec-

tive was to provide librarians responsible fot, setting or stating library policy

an opportunity to rank a_hroad range of alternatives according to their preferences.

I

The question was anked as follows:
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%hat arhyoyr library's relative preferences for the fa lowing .

mechanisms for making royalty payments for photocopying of copy-

righted serial articles? Assume that each alternative would

result im-t.lp same amount being paid by your library for royalties,

and rank the alternatives from 1 to 8, with 1 ic MOST PREFERRED

and'S .= LEAST PREFERRED." -

.

0Multiple-Copies" Were defined as- follows: .

s

a

. .

"MUtliPLEICOPIES - more than 5 copies from the same serial title

either made for local patrons by or for your library staff or

received by your library in response to an T11. request."

1,

Since it was impossible to agree upon a definition oi, systematic

. photocopying, we mere not able to specify a time peribd over which multiple

Thotocopying.wonld fake.place. That' is, it was impossible to 'tell the respon-

.de4f to distinguish between five photocopy items Made:during-a-single trans-

action and five photocopy items made over several transactions:br days.

t 'Respondents were also asked taassume,that each alternatiye would result

i n their libraries paying the same amount for royalties. This was added to suggest
.-

that the respondent-evaluate the altergatives according to criteria other thap

gross royilty payments, since it was not feasible to give any andication of what

the,amount for royalty payments might be. 'flatfeet, then, the respondent was asked

to evaluate the responses by criteria such as practicality, fairness or complexity.

Table 4.48 .displays the proportion af..zspondents ranking each alterna-

tive as "most preferred. "'

Alternative G, the royalty stamp or coupon option, was ranked most often

as "most preferred" by Public. libraries (19 percedf). The alternatiVe ranked

least often by Public. librarians as "most preferred" is alternative A, the agree-

Ment to buy multiple ..opies or reprints of serial articles directly from the

serial publishers or their agents.

1.46
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Table 4.48 ;PROPORTION OF. LIBRARIES RANKING ONE OF EIGHT
,ALTERNATIVE ROYALTY PAYMENT MECHANISMS AS 4

"MOST PREFERRED" BY TYPE .OF LIBRARY'(1976)-
.-

(ProportiOn of Responses Ranked as "Most. Preferred" in %) Sir

Type'of Libra
:
- . . All -

,

_ Alternative Royalty.Payment Mechanisms Public Academic Special Federal Libraries
. .

(a)' LiViiiits would agree to purchase multiple 5 0 5 4 0 4%

dopies or reprints of- serial articles-directly
from the ierial.publisher or their agents.,//

_.-..----
. .,

(b) Libraries would pay an option- aratra'sub, 8 4 7 ,3 74
scriptien price forthose serials from which
Multiple Ccipies'would be made. -----,-_--,

- -
. .-

___.

. , .

(c) Libraries would pay a fee for each photo- '13 14 11 14 .` 14 .:._

copying g-machihe to a. central agency, which .
. ' ..

'would then Aistribute,these:payments as

. - , .

.

-

moyaliles to coPyrightowners.
. ..=_,

.

(d)

4
.

-

:-

Payment for copyright royalties would he 2
:3-F. A _

. . , .Ae
made by libraries to individual publishers, .--

.

requiring a tally to be kept by libraries for ..

multiple copies of affected serial titles

would.

? , . -.....-

. .
. _

(e, ,SYment for cop-right royalties be 11 -772 -.6%- --

made by libraries to,a centralized agency -
.

-
.

-

which would have the responsibility for malt-
ing a Count of individual libraries' photo-, . .

copies and for transmitting payments to -
.0 .

.publishers..

_ . 1

(ff libraries would agree to purchase multi:. 10 14 5 _.- 16

plecopies.or'reprints of serial articles !.... ,., . .

from a centralized agency authorized or .

-Osignaied by publisheia which would then
,

Azatribute copyright royalties. ._
- .

.
.

Afp5
%

-:,
Libraries would purchase "royalty 19 23 162- 5 17% -.

staips" or coupons'from a centralized -..

.

--
.

,..,

agency which would theh be affixed toy,
:i

-
..,

multiple copies of a copyrighted serial
article. ,

._ _

.
..

.....,

(h) Ail subscription prices would be 16 34 25-. '' 30. 23%-
'higher, automatically giving libraries

-
-

_ .

permission to make multiple copies.
. - 'A:

. , . - ...-; - - -.

Average .non- response . , 15 15 15----,.,-...1:5 15%

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey...
*
Non-xesponse percents were computed for each library type and for each. alterna-

tive. Individual noh-response percents were then averaged over all alternatives
'for-each library type. Since response percents were calculated independently
for each Alternative, columns do not total to 100%,
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Academic libraries most often ranked alternatives H, higher subsC6ip-
.

tion.pricea, as "most preferred" (34 percent). Here also the alternative ranked

least often as "most preferred" is the agreement to purchase multiple copies from

serial publishers or their agents.
- 1

The alternative ranked most often as "most preferred"by Special
.

libraries is alternative H, higher subscription pAces (25 percent)-..

The alternative ranked ^,Ist often as "most preferred" by Federal

libraries is again higher subscription priced' (30 percent). Direct purchase of

multiple copies is ranked by .Federal libraries least often as the "most preferred"

alternative.
N\

It ii obvious that,no single alternative, is ranked as "most preferred"

ban overwhelmming majority pf any library types. This could* due to abroad

diSi,ibution of preferences across the alternatiVes or to librarians' lack of

understanding of the intricacies of the briefly described alternatives. Fpur of

,.the higher ranked alternatives --higher subscription prices, royalty stamps or

coupons, purchase of copies from a central agency, and photocopyingmachine Ddes 7-

incorporate asV'ery.,wide variety of characteristics. The alternative.thatis most

like the Copyright Clearance Centef -- alternative (E), a centrakized,agencr

responsible for counting individual photocopyingsand transmission of payments to

publishers -- is not included ill this group,, 'HoWever, some additidndl analysis

of this question shows that this alerWiltive inc eases in importance if those

alterdatives ranked as 1 or 2 are aggiegated. .;

Not surprisingly, this particular question generated the most commedts.

Some-librarians pointed out that they found all of the alternatives repugnant,

since their budgets were already strained. Some threatened that their.recoursP

to increg4ed costs would be subscription cancellations. A few --,particulary

Special librarians said they would agree to payments if the mechanism were

easy and efficient. On the whole, the written,objections to royalty payment

MeChan sms fell into three categories: - #

. The cost to the,pariic pating library of administration of
thhmedhan4sm.
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.

The added"red tape" and complexity of the mechanisM,..tyhieh

. , V ,"conld delay the library's service to the user: / ,

,

Moral opposition and the principle of free access to information.--

rj

KeA eping in mind the hypothetical nature of this question, the follow-

ing hypotheses about libraries! preferences concerning royalty payment mecfian-

isms-are suggested:

a t.

'Jo

f,

J., Libraries react relatively positively to stamp or coupon mechanisms

..'which would not require that individual counts of photocopying
transactions be made by library staff.

.. 0

2. tibraries react pegatively to alternatives involving significantly
.

(,..

' -greater responsibility on their part for the "bookkeeping"
.functions of the payment mechanism.-

...,___
. .

.-..

. Libraries react positively to mechanisms tlhich involve utilize-
,;, tion of existing payment channels .(sf, photOCopying machine

fee, higher subscription prices).'-

4. libraries react more positively to dealing with a centralized
agency than to dealing with individual-publishers.

5. The probability of delay or degradation of service to users is'
a major concern to libraries when they consider participation
in a royalty payment mechanism.

While the final list of mechanisms considered-in the last section of

this report is different from that described here, readers should keep these

__,generaI-preferences in mind as,additional criteria for their own evaluation of

the alternatives.

4.5.7 Estimated' Current Gross Income from Photocopying and L.terlibrary Loan

Libraries were asked to report heir average monthly incss income for

photocopying and interlibrary loan operatipns. These estimates were then

projected to an annual basis by multiplying by 12. .Results are reported in

the following table. ,

, ,
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-*Table 4.49 ANNUAL GROSS INCOME FOR THOTOCOPyING
AgD INTERLIBRARY LOAN OPERATIONS PER
LIBRARY,,- BY' TYPE OF LIBRARY (1976)

e. (Average Income 10)

t;

,z

*Pe
of . .4,

Library .-

Average Annual Gross 41-114ome

4....i

Photocopying Interlibra4 Loan
Income/Fees Income/Fees

Public

Academic

2,964 ".

11,544

.4:72

504

Special 96 0 .

Federal 3,648 1,668'.

All Libraries 3,085 7.

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey

For all type i of libr'arld's, gross interne or fees from ILL (operational

costs are not excluded here) is substantially less than income or fees from photo-;
L.

copying. On.the average, Academic libraries derive the largest annual income from

photocopying operations ($11,544), perhaps because of the relatively large number

of coin-operated machines in Academic libraries. Next are Federal librarie with

$3,648 per year, 'Public libraries with $2,964 Per year, and Special libraries with

$96 per year.

The figures .for Special and Federal libraries deserve some comment.

The averagd for Special libraries is extremely low, chiefly )mcause most Special'

libraries are smaller and do not have their own photocopying machines. We hypoth-.

esize also fhat, even.in.Special libraries Which have theit own machines, charges

and income are not incurred or earned by the library. Instead, they accrue to the

parent organization.



The majority of F

annual income for photocopy

$4648 for Federel libraries

If these were removed from t

income for Federal libraries

Special libraries. Federal

loan income and fees,' Again

national libraries. If the

deral and Special libraries report zero average

zero:

g income and fees. The relatively high average of

is chiefly due to the few large "national" libraries.
7

e calculations, the average annual photocopying

would drop to adigure at or below the figure for
..--

ibrariesaverage $1,668 per year for interlibrary

this average is PrArily a result of the large

were excluded, annual ILL income would be nearer

Adademic libraries report $5'04 average annual income from ILL, or
.

slightly more than 4 percent of photocopying income. Public libraries report

$72, or'slightly more thari 2 percent of the annual photocopying incomei Special

libraries report $0 for ILL income.

Libraries were not asked directly how much they- charged per exposure

or per photocopy, because of. the wide variety of pricing schedules. Indirect

evidence of these pricing practices can be obtained by dividing the average

annual ilotocopying income by the average number of exposures on staff or patron

machines per library. This generates the following rough estimates of the price

per exposure received by libraries:

Public 5.2t p.-E exposure

Aca:11::DL.w 3..6e per expOsure

Special 0.7t' per exposure

A
Federal 1.6t per exposure

-e.

According po these estimates, Public libraries probably charge the most per exposure,

followed by Academic libraries and then. by Federal libraries. The low cent-per-

exposure figu're fop Special libraries may be evidence of a high degree of subsidi-

zation by Special libraries' parent institutions, since Special libraries have a

.higher expOsure=per-machine ratio than either Public or Academic libraries. ,

It is possibleo calculate rough estimates of "income pee machine" for

machines which may be used by library staff or patrons for the copying of library

materials. These figures are given in the following table.
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Table 4.50 .ANNUAL INCOME PER PAPER-TO-PAPER
PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES, PER. LIBRARY

BY TYPE OF 'LIBRARY (1970,
.:

(income in $)

type of Annual. Photocopying
Average Annual

'

ibrary Income Per Library:
Machinea per Income Per

Libraryl Machined

,.. ,

Public 2,964 1.7 1,744
,,.

Academic 11,544 ". 3.2, 3,607,

Special ,
:

.196' '.1 . 87

Federal . p3,648 1.5 2,432

i SOURCE: King Resedrch, Inc.: National Library..Survey

1
Excludes machines used exclusively for copying other than
library materials

2
(Annual photocopying income per machine) = (Average machines
per library)

. A°
/

Here we see that, on the average, Academic libraries have the largest
\.

income per machine, ,followed by Federal'libraries, then Public libraries and

Special libraries.

4.5.8 Costs for Photocopying t

Many libraries already perceive photocopying operations to be a burden

according to Whitestone (13). The4ollowing summarizes some of the data reported

by librarians on the coats of their pha:ocopying operations.

Libraries were asked to report average monthly costs Tor their photo-
.

,

copying operations. Responses projected to au animal: level are reported in the

follwwingtawle., Because of the large nonrespOnse rate zo this series of ques-

tions by Special and Federalc, libraries (perhaps evidence that many of their

librarians do not have budget - making responsibilities Within the many *smell

organizations and agencies. represented by Our survey). data for Public and Academic

librariesonly will be presented;
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Thkquestion was/Led as follows:

.

°
.

. % .

.

l'On.anaVerage monthly basisi what'is Title library's post for
'Operating and maintaining;all the paper-to-paper photocopying
machines for whiCh it-is responsible? Include only the costs

- '.which - the "library Pays',"

Summaries of responses

table:
e ,

-Table

I.-

cost category are displayed-in the following

;.

4.51 AVERAGE ApRML.COST FORTHOTOCOPYING OPERATAAS PER LIBRARY

.40R-72UBLIC,A,N1?"iCAliEMICLIBRARIES. (197.6)

.

(Co#t

`Cost Category

Type Annual k,, Supplies
.

Annual ,-

Of - Rental .or -(PaPer, Maintenance
Library Leade toner, etc.) Contract

240-Public 2,640
?,

AC'sdeMic 6,000

672

4,368

'Annual

Staff' Other Total

-Costs Costs* Costs

40
- 528

300' -4012

f 7,; 41080

660 16,260

SOURCE: King Research,,Inc.: -Nailonal Library Survey0o

,ice.g.,*,-special accounting arrangements, insurance, etc.

The reported average total cost for Public libraries is $,4,060 per

year, and for Academic lipraries, $16,260 per year. This figure is an esti-.

mate of the'cost for all paper-to-paper machines in the library'rather than only

those.machines used for photocopying library materials.
a I

Using these data, ye can _Ake some estimates of tneo0rationaI

costs per machine. By dividing average annual operaticnal cost by average
..

. .

number of machines per library, we find that Public library machines cost $2;400

pei year per machine, and that Acaderyic library machines cost $4,395 per year.

By dividing thede costs by-,total exposures per year, we can obtain -rough gsti7

mateaof'cost 'er,exposime. For Publicrlibraifes this estimated cost Is 3.24
,- .

,-
per exposure a d for Academic libraries,'it fi; 1.34 pe (We caution

..s

against, comparing these cost's per exposure` with the price per exposure figures

given previously., Price per exposure was calculated by /sing exposures made

. 119
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4 '

on. machines- used by staft,pr patrons,

exposure as alrworibqye includes all

portion of which'involve photo.copyilOg

.

for copying library materials. Costs per

machines and all cmposures, a significant

by library staff of qffice work correspon-
.

`'dence; catilog,cirds, tc,),

.

Average annual rental or lease costs permachine.at& very-slmi).1":llr for

Public-and.Academia libraries. Average annual rental'pr lease cost for Public
--

libraries is $1,553 per library per machine. For Academic libraries:this cost

is ,620-Per library per machine. Because of this similarity, the disparity

-berween.Public librarNand Academic library operational costs, must be due to

other cost categories: These Are supplies (paper), toner, etc.) and staff costs

,(operation and maintenance coap.:which are Paid'by theNlibrari). Average annual

supply costs for,:Public libraries are $1372pet library (8395 per Public library

hineA, and lor Acaderiiic libraries, 0,308...per library ($1,180 per Academic

ra* machine)-. Average annual' staff costs for,Public libraries are 8528 per

bra,fy,($311 per Public library machine), aod,for Academic libraries $4,932 per
P

%

- o. 0 f
:library ($1,33,3' per Academic library.tachine).' "

p'

,

, .,

. - .
. , . .

A,possible explanation for this disparitAs that both supplies and
4

staff costs vary for individual machines while rental or lease costs per machine

are fixed for indillidual machines. !This makes sense when we recall that the
. . s :

.

ratio of exposures per machine is different for Public and Acad- is libraries:

44thooiand per machine for Public and 94 thousand per machine or Academic
's.

libraries: Since Academic library machines are mor heav used than Public

library machines; their, variable costs are higher.

/.

Nhile the categories of Machines for which gross income andcost figures fr

are reported may not be compalable, the data fok Public and Academicaibraries

-suggest that, on the average), these libraries may be incurring net losses fdr

their photOCOpyi4 operation when their gross income is compared to their opera-

tionalcost's'on a/Per-library basis.

',/
section probably do not include general overhead inflation factors. If such

/ . , . .

.
4

factors were introduced, unit and totaltoliawould be increased, Second, a very

,few libraries reported that theypurchased-madhihes during the past year, and
/

-some caveats are in order herd. First, most costs reported in this

theig data-are=not ihcluded here as qperational costs. However, if purchase costs

were included, in their entirety or.on a eepreciaeed basis, they would'increase

- 'these costs _ply slightly.
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SECTION. 5 f

/
1 . t

IMPLICATIONS,OE THE,COPyRIGHT LAW. AND CONTU .GUIDELINES CONCERNING
SERIALS.FROOHE PUBLISHERS'" PERSPEC7IVE

7N......._,,

... . _______
_ .......

. . ,

EatiMates'in Section 4 give the_Xotanuiteof photocopying of

serial's and-the_proportity.fthe photocopying tbht is e4gible ?or royalty
. .

payMents baai7d-On-the,Copyri4i Law and CONTU guidelines :for interlibrary re-

quests. SoMesaflysis was presented for hypothetical conditions of eligibility for

royalty payment for photocopy items made for interlibrary loan, local user and

in*asysfela.-10n. Estimates of the total number of photocopy items:are derived

by summing-theabbunt of photocopying ovir ihesetottl data are

useful from the perspective of the librarytand publishing Communities, for

they prov.ide an estimate of the total photoCopying subject.to royaltypayments

underieveral conditions. However, :these estimates do not'show'individual pub-
. ..

lishers the extent of photocopying for indixIcNal serial titles. In order to
. s;

provide such an estimate, it is useful to sum the number of photocopy items eli-' .

J Z.

gible lot royalty'payment over all libraries for each title for pUblishers.

This -gives a basis for estimating total photocopy items foOndividual titles.

.The clearesr picture of the extent of phOtocopying of individual 'titles'-,comesclearest

from the MINITEX data base.. The national library survey data are difficult to
, .

make estimates because of problems of. differential weights applied to sampled

libaries. Nevertheless, etechnique to proiride rough estimate& of the distri-

bu:io2

n_of nuMberOf'photocOpy items by serial titles was dev,eloped. The approach

ASI.diedusied in detail in Appendix. C.

. I
.

\

. '-V:1 -
This section .is sub-divided into four parts. The firit part gives the

.prOportion of serial, titles that are photocopied within, 7ibraries at various

levels of copies per titles. These estimates are given f th'interlibrary

sc.- , \
borrowing (MINITEX data base and national library survey) nd-photocfpying per-

/I., formed by 17brary staff for local users. The second part deals with the extent

'ofphotpcopying of individual serial, titles subject to royalty ph ent observed

in 132. 11INITEX:libraries over an 'entireyear. Estimates are also provided for

distribution -of photocopy itei:s by serial title under bypothetical_com4irions of

eligibility for royalty payment. The total number of interlibrary requests are

f. 121
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-correlated withtOtal*numberplaubscribers given in'Ulrich!s International
f I

Periodicals Directory 1975-76 (11). Also, the didtribUtiOn of tansactipns:bY

year of-publicatibu is.given lance thii result may have some bearing on when I.
.

. i

:royalty payments, y .be:made. The third part deals N.riV/ a summary of publishers
... .

_attitimies:coRcerning the Copyright Law and/pOtential royalty payment mechanisms.

The 'final 0-art presents some data for sciehtific and technical serials only.
I

. . ,
.

--, .

1

. .

* 11E

-Considering the-number of photocopy i per seriaijitIe
Atained by an individual,M114ITEK,libr ry, it is' found 'thee
273-Percent of serial titles are borrow more thanfiVe times
and.about L.percent are-borrowed more than ten'tiMe.. qathe

"-nAional level, the proportion of aerial titleswith more than
fiVe'phOtocopy items within &library is 2 percent -for PUbl4

And-Federal :libraries, 3'percent for Special libraries; and
8 percent for Academic libraries. The lajopOrtinn of serl.al
titles having, more than 10. phOtotopy items is .2,percent for

, Publia libraries, .7,perdent for Federal libraries, Za percent
for Special libraries, anc13 percent for Academic -lilirarie5.

Over all libraries, it is estinsted that the totalumbei of
interlibrary loan photocopy items Made,per serial title it
distributed din the folloWing manner: 40 percentoE serial .

titles hsve.50 fewer photodopy ite6s,eacht. 21.,percent have ,

51-100A)hotocopy ms,I.32.percent have 101-500,photocopy
items, and 7,percent eve more than 500.photocopy, items.
Considering only those Photocopy items not for replacement
or classroom use, les than six years old, and with greater than

five copies, the di ribution over several titles changes to

91 percent of the titles'havink50 nr-less phOtocopy items.

'"'
For iikC:71 vse photocopy items over all librariek, only.10
percult of the serial titles photocopied. have 100 or less
photocopy items; 7 percent have 101-500 items; 20 percent have

501-1000 items, 28 percent 1001-5,000 items,..and.5'percent
of the'serial titles will have more than 5,000 photocopy items.
Considering only those photocopy' items of serials,less than six
years old and with more than five copies; 24 percent, of the
serial titles will have 100 or less photocopy items. 50 percent

'N of the serial, titles will-have 101-500 photocopy items, and 26
percent willOave 501 items or more.
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In response to -a survey conducted by Indiaria University for'CONTU,

many- publishers expressed concern- about -the potential complexitiesti4.. bureaucracy of a royalty payment mech lam similar to concerns
voided by librarians. Publishers also a peered to prefer direct
,licensineof photpcoPying.over clearinghouse arrangements for
authorizing'photoCopying, The direct sale of reprints was more
.prefeiable tro large circulation journals than'tosmalleircula7

.

tion.journals. Small circulation journals showed greater preference
'for sale;of reprints through agent or clearinghouse arrangements.
PUblishers and libraries do not appear to-share similar preferences
.for diredt licensing;. publishers, rated it more highly than librarigs,
-which prefer-to,MinimiFe contacts with individual publishers..

Based upon data from our National Library Survey., it appears that
a minority oiserial publishers would benefit significantly if

vmznY classes of- g,photocopyinwere .exempt from payment. Accor-
'ding to the '''recent Indiana University Survey of Serials.and_pub-

Ushers eondutied during the first five months 1.1977, over 50-
:Pereent of responding jou;nals_gxpect- to receive` zero royalty .

payments from a clearingholase- arrangement which Would supply
-authorized' copies.: I.

. .,

7

/4
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'Estimates-6f the Distribution_of PhotocolbraLoan%

iteadeatsItindividdal'Serial:Tiadaliithinstibraries,

)
5:1e1 Distribution of Photocopying of Interlibrary Loan Requests,Of .Indi-

vidual Serial Titles Withit. MINITEX Libraries-

Detailed dita,were eollected for 132 Public,'.Academie and Special

.lihraries that used the MINITEX system during 1976. There was a total of 51,419

doMesticaerial terlibrarrlaan requests from these 132 libraries for an

'average of 3901, erlibrary loan requests per library. These requests involye

an average of 194 'serial titles per library. Obiously,_some serial titles. are

requested by more than Onelibrary. Over't e 132 libraries,25,624 titles

were identified. However, there ware only 6,345\unique aerial titlei7when data

from al1132'libraries, Were-combined. Section 5.2 is piFfially devoted to an

analysis of the equests summed over the 132 libraries for these 6,345 unique

serial titles.

-The average number of serial titles pan library having at least one

'photocopyltem for interlibrary loan is given in Tablet5111 below .by type of li-

brary. The average' number of photocopy items,peTtitle s also given.

Table 5.1 NUMBER OF SERIAL TITLES PER LIBRARY, NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS
AND NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER TITLE BY

TYPE OF LIBRARY-MINITEX- (1976) 4

a Type of
- Borrowing

4112ram,
-No. of No. of
LibTaries Titles

4

No.

of Titles
Per Library

ts

4 ,

No. of
Photocopy

Items

No. of
Photocopy
Items

Per Title

Public . 26 -2,160 3,582 1.7_

.Academic 68 20,638 304 . -42,122 . , 2.0

Special . 38 2,826 74 ,, 5,71:5, 2.0 .

All Li-
braries 132 - 25624 . 194 51,419 2.0

SOURCE: King. Research, Inc.: MINITEX Data Base
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Academic libraries arc by far more active in interlibrary loan requests and they

request the most serial titles at X04 titles per library. Special are

nejet,,mith 74 titles and are. followed by Public libraries at only 33 titles. It

is significant that the average number of photocopy items per title within li-

braries was only 2 photocopy items per tit 'Ie per library.

Cc.

\

A better portrayal of interlibrary requests byserial title is presented

by the, number of serial titles that have one, two, three or more interlibrary re-

quests.in asgiyen library. Data onnumber of serial titles having 1, 2,..., 10

(and greater) requests are given in-Table 5.2 for Public, Academic and

Special libraries. The dada in Table 5.2 may be read as follows. :Mere were

1,571 serial titles An the 26 Public libraries had a single photocopy item

(for a total of 1,571 photocopy items);there were 326serial titles in 26

Public libraries s,that had two photocopy items (for a total of 652"photocopy items)

and 'so on. Two columns were added to the iable. They indicate the number of titles

nad photocopy items that involved more than five photocopy items per title and

more than /0 photocopy items per title. .In Public libraries, only 62 serial

titles out of 2,160 titles had more than five photocopy items (3 percent) and only

16 titles (.7:percent) had more than ten photocopy items over the,26T43.ic

braries. These titles had 640 (18 percent) and 305 (9 percent) total photoCOpy

items respectively. j

The proportion of serial titles that have greater than fiie photocopy

items is between.three and five percent for the three types of borrowing libraries.

Similarly, the propoitionof titles that have more than ten photocopy_ items is

.007, .016.and .024 for Public, Academic and Special libraries respectively. The

number of photocopy items for these titles is 305, 7,371, and 1,017 photocoft

items for Public, Academic and Special libraries respectively. The average num-

ber of photocopy items for these titles is 19.1 photocopy items per, title in

Public libraries, 21.2 photocopy items per title in Academic libraries and 15..2

photocopy items per title in Special libraries. Clearly, the proportion of serial

titlea.tha... have over ten photocopy items for given libraries is small, but the

number of photocopy items is high.for these serials.
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.Tahle,5.2 DISTRIBUTION 0 ER OF SERIAL TITLES AND-NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY JITMS
.FORINTERLIBRARY LOAN'REQUESTS BY TYPE:OfTABRARY.7MINITEX (1970-

Type of Number of Photoc ' -Iteas Per Serial Title

Boirowing- No.' of ' Total s
Total

Library Libraries 1 2 3 . 4 5 Z5 6 '7 8- >10 Total

Public ,26 S rials

Items,

-1,571

1,571

Academic: 68* Seliafs 13,394

Itemss 13;394

.

1-.

AN)

'Special 38 Serial's 1,901

ON Items 1,901

.A11 Libraries 132 Serials 16,866

Items ' 16,866'

326 11.3 .60: 28 !62. 19 11 5 6 16 2,160

652 .339 240 140 640 114 77. '40 54 .50' 305. ,582:

S527,1439 755 414 1,109 :.291 183 138 85 65 34720,638

7054 4317 3020_2070 12,9/7-'1746 1281 1104 1765 650 7371 42,122.
0

424 185 '118 '57 . 136 33 7 11 14 '4 67' . 2,826

858 555 ' 472 .285 1,644 198 175' 88 126 40 1017. 5,715

.

4282' 1737 33 499 1,307 343 219 154 105 74 412 25;624

8564 5211 3732 2495 15;201 2058 1533 123i , 945 740'1693 51,419

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: MINITEX Data Base
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This phenomenon becotts even more pronounced when serial publications.

4)

Ilat are over five years ol&are excluded. These results are given in Table 5.3.,

The number of serial titles that have tester then ten photocopy items in a

given library is as follows: Public libraries have 7 titles that had more than

10 photodopy items, or an average of 18.7 photocopy items pet title. Acadethic

libraries have 126 titles with more than ten photocopy items for an average of

20.2 photocopy.items per title, and Special libraries have 35 titles,'or ak
.

aver, 26 of 19.5-photocopy items per title. Many more serial titles have greater

than ten photocopy items when all the photocopy items for azgiven title are

summed over the 132 libraries. Similarly, there are substantially more Photo-

copy items per title on the average. These results are given in Section 5.2.

First, however, estimates are given in Section 5.1.2 for the estimated average

number of photocopy items per serial per library. These data are based on data

froa libraries chosen in the national library survey.
x.

5.1.2 !..,..pictribution of Phprocopying of Interlibrary Loan Requests of Indi-

'victual Serial Titles Within the National Survey Libraries -4 .

It is substantially more difficult to compute the estimates of the pro-
,

portion of journals having specified, levels of copies made. The difficulty is

that one must use the HTNITEX data,to establish an extrapolation factor for the

mathematicaledistribution of tequeets per title. The technique used to do this

extrapolation is given in Appendix C.' The estimated proportions of serials,witb

greater than five pnotocopy items and greater than ten photocopy items are given

in Table 5.4 below.

Table 5.4 PROPORTION OF SERIAL TITLES WITH GREATER THAN
FIVE AND TEN FHOTOCOU'ITEMS WITHIN A
LIBRARY FOR NATIONAL LIBRARY SURVEY

AND MINITEX LIBRARIES (1976)

(Proportion of Titles)

Tyjce of Borroid

Library
ng

Proportion of .

Titles With
>5 Photocopy liens

Nat. Library Survey MINITEX

PropIrtion of
Titles With

>1Q Photocopy 'tents '

Nat. Library Survey MINITEX

Public 0.02 0.02 0.002 0.004

Academic 0.08. 0.03 0.030 0.009

Special 0.03 0.Q3 0.009 0.012

Fedeial 0.02 & 0.007

SOURCE: King Research,' Inc.: National Library Survey
127.
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- Table 5.4 DISTRIBUTIONAF NUMBER. OF SERIAL TITLE pgoT9copi7ITEm.§,-

. FOR INTERLIBRARY LOWREWESTS 14014,SE S PUBLISHED

IN THE PAST FIVE YEARS BY TYPE OF LIgARY-MINITEX--(1976)

t -'Type ,of

No of

Number of Photocopy"ttems-Per Serial Title'
-Total ., :Total ''' .

"tribrary Libzaries 1 2 T 4 -.5 >5 6 .7 '8 9 10 >10 Total

Public 26
4 "

Serials 919 173 50 -25 11 -24 6, 3

-.

.11 4 < 3 7 1,202

919 346 150 100 . 52 262, 16 21 8 36 30 .131 1,827

,

Academic 68 Serials 7,926 2014 747 203 . 529 156 77 68 52 50 126 11,826

Items 7,924 '4028 2241 1015 5526 '936 539 544 468 500 2539 22,364
.( c

,1628

tA tr1;

. .
. -

.

4P.
Special 38 Serials 1,346- 320 127 74 39 ? 89 22! 15 9 5 3 35 1,995

M Items 1,346 646' 1381 146 195 1065 132 ,105 72 '45 30 681 3,923

.

All Libraries 132 ' :Serials 10,191 2507 924 ,506 253 642 184' 95 iA 61. 56 168 15,023

Items 10,191 5014 ,2772. 2024 _1265. 6853 1104 665 624 549 560 3351 '28,114

, SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: MINITEX Data, Base
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It-appears that Academic libraries at the national level tend to have asome-

whlit higher proportion of titles that have greater than five and ten photocopy

items within individual libraries. Otherwise, the data are comparable.

5.2 Distribution of Photocopying of Interlibrary Loan Requests of

.Individual Serial Titles-Over

.

All.Libraries
_ .

Publishers probably have greater interest in data that indicate the

amount of hotocopying of individual serial titles over all libraries, since

this provides some evidence of what publishers can expect concerning al

royalty payments for their serials. Unfortunately; national totals are no

available in this study) but strong evidence of this result_is available from

MIEVITEX data and one can extrapolate these results to national totals with'some

broad assumptions. The MINITEX data are presented for the 6345 unique domestic

serial titles that hare at least one request from one or, more of the 132 li-

braries used for analysis. The results are presented for a sample of 317

serials by'total requests, requests of titles published less than six years ago,

and requests that'are eligible for royalty payment under the,CONTU guidelines.

Some results given in this section correlate the number of requests with number

of subscribers (when'clata are available).

The distribution of the number of serial titles having one request, two,

three and so on, is given in Table 5.5. The results displayed in Table 5.5

clearly demonstrate that the CONTU guidelines have a substantial screening effect

on the number of titles with photocopy items eligible forroyalty payments. To

o a lesser degree, they affect the total number of phOtocopy items for these titles

that are eligible for royalty payment. Even when the photocopy items are added

.over 132 libraries, we find that only 140 out of 6,345 titles, have mere than 40

photocopy items made of them. When the number of photocopy items from publica-

tions over five years old and with fewer than six copies are not included' it is

.fOund that only 40 serial titles have more than 20 photocopy items. However,

'443. these 40-serials account fob 2,620 photocopy items. Thus, they average aboilt 65

photocopy items each. The results clearly show that only a small proportion of .

the serial titles have a. large number of photocopy items. In fact, the number is

not appreciable except with a small proportion of the serial titles.
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Table DISTRIBUTION OFUMBERDF SERIAL TITLES AND NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS FOR IiITEHLIBRARY'LOAN'
REQUESTS, BY CONDITION' OF ELIGIBILITY, MINITEX. (1976)

(SampleSize 317 Serial Titles)

Total Nhmber of Pfiotocopy.Items Per Serial Title
i.

audition of- Eligibility- d 4 1 ,2 3 4 5' 6-10 11-20 21-30 31-40 '>40,_
. .

i All Thotocopying.Iteras

'0

0

1,920

1,920

.

960

1,920

520

1,560

420

1,680

7
(,,,,,t

z

260
. -

1,300

//:
1,200.

1,600

600

8,400

180

4,320

140

4;760

140

10,6601
'A

1

Serials

Items ''"

ZThotocibiy Items <6 Years

1 '2 3 4 5 ;6-10 11-20 >20

1,665

0

1,580

1,580

740

1,480

50b

1;500

360

1,440

220

1,100

720

5,760

340

4;760 '9,470

220Serials

Items

Photocopy.*Items <6 Years

0 1 2 3 A 4 5 6-10 11-20 >20

5,925

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0

260

1,860

120

1,900

40

2,620

and.>5-Photocopy Items

Serials'

'Items

-
SOuRCE: King Research, Inc.: MINITEX Data Base
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Table 5.6 NUMBER OF REQUESTS BY INDIVIDUAL, SERIALS Ackoss
t 132 LIBRARIES' -.MINITEX 1976

r

0,
No. of All Photocopy . Photocopy Photocopy Items

Serials Items. Items 46.Years and,
7 5 Photocopy ItemsYear

65 > 60 "39
125 > 43 >27
315. > 27 715
635 > 16 9

1210 > 8 6

Tota 6345' 51,419 28,114 r
age

4.5

3.5
-r ,r

- 8.1 ' 4.4
.

...

/StiMek: King Research, Inc.: MINITEX Data Base

I

The table above may be interpreted as follows. All of the top 65 serial titles

have more than 60photocOy items. Those serials. published less than six years
0

ago have at leaSt 39 photocopy items each. ThcLie serials that 'ere published

less than six years ago and that have more than five photocopy items have at

least 4.5'photocopy Items each. . .

The average number of photocopy items. per title with over ten
v

k photocopy items is 28.3 photocopy items per title. If one assumes that the 132

MINITEX libraries are typical of the 21,280 libraries fbunti nationally,

these 160 serial titles might yield as many as 4,500 photocopy items per title

that are eligible for royalty payments. Sipilarl, 420 titles could yield,

an average of 2,400 photocopy items per title that are eligible for iuch

payment.

There is some evidence concerning the rdpresentativeness of the

serials in the MINITEX system that were requested. A publisher survey was

conducted for CONTU by Indiana Univbrsity (3) in which the proportion of

journals was estimated for those having fewer than 3,000 subscribers, between

3,000 and 10,000 subscribers and'over 10,000 subscribers. A similar distribution

was compiled by King Research (4) from data from a study conducted at New York

131
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University (6)and Ulrich's International Periodicals Directory'1975-7 4(11).
.. ,.

I

-The, 'latter datawere gathered from a random sample of scientific and
4 .

.

technical journAls (4175). The. sample of.311 MINITEX serial titles was noted and

the number of subscribers looked up in Ulrich's. Tifsk number of subs ribers.was

found. for 160 serial titles. The distributions of subsOribers for ese

ihreeaources ate-compared below in Table 5.7.
.

..
411

Table 5.,7 NUMBER OF SERIAL TITLES' WITH, LESS THAN 3,000 SUBSCRIBERS:
3,000 to 10,000 SUBSCRIBERS: ANDOVEB,000 SUBSCRIBERS,
FROM THREESOBRCES

Source of Data

MINITEX

_Indiana University

lig Research, Inc.

MUmberof Sxihserihera7
3,000-

t3e000 10.000 >1G,000 Total

No. 'of Serials 76 . 39 45 160

Prop. of Serials %48 ./4 .28' 1.00
No. of-Serials 441 244 253*
Prop. of Serials , .50 .30 .20 -' A..

No. of Serials 288
Prop. of Seriald .54.

938.

00

1353 534 4175\

.32 .13 1.00

* The Indiana University study did not include serials with greater than
100,000.`circulation.

SOURCE': .Indian University; King R search, Inc.: MINITEX Data Base .

The distribution of subscribers of the:serials found in MINITEX seems to be more

like that of the Indiana Universi/y serials than that of the King Research
serials, although both are reasoin y close. One would expect the Indiana

a

Univesity results to be closer/ since their journals are from a broader range

:of fields which mr/ more corr Lly reflect the MINITEX cieles.

'Contrary to other results (5), it is found'that the number of

requests per serial title does not appear to be directly correlated with number

of subscribers. The number of requests are plotted against number of

subscribers .(on a square root scale). The number of titles is also given

, in Table 5.8.
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Table 5.8 NUMBER OF TITLES-THAT ARE REQUESTED MORE
OR LESS THAN 20 TIMES AND HAVE MORE OR LESS

THAN.10,900-SUBSCRIBERSAIINITEX 1976 '

Sample Size 160 Titles)

No. of Requests
No. of Subscribers 120

IS 10,90Q 106 11 .

> 10,000 .42 - 1

Total
-ir
117

43

Total 148 12

.SOURCE: King Fiesearch, Inc.: MiNyIEK Data Base
Ulrich's In ernational Periodicals Directory, 1975-76.

. One could characterize this distribution by the follOwing
-

(1) The serial, titles that have a large

.(2)

CqY

(>10,000) tend to have A relative

(.20).

The serial titles that have a lar

three statements:

ber of subscribers

few *umber of requests

is ;

number.of'requests (>20

of spbscribers Z10,000).

1ber of requests WO)

0). are uncortglated.

6

tend to have a relatively few numb

The serial titles that have A few n

and few number of subscribers (110,

It is ne* known whethq these results iol

parts the country. However, it doe

:Ushers might expect.

rvIhrUfies in the remaining

some evidence as to what pub-

Of par'ticular interest is the number of serial titles that have

various levels of photocopy items summed over libraries. 'A procedure for

making grose'estimates for these data has_be derived (Appendix C). These

estimates are sented here by type of tranbction and by v5j.pus conditions

fOr eligibilit royalty payment. Table 5.9 gives the d4Iribution of

the proportion of serial titles that have various levels of number of photocopy

items for interlibrary loans.
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Table * PROPORTION OF SERIAL TITLES THAT HAVE VARIOUS NUMBERS
OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS. MADE FOR INTERLIBRARY LOAN REQUESTS
BY CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY (1976)

.(Propkortion of Serial Ti'tles)

t.,

Condition
.of Eligibility

4 ,Number of Photocopy Items

>5000-50 j 51-100 101-500

All photocopy
Items 0.40 0.21 0.32 0.07

Z.6 Years 0.51 0.28 0.21 .00

Replacement/
r- Classroom and

6 Years 0.91 0.09 .0.0 0..00

''."5 Copies

SOURCE:. King Reseaech, Inc.: National -Library Survey

i4

A very high proportion of serial titles appear to have fewer than 100 photocopy

items that are el ible for royalty payment. However, if one assumes a total of

10,000.,.total ser 1 titles, there are still a number of serials (700) that

have over 500 photocopy items for interlibraryllan.

(

IntSection fbund that a small proportion-of libraries made a

very large pr
10
portion of photocopy items. Similarly, it is observed that aSimilarly,

small proportion of serials account for a major proportion of photocopy items

chat are prepared for interlibrary loan. These data are given in Figure 5.2 .

on the nea\page.
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0-20 21-40 41-60

Figure

I

1.8 .

61-80

0.9

81-100

Proportion of Serials (%)
5.2 Digtribution of Serial Photocopy Item)

for Interlibrary Loan byroportion of Libraries (1976)

It is roughly estimated that approximately 86, percent of the photocopy. items

prepared for interlibrary loan are made from only 20 percent of the serials.

About Lour percent of the photocopy items are made from 50 percent of the serials

and the remaining 50 percent of the titles account fur 96 per/pent of the photo-

copy items made for interlibrary loan.

This picture is somewhat different when copsidering photocopy items

made for local users. Only ten percent of the serials will have fewer than 101

photocopy items; thirty-seven percent will have fewer than 501 photocopy items,

and one-fifth of the serial titles will have less than :)01 phOtocopy items.
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Table 5.10 PROPORTION_OF SERIAL TITLES THAT HAVE VARIOUS NUMBERS
OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS. MADE FOR LOCAL USER REQUESTS BY
CONDITION OF ELIGIBILITY (1976)

C

(Proportion of Serial Titles)

k

Condition of
Eligibility

Number of PhotocopS? Items

0-100 ,101-500 501-1000 10014,000 >5,000

All Photocopy
Items 0.10 0.37 0.20 0.28 . 0.05

.
- '

< 6 Years 0.29'''' 0.50 0.30 0.00 0.00

J
, -

<6 Years and 0.24 0.50 0.26 0.00 0.00 N
>5 Copies

.

\s..

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library SUrvey

Here, we see that's significant proportion of serial titles will have over

1,000 photocopy items made for lozal users. In fact, if we assume 10,000

serial titles, there are 2,600 to 5,300 serial'titles over 500 photocopy items,

depending on the condition of eligibility.

Since there are more photocopy items made for local.users, there

appear, to be a less skewed distribution of phototopying over serials. These

data are displayecrin Figure 5.3 on the next page.
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Proportion. 50.

of :

Photocopy
Items .40.

(%)

1.4

a

. 0-20 21(c40-J 41-60 61-80

Proportion of Seiials (%)
.44

81-100

Figure 5.3 Distribution of,Photopopy Items for Local Users
by Proportion of Serials

.It is grossly estimated that 68 percent of the photocopy items made for local
0

users, are prepared from 20 percept of the serials. About ten percent of the

photocopy items are made on 50 percent of the serial titles and the remaining

90,percent made on the rest of the serial titles.

. Publishers may be particularly interested in dpta from the distribu-

tion of age of transactions. This has two implications.' The first matter has

to do with the number pf royalty pgcments that might be receive° for previously

published serials of various ages. The second, and perhaps, most important

consideration concerns when royalty payments might,be made in the future for

currently published serials. The reason that this maybe important. is that the

age Of ro9alty Payments has implications for cash flow-pf income. Serials have

a preferred financial situatio because much of their income is received ahead

of expenses, so that the cash fibw and return on investment is very favorable.

If the Copyright Law results in some cancellations oi subscriptions in favor

of payment of royalties on photocopies, the advantage of the cash flow of sub-

scriptions will be diminished somewhat.
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Dole 5.11 DISTRIBUTION OF ...PROPORTION OF TRANSACTIONS OF SERIAL, TITLES BY AGE

. OF PUBLICATION:BY TYPE OF LIBRARY, BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION (1976)

XPtoP;irtion of ,Transactions)

/Jr . 4

Age of Serial ln Years

Type of Library/` ,`

Type of Transaction 1 2 3 4 5 6-10 >10

Public s" -

Interlibrary Loan .217 .120 .135 .048 .030_ .127 .262

Intrasystem Lean . .290 .147 .203 .049 .020 .052 . -9

Local Users . .329 ,278 .054 .038 '.040 .088 .109

Academic .

.162 .089 .083 .075 .177
- "

.287Interlibrary Lvan .126

.Intrasystem Loan .312 .205 '.083 .091 .037 .148 .125

Local, Users .334 .135 .118 .084 .054 .1377 .261

It.

Special ' --,
,

s'*
. ---,

Interlibrary Loan . .246 :165 .060 .113 .093 .197 .126

Intrasystem Loan .481 .081 ;.128 .031 .072 .076 .131

Local Users .453 .162 .080 '.051 :057 .099 .099.

Federal

..219 .082 .093 .022 .095 .200Interlibrary Loan .289

Intrasystem Loan .353

Local 'tsars .384

.036 .033 .015

.170 .144 .080

.066

.039

'.200

.117

, .300

.070

All Libraries

.167 .112 .090 Apo .183 :266
deb

Interlibrary Loan .107

Intrasystem Loan .352 .:140 .131_ .055 .043 .101 .178

Local "users .409 .204 .076 .050 .048 .098 .114

.44

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National:Library Survey
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Tabl& 5.11 DISTRIBUTION OF PROPORTION OF TRANSACTIONS OF SERIAL TITLES BY AGE
OFPUMICATION, BYTYPE OF LIBRARY, BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION 91976)

(Coned)
. , p

(Proportion of Transactions)
. .

Age of Serial in Years `

.

a

i

Type,of Libriry/ z
Type of Transaction

, ,

11-15 16 -2. 21-25
--.

Public
..

2

r

.055

.081

.031.
.

,

.054.

.075

.016

.096

.031

.009

'V
Interlibrary Loan

Intrasysteoan,
. .

Local.Users- .

Academic
(

.083

.064

.127

.U62

.032

.056

.056

.019

.031

Interlibrary Loah
v

Intrasystem Loan

Local Users

Special

4 056

.036

.055

.,,:

.025

.032

.03:9,

.026

.016

i)2f

Intetlibrary Loan

Intrasystem Loan

Local Users

,

Federal .

.065

.127

.028

.

:055 .

.034

.026

.

.008

.051

.004'

., Interlibrary Loan

Intrasystem Loan
.

''.'7. Loccillisers

..,:

) All Libraries

.075

.067

.049r.

.057
.

.046

.021 ,

.068

.025

.017

Anterlibrary'Loan
1

Intrasydterd Loan
,

LOcal Users

.2

26-50 >c)

I'

.,()(:) .007

.01'9 . : .C33

.037 .015

%

.019

.047

.004

.049 ,.036

.007 .003

.032 .014

'.048 .024

.070 .017

.002 .609

.048 .019

..026 a-015

.020 :408

'SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: National Library Survey
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'

ikvidence
f
of the age distribution for royalty payMents is given in Table 5.11.

1
.

(It is noted that data of use pf past publidations must be normalized because

there Werefewer serial titles as time goes back).
! 1

As I in Section 4,.in all types of libraries, the interlibrary

loans tend to c. older than inasystem loans or local uses when a distinction

is made betwpen current (first Year) and older publications. Although, this
s

distinction is less pronounced do Public libraries, where the library materials

tend to be more heavily popular magazines and newspapers rather than scholarly'

journals which are,more frequeraly photocopied in other types of libraries. In

_nearly all instances, at least 10 percent of the transactions are over ten years

old. Over all interlibrary transactions, 45 percent are over five years old

and 27 percent are over ten years old for interlibrary loans; 28 percent are

over five years old and ie percent are over ten years old for intrasystem loans;

and 21 percent are over five years old and 11 percent over ten years old.for

photocciily items made for local users. The age distribution for photocopy trans-

actions is given in Figure 5.4.

If
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5.3 Publishers' Preferences

We did not survey's sample of the publishers of the serials whose

photocoOing we measured in this study, therefore we cannot say with certainty

how 'they, might react to specific alternative royalty payment mechanisms., In

the study recently completed for CONTU by Fry, White, and Johnson at Indiana

University (3), publishers of journals were su eyed regarding their policies

for page charges, reprint sales, and their fee ings about the pot3ible bene-

fits to be derived from royalty payments for pho copying. Before we discuss

the implications of this study, the following points should be noted:

First, the journals and journal publishers surveyed in the Indiana

University study came from all fields of study but were primarily "seholarly"

and "research" .!ournals, perhaps a narrower category than the serial titles

studied by King Research.

Second, as discussed by Fry, WItite and Johnson, the operational de-

tails of specific royalty payment mechanisms, including those,Lonsidered in this

study, the Copyright Clearance Cent r, and the plans of the National TechnicalA
Information Service, were not avails le to the publishers whom they surveyed

during the first five months of 19 Nor, obviously, were the statistics in

this report available to them. Their respondents might have answered some of

their questions differently had this information been available to them.,

Third, approximately 76t of the Indiana University journals (and 59

percent of their responding journals) were copyrighted. Their findings suggest

that there might be differences between the views of publishers of copyrighted

serials and the views of publishers of serials which are not copyrighted.

%.

Finally, regarding the implications of the Indiana University study

and on our.own study of royalty payment mechanisms, the folldwing commentr are

those of King Research, Inc., and do not necessarily reflect the opinions or

conclusions of Fry, White, and Johnson.

</9



Due to the highly skewed nature of the distribution of photocopy

items per serial title, it is likely that a minority of serial titles would

account for the bulk of royalty payments. Journal publisher, in general, as

suggested-by Fry, White and Johnson, seem to be aware of this, either intui-

tively or because of insight,about the patterns of library photocopying. In

fact, many'of their respondents expressed concerns about the potential com-

voiced

toleXities or bureaucracy of a royalty payment mechanism, similar to concerns

by librarians.

.Nearly 60% of the journals responding in the Indiana University survey

reprints directly, and-about one third sell, reprints through an agent.

Large circulation (2:10,000) journ406 are more likely t sell reprints directly

(87.8%) than stall circulationi2,999) jOurnals.(56.5 ). It is not po ible

to tell from this how many journals are willing to sell ngle feprints a

"opposed to more than one reprint in response to a single order. One.of Che

alternative royalty payment mechanisms considered in Section 6 of this rart

would requi ;e libraries to purchase photocopy items or reprints in excesebf

fair use and guidelines from individual publishers. These data suggest that

this would be more feasible for large serials than for small serials. Ancther

alternative royalty payment mechanism, the purchase of single photocopy items

or reprints, in excess Jf fair use or guidelines from a central agency, might be

more appropriate for smaller journals which do not currently offer single re-

print sales or which might not expect to receive significant royalty income.

In fact, of those jourhals in,the Indiana University survey which do offer e-

print sales through an authorized agent, a larger proportion of small circula-

tion journals (tE2,999, 50.8%) and medium circulation journals (3,000-9,999, 27.7%)

Pffer such a service than do large circulation journals ("10,000, 30.$%).
. c

Fry, White, and Johnson report that the majority of journals do not

display the International Standard Serial Number (ISSN) -only 36% of the re-

sponding journals reported displaying the ISSN in each issue, with Mall circula-
o.

.

tion journals being more likely than large circulation journals to display this

identification number. Display of the ISSN is essential for a transaction-based

royalty payment mechanism. The Copyright Cld'arance Center is mounting a

special effort, with the cooperation of the National Serials Data Program (NSDP)

144
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424

at the Library of Congress, to convince serial publishers t7 display the ISSN

along with speciaLty-desigeed individual article'coding. Tide =scale display of

the ISSN would not only aid in development of a transaction-based royaltY pay-

ment mechanism but would also aid in,ongoing development and utilization of

serials data bases, such as the Council of Library Resources-initiated Conver-

13On of Serials (CONSER) project. We should note here that there is'at the

present time, no way to "force" publishers to display the ISSN or individual
-

article coding. Perhaps the porPibility of obtaining royalty income through a

. At payment mechanism or some type of government regulation wculd offer some in-

ducement. With regard to the former, however, data presented 0.sewhere in this

report suggest that .the number of publishers which would venefit significantly

would be in a minority if many classes of photocopying become exempt from pay-

men t.

As noted in the Indiana University study, publishers appear to prefer

direct, licensing of copying over clearinghouse arrangements for authorizing photo-

copying. An overwhelming majority of 68.7 percent of responding publishers preferred

ito license photocopying directly rather than through an agent, clearinghouse, or

other method of licensing, This finding is subject to the caveat that the pub-

lishers were not presented an example of a specific mechanism to evaluate in the

Indiana University slrvey. try, Whine and Johnson interpret titis as an additional

argument for a campaign to inform publishers about the existence and adyantagt!

of a royalty payment mechanism involving licensing agreements. In additions we

hypothesize that this feeling of publishers might have .i.ts roots in publishers'

fears of the cost or complexity of such a licensing clJtinghouse. On the other

hand, publishers might feel that the number of potential licensees would be small

enough so that direct licenAng would be both feasnle and cost effective-

baps significantly, publishers' relatively greater preferences for direct li-

censing are not necessarily shared by librarians, since we found that librarians

generally oppose royalty payment mechanisms involving a direct contract between

'library and publisher..

Publishers of copyrighted journals were asked with respect to specific

journal titles in the Indiana University survey what they felt would be "an appro-
.

priate payment" f authorized copies wgre sUpplied by an agent or,clearinghouse.
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Surprisingly; more than 50% of the 412 responding journals specified that they

'woulAr-eXpect a zero payment from such an arrangement. Fry, White, and Johnson

speculate that. this is due to publishers' preferences for direct mailing or
. . -

their Perceptions of such a clearinghouse as a "convenience mechanism, or ...

copying deterrent." When all non-zero publisher responses,are.considered, a

seeiliayment of "$1.44 per copy was obtained, with a minimum of $.05 and a maxi-

)!Danuof P9.99. Publishers of copyrighted Jounals who do not supply authorized

reprints were also asked to supply the price they would charge for their suppry-

^ing of an authorized copy or reprint of an article of up to ten pages foria

Uh ted Stt:es order with accompanying payment. The mean response was $3.09

_IA a .miulm*of $.2S and a maximum of $9.99. For publishers who do currently

aupp re riUta,, a mean U.5. order price of $3.38 was reported, wsth a minimum

of4A5 and amaximum of $9.99.

.

These responses do not directly address what .portion of payment should

be considered to be a "copyright royalty." In the case of publisher sale of

_reprints, labor and materials costs plus,overhead must be covered before a roy-

alty can be obtained.. In the case of a sale by a clearinghouse or agent, a

transaction. or processing cost must be covered in addition to any royalties

which would be transmitted to a publisher.

5.4 Photocopyinrnf Scientific and Technical Serials

A large proportion of the serial publishing industry involves scien-

tific and technical materials. This section provides estimates of the amount of

photocopying that is performed on scieneific and technical periodicals. These

data were derived from the titles given on the characteristics forms so that

they include only copyrighted aerials. The publications are sub-divided by

scientific and technical, non-science and newspapers and magazines. These sub-

divisions are given by type of library and type of transaction in Table 5.12.

Overall, about 64 percent of the photocopied serials are.from scien-

tific and technical publications. It is noted that Public libraries have a

much smaller proportion of scientific publications photocopied (46Z). Aca-:

&epic libraries do 65 percent of their photocopying from scientific and
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Table 5.12 NUMBER OF TRANSACTIONS BY TYPE'OF
PUBLICATION, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY', t

BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION

(Thousands of Transactions)

TYpeof%Library/
, r,Type of Publication Proportion

422EfIllesaction
Science Non-Science" Ps_.2.ILMagazine Science

ltblid-4 .

_..

Interlibrary Loan 802

tutraSystem Loan 391

;_Local Users 2,756

Total 3,949
. _ .

'"Aeademid

Interlibrafy Loan 1,009

' Intrasystei Loan 930

' Local USers 982 390

Total ,. 0 2,921

Special

Interlibrary Loan 755

Intrasystem Loan 976

Local Users 4,103

Total 5,834

Federal

Interlibrary LOhn 167

Intrasystem Loan 365

Local Users 924

Total 1,456
,-----2.

All Libraries

Interlibrary Loan 2,733

Intrasystem Loan 2,662

Local Users 8,765

Total 14,160

Proportionof Total .64

SOURCE:

N.

319

443

2,040

2,802

"151

578

1,119

1,848

.63

.28

.47

', .46 '

188 '58 .80.

370 \i 272 .59

306 .59
,

948 '636 .65

105 35 .84

174 61 .85

645 476 .79

924 X512

6 7 :93

10 41 .97

16 146 .85

32 154 .89 111/4.....,.......

618 - 251 .76

997 852 .59

3,091 2,047 .63

4,706 3,150 .64

.21 .14

earch, Inc.: National Library Survey.

0
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technical serials. Special libraries do 80 percent and Federlalibraries do

89 p.arcent. There is not quite the disparity 4m4ing types of transactions.

About 76 percent of phctocopying of interlibrary loans are from scientific

and technical serials, 59 percent of intrasystem loans from_themaand 63 percent

of photocopying'for lock users from them.

We find that, most of the scientific and, technical serials are pre-.

pared by domestie.publishers. Overall, about 70 percent-oethem are from domes-

tic publishers. However, Special libraries photocopy the highest proportion of

foreigj serials (43%); and the Federal Libraries' proportion of foreign serials

is about 29 percent. Public libraries, only about one percentof jlhotocopying

is from foreign. serials. he variation among types of transactions ranges from 19

percent of photocopies from foreign publications for intrasystem loan to 35 percent

for local users. These results are displayed in Table 5.13.

Table 5.13 DISTRIBUTION OF PROPORTION OF TRANSACTIONS
OF FOREIGN AND DOMESTIC COPYRIGHTED SCIENTLFIC

SERIALS BY TYPE OF LIBRARY AND
BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION

((Proportion of Trilnsacgtons)

Type of Copyrighted Scientific Serial
Foreign Domdstic

Type of Lip ,7:5r

Public .011 .989

Academic .117 .883

Special .431 .569

Federal .238 .712

All Libraries .301 1699

Type of Transaction

Interlibrary Loan .225 .775

Intrasystem Loan .193

Local Userd .346 .654

All Transactions .301/ .699

SOURCE: King Research, I : Natio 1 Library Survey.,

O
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The age distribution of domestic, copyrighted scientific and techni-

cal serials is given in Table 5.14 by type of library and type of trans-

action. Overall, the age distribution ofthese serials seems to reflect that

observed in Table :.11 for all serials. However, when foreign, copyrighted

serials are considered, it appears that the age distribution is somewhat

different. For the most part, for all types of transactions, more of the pho-

tocopied serials are younger than domestic serials. These data are displayed

in Table 5.15.

Age distribution was also established for the MINITEX data base. All

of these responses were coded into the nine NSF fields of science. Thest data

are displayed in Tables 5.16 through 5.18 for Public, Academic and Special

libraries respectiv.ely. Because the characteristics of scientists and engi-

neers in Minnesota are likely to be different from .those in the rest of the U.S.,

comparison of total number of loans amot1g the fields of science for the MINITEX

database is not advised. However, use;. of the age distributions ithin a partic-

ular field of science by typd of library seems reasonable. In P blic librarieo

26 percent of the loans are for publications over Can years old, Academic li-

braries 23 percent and Special libraries 15 percent. This is reasonably similar

to the rational library survey results where Academic libraries were 28,percent

and Special libraries 11 percent. However; ,ublic libraries were 40 percent

compared to 26 percent in MINITEX.

Across all types of libraries, we find that Mathematics, Environmental

Science, and Other Sciences appear to have loans from older publications. These

threese.ences have between 37 and 39 percent of their loans from publications

over ten years old. In Computer Sciences only 19 percent of the loans were

from serials fiver 10.ye All of the remaining sciences and engineering

ranged from 22 to 28 percent over ten years cid.
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Table 5.14 DISXRIBUTIONOF PROPORTION OF TRANSACTIONS OF DOMESTIC, COPYRIGHT, SCIENTIFIC

SERIAL'- TITLES BY AGE OF PUBLICATION, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY; \
BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION

,(Proportion of Transactions) \

1;kpe.of Transaction
iypeof Library/

Public

InterAhriry Loan- -.203

Intrasystem Loan .555

-Local Users .428

`teademiC

Interlibrary Ldan .118

Intrasystem-Loan .323

Ices]: Users ,.296

Interlitiary Loan .115

Intrasystem Loan .367

Local Users ' .631
Federal

Interlibrary Loan .295

Intrasystem Loan .354

Local Users .293
All Libraries

Interlibrary Loan .152

Intrasystem Loan .370

Local Leers .512

2 3 4
Age of Serial-in Years

5 6-10 >10' 11-15 16-20 \\21-25 26-50

.054 .171 .019 .017 .136 .399 .093 .073 .134 :043

.090 .086 .055 .014 '.086 .115 .085 .015 .015
6

.18$ .091 .051 .054 .116 .072, .019, .014 .005 .026

.147 .097 .101 .068
.1.

.192 .276 .010 .076 .066 .024

.163 .101 .082 .037 .170 .123 .072 .020 ..023 ..003

.109 .150 .057 .UCO .154 .173 .082 .052 .0* .014

.440 .104 .040 .052 .139, .109 .102 .003 .,002 .0U2

.236 .070 .052 .039 .082 .153 .029 .042 ..010 .071

.060 .052 .043 .038 .087 .089 .041 .016 .027 .005

:252 ,.087 .074 .061 .098 .133 .032 '' .017 .009 .032

.037 .033 .014 .043 .194 .326 .148 .035 .053 .071

-.205 .155 .079 .044 .135 .090'- .045 .027 .013 .001

.190 .119 .063 .050 .159 .266 .088 .056 .068 .025

.163 .079 .060 .036 .134 .160 .069 .027 .021 .036"

.108 .081 .050 .045 .106 .095 .041 .021 .020 .010

SOURCE: Ring Research, Inc.: National Library Survey.

>50

.057

.009

.024

.006

.002

.001

".001

.044

.018

.003

.030

.005

.002



Table 5.15 DISTRIBUTION OF ?ROPORTION OF TRANSACTIONS OF FOREIGN, COPYRIGHTED,
SCIENTIFIC SERIAL TITLES BY AGE OF PUBLICATION, BY TYPE OF LIBRARY,

BY TYPE OF TRANSACTION

(Proportion of Transactions)

.

type of"Library/
Isis

Public

.010

.131.

-
.013

.005

.023

Interlibrary Loan

Ifitrasystem Loan

' Local Users

ca emic

Interlibrary .Loan .243 .153 .099

,Intrasystem Loan .213 .125 .099

Local Users .592 .0,1 .051

Special

InterlitTaxy_L9ap ,245 .026.205

tntrasystew Loan. ", .318 .247 .1/2

Local Users .41.5 206 .121 ,

Federal

Interlibrary Loan .331 .126 .153

Intrasystem Loan .498 .054 .062

Local Users .367 .122 .167

AllLibrarias
Interlibrary Loan .034 .224 .110

Intrasystem Loan ,346 .133 .106

Local Users .424 .200 .120

.013

.063

.042

.0 1

.18-7

.159

.041

.120

.028

.135

.a48

.070

.042.

Age ot Serial in Year's

>1 L1-11 16-2p 21-25 26-50
?

>51)

.469 .5.17 .005 .512

.032 .520 .269 .082 .050 . .054 .047 .036

.078 .184 .181 .116 '.012 .005 .026 .022

.146 .290 .085 .027 .057 .001

.026 .102 ,.097 . .056 .013 .012 .008 .007

.053 .172 .111 .066 .022 .021 .002 *

.

-- .034 .070 .036 .034 - - -

.066 .092 .047 .024 .007 .014 .001

10 .113 .106 .018 .041 .004 .039 .004

.152 .1'50 .057 .027 .028 .001 .001 .001

.092 .101 .096 .044 .009 .043

.089 .206 .181 .097 .027 .013 .026 .025

.107 .167 .071 -.030 ".040

.066 .096 .052 .027 .007 '.014 .0,93

SOURCE: King.Research, Inc.: Ntlioual Library Survey
*
LeOs than one-half of one tenth of one percent.
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Table 5.16 AGE OF INTERLIBRARY LCANS FOR PUBLIC LIBRARIES BY\FIELD OF SCIBSCR

(NuL.ber of Loans)
\Ix

Field of Science

Physical Science

;Mathematics
4.

Computer Science

Environmental Science

Engineering !

Life Science

Psychology

Social Science

.Comprehensive (All Other)

Rita]:

1976 197c 1974 1973
Year Published
1972 1971 1970

.

1969 1968 1967 g1966 Total,?
.

2 4 '3 3 7 '3 4 1 I 27 55' --

'30 '19 g 1 . 5 58
3

2 4 1 3 1 1 2 14

6 21 9 71 9 4 8 '3 6 46 124

12 41 24 15 6 3 .

.

7 6 1 2 56 ,173 .

68 163 160 121 71, 51 36 50 28 46 302 kjafiL
,

7 53 42 39 30 26 17 23 17 11 65 330-:

41 , 122 110 69 55 48' 10 25 15, 13 144 652 4

6, 24 17 9 . 4 2 6 5 1 4 46 . 123:_

144 462 385 274 183 139 89 112 6'9 77 691 2,625!

SOURCE: King Research, Inc:: mINITEX database.
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Table 5.17 AGE OF INTERLIBRARY LOANS FOR ACADEMIC LIBRAP.ES BY FIELD OF SCIENCE

1(Nusber of Loans)

rr.

t-

rr.

t-

Field of Science 1976 1975 1974 1973 1972 1971 1970 1969 1968 1967 11966 Total
i.

v.

`Iihysical Science X204 170 93 78 44 45 31' 34 34 25 3(6-4 1,063
.

IMaelemettics . 15 25 14
.

15 11 9 7 -6 3 5 97 207'

,Computer science 2 36 22 18 20 12 5 13 9 5 41 183

pityironmentel Science. 28 179 248 88 67 ,41 65 36 37 26 485 , 1,200

Engineering 68 223 t---184- 137- 773 57 47 32 21 26 '375 1,243

ife Science 597 2,437 2,170 1,382 919 683 559 444 361 337 3,640 13,529

Psychology 97 530 561 299 211 169 128. 79. 88 79 66? 2,909
. .

Sociai Science 368 1,457 1,s34 842 538 399 266 216 221 . 62 1,976 7,779.

- ,

,

J

CoAmprehensive (All Other). 61 246 172 107 74 63 38 51 39' 30 646 1,577'

\ .

Oil 1,440 5,303 4,698 2,966 1,957 1;478 1,146 911 814 95 sass 29,1693

OURCE: King Research, Inc.: MINITEX database.

loglog



Table 5.18 AGE OF INTERLIBRARY LOANS FOR SPECIAL LIBRARIES BY FIELD OF S'IENCE

(Number of;;Loans)

11.

Year-P4blish0 .
Field of Science 1976 .1975 1974 1973 19724 19 1

..,

l'hysical Sclenc,e 112 59 40 33

14thematics . 4 2 3 3

Computer Science 14 10 6 8 2

Etl.rironmental Science 49 22 18 13. 6
d .

Engineering 44 43 33 gi 15

'We-Science 559 365 232 160 100

Psyaliatos 43 102 47 47 29

Social Science 176 228 148 ,111 88

Comprehemsive'(All Other) 46 58 42 31 18

10 14

2 2

2

9 2 4

9 6 3

.68 56 28

34 '22 20

69' 45 . 38.

15 11 5

p

mr

IRMausua._
14 12 52 382

2 is 35

2 2 7 54

4 15 142'

1 4 38 '226

31 31 230 .1,860

17 15 83 459.

47 20 224 1,194

2 3 !2

Total 047' 889 569 431 276 025 154 116. 122 91 596 4,616

SOURCE: King Research, MINITEX database.
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SECTION46 r -..N

, -

MiLICATIONS FOR THE DEVELOPMENT 'OF ROYALTY PAYMENT MECHANISMS
i -

. 0 ..

. .1

t. . . ,

4.

,.. , -._

''' This. section is divided into four
.

parts. In 6.1 wcdescribe.the g *

"factors zelevantlxt the evaluation-of alternative royalty payment mechanisms.
- '-

. ...

Sdttion 6.2 list hypothetical mechanisms developed to -serve as examples of
.

..

.

seveialalffe.Kiiit. design ft'Rects:,....-
.

: , ....* "....7.1:k -', .,- . ... . ';'

. f
" .-
..." _,.. . /

.
* THe feasibility these afternatis is examined in Section 6.3 in

* -c, .
..- - 'I. .

terms of sped, accuracy, 'transition cost, .,and operational cos ?. We summarize
....

1.

our conclusi ns in 'Section- 6.4. .

.

.r -.. I

0

,

6.1 1. Factore-to be Consideredin Selecting from Among Alternative Royalty
: e

4 Payment4lechanisms.
. ,

. .
.

. -1
. '

In this section, we describe some factors whichshould4be taken into

aqcount in4stlecting among alternatiVe machanisms.4 Theselactors are presented
. , . \'
-fAtl the perspective .df indiiridual libraries and publishers to aid them in .e..-'

.

lettink from among alternatives. The pimpose of the evaluation isnot to make

apecificrecommendations,,but rather to point out the advantagts and disadvan-

tag e-s, as we see them, to individual libraries and publishers. It'api.eare that

certain advfntages and disaAntages become important with libraries that have
I

_high orlow volume eligi11e photocopying. Similarly, the relative advantages

and disadvantages of 'alternative royalty payment mechanisms vary by the volume.
-4 p- t

of photocopying that.is eligible for.payment to serial publishers: .Therefore,
-

the advantages ,nd disadvantages are presented for libraries with high and low.

. "volumes of eligible photocopying and publishers that have sezialswith high:and

1pwyolumes.of eligible royalty payments. 'Cleariy,'it is unlikely that any one

single royalty payment mechanism will be universally adapted by all libraries and

all,publishers. Thus, itwould seem to be helpful .oz)_11braries and publishers

to know their options and what the advantages and disadvantages are for each.

.
.3.

a

'
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' As shown in previous sections, one of the most important constraints;

4 the volume-of eligible photocopying, is 'still an uncertainty. Another important

consideraO.Ohis the need'to balance public access to information with the need

of copyright holders for a fair return. 'At the least, the existing,segments of
4

' the'copyright environment (libraries% users,,authors, publisherS", ederal.govern-

ihent, etc.) should,be able dabeorb the.added cost of axoyalty-payment meth:

anism. From a different perspective, a shift o&resources,should Occur,from

one segment'to anotber which would not result in a degradation of existing levels_

of performance or service. for any of the segments. Thisshift hopefully would

'resUlt in improvements in performance or service (or increased survivability)

. .for at 3east one of the segments. Such.optimality and'social welfare consid-
.,

erations,'however, need to be translated into more practical terms. The important.
0

question is whether it is feasible to develop a. mechanism which will transmit -royalty

.payments to copyright holders in proportion to the amount of library photo-
.

,copying of individual:copyright holders' materials which would be eligible
% q

for royalty payments.

, .

.. *Ilki

...

4t Theafollowing assumptioni should also
.

be kept in mindikhen reading

the following'discussiow,
.

. 4
0

! Copyright holders are assumed to be publishers.
''. , ...- .

At le- ast initially, royalty payment mechanisms will be concerned
,

chiefly. with photocopying of domestic (U.S.) published materials.
,

The published materiaioof chief concern to-the mechanisms (at
least initially)will be serial articles.

*, .. .,.
. ,

The assumptions may only'hop over the next.few years, but\they do simplify`

I the diScdssion.of specific factors that might be used in selecting among
.

alteYnitive royalty payment.
.

meclanisms. I
I

.. ,

-Additional factors which-need to be taken into accoune are the lollow-

.

ing:

Y.,

it

4.

9.56

1.92
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.
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iN

\
- 1

V

A

.

The atount_of photocopying Ear individual serial-titles.

. .

\
Thins particularlY

titles, will have h-sma.,.1 amouht

serial's kill have a substantial

payment'. 1.

- °
imp rtant slhbe a la e propdttion of. serial

of hotocopying and'a proportion Of'

'number cf.phttocopying,item etigible for
-

1

-1

e 14'

'
The .15revailing attitudesof libraries and publishers concerning

-

. - 4

- hlernati "rdYalty-pa ent mechanidms.

.tr 3
r

'Clearly, alternative-methapms must haye some degree of acceptance ,
.

by or they will not bel'uceessful. This is especially ,important

J . s*.)

I
yolun sary4.mechan isra.

.-

Tlie
f
marketeconomic implications' df alternative Mechanisms

, - . .
, . ....

. A

...

-,

. The payment,of royalties will have some 4Conomic-iMpact on libraries.
7..14,

, alley.couleAncrease budgets to absorb the'payments ol-require reallocation ofr ,

.

tlidit budgets to absorb `the costs.',. '

I .

The capability of libraries and publishes to implement alternative
...

... .

mechanisms. - .
---, . ,

'

, 0 4

4 , .
.- t .4it 1 \ - .4

5 , Fach mechanism had .practiCal'and economic implications for the parties
..; .. .. - .

IA
Involved and whether,tliey have Thecapability to implement mechanisms.

-
,, . 4 N)

,11Thearoportion of photocopying at individual libraries. which wghld

be:eligible for payment.

- At some poi

deterMinedo The.p;

how efficient variodS measureme.it

.copying that is eligible also has

for the ndiabbr of eligible photo

ndividuai libraries' liability for payment must-be
\

portion of.photocopying eligible for payment will affect

techniques will be.

some bgarini on the

py itema:

The proportion of photo-

complexity of accounting

as

0 4

- 157
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(=>

.

. .
, _

Use -of existing payment channels versus de'e!opment of new, payment

channels.

-

'
.

- .

- . ifie use of existing etand distribatiOn channels,- such as inter-

jj.brary loan systems d information retrieval networkse would tend to make

staripand, operation a ayment mechaniatn, eisier than if a totally new
.

.
. .

mechanism had'to be desijaed and implemented. .9n the other land, there is no

guarantee that existing Mechatisms.tould be easily adapted.
, .5 .7 \

X, ..
- - I ,

& '

Differentiation-Between TnteDlibrarr Loan Photocopy and
. - , -

for. Local Users and-IbtraSystet landing
.

A 1 ,.
. .

.
-.., .. . ,

As noted many times in this report, ILL payments would bei:7-under the

COTU.ILL-guidelines, the responsibility pf the requesting library. Thus, a

library-Would Aot_besesponsible for_theOhotOcopying it doeth in responte to

_other libtariee' ILL requests. Volume estimates by the-library or some other'

\ partywduld have to take this into accoune.

Method used fOr estimatin or countin .-eli ible hotoCo in:.

-- :

.
,. . . 4 ., .

v To determine eligible photocopying.voluMe,census or sampling approaches

might,be used. This'ttudy employed a sampling aProach: a sample of librarie
. ,

''N

si

/

,

And a sample ;of photocopying libraries were observed, and national

andannual estimates were projecte from these samples. A censtis approach to-

'determine eligible photocopy items might start with all, poteniially eligible
.

. .

libraries, and then some method would be-aOlalied to record all pligible,,,2hoto- __
--. .

. .

Copy items. From ,the standpoint of royalty payments, a.cenaus of all lib/raries
Al # , 0 .

-and photocopying would' provide the most accurate data. The.-certainty ,Of 2'
t N /,

saidplin would be avoided, On", the other hand,,such.a scheme would probably
. 1 s

be expensive to operate,,especially if the cost to,participating libraries
- . / ,

. f
is also taken into account. 'In addition, carefpl sampling procedures would

\a,

generate statisacally °valid data.,

158
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I

'Degree
91

to which

t 4

r
non-standardization. canbe .tolerated.

Interlibrary loan (ILL) forms haVe

Library AsOodiqion-(ALA). Photocopying opera4 tions and I)11, operations within
, .,.

libraries iaienostandardized. Neithet are;setial:Publishers: formats for
. Cl .

:copyright notice display (although it is noted that standara!have been pro-

posed :and partially implemenied over the_years). Any royalty payment mechanism
t= :'

mnsttake into account the- current variety of practides. ,EVen though standard-

been standardized.by the American

izatiOn inigiitbe initially expensive, it should a im fora reduction.im iong7run

'costs, Fordo'stsavings to be realized, however, srandards.for differtnt put-
. 1

;poses or operations should be compatible. Examples tha't,might be cited are the
. ,

standardization of bibliographio.dataUSed bpi/abstracting and indexingservices

and., the standardization of article coding such .as tliat proiosed.for AAP's,

Copyright Clearance Cenler. "
.. /4 ..

e f

Relationship between data collection and distribution channels.

4...... .
i ..N w =

4 .

.Data colle&fon is defined here as tV detectionrof photocopying that
t/.

,..,,
sT, .

reNires 'payment, .and the estimation of its volume. A.distribution channel. is
. .-.,

4
t

the way materials and payments aretranspeed among copytight holders and li-
,$ -&-.......

. .

braries- If it were possible .to combine data collection aadistribu4on

channels, or at least Make themnompatille, operational costs of the payment 1
., -",-..

mechanism might be reduced. On the other,hand, a lack of standardization in

Ordering and billing procedures might.negaie'these.tavings:

Relationship between transaction level and paymeiklevel. 1

. `.

There are several variations of the relationship betwe4.transaction

'level and payment. level. Royalty payments to copyright holdeu might be made

on a one-to-one basis to the number of eligible photocopy items. Second, in

an intermediate variation, royalty payments might beimade on a "sliding scale"'

to the number ofactual or,potentiel eligible photocopy items.roughly related

Third, royalty payments might be only indirectly related to the numbef. of eligi-

ble photocopy, items. The first two require potentially expensive data collec-

tp be developed and implemented. the last variatfinyouid be

but would be less accurate,'ana would still require 4e imae-

accounting and billing operation;

tion procedurea
4

less, expensive,

mentation of an

o

6.

S

.10

t. r

t

.
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g
.
grom.,the- above discussion of

to develdp.a.list of criteria against

o

4

4

,

relevant factors, it should, be pOssible
P

which alternatiye royalty payment

iechanisms might,be 'Compared. Before this is done, however; it'ii usekiii to

d
. ,- .,

lescribe,the nature ot,the mechanism6 which will bse compared for their feaSi7

biiity. This is.best done by describing the functions
.

to be
.
performed ty the :

,

mechanisms..
. .

'
, 4

.. .

: . 4 - .'

tate

N

. : '.

The primary function of the royalty - payment mechanisms is to facile,

the following six separate "flows" of documentso informatioii'105r payments

.

. \

. Thefiow of requests (orda) for photocopy items from individual.'
to. libraries and from libraries to. suppliers of photocopy.itgms._

'N ' ' . ,

2. The floW of data from libraries to or through amechanigm (and:
. -possibly to copyright owners) concerning theyolume and cherac7'

. teristiCs of eligible photocopy items.
t

'

.

,
.

3: ,The flpw'df payments from librariesto Copyright oWners'base

upon the ioolume anercharacteriatics of eligible. hotocopy items.
0

4. The flow ofrequests for authorizations to copy from libraries

'to.cogyrigheowter.

. , 5.' le,flow of authorizations to copy. from copyright owners to

, libraries:..
,

6.. The actual flow.of photocopy items from and between.brarres.

/

Ak" _ ,. .
.

,The feasibility of a. rovalty payment mechanism is defined as the degree

to whichit satisfactorily facilitates the flow of .documents, information or

4
payments. 'In order to evaluate these flows, the folloWing general criteria are

. . . ' %

-....proposed:.. i 1
.

Speed- ,

Accuracy
',

, '
\

Transition Cost

Operational Cost.

, .

Speed refers to the relative speed with which a i'equest, document,

. payment, or information ahout a photocopy item is transmiteed between interested'

0

`

,

,

parties One of the most criticallcomponents

:' V
. .

r ' '

: .

i 160

in' which speed is;'important is
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a

the spqdd of delivery, the time betwein a user's expression of g request and
,. .

the time-the request is satisfied with an original document or a photOcopy
. .

.4. ,. .-

Aal hisit. ingcanm whidh iinpses,a delay between the time t foraeay eween e me a iequesr.a'o

_.!
D

photocopy item is made and'the time it is received by its user which- is greater
. . .

..,:

than the delay expprienced in an alternative.thechstasm is, other things being

equal, less clearable than the other mechanisin. Another aspect bf speed partial-4 .

4 t
. larlyzelevant to publishers is the speed of payment, reflecting the time delay '

betpeen a transaction involving an eligible copy and receipt of payment At the

publisher. -

,

,

es

't

rs Accuracy here refers to the. positive ceNlation between a serial title's
.

elj.gible photocopying and the payment received by its publisher. Other things ,

.

.being equal, the larger fhe number of eligible photocopy items, the greater would

be the royalty payment to. the publisher. ConveTsely, the smaller dig number of

eligible photocopy items for which a library is responsible, the smallet'would be
.

that library's royalty payments.

% .
P

Transition Cost refers to the time, effOrt, and resources necessary
7'

* to start up a mechanism and thereby make it operational. It is emphasized ' ,

that transitional cost refers to more that the actual dollar cost('of physical o
.

activities 6r4facili ties.e: it also refers to the difficult-td-meap\ ure
it4w

'4)14.and energy the ,design and setting up of a mechanism which is at east

.,? a. step removed from providing the user wilha "legal" photocopy ane ale:publisher
.,. .

with a royalty payment, In a dense,,this present study is an'eXample of a
, ,../

transitional cost, since it does not contribute directly to either of thesd
-

0 e
.

goals, but is more useful to.,the initial stages of planning and the evaluation.:
. ,

to-

J I

of.alternati

/

es.
O

.
Operational Cost refers to the cost,imposed upon the'participants by

administration of the mechanism. Generally speaking, an increase in accuracy

may redult in increased costs, due to the need for more accurate counting,or

estimation of eligible transactions.. Since royalty payments are assumed to be

-for value received, they are not included in Transition Cost or,Operational

"Cost. `ti

fi

1
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. .

6.2 Descr.lption of Alternative Royalty Payment Mechanisms N

For the Copyright Royalty Library Survey, capsule
.

descriptions of

\).
_altepetive,royaltypayment mechanisms were developed in order to obtain

,expressions of libSiet, preferences. Based-upon responses to this survey

and!upOn fUrther research, King Research developed f. revised' list of alter-
...

nativeroyalty payment mal,hanIsms (RPMs):

RPM-1 Libraries would purchase photocopy items iaNexcess of,fair
use and guidelines from a central agency. The central agency
would transmit paYmenti to publishers. '\\

RPM -2 Libraries would purchase photocopy items in excess of usel

and guidelines from individualipublishers.

RPM-3 Libraries would pay an optional higher subscription price -,
for those serials from which they anticipated making sufficient
photocopy items to be eligible for payments.

RPM-4 libraries would pay higher subscription prices for all serials,
0 ,in effect paying for a "blanket " photoOpying

. - \
.

RPM-5 Publishers oehigh-volume serials would establish direct 117
- censing agreements with,libraries Which make a high volume
of eligible photoc yitemS. ; ...r. 4'

RPM-6 A central agency or c earinghouse would estimatd or measure

t eligible photocopying volume and would perform accounting
and billing operations as\well as aerving as an

\.

agent for-

15 publishers.:. ,
,,

1

. / , 0

RPM-7 Libraries would4urchase royatty atamps or coupons frOm a
,

6

'... e ,

central agency which would't4euhe affixed to photocopy.

\ item's eligible for:payment.°'
..,

-

..\

/
RPM-,' Libraries would pay rolties through-existing and develop-

ing ILL and document delivery systems.

w.

:

.

te RPM- 1,e thethe purchase ST excess photocopy iteMsfrom a central agency,'-

r
r

.- equilres a library to determine the point at which fair use or guidelines

would be exceeded. At this point,lipqrchase of additional or excess photo-,
1

copy !terns would be made from. a central agency.
.

- . ,
,

.

.
. . ,

RPM-9 abraries Would-pay fee for ch photocopying machine to

a 4entral agency which woad' then distribute these payments

as roaliies to .copyright owners.

.----(.4t°°.#/.--\.
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*
RPM-2, the purchase of.gxcess photocopy items from indiyidual pub-

liOers, also requires a library to determi\e the point at which fair use or
1 V

. .

guidelines would be exceeded. At this poin ,,
opurchase of additional orvexcess

trtr. __.
'photocopy -items or'revints would be made from the individual publishers.

o .

RPM-3, optional high subscription price, wOuld'result lin a library's
.

\ .

\

identifying these ser titles from which Jit expected to photocopyqn excess

. of fair rise or guidelines. Tie library would then agree to pay an optionally, .

.,
highei subscription price (set bY the publisher) for these serials, thereby

.--- .I,.

.-obtaining in advance permission to make excess copies.: ,

....' .
i

1,

For RPM-4, blanket higher subscription price, libiaries would pay

higheesubsCription prices for all their serial titles, thereby obtaining

in advance permilsion to do excess photocopying.

RPM-5, direct licensing between high -volpsVlibraries and high-,

' volume serials, would involve individual.ageements between publishers ali4
;_ 4 1

libraries concerning royalty payment for phOtoOopy items in excess of fair °

use and guidelines, agreements which might vary among the various 11.aticipants.

(This alternative'is not likely to be relevant tg low-volume libraries.)

I '

RPM -6, A central a eqcy for counting, billing, and payment; would

perform these functions as an agent for the publishers whiicb were its sponsors.

Through some method it would estimate or count the level of eligible photo-
.

.clo_

copying.of libraries, and bill or licensethem'accordingly. The Copyright'

Clearance Center designed by the Association of American Publishers (AAP) is

a specific example of some aspects,of thiSalternative.
'

t

In mechanism alternative RPM-7, libraries would purchase royalty

stamps or coupons from a central agency. Required royalty payments would'be

stated in-the serial. These stampa would be affixed to eligible, photocopy

items td demonstrate that a reqbired royalty pa ment had been made. Distribu-

tion of payments to publishers might be made in one of ttro ways. First, a
. el

central agency would monitor, the volume of stamps affixed to,copies from ipe=

cific serials.on a census or sampling basis,. and distribute payments to indi-

vidual publishers based on the data collected in such a monitoring operation.

.199
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.

A
Second, the central agency:would stributeLthe payments on some other baglis,

N .

possibly not directly related to_the volume of photocopying of specific cities..
-, .,, . ' 0

., ..., .

F.° '

. ' 4...., .

. '

RPM-8 involves the payment of royalties. through existing systemg.

Examples of "existing systems" are the fon:wing: interlibrary loan networks,

a
, 0 .

.

doCument delivery services, both for - profit and not7for-Profit (e.g., Insti-
.

rtute 'for Scientific Information, National Technical,Information Service, Univek7N, -
...,

sity Micfotilms International), and loca.s. information brokers and infdrmation-

on-demand services: Some of these systems Already have royalty or licensing
.

agreementg in operation; 'bUt many do not. 0

... .

i ...,. o

RPM-9, the payment of a photocopying machine fee to a central agency,
.. ,

would require the deveiloPment of a mechanism to allocate royalty payments pro -

portional to phocacopying volume smong die various publishers whose serials'

are photocopied.
,-

,

.
- .......

Ihthe next section, these hypolheti,cal" meChanisms'are evaluated. We

mile that these mechanisms are not entirely' indep deiitt An opeidtinmeche-
. . .00'

. )nism:might.seed to adopt operational details from mor,yhan one alternative.
o

6.3 Comparative Evaluation,of Alternative Royalty Payment Mechanisms
'..,

o 6

'1 411
1

Ad more exemptions and guidelines are established, the sdreening process
. 4 .

to detetmine whether photocopyiqg is,eligible for payment also becomes moge corn=
.

piex. If accuracy of payments is important, a transaction-whased mechanism, where

royally paymdhts are correlated ulth per -title copying, is appropriate, other ,,.-

-_
things b'Ang equal. If -transition cost and Operetional coseare to be minimized,

.a limited transaction-base& system, possibly using existing payment and delivery

channels, appears more' appropriate. The tradeNfs are somewhat complex, due to
.

the potentially small proPortion of libraries an& serial titles likely to LA in-
/

volved.opeiationally to a; signl'ficane degree. In a'transaction-based mechanidm,
A

the actual number of eligible_photocopy items made or requested by a specific li-
.

-L
br ryor library system would need to be determined in order for accurate pay-

r--m ts to be made. If libraries are completeZy responsible for this sdreenpt;
4

.

''

. /-i

'
.
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O

a burden is placed upon them. A significaA variable is the proportion of phpf-

tocopy items within a given library which would be'eligible for royalty payments,
. .

$

as well as the aceual number. A large proportion of librarieb have indicated

that the) would not be able to absorbth(s cost of haviat,to perform such screen-
.

ing for photocopying for their local patrons. In addihon, a large proportion

of,ph6tocopy'items maw or requested by the majority of libraries would in all

likelihood not
)

be eligible for payments. A'significant proportion of their added

effort would be wasted due to the low proportion of eligible photocopy items.

. A good argument can b&-made for the creation of A central agency

which would perform this screening process, as well as the.associated account-. -
ing, billing,and payment operations. Here again, however, the proportion

of eligible photocopy items in a given library isan important factor to cdn-

sider. If'one assumes that the royalty fees paid through such an agency would

bey its primarY'suppbre, these royalty fees would. have to cover the input and

processing costs of a significant number of non-eligible items, which might

tend to dilute the royalty payments which would.be transmitted to publishers.
,

A better screening,of. records of photocopy items before they reach the central
y

agency would improve this situation, but this would shift some of the burden

back on the libraries.

4

The purpose of this section is to present a digtussion of .the relative

feasibility of various alternative royalty payment mechanisms. The evaluation

criteria related to feasibility are speed, accuracy, transition cost, and

operaticnA&)st. Eacn of these complex criteria may 'contain both uantita-

.

tive and q ualitative elements; this makes it difficult to specify a single

"best alternative," so our discussion will center around a comparative'or rels-

tive analysis of Zhe hypothetical alternatives.

We alluded earlier to the potential shifting of resources among the

various segments of the copyright environment which might be brought about

by a'royalty payMentmechaniSm. Someone must pay the costs associated with

the mechanism. Because of this, the evaluation of various mechanisms must

take into account the viewpoints of the various parties involved. We.have

chosen to do this by dividing this section into two parts. In,the first part,

the mechanisms will be discussed from the viewpoint of libraries; in the

second, from the viewpoint of serial publishers,

201
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It is useful.to'subdivide both libraries and serials pisblishers into
-

two
/1

-
.

two n"e and low-volume. High volume libraries and serials are

21m
. .

these which accou for a.comOaratively large number of eligible photocopy

iteMs. Lew-voluthe libraries and serials are those which account for a compar-

atively-lbw volume of eligible photocopy items.

Adaitj.onal considerations in analysis are the distinction'between ILL '

and local user and intrasystem copying, and the still-unresolved questions

regarding limitations on local user and intrasystem loan Copying. Finally,

the treatment of ILL copies older than 5 years and non -U.S. copyrighted serials

is not discussed here. We note that coverage of these categories would tend

to-increase the number of photocopy items eligible for royalty payments.

6.3.1 -Low-Volume Libraries

The majority of libraries in the United States have a. comparatively

small number of photocopy items of copyrighted dellestic serials which might be

eligible for royalty payments. The following is a discussion of the relative'

feasibility of the,hypothetical alternative royalty payment mechanism from the
r

standpointof the, general criteria: .(1) speed of delivery of eligible copies

to a requester;, (2) the accuracy of the royalty payment in relation to the

actual-'volume of eligible photocopy items; (3) the transitional cot; and (4)

the operational cost (excludi'ng the actual cost of royalty paymeists).

6.3.1.1 RPM-1: Purchase of Excess Photocopy Items from a Central Agency
0

V

Speed of Delivery.

S.

RPM -1.would.have a.minimal impact on low-volume libraries, due to the
.

-,low number.of photocopy items which would be eligible for payment. 'ILL would

not be materially affected.' Other eligible photocopy items (e.g., local user

and intrasysteth loin-requests) might be delay& due to thetecessity for goip;

to other libraries:, but agein, the smal l number would not be a significant

detriment except for requesters who required their photocopy items quickly.
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Accuracy
"Ns

Assuming that excess ph9tocOpy items are purchased from a central'
as

pgeuCr,'.RPM-1 would, be highly accnrateinmatching a library's royalty payments.

with the actual number of,,photocopy items it needs in excess of fair use and

guidelines set forth'by CONTU.

It is iorthwhile'to mention here'that user's would not necessarily,
.a ,

havet9 go through the library to obtain photocopy items from the central

agency; it is c4ceivable that direct orders from tbe user to the central

agency coUld...be made, as is possihle with some document delivery services.

Whather''or not lOw4olume libraries would be inclined to shift this respon-

sibility onto their users is unknown.

0
Transition Costs

The transition cost for RPM-1 for the low-volume library might be

significaht f^r that library depending upon the proportion of photocopy items
4

made or requested which would be eligible for paymentl.and dependent uponthe

amount of screening to identify eligible photocopy items. jf the proportion

of eligibles is low, and the screening process is simple, the transition cost

should not be significant. The major variable will, be local user and intra-
,

system request photoCopy items, dince interlibrary loan files are more adapt-

able to screening for eligibie:Ehan the somewhat more informal non:4U copying

operations.

Operational Cost

.,0- The operational cost of RPM-1 for low-volume lib'raries might be

significant, depending upon the proportion of photocopy items eligible for

payment and the,, screening pr9cess required. This 1:S'because some means must

be aChieved in the library tci;.screeAor eligibility. However, we should note

'hre that, if speed of ciellxerY.can be guaranteed, and if costs are competi-

tive, the operation of ,central agency for providing excess copies conceivably
2

might benefit the low.71.7 ums library by providing quick access to a large central
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0 ......

file foi ILL and.12cal user and intrasystem requests. III this sense,
.

, -

REM-Lwould be -functioning as much more than a royalty, payment mechanism for
,,,,

.

.

. ..

-the low-volume.library. ,In other words, it might be cheaper for the low:volume

library to order a significant PropOttion of copies from:RPM-1 rather than
. a

perform thescreening'Opera.tioi. OvercomIng the inhereht delay in such a
. .

systeM might be a major obstacle, howevey. .:

6-.3.1.2 RPM-2: Purchase ct Excess Photocopy Items from Individual Publishers

Speed of Delivea.
'',e, , 0

/ /)( For low-volume,libraries, RPM -2 might have a slightly more serious
. :

impact on the speed of delivery Of reqUesteditems. Ordering requasted photo-
-,.....

copy items exceeding fair use or guidelines fron individual publVsher would .9.
...- 43

be facilitated by standardized ordering and fulfillment procedures, standard-

ization which does not currently exist with respect to reprint r subscription
/. i

.salei. (ThiSis on case where development of a new centralized ageficymight

outweigh the benefits of using taxisting channels.) Since low- volume libraries

. by definition 0ould be infrequent sources of orders, setting up deposit accounts'
.

.

might not be feasible with individual publishers; such accounts might otherwise

speed delivery.
.

Accuracy

..

Accuracy of RPM%-2 for low- volume libraries would be high. Their

payment to indivdival publishers for orders would probably include royalty
t'

fees. Publishers could tie those directly to the volume of photocopy items

ordered.

Transition Cost:

Transitiorr,cost for RPM-2 for the low-volume librafy would beslightly

more than RP1471, sinee'the library will have to develop procedures for dealing

potentfally with several publishers as well as develop the screening process

to ide tify excess photocopy items. The transition, cost attributable to deal-
.

ing tit several publishers would probably not be significant, howeVer, due

tocth ow number of eligible requests for copies.
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* Operational Cost

.

)
..

. , . .
Operational cost for RPM-2 for low-volume librar4s would be-,

,

figlitly'more than RPM-1,°dUe to4dealing with several pubfisherSt Again,
.

however -the significant cost component would" be., the -scrkening process, not

ol
'the ordering process. However, ordering from multiple sources'presents some

. -- ...,..

added
-**

costs. v '

:' / i
.

6.3.1,3-1Pg=3: Optional Higher Subscription Price Ak, .

, - , . y t - 'A

0

Speed of Delivery

. . 1

V
Assuming the accurate identification of serialt from,whicfi excess

-... * .

.

photocOPy items would be made, speed of delivery Will not be affected by RPM-.3 0 e
for the low-volule library. Mis-identification ok'titles for the low - volume .

v
.

libt7ywouldnot be too serious a problem, to the librAry'S overall low
.... ,

'
volume of eligible photocopy items. --r.,

- . ,..,
.,

4

1

oa,

0

>tc, Accuracy

RPM-3 would not be'as accurate as a transaction -based system which

involved library payment on an actual or'estimated per - photocopy item basis.

Accuracy might not be dirgctly related to the library's actualAdume, but

posql.bly-tO'some other statistic such as number of subscriptions, annual

volume.of exposures, or number of paper-to-paper photocOpying machines. If

a low-volume library paid for a subscription- pfice option, then made fewer

than expected'p&tocopy items, it might feel it-i4ds-over-paying.

Transition Cost

The'low-voluike library would have to identify the seal titles,

eligible for. the RPM -3' subscription price option. The cost of this might-be

,significant depending upon how accurate this determination would have to be.

Because of the low - volume of eligible photocopy ltems, however,_it is conceiv-

ableable thst a'librarian with close familiarity with the use of serial titles
4

would be retdily7able to identify the eligible titles, especially if (eventual)

guidelines for local user and intr;SYstem request photocopy items are easy to

implement.
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~Operational Cost

o

. . . .... .

, The RPM-3 Operational cost for ehg low-vol' eaibrary would- be minimal,
. , .

t
-:', ,

depending latgely op thd type of on-going monitoring, necessary to guarantee
t ,,

campliante with the,option Agreement.
. 0 .

.

. 0

,*
.

.3.1;4' RPM-Lt.:. Blanket Higher Subscription Price',
,

t

Speed of Delivery
"of

. -.. .1s, .

.RPM-4 would not decrease,speed.of delivery for thelow-volumelitirary.
A.

,

. ,

0 V,

0

Accuracy ,

. ,__.

'

. . , .
.

.
,

-c Photocopying from individual titles may vary significantly among
%. 4 =, :.-:

C

2-,\. diSferent libraries paying the same royalty surcharge tor tinge titles, so a
"(. ;C: n J''A . '

i

possible
4 ft .....r3.

inequity (as compared with transaction-based mechanism} might develop.
s t.

. Also, the majority of the low - volume library's_photqgppying would probably not
. .4...,

Ile eligible for royalty payment;this might result in overcliarging for low-

. olume serial titles, The seriousness of this, of course, would depend upon
.li?. .

thstructure of the royalty surcharge payment schedule.

Transition Cost

For the low-volume library, transition cost for the RPM-4 would be
;

minimal. Slightly more paperwork mighe be ner:elsary at'theleginning if.sub-
-

scription agreements need to be in the forth,of a legally-based licensing

agreement. (This would also hold for RPM-3.)

Operational Cost

Other than the higher subscription
r

interlibrary loan operations could continua

operational cost due to RPM-4.
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0,
O

60.1 6 RPM-5: Dirqgt Licensing Between High-Volume Libraries and High-
Lr. :Volume Serials`

0

Ibie,,,aliernaOme,is not likely to be.relevant to ldrvoInte
0 f

In thik. alternative, publishers and libraries would make individual. agreements
e 6

concerning royalty payment for photocopy items in excess of fairuse.and guide-

; agieements:wbich'mhhtvary among, the various participants. The, cost '

tt
may not -justify thp -mans

..

RPM --6: Central A enc eor COuntin

.

and Pa rent
.

es

One example of this type td, mechanfsm is the 'Copytight.Clearance

Center :(12- )s.

Speed- o, Delivery

The low-kolume library!s speed of delivery of payment-eligible Photo-

copy items to requesters would not bd-affecied, since the purpopp of this

mechanism is to relieve libraries of as much of the burden of accounting os-
.

poSsible. (This assumes that it would be cost -:effective from the'kklisherW,
.77

viewpoints, for the central agency to monitor low volume libraries' photocopying.),

Accuracy

Accuracywould

libraries' eligible pho

,techaiiiSm, in which

most accurate. A modify

r-

0

be high to modekate; depending upon bo$4the low-volume
...

. .
A

tatopy items were screened. A trinsaction-based--

eligible photocopy items were.rqcorded, would ,be the

ed transaction-based systet, based on a sampling, of

libraries stratified by
. r

Various copying-related characteristics, would be less

accuratp, but possibly copt-effecti7e from the central agency's poiht of view'

due to tL large*.nuMber of low-volume libraries necessary to deal with in #'

minor way. .

,
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'Transition Cot

Trandition costs, for REA for low-volume libraries would be minimal,
i . .. $ '

Under-the assumption thgt they would hAyelittle.pzed for contact with the
,,

.. 0 t

central
\\.....

,agenCy.
, -

;

Operational Cost
0'

4.. . // . ,
,

0 Agaln;i.m.l.nirmil for low-volume libraries. As ,mentioned earlier in this
: 1 .

. -section, .actual _costs depend=g r eatly- nptmliow much Of the screeninr burden is
. .-

,.

/

. bornelq libraries. It might,be even lees expensive to perform,the screening;
.

.andlcountinkat the,Agency except where.A the proportion of,exempt photocopy

items is high., .'

;

°,

6.3:1.7 RPM -7: RoyaltY-Stampa or Coupons

Speed of:De/ixery.

not

photocopy items..!

Accu acy

1.1

.

significantly affect.ehe-speed:Ofdelivery of requested
, 'e '

f .4

12,

, .
..0 .AbsuMing the low-volume library-did not dver-buy or under -by the

/

stamp's or coupons; affixing stamps to photocopy:items-would a very accurate

way to 4ecrement the pre-paid "account" which consisted of the ..stamps. ' (No,te

that accuracy here refers only, to the accuracy of the library's paymenta being

rela ed7to the Volume of photocopying,, not ja) the accuracy with which serial

publishers would,receive royalties for photocopying of.theiraerials.)-.

,, ' ''' -,-

Transition Cost,

.
Other than the initial purchase, price 'of the stamps, transition would

i

not he costly, except for the expense 01 develOping a screening oration to
/

yet,

identify the photocopy items to which the stamps would have-to by affixed:

A.

.
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0

Operational Coat:
,

9

O

+e

,'r operation4 costs for the low-volume libraryvould be mihimal.

.
, A._\ .

6.3.1.8 :RPM -8: ,Payment.of Royalties Through Existing Systems
. #. k .-

.
X\

s: ilk_

Speed of Delivery !

1w;4 :

Speed of delivery for, the low - volume library would not.be affected
,4

for interlibrary loan reguestd. Some 'delay might be experiencedwith.regn ste'

:for local users'andirtrasystemrequests, as in RPM -1 and RPM-2., .

,

- Accuracy

This'would be dependent upon the financial arrangement with the 4,

-
t

.- ,

system. For example, a'smail library might contract witha local information
. ,

-broker forsthe4rovision of photocopy itethg'not in that iibrarytv.local c011ec-
,

r''
rytion.,. The libr'q bill would presumablyJ include a p

,

ercentage covering royalty
% . . 0

,

-payerkps.

.

TransiO.onCoseI *

For low-volume libraries, transition cost for interlibrary loan would

be Minimal. For local user and intrasytem loan photocopying, transition
- .

costs, are, dependent upon the type of systei which would heldeveloped or adOpted.

The-existing ILL,networks,in the U.S. might riot be apprOPriate for handling

non-ILL copying.. Therefore,'some transition costs might be passed on to

,

Operational Cost

/
tt

t'For low-volume libraries, the cost for RPM-8 would be minimal.
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.11PM-9: Payment of Photocopying Machine Fee to a"Central Agency

Sp=ed OfDelivery (
' 7

-,.

ttPMT9, would have no impact on-speed of delivery.
; V - ,

r .

Accuracy , :/

A. .
L 1

w /
J'' -The accuracy of RPM-9 would depend. ppon .the -way 1n which the. photo-

/

1,

,- copying ofjindiyidusl serial titles is estimated. The collection of machine
.

- ,

-

fees woulAprobably have to be,separate from the estimatio' f-reldtica photo-

copying volume, since 'automatWrecording otindvidual transaction data. such
(

_..''.;"..'"'--
)

as-title, publisher, Page, etc."ka.not,economicallyz:feasible at this ,time.
,

.x.

. Asstimingtthat the low-vbliiie library.would:pay,s low-Machine fee, however;
.

' accuracy may notbe an issue if loWwolume libraries_are willing-63 trade'off
, .

accuracy (On a per-title bisis) for ease of Mechanism administration. Also,
i

this; alternative would not directly address thedistinction betweeiinter-

library loan photoCopying and photocopyipg for local users or in response to a

1,4,
intrasy'stem requests:

.. Y .

. "Transition Cost'

For the,low-volume library, transition costs for. RPM-9 woad be
. .1

minimal. An exception might be the small libraries which do not have control
-

over their own photocopying machines; these might require.somewhat-more complex

accounting or payment operations:

,

Operationdl Cost

Operational cost for RPM-9 would be minimal for the low-vOlume

library.
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6.3.2

1'; "'

High - Volume. libraries

\mi nority of libraries in the United States account for a large

proportion of photocopying of copyrighted domestic serials which,Might be

eligible fo\ royalty payments.

, ,

M-1: Purchase of Excess Photoco
\ -

r

\\= ,

Speed of Delivery
,

.-

,I.

' . .

'. For a high-volpne library - say; a

,

large academic library which does
,
a large volume CE cppyingifor local users and in reSponte to intrasydtem

.

loan,.
. . . - -,'

requests .- speed of delivery would suffer ik execs photocopy items were

-Opichaterom a central' agency: This would be especially true if the library

- .

had a traditionally fagt biAartindl4me pn requests. -In addition, Olt requests_

experiencing delay might be shifted into a.Seasonal variation, due to high=
, .. . _

. -..
volume titles running out of p'''free" photocopy items early in the calen.ar or

'academic year. - 'a'
.

. .JA

.

,

Items from a Central Agency

Z447

Accuracy
4

Accuracy for high-volume libraries

Transition Cost

0
34-

RPM-1ld,be Nigh.

Transition costs.for high-volume libraries would be significant, for

two reasons: screening operations would have to be developed to identify excess

photocoPy items, and qrdeiing operations (perhaps similar to outgoing ILL

requeks) would have to be developed for excess local user and intrasystem loan

requests.

Operational. Costs

. High-vc me libraries' operational c ostsfor 014-1 would be. lignficant,

due to the two operations mentioned above. However, ,as noted for low-vopme
t.

I.
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o

6 s

4 -

-

_libraries, 'a balancing factor would be the transfer of photccopying operAions

out of the library to an agency specifically designed for that PurpOse. Record-4

keeping Within the library for non -ILL photocopying would Still have to be

developed to keep track of\nexcess"

6.3.2.2 RPM-2: Purchase of Excess Phc*oco

uegts awaiting fulfillment.

Speed of'Delivery

))

F.
.

Items from Individual Publishers
, .

RPM -2 would have 10major negative impact on spe4d.of deliVery due tom
I"

tti thigh-volume,libra es requests! pOssihle cluStering around high-Volume serial
...

1$.

,=

titles; speed of delivery would be- egraded for just those serial titleb which

generated most demand. In addition, individual publishers' reprint operations
.

Might not oPerate As quickly or efficiently as the centralizedRPM -l.RPM-l.
- .

Accuracy

r

RPM -2 accuracy for high-volume libraries would be high.
f

Tr,ansition Cost

.

Transition cost for-
,

. libraries would be more that

single .publishers would hay!

Operational Cost

this alternative mechalipm for high-volume

RPM -f,*-sirice ordering opefationg-to deal with

to be developed. °

, . Operational costs would be,somewhat greater than for RPM-1, due to

the Aeed to deal with Individual publishers. Screening, operations would need

to .be conducted, and files of requests maintained, updated, and purged.

7 .1
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6.3.2.3 RPM-3: Optional Higher Subscription\Price

Speed of Delivery

There would
40

...

rybevno impact on speed oflde ive.if-gerial titles were
, ,

. properly idgptified frori.which excess photocopy i emsV.; would,be made. There

might be some delay if misa-identi iedltitles sresu ted in special request

being made to publishers, but efficient methods Could be develor4 to deal

with this'potential "mid2streem" probleM, \ .,, 0
. 4 .le

k. , v.,.

Accuracy

RPM-3 would net be as accurate for`higb -voles librarig as-iftrans-
,

action-bated mechanism. It would, however; be more accurate than RPM -4,

Blanket Righei Subscription Piice&i.v%).
e

Transition Cost

For 'a high-vOiad library concerned with accurate payments (and the

avoidance of posPible legal entanglements) the transition coseof identifying
. .

and marking special titles,, plus the cost of possible inte\nal monitoring

J operations, might be. significant.

Operational Cost

z

Operational casts for RPM-3 would be minimal to, modeiate, depending
zr

need to monitor the copying volume status of indiNtidual serial titles.

^

6.3.2.4 RPM-4: ,Blanket Higher Subscription Price

Speed .of Delivery

- .

RPR -4 would' not result in an impact on speed or ,Jalivery.
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1

Accuracy

RPM-4 would be less accurate than RPM-3 (which is tailored to

concentrate on specific titles) and much less accurate than a traneaction-
.

based mechanism since some degree 9f, overpayment and.underpayMent by subscrip-
. :

.tion is inevitable. 0'

.3.4.

Transition Cost

,.

Transition costs foi RPM-4 would be minimal for high-volume libraries,
.

\
i

unless each serial with a higher subscription price required special paperwork 4

to farm e.legally-based.licensing agr4ment.

Operational Cost

Operational costs for RPM-4 wild be minimal; whenAlmin.crease in

price is not considered.

6.3.2.5 RPM-5: Direct Licensing Between -High-Volume Li raries ana,Highz-

iolUMeSerials

Speed of Delivery.

I.
. //

Since the terms of these licensing agreements would be presumably

left up to the. participants in RPM-5, there is an opportunity here for copying

licenses
t
which ;Auld riot result id a reduction in delivery speed. Licensing

agreements which require special permis'ions (say, for espec%01.ially large copying
4 .

runs) might produce some delay.

Accuracy

`This is totally dep nt upon the nature of the licensing agreements.

SomeNpublithers will prefer section-based mechanisms, and some libraries

may be able to'lirovide data on'a per-title basis.

1.
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Transitimftost
.

For high-volume libraries, the .trinsition cost for RPM-5 would be

significant if licensing agreements needed to be negotiated within a limited

amount of time with numerous publishers.

Operational Cost

The operational cogefor high-volume libraries would depend upon the .

nature,of.the licensing agreements. Transaction-based mechanisms requiring

screening and cosnting'would be the most expensive.

o
.

O.3:2.6 RPM-6: Central Agency for CouLcihg, Billing; and Payment

An example of a central agency is the Copyright ClearanceCenter

''designed by the AAP (12).

Speed,of Delivers '

. .

RPM-6 would have no impact on speed of delivery for hfgh-vcilLe

e f libraries:

4..

Accuracy

e
. .

The accuracy of RPM-6 for high ;volume librgries would be high to

moderate, depending upon how eligible photocopy items would be screened. A
.. -

pttict transaction -b#sed mechanism, in which all eligible photocopy items were

fy

g

recorded, would be most accurate. A sampling approach wolld'be'somewhat less
,

accurate, but possibly more cost-effective to libraries of the average.

*

4

Transition Cost
\

Transition costs would be high for the high-volume library if the

w0library were responsible for Significant portions of the screening operation.

a Si
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.4%

. ,..

-Trhhatfon coat's would be low if such screening were the responsibility of the
:4 . *, f r V. .

central .agency. There are many Variations possible depergling upon the Way
L . _

data are transmitted to the central agency, which might significantly affect

the lay photocopying or interlibrary loan pplations would be managed in the

)high-volume library.

Operational Cost

Operatilnal costs for the high - volume library depend,upoll the cdLting

or estimating methods adopted by,the central agency: If the proportion of

exempt photocopida is low, the,Agency might be able to screen and count at a

low cost, relieving the iargeetlibraries of this burden.

6.3.2.7 RPM-7t. loyaltStalsorRions
-

.
Speed of Dtlima

.

The use of such stamps or Coupons' sold by a central agency fOr use

by, 4 high-volume library might result in a slight delay in delivery simply

because of a slight increase in request processing time.

4 -
4

O

Accuracy ;.

As with low-volume librarie6, affixing stamps to eligible photocopy

items would be an accurate war for deciemeaing the prepaid account.

Transition Cost

The development of.a screening operation to identify eligible photo-

copy items would probably be more costly than the initial Vurcbase of stamps,

'excluding the cost of royalty payments per se.
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.

Operational Cost

t _ , .

For ahigh-volume library, a-stamp approaCh may not be the most cost-:
_ ---

,0effeCtiveyay to pay royalties, simply because of the slight increase in

operational Paperork_and complexity__whichthe stamp apprOach might bring.about.
.

Again, the-Screening operation for the identification of eligible photocopy
.

71.items wohld probably be more expansive than the actual use of stamps, coUpons,
4

'or meters.
o

6.3.2.8 RPM-8: Payment of Royalties. Through Existing Systems
,

The use Of existing or deVeloping state, multiState, or national ILL

,networks would reatly simplify royalty payments for eligible ILL photocopy

items. However, such systems would not be useful .for local user and intra-

system loan copy paymehts without a great des), of modification and standardi-

zation. _For dOcument delivery services operated outside o£ or in conjunction.

with library operations, which already charge for their photocopying services,

royaliy.paypents cold be' included as a portiot of the library's service ch-arge.

r5

Weed of Delivery

4

Use of existing ILL and doeument delivery systems would not decrease

delivery speed.unless in-house copying by high-volume libraries was curtailed.

0
.

Acduracy .

The accuracy of such systems is potentially high, especially for

those services which already charge on a per-document basis.

S Transition Cost

For the high-volume library, the transition cost for RPM-8 for ILL
.

would not %e significant, assuming that the. ILL system would do the screening.

For local user and intrasystem loan copying, the transition cost would depend
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updn the proportion of photocopying which was done by the sYstem
A
of operitiom

which-Wouldbe responsible for theroYalty jiaymerit. If all payment - eligible

photOcopying were done by an outside organization which was responsibA for
.A

the photocopying, then .the transition cost would be minimal3

Operational Cost
-

Assuming that screening and counting operations. were performed for

the` high- volume library, the operational cost would'be 16w.

15.1.2:9 -RPM-9: Payment of Photocopying'Machine Fee to a Central, Agency

Speed-of Delivery

RPM-9 would have mo impact on the-speed of delivery of photocopy

itemsby high-rvoltme libraries.

Accuracy

o /

As noted. for low - volume, libraiies, accuracy would be, difficult to

achieve for RPM-9. This.might be of some consequence for the high-volume

library, since over-payments of royalties (in comparison with other alterna-

tives) would be a definite concern. .

.

Transition Cost

Transition costs for high-volume libraries would be myimar, unless

high-volume libraries were required at the beginning to estimate accurately

the expected volume of, eligible photocopy items they Might producrin order

to qualify for a specific fee level graduated by eligible photocopying volume.

Operational Ccst

REM-0 operational cost for the high-volume library would be minimal.
6
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6.3:3' . OWVoiume/Serials:. .
. t.

i c.ril.,'

IC 1

AIlajority of copyrightesidomestic'Serials co.n he characterized as

lOw-voliime.. That is, the majority of serials accounts for a relatively small
)

a

-wroportiOn of phptocopy items eligible for royalty payment. .The following is
. ,

v

a-discussion4
A

the relative feasibility,of the hypothetical alternative'
4

royaiix:Payment,mechanisme from the stanpoint-of.the general'Criteriai ,(1)
.

speed4ifpaYm nt for,eligible photocopy items which are-MAde'hylr.b.libraries;

("I
_ .. .,,....

(2)- the acCuracy of. the royalty payment ih relation to the actual volume of
,. . .

i .' ,

eligibl,photocopytng; (3) the transition cct borkle by the serial publisher;.

.0Y:the operaliOnal cost borne by the' serial publisher. (Note.thai pdtentiai /
, rr. .

r7altyipeothes-are
not discussed in detail here; we deal primarily. Wieh'the

t

Tractichifeasibility.of the develdbMent and operation-of the mechanism.)
.-...

. . .

6.3.3.1 .RPM-4: Purchase of Excess 'Photocopy Items from Central Agency

Y.
--.

Speed of Payment'
. . .

s_ :

4

>7 .

In RPM-1, royalty payments would be collected.by a central asency

in the course of'selling photoboPY-Items. These payments. would then ibe

transferred, to the serial publisher in the form of) check after'some.period

of time. In other words, there would be some delay coupled with the central .

agency's 'normal accounting-Period. Low-volume serials, by definition, have on

the average relatively low eligible photocopying. This also might affect the

frequency with which royalty checks are transmitted tp the publishers, of low-

volume sAials.,

,

-.*

.Accuracy

s
RPM-l'accuracy would be high, since presumably the payments trans-

'

witted to the serial publisher would be directly related to the number of
vnits

,photocopy items purchased.
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.TransitionCost

ii

For RPM-I,.'a central file of serial originals would bek maintained

which could be duplicated upon demand. ,The contribution to this central file

Would determine the low-volume serials' transition cost.

Operational Cost

'Assuming that the central agent* could be- self - supporting through
0.

fees and/or royalty payments, the low-volume serials' operational nost for

RPM-1 would be minimal.

6.3.3.2 RPM-2: Purchase of Excess Photocopy Items from Individual' Publishers

Speed of'Payment

The speed of payment would be high,-since payment would- arrive with

an order or during.theicourse of a normal billing cycle.

Accuracy

RPM-2 accuracy for the lowvolume serial would be high,since each

transaction would require payment.

Transition Cost

The transition cost for RPM-2 for a low volume serial 'should be low .

so moderate,' since many publishers already yiill reprints or authorize reprint

sal through an agent or another publisher. Marketing the service directly

to li ,caries, however, could be expensive, out of proportion to the low volume

or orders which might be generated.
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.

Operational Cost .

Actual bperatio61 costs, fOr low-Volume.serials shotildnot be

significant due to the relatively,low number of photocopy., items which would

actually be eligible for royalty payment:

..".

6.3.3.3 RPM-3: Optional Higher Subscription Price

peea.of Payment

There is a substantial long-range financial advan,pge to pUblisheis

for them to obtain a royalty return through increased subscription prices°

since the income will occUr7before expenses are incurred. The age of,photo-
..

copied materials can be quite old so that income is delayed b' that amount.
,

. .

phis adl,antage is probably greater!'for low-volume aerials than for high-
.

,:s volume serials. - . -1 .-
....

,.4.
-:. \

Accuracy

RPM -3 for low-volumesefiql

would have loq to moderate accuracy,

royalty surcharge was to the library'

excess of fair use and guidelines.

Transition Cost

t.

titles for which this option was leoted

depending on how closeYYutuned the

s expected volume of photocopy items in

. , For low volume serials, the transition cost would be moderate, since
.....'

, an additional stsgcription price category would need to be provided. In

,,addition, written subscription agreellentsor licenses'might be required by the
4

publisher. Finally,
4

this option does
0

not diiectlyprovidejer a monitoring

of phdiOcopying to determine such facts as over-copying of a title for which

a.librafy has not paid the optional surcharge.
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0 Operational Qost

Operational costs to the low-volume 'serial publisher would be minimal °
-

lorRPM+3,,Unless a monitoring operation.were selectively instituted.
o

. A .

6.3.3.AcRPM-4: Blanket Higher Subscription Price. '

.Speed sISAPADIL
. ,

Of,
Same Considerations as

v.
P.PM-3.t

Accuracy

. ,

.
t

: ,

,R,PM-4AIght be less accurate than RPM-3 since all :the lowyolume
. . -

aerial's institutional subscribers would pay the higher dOscription price,
. 0

iih'thereby giving - photocopyh
,

if fing tem permission to-poocopy n excess.oaruse an r,
..i

, ,
lines.. If the publigher related prices to some measurement of library size, ' ..:

., ..
,. -.

it is conceivable that some libraries would pay the same royalty payment while
,.., .

making significanp.y more or fewer photocopy Itemd than ',another library; within

the-same paymeht category.

Ii

0,

, . ,.. .

'.... Transition Cost --,..to - . .

...
-' !,,,;. ,.,...,

* .] Sft.1 ....: '--

.!:.,:
, .. A .) '.:

2.,

.'71.

- Transition%cost fOr 41e low-volume serial would beminfmar'
. f

O

Operational Cost-
0

4

Oper
I;

rnational coats for this alternative woad be minimal, unless

blanket increases in whoscription,Trices inclined libraries to respond by
- 2

d.opping low-volume ser/
.

ials.
.

i

:

t

6.3.3.5 RtM-5: Direct Licensing Between High -VolumelLibraries and High-

Volume Serials
_

This alternative Is not practical for low-volume serials.
4
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6.3.3;6 RPM-6: e,..--otral A enc

t
.

for Countin Biilin and Pa 'ent

c-7

,

An example of RPM-6 is the Copyright Clearance Center designed by the

'AP(12)
0

.

SPeeth of ."Payment

,
-.

' . .,.

---;----,_

,...._ : -

For low - volume, serials, speed of payment thropgh RPM-6 would depend
. ,

upon its accounting period. Due to thedOvuvolume..statuS of the serial, pay-

ments might be infrequent %(in relation to high-volume.serials1, and therefote

delayed'until some time after the actual eligib le copy was made,-
. -

AcCuracy,

Accuracy Of-RPM-6 would be high to moderate, depending upon the counting

method used: A sampling approach_to.es'timatinglthe number of eligible, photo-

copy items for loW-vblUme serials were such an approach to be employed', would
e y

needxotevery'caretull.ydesignedinot-derpmakaaccurate estimates for the

majority,of serials which are low-volume. A census of: afflibrakiee which .1:

photocopy would be much More -'accurate.

Transition Cost.

For the low-volume serial, the transition cost for RPM-6 would be

minimal, depending upon the initial investment required of participants for

development of the central agency. It might be necessary for copyrighted .

A
.

serials to place special article coding or the first page of articles for which
1

it would require royalty payments. 4

.

Operational Cost

The operational costs for REM-6 for low - volume serials would be

minimal.
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-6.3.3j RPM-7: Royalty Stamps or-Royalty. Coupons

Speed of Payment

The speed of payMent would depend upon4the agency selling, the royalt);,

stamps, and upon.how it determines royalties are to be distributed to the

publishers for which it is a licensing agent.

Accuracy

AcCuracywouldIdepend chiefly upon how the central stamp agency
- ,

determined how royalties are distributed. With low- volume serials, accuracy

would be relatively expensive to achieve, due to the low ad infrequent. voluMe

of 'gligibleXtotocopy items.

--,, ... ...' ''''.
'Transition Cost .

J.

14
For the low - "volume serial,./24-7 troweition costs would be 1awi-

41,
depe nding for the most part on the type of contribution (financial or other-

wise) which would be made to the central agency.
D

-11

-6

Operational Cost

..

Operational costs-would bvainimal, assumin that operational costa

for RPM-7 would be allocated to serial publishers,incrOpotion 4-the volusia\
. .

of eligible copies for which their serials' accounted.
(

I

.
.

. .

,

. i

. , /
"

-
,

-

6.3.3.8 RPM-8: Payment of Royalties Through
.

Exit:min,g dystems
.. . , ..

\ /

e , i__'-'.'

,Speed of Payment
,

'

O

Since all existing systems (except many publishers' sale of reprints)

interpose an extra step or agency between the responsible library and the

serial publishd, RPM-8 would result in some delay in payment.

e

- '
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Accuracy

Existing systems which utilize payment systempAbasea on units of

. service (ordocuments proVided) would be able to provide highly'accurate

Tayments,.but only for the.eligible photocopies which they handled.

.Transition Cost cti

-For low-volume serials, transition costs wobld,be moderate, chiefly

,-compoSed of having to set up agreements and rate structures' with existing

'Systems such as ILL 4etworks, dodument delivery'services, and information

brokers.

Operational Cost

t
-

-.

4
.

RPM-8 operational, costs ,for low-volume serials wpuld be. minimal.
. ,

0 ,e--N '.

. . I ' 1
6,3.3.9 RPM-9: `Payment of Photocopying Machine Fee to a Central Agency

.

girt

Speed of Payment r

"/
Since a central` agency would be established to collect and distribute

machine fees, some delay in payment would occur.

Accuracy

Accuracy in recording and transmitting payments for eligible phot9-.

copy items of low-volume serials would be difficult to achieve through RPM-9

without-some method of obtaining fairly detailed data on photocopy items per

title distributions.

. 'Transition Cost

, -

A central mechanis

Because the low-voltme serf

, )

or, agency would have to be developed for RPM-9.

1 would benefit little from thig-alternative,
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, the serial would prisumably haveblittle need. to make a significant contribution.

to.such an agency.

o .1*

V

.

6.3.4
t

OperationalCost

(
2

R7M-9 perational costs for the low-volume serial would be minimal.

High-Volume Sefials

40.
A minority of copyrighted domestic serials can be characterized as

high - volume. That is, this minority of serials accounts for a comparatively

.large proportion of photocopy items potentially-eligible for royalty payment.

,-'Their special considerations are addressed in this .eeCkion.

4 .
.6.3.4.1 RPM1: Purchase of Excess Copies from Central Agency

Speed of-Pi-Tie-tit

s

As with low-volume serials, there would be some delay in payment

imposed through interposition of a centr al agency between the libraries and

high-volume serials. However, high-volume serials might make special arrange-

ments
.

to receive payments more frequently than low-volume serial's, perhaps

quarterly or monthly
4;

Accuracy

Royalty payMents to high - volume serials through RPM-1 would have high

accuracy.

Transition Cost

.

Transition costs for. RPM -1 might Le high if a central file pf originals

must be developed. Since high-volume'serill publishers would be expected to

be the'chief bineficiaries of this mechanism, they might have to bear a large

proportion of its cost:
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Operational Cost

. It may be desirable toyminimize the potential labor-intensive costs,

for operation pf suCha central document sales agency. This could be accom-

plished throUgh semi-automation (e.g microfiche-to-paper) of its duplication

-Operations, but such automation might only bp cost-effective for hightvolume

serials due. infrequent request for low-volume serials. Comparatively

speakirig, the bulk of operational costs would upon high- volume serials.

6.3.4.2 RPM-2: Purchase of Excess Pho*-ocopy Items for Individual Publisherst Speed ofPaythent

R.PM2 would have a high payment spZed since royalty-payments-would
. ,

accompany an order for photocopy items or would be expected within a normal

billing cycle. . -

N .
.

Accuracy

3 '
.

RPM-2 would result in a very, close. correspondence between the volume /

of eligible photocopy items and actual royalty payments, assuming royalty pay-
.

ments were charged on a per-item basis.

`Transition Cost

Transition costs for RPM-,2 for the high-volume serial would be

significant if the publisher did not already have a reprint sale mechanism

in operation. Direct marketing of the service by individual ppblishers for

individual serials wouldalso"he expensive,

Operational Cost

Operational costs for the high-volume serial for direct,sale of photo-
. t

copy items of individualar,ticles would be moderate to high (in terms of cleri-

cal time) but this would at least pgrtially be offset by service and royalty fees.
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6,3.4.3 RPM-3: Optional Higher Subscription Price
...,

Speed .of Payment

For those high - volume serials for which libraries would choose, to pay

a higher subscription price in advance for a license to photocopy in excess

of fair use and guidelines, speed of payment would be no problem. There also

Ys a great financial advantage due to improved-veshfloW;

Accuracy,

.

t
ACcuiacy for high-7.7olume.serials would be low to ,moderate,_ depetling

. on the pricing mechanism used for the option. Possible .over-charging and
.

undercharging might 'arise dua.to use of:flat-fee.syStems. RPM-3's-accuracy
r. o

. ,

/ . .1 would be higher tlian'RPUritts,accuracy, the'Blanket Higher Subscri ption Price.

i
ea,

,Transition Cost,

.r.
0, VA

A,

ansitfon lost for adding the subscription price option to existirg
4 .1. <3 . 1

. .

payment channels would be low.to moderate, depending,partly upon the amount of

additional contacts to be made with subscribers who choose the optioit, and

partly on increased internal accounting costs for establishment of an addl-

,o,
. 'tional price category. A possible extra cost would be a monitoring or enforce-

-,

pent mechanism to determine 1..a library should be payi.ig an option price but

is not.

o *
apration'al.OEt

2

Operational costs for the high volume serial for RPM-3 would be

.t minimal, unless selective monitoring or enforcement operations were initiated.
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6.3.4.4 RPM-4:- Blanket Higher Subscription Price

This alternative mechanism is similak to RPM-3 except that subscribers

would not have the option of choosing or not choosing to pay the higher sub-
.

scription price,. which would then give.them a license to make photocopies in

excess of fair use and guidelines.

speed of Payment

As.in,VM-3, payment would be "cash return" prior to libraries'

actual makipg of excess photocopy items during any given subscription period.

Accuracy
A

Accuracy might be,soulewhat lower than the accuracy of RPM-3 since

both high-volume and low-volume libraries would be covered. Accuracy would be

improved by using a graduated scale for thOlailket higher subscription price--

smaller or lower-volume libraries paying a smaller differential a% a consequence
o

of their lower expectechvolume of excess photocoft*items.

Transition Cost

. c.
4 The transition cost.for RPM-4 for nigh-volume libraries would be

m

2
nimal. This might change, however, depending upon the different payment

scales which might be introduced to Increase the accuracy of the mechanism.

Development of a monitoring or enforcement mechanism would also increase trans-

ition costs for high-volume serials.

r ,

Operational Cost

Operational costs for RPM-4 for high-volume serials would be minimal,

unless operation of a monitoring or enforcement mechanism were necessary, or

unless some serials classified as high-volume were actually peripheral to some

libraries Ana therefore dropped.

.01
O
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6.3.4.5 RPM-5: Direct Licensin Between Ai h -Volume lAbraries and Hie-

,Volume Serials

Speed of Payment
6

.
,,,, 6.

Speed. f' payment_would:depe,nd upon the nature of the licensing agree-
.

,

gent. Flat -fee payment might 1;c-made in advance, in anticipation of copYivg.
. -

'Libraries:With the capability for reghlar-tallying of copying might be licensed

on the basis of a'regular payment.'

Accuracy,

This also would depend on the nature of the licensing agreement.

Transition Cost

The chief tran5iticn cost would be the negotiation of.a nuuber. of

licensing agreeMents within a given length of time. klack of, standardization

ill the agreements, designed to take into account legitimate'dIfferendes among

high-volume libraries, would result in an increased transition cost. Therefore,

an important deterriinant of the transition cost for RPM-5 for high - volume

113)rarieswiAlbe, the actual number of libraries which fall into the high-

volume category.

Operational Cost

Operational costs for RPM-5 for the high-Volume serial should not be

high, onct,initial licensing agreements are made.

6:3.4.6 RPM-6: Central Agency for Counting; Billing, and Payment .

An example of RPM-6 is the Copyright Clearance Center designed by the

AAP.to,go into operation January 1, 1978 (12).
4
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Speed Of'Payment

There-would be- me delay in payment to high-volume serials due to

interposition of an agenct between libraries and high - volume serial publishers.

Accuracy

..The accuracy of RPM-6 for bigh7'votume serials would depend upon the
s .

method,used for counting or estimating photocopy items. As mentioned previOusly,

the most accurate method would be a census of eligible photocopy items, followed .

by a sample approach; then.by a graduated-scale licensing system operated, by

the central agency:

Transition Cost

,Kr-0
The transition cost for REM76pr thshigh-volume serial would depend

upon the need:for input standardization (e.g., standardized coding on individual

articles to facilitate data collection), but mainly upon the cost borne by the

high - volume serial for development of such a mechanism. Since high - volume

serials would benefit significantly from development of such a mechanism

(in terms of grow-payments), they might be ekpected to shard in a greater

prOportion'of the transition costs.

Operational Cost

The RPM-6operational cost for high-yolume serials would be signifi-

cantly less than the direct licensing alternative. The cost-of-oiteration

would be borne by the collected copyright, royalties. Ode method of support

would he for the central agency to collect fees'iram participating serials based

on royalties collected or the number of eligible photocopy items counted.

One determinant of the level of these "transaction fees" would be the propor-

tion of non-eligible copy records screened and processed by the central agency.
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e.- p
.

Accuracy of RPM-7zwould be highito moderate, depending upon the-
. .

counting or estimation' method used. A method would be needed for ,allbcation
',.

. of,paymentss. If a sample. survey method were used, it would be relatively More
...

easy to obtain accurate (and statistically precise) data concerning high-volume
. . . . ,

serials, than for low-volume serials, due to, the highly skewed nature of the

photbcopy item per title distribution: -, .;
.

. --

1,

1 \ k k

6. 3. 4 .7 RPM -7: Royalty tamps or Royalty COupons
o

.

0 .

Speed of Payment

I

si

Speed of payment to high-volume serials by RPM=7 would depend upon.

its accounting period. Payment to high-volume Serials could be made more

frequently than payment to low - volume serials:

Accuracy

I Transition Cost

The transition cost for RPM-7 for high-volume serials depends upon

the same actors as otheralternative mechanisms wpich are not involved . .

in the actual sale of photocopy'items or reprints.

Operational Cost

The operational cost for a royalty stamp mechanism to high - volume

libraries,would depend upon the number of eligible photocopy items estimated

by the payment allocation mechanism and upon the processing fee required by

the mechanism.

6.3.4.8 RPM-8: Payment of Royalties Through-Existing Systems

Speed of Payment

.

Due to the La erposition of an additional step between the responsible'

library and the high -volt serial, a payment delay wouldoexist.
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.Accuracy.

Payment accuracy to high-volume serials would potentially be high,
. .

due, to'tfie;grester ease of identifying and counting high-volump serials,

especially by'existing document-delivery systems which already charge on a'

unit bag*, Low volume libraries an small for -profit document delivery
. .. ,.

,
services might find flatLeate licensing feea4pre feasible, so accuracy for

#

these copying agents might be someWhat,less than for high-volume libraries:
. -. f . .

. . ..

O

Transition Cost
.""

Unless there is a central agency whiCh could act on.behalf 'of high-

volume,eeriaId in sitting up, say, licensing agreements with existing and
e

_developing dOtument delivery systems, the cost for RPM-8 to high-volume serials

would be bighdue to_the necessity of dealing with so many potential sources

.for'payment.
.

Operational Cosi

Operational costs incurred,by high-volume serials for use of develop-
.

ing and existing systems would be low since these systems would presumably

absorb ajsignificant proportion of. the operational,cost.

" c

6.3.4.9 RPM-9: Payment of Photocopying Machine Fee to a Central, Agency

Speed of Payment

Speed of payment foi 8PM-9 to higholume serials would not be high, ,

due to the need to interpose a central agency between libraryvand publisher.

/

Accuracy

Accuracy would not be high unless potentially expensive monitoring

capabilities were developed to insure that payments to individual serial
1

publishers were actually proportional to photocopy items,
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Transition Cost

c

Transitiowdosta'for the high -volume.serialwould be moderate-since

usd'of RPM-9 would probably require some compromise to be main oft accuracy.

The bulked costs of designing and developing a central agdncy would be passed
-

-_

onto the high - volume serials.

.Operational Cost.

1 Operational costs for RPM-9,,for the Ugh-volume library woad be

minimal, chiefly due to a simplification of the data colleetion.procedures

whiChmight berequirea of_a.central agency. :--

-,

6
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Comments!'and:ConClutions

There irestill uncertainties concerning the cirdUmstances'in which

royalty -pSymenEs would be legally required. Examples.of thete uncertainties

are fdllot4ing:

a

. .

./N
. 4 . . 4

.
% . i

. -.,i., . .

The lack of a concrete definition of the universe of publibations
to.,be covered by-a-royalty mechanismcovered- .

The lack of an unambiguous,-quantitative definition of "systematic" -
photocoliying:

1 . .
"The lack of an unambiguous definition of the term "Open to the

. .

lt,

public" ,
,

le Th4 lack oPsuidelines concerning serials older than five years

The laCk of guidelines governing the photocopying of library
materials in response to local user and intrasystem loan rem.ests.

-

The lac k ofa definition of-"library system" -

,

_ Until these uncertainties are resolved it wilL continue to be difficult to

assess the impacts of alternative royalty.
,

payment mechanisms:
,

Despite these uncertainties, it apphars that no yechanism satisfies
.

all feasibility
't

oriteria equally well. It appeart that a mix of mechanisms
, . .

.

T.iplrld bett accommodate the different Volumes and types of Photocopying. For

example, interlibrary loan, with Its special eligibility reqUirements and its

potentially. low volume, might be more efficiently handled, separately from

local user, requests and/or intra-system loan requests. c

,

.

.

-;

The Majority.of libras and serials account for a comparatively low

volump of photocopying. A Sampling approach to estimating eligible Olotocopying

volUme must be very . carefully designed to generate accurate and precise sta-.
\ . .

, .
tistics for these libraries and serial titles. For such statistics to be sta-

.

'tistically valid and as cceptable to the parties involvejls a census approach,

the cost of a sami....ng'a oach, while lower than the cost of.d census approach,

shOilld not be underestimated.
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1

. 1

. ,

Al-;obeCauae the inajority of libraries and serials account for a.I. 47. . ..,..,..

.6oraparativelr:.low volume of photocopying, it may be more doieleffective, at
1 n

'least initially, for a 'central.agency,, clearinghouse, or payment Center to

concentrate on sXving highrVOIume serials. and high4.volu&libraries. Over
-.1.---:;------ . .

.
_ i .-

.
, . ;_

the-long-run such a facility ;bight *Ik."advantageous' to all libraries-and*pub-
, ,

41 4

.

tr-

ltshers.
411- ._ ,

.
,

We haye.already.stated that a mix of me chanisms is l ikely lobe the

most feasible approach. At the same time, the possibility of the development
. , ,

of, competing or non-compleMentary mechanisMs should not be ignored. It is ..

conceivable that problems of access for library users might result if royalty
.. .. .

pliyment procedures are not standardized or at, least coordinated. If library

*
compIiance,with royalty payment mechanisms is, complex,more responsibility

;
for access might be shifted to,useis by curtailment or modification of existing

library services. This might initially result in decreased access for users.

At, the same. time, it might help develop amarket -for other document .delivery
,

0.

services which choose to.comply with royalty payment requirements.

Monitoring pc enforcing royalty payment is potentially one of the
,

most expensive components of the development of a royalty payment mechanism.

If monitoring and auforsement are desired-by publishers; these functions wouldc

be most efficiently carried cwt by a central agency, assOmipgthat legal ques-

tions such as antitrud;tlare resolved,.

\ ".

Much depends upon the pricing mechanisms instituted by varipuS pub-

Ushers. Uniform royllt'y pricing would be,eaLest to adOpt:Ifrom the standpoint

of libraries, and to 4 lesser extent by a centralized agency, but it may not
v.

be acceptable to publishers with different operational costs.

The potential impac't of royalty payment mechanisms interms.of sub-

rj

scr.tption camellaticit'is still,unkaertairi. We hypothesize that, if cercel-
,

lations occurred3 they uld have the most negative
:
impact on Small, special-.

ized journals.
4

It gill be difficult, howevik, to isolate the effects of royalty
i

payments rand mechanism requirements due to the existence of intervening variables
,..

such as library network developments and library budget constraiuts.
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The most potentially bUrdensome screening operation for libraries'
0

to perform is the maintenance and checking of a mauual or machine-readable

file for determining the number of past requests for photocopying of the

same serial title. In an operating royalty payment mechanism this appears

to be an operation which could most advantageously be centralizgd or which

.might be Modified iii order to simplify mechanism operations.

, ( .

4Fle conclUde tat many libraries arejwil'ing to trade some accuracy

dn royalty payments in return fOr a simplification of possible royalty acr

counting procedures, based updn their comparatively'hiih ranking of the sub-

scription:pricealternative in the national library sury . Unfortunately,
4

we, do not,pokSess comparable data on preferences for pub skiers, sbbsCription

:gents, govenmellt policy makers, and library users. Perhaps most important

of all, data lien authors' preferences for royalty, payment Mechanisms are also

1
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SOLICITATION LETTER

'Dear. Library Directort

a

a

0

I'm writing,to ask your participation in an impottant study to clarify

some allukiasues in the area of copyright. The National Commission on-Libraries
nd InformatiOwScienCe and the Division of Science Information of the National
ence Foundatio have contracted with King Research, Inc. (KRI) of Rockville,

ryland for a survey of thevb/ume and characteristics of library photocopying.

This isa national survey which includeaacademic, federal, -F- lic and

special libraries. 'Your library is one,of370 selected to participate. Our

presentschedule calls for two 7-day collection-periods, one in (month) and the

other in (month) , During each period, you will be asked to monitor the volume
of photocopying using'a simple log form furnished by King Research, Inc. For a

.short -timeduring each data collection period, more detailed characteristics of,,
photocopied, copyrighted serials will be recorded- separately ones simple form
especially designed for this purpose. Yoti Fill also receive a short questionnaire

on photocopying costs, charges to patrons for photocopying services and other

data needed for analyais .

Please complete the ettclosed screbuing.forM,so that we may initiate
your participation. Should you have any questions, telephone Pat Dowd, King

Research, in::. (301) 881-6766, collect.
0

WILIS is aware that many libraries Aare overburdened with survey forms.
I am sure you wlil agree, however, that this particular study is of the utmost
iMpottance to t..t..a library community. ,For.the first time, we will have valid data
describing library photocopying prdctices in tha United States instead of con-

jectdre and opinion. The validity .4 the study depends upon your cooperation.

Pleas 'return tI enclosed screening form to signify your willingness to partici-

pate n.tht research.
(i

i
4

1.; A

Sincerely,

AT /jh

Enclosures

-Alphonie Trezza
Executive Director
NCLIS.
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Dear Colie

4

American Library Association
Association of. Research Libraries

Special Libraries Association

t.

September' 1916

I am writing to urge your participation in the_mitional_study of
library photocopying being sponsored by NCLTS, NSF and CONTU.

The quantity of library photocopying has been a controversial issue
fpr many years. During the attempted negotiations in recent years
between the library community and. the publishing community (the
Conference on the Resolution of -CopyrightzissneS), published library
statistics were not accepted,by the publishers becauSe they feared
that sudh studies contained biases.ip- favor of.libraries. Therefore
because no data onthe:ivolume and characteristics of this copying
'mutually acceptable tO both sides.CoUidipe consi4ered, progress
toward any 'kind-of solution was hindered. ,The proposed_ study
will collect and analyze.such photocopying data. The study is also
to include a study of the feasibility of royalty payment mechanisms.

The validity, of this study depends on the cooperation of the
librarieS that are selected to participate. Your library is
of 170 libraries selected by the contractor to represent all
in the-United States. Your participation is essential.

one
libraries

This study is of utmost importance to the total library community
andthe importance of your participation cannot be overstated. The
enclosed letter from Al Trezza, NCLIS ExeCutive Director, presents
additional. information about the study.

enc.

208

Robert Wedgew. h
ExecutiVe Director
American Library Association

-7"

G. Lorenz,
Executive Director
Association of Research Libraries

F. E. McKenna
Executive Director.

Libraries Association
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A

-OTEr -Ibis report is authorised by Public Law 91-345.
While:you:Ire not required to respond, scut
ceoperetiodis needed-U:1' sake the results of

4
this survey coepreheasive, accurate and. timely.,

Inc.'
.

Xing ResesAph,
Rockville, Maryland ,

September 1976
OMB NO. 186-5-760,02

ICUS PHOTOC6/TINC CHARACTERISTICS STUDY
-SCREENINC-FORM

Name/Title of'Coordinatta,

Nailing Address
.

r* 311tase read the instructions on the' reverse side carefully Wore completing this fors.
.. .

1. Does this library have branches or other related facilities separate from thu central
library?

1,- Yes (Include any branches or related facilities Ho
In answering the following questions.)

2... Zio the organisation of which you are a part of considered Yo be.non-profii?

' 1 - Yes , - No` R

3. ;Doia--this library operate or have access to ole or more phetqcopyiog sachines?

1 - Tea. 2 Ho (Thank yhu. Please return ibis form to
XII in ,the enclosed,- stamped envelops.)

4. How many.branctior departuiet libraries operate, or have access to, p%otocopying machines?
(Do noinclude the Gain or central library.).

Number of. Branchei or Eepartmwhes

3. Picase record the following-information fox the central-libraryrand any brinches or-
departments. Try-to be ai'accurate as possible. If aetual_counts are not available,

please give your best estimate. 0

. CENTRAL ALL OTHER
LIBRARY RRAHCHES/DEPIS:

,.....-----.

A. INTERLIBRARY LOANS . W.': ==-7-.14::t!;:;:' A:,':',..

4
Nuaber of Items Borr6wed or Received 'per Year .

,..._. . .

. Molter of Items Los std or Sent per Year

. B. . INFRA - SYSTEM LOANS ""..."Ce- -.:-54,S,fn. ?:;"..,2- r.

. .

Number Proceosdd per Year

C. COPYINC MACHINES OPERATED BY OR FOR LIBRARY STAFF 'it taet4z:211.1.-

Number of 2*qm-type Photocopying Machines

Number of Kicrofc6 Cameras or Duplicators

Number orMicroform Reader/Printers

Number of Facsimile Transmimsion Sender/Printers

iv::*..`X-..
AgiV."-tfloZek4..r.:rez.-_-

7.;-$41%!

i.--4-.-e.1.. _Ale* .4;

eti4".--7---ti;fi74.1.7:4!

D. COPYING MACHINES NOT LISTED IN ITEM C OWN ARE
LOCATED IN.THE LIBRARY AND NAY BE USED BY PERSONS

. OTHER THAN LIBRARY STAFF '.0 COPY LIBRARY MATERIALS. .

Number of Xerox-type Photocopying Machines .

Wimhe"i'of Hicroforo'Camiras or Dtplicators

Vulberrof Microform Reader/Printers .

,

Number orctcsimile Transmission Sender/Printers

E. AVERAGE NUMBER. OF EXPOSURES PER yug. . i."1.1?..Z.,. ....
,- , 4..*ISZIY.Wft

..,v4)16

Number of Exposures on All Photocopying Equipment Listed
in Item C (staff-operLtsd copiers)

.Number of Exposures on All Photocopying Equipment Listed
in Item D; (other copying machines). ,

THANK YOU FOR Tag oFLP
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C.

Date
NCLIS PHOTOCOPYING CHARACTERISTICS STUDY.

ILL BORROWING FORM

.'0Complete this form' rfor serial only

Mug Research, Inc. .

Rockville, Maryland

OMB NO: I86-S-76003
Xxpires.March 1977

THIS SECTION SHOULD BE COMPLETED BY
THE REQUESTOR

/ .

Requestor:
Faculty
Student

.:7'.%
ay 7''.,, '''' PurpOe of Request:

Replacement
. ... -,i Class ube

-
' 2ersonal use ,.....

Other individual
'Library
Other inseitut'.on

-4-7 Other

Year of Publication

7-

Domestic
Foreign

Number of Pages in Article
Number of,Copies Requested

a

-1

2

4

5

1

2

3

4.

I

1

2

. 210

THIS SECTION SHOULD BE COMPLETED BY
THE BORROWING LIBRARY

Filled/ofiginaLl 1
P Filled/photocdRy 2

Unfilled 3

Stith in "process 4

Lending Library:
(if request.is filled)

Academic library 1

Federal library 2

Public library a 3

Schoollibrery 4

For-profit special library 5

Other special library 6'

Type of library unknOWn, 7

NAME OF SERIAL

AssN
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING ILL BORROWING FORM

1
Please complete this form whenever serial material is to be borrowed from

another library through the Interlibrary Loan System. Ond ILL Borrowing Form should

be, completed for each serial ILL request

1. When a patron make:a request for serial material, please
ask him to complete the left side of the form by circling ee.,

the appropriate numerical codesto indicate:

his _status, i.e., is he a teacher of student; does he

represent a library or some'other institution.

-r the purposq for which is requesting the material.

, the year of publication of the serial.

whether the publisher is foreign Or domestic. If both, indicate

domestic.
the number of pages in-the requested material.

- -

the number of copies of the material requested; e.g.,
if 5 topies are requested of a 10-page article (a total
of 50 pagesrthe number of copies should be recorded
here as 5.

After-the left side of the form has been bompletel,by the

patron, attach the form to your .file copy of the standard

ILL request form.

3. When the ILL request form ia returned.by the lending library,
either with the material requested or with an indication as to
why the material was not sent, pull the appropriate file copy ,

with its attached ILL Borrowing Form. Detach the ILL Borrowing

Form and complete the seconcqcolumn hy.circling:'

-1 the disposition of the reqUest

- the appropriate code for lending library type

Academic College and university libraries.

Federal - Libraries of federal agencies (do not include
libraries in universities or private research
firms that are funded bj federal contract)

School - Libraries affiliated with schools other than
colleges and universities

Special - All other libraries (Circle "5" only if you
know 'that the library is associated with a

profit-making organization. Circle "61: for

all other special libraries.)

The form is now ready for return to King Research,

4. On ,
, pull from your file any remaining ILL

Borrowing Forms and circle the Disposition code for "still in

process". 'Add these forma-to those already completed and return

to KRI.

211-:
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MEMO
.of

Date
Icing Research., Inc.

RockvilleoMaryland
OMB No. 186-S-76003
Expires March 1977

NCLIS PHOTOCOPYIgG CHARACTERISTICS STUDY
CHARACTERISTICS FORK

PART I. FILL OUT FOR ALL COPYIYb OF LIBRARY MATERIALS

1 - Book

'1 -.Yes
to

Type of Item'

2 - SeriaT

CopyrightedS,

2 = No

Year cif Copyright

3 - Other
rr

3- Unknown

Interlibrary Loan?...

1 - Yes 2 - No

Intra-system Loan?

1 - Yes 2 7 No

Number of Pages

Number of Copies

I

V

-PART II. FILL OUT THIS SECTION FOR COPYING OF COPYRIGHTED
SERIALS ONLY

Serial Title

Name of-Copyright Holder

Is Copyright Holder: ,

ISSN

Dome'stic - 1

Volume Issue

Foreign - 2

MO./Day/Year 1
I

First,
Page I

FILL OUT FOR INTERLIBRARY LOANS

Source of Request:

FILL OUT FOR ALL OTHER COPYING

Source of Request:

Academic library 1 Todividual/insticution 1

Federal library 2 Internal/library staff 2

Public library 3 Unknown 3

,School library 4
Purpose of Request:

For-profit special library' 5

Other special library 6
Replacement by library 1

Classroom use.byfaculty 2Type of library unknown 7

Other 3

Unknown 4

OFFICE USE,ONLY: IibraryCode
I

C
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NCLIS PHOTOCOPYING.6HARA6TERISTICS,STUDY

VOLUME LOG

Type of Photocopier

Manufacturer

Dare'

King Research, Inc.
Rockvilie,Md.
September ).976
OMB No. 186 -S -7600b

Expires M4ch l9774F'

Model Ngmber

Type c Tilbrary garerial opyright 'Library Loaris' _Number

of

Pages

Number
of

CopiesBook Serial Other
Yearof
Copr.

No
Copf.

, Don't
Know

Inter-
library

Intra-

system

.

.

,
.

.
.

.
.

_.

. .

/
,

,
.

-
.

- -
i

. .

- 4

1

.

.

.

/ -

..:

After, the last transaction of Lhe day is completed, please record the total number of
expolures made on this photocopying machine. Include all copies made during the day.

TOTAL NUMBER OF EXPOSURES [
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InotauCTIONS.FOR COMPLETING blE VOLUME LOG

For'thcpe 164 . , keep a copy of the Volume Log next to each

ph tocopying Machine used by or for library staff. Please record on the log each photo-
Aopyinuttensaction nvolVing library materials, which takes place on that machine during
he eitWspeCified:

A

f

.', i'ilLout
i
one line of the form for each transaction, i.e., eiA

.

photocopy.re-

iluestlor a page or &ries of pages from one publication. If more tham one series of

.-pages from-different rticles is requested, record each series as a separate. transaction.

:Retord'separate artic es withirrthe7same publication as separate transactions. Remember

to- include only copyi g of library controlledvmaterials done by or for library staff.

.

As.,,wis ment onedin the letter whit:h ompanied these materiali, you willbe
fillifig:outithe Char cieristics ForM for a shor part of the data collection period..0piing.
the time you are sch duledto record transaction information on the Characteristics Form,

-do -acituse the. Vol e Log._-_---, ,
. .

. `
. .

Identification -- Information -- Record, the type of photocopier, e.g., Xerox-type
machine; microfilm camera, etc.; the manufacturer; and the model number. Then, enter.

the-date for which you are recording photocopying transactions. Piase begin a new log
.

esheet each morning even ifthere is space qa the Volume Leg of the preceding day.

Type of Material -- Under the heading "Type of Material", make tT check mark
(ve.) in the appropriate column to shpw the type of library material being copied. Make

a check mark in the first column to indicfyte a book or monograph; check the second column
to, show that the material requested is part of p serial publication; and check the third
column to indicate any-other type of library controlled material. The faliOwing definitions

, apply.

Book - Include monographs and ,any other items that are
treated as books.' This category al'so includes

' serial publications which appear annually or Zess
frequently, e.g., annual reviews and other simi-

. lar publications.

Serial - A publication issued in successive parts bearing
numerical or chronological designations, which
is intended to bb continued indefinitely and-

_
Whichmay be identified by an.ISS4 (International
Starldorg!SL'ial Number). Serials include periodi-
cals; newspapers, and the journals, memoirs, pro-
ceedings, tromsaction4, etc. of Societies, Serials
are subject to Subscrreption prices, paid in advance. .

(This aiminatis pUbZications that appear anpually
or Zessfreouently.)

ft 9

Other - Any other type of librazr,...,00nfro//ed material, e.g.,

technical repast's, photographs, etc.

Exceptions: Sheet niasia'is a special exception.
FnfOrTation for amptransactions
involPing sheet music should not be
recorded to the Volume bog. Also
=eluded from this category are
memos, forms, cataloging cards, etc.
These are not considered libram
materials and should not be recorded
'on the Volume, Log.

3' Copyright -- in books or monographs,.the copyright usually appears on the

reverse of the title page. /11 serials, 'check: (1) the owner of publisher's stateMer.

on the reverse of the title page; (2) the list of publishers or authors; or, (3) the
first page of the article
ways (e.g., 0114i, copyr. or copyright) Hut it should always includ the yaar and the

name of the puERWher or publishing society, or other copyright holder, e.g., CI 1975
Name of Publisher; tr Copr.1948 Name of Publishing Society.

Under the heading, "Copyright", write the year of the copyright in the first
column for any type f copyrighted material. If no copyright information is given, make

a check mark (ve) the second column to'show that thematerial probably is not copy-
-righted. Make a thee mark (V) in the third column.if it is impossible to tell whether
or not the material i copyrighted becau.e the cover, contents page, etc. is missing as

when they have been removed in the binding process.

214
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a

'a.ibraryqoani.--.Undevthe heading "Library Loans', make a check,Mark (ye)
in.rbe.first'colump ulder "ILL" (/fiterlibrary, Loan) if the material has been requested
is'enanterAibrary'Loan,by a library, outside your library system. Hake a check mark

. (V) in theiicond column under "ISL"XIntra-system. Loan) if the material was requested
hibranch or department library within your 1.u..system.

. ,

Number of Pages -- Record the number of pages of original being copied.

Number of Copies Record the number of copies provided. For ez 4ple,
if five r*pies of a 10 -page article are provided (a total of 50 pates), enter "5" as
the'ramb," of-coliiei Made.' -

Total Number 4 Exposures -- At the end,of each day, please record the total
number of exposures that were made on that machine on that day. 'Include all copiii'Wen
if they did no invoXve,the repredUctiqn of library material. This information should
6 recorded on thelast sheet of the Volume Log filled out for that particular Machike
onthat date.

2



°ing,Reseir ,

6110 Execüte Blvd.
Rockville, Md . 20852

,(301)881-6766,
.

..
4; /

.

The purpose Of this surVey is Co hetp in estimating what the it:4:mm.

'might br on libraries pf various arrangements for making royalty paymentS for
theThOtocopying of-t0yrightedtserial.articles: Most of the-questions concern.

. ,____ .backgroUnd information telited-to interlibrary loan (ILL) or.phOtOcopying oper-

. atiOnd.ok possible cost -implications for these operations pf participating in
..- - a royaity payment mechaniehn of some sort':

7

,
r

. .Smieof the,qUestiong (4,5,6,7,8,9,10, & 11) would benefit, from' being

answered bytan indiVidual responsible for setting Or-stating library policy,
Remaining questions deal with important cost and volumes data:which will be used

o to help assess impacts .of possible royalty payment mechanisms., Please insert
below the names, titled, arid telephOne nUmbers of individuals whbm we.might doh-

, tiCt'if any-questions,arise about interpretation of responses:'
,

COPYRIGHT ROYALTY
LIBRARY:SURVT

0Mb
186-

Expires:

ID#

Name Title :Telephone

( -

" ( )

7 )

Name of Library: 444,

In answering quest , please try to adbere,to the following definitions:

LIBRARY - this tdn includes both the central library/headquirters'and,the
branch libraries/departments of your library, library system, or archives.

0

PAPER-TO-PAZER'PHOTOCOPYING MACHINES,-: machines used to make duplicate copies

of' paper origina:In, such as Xerox,00livetti, and IBM copiers.

PATRONS - refers to individuals who use or contact your library in person or
,

I
i,-

by telephone. Patrons may or may not be employed by or associated with your .

library's Parent institUtion. .

1 .
.

EXPOSURES - refers to the numb et of sheets of paper produced by paper-to7papei
photocopying machines when materials are being duplicated.

-

UNSUPERVISED - refers to photocopying machines within your library which may
be used by patrons without copying assistance of librarSi staff. Usually

includes coin-operated machines.

. . , .

. ,SERIA.- A publication issued in successiVe'parts bearing numerical or ch nr
ological designations, which is intended to be continued indefinitely a

1
which may be identified by an ISSN (International Standard Serial Number).
Serials include'periodicals, newspapers, and the journals, memoirs, pro-

ceedings, transactions, etc. df societies. Serials are subject' to subscrip-

..ilon prices paid. in advance. (This eliminates publications that appear ",

.annually or legs frequently.)

41
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.

-BOOK - Include monographs and any other items that are treated as books. This

.tateiory,alao-inCludes serf a1 publications which appear annually or less
_frequently,.e.g., annual reviews and other spnilarpublicatioLs.

-CALENDAR.YEAR - `January liroUgh December

I

ROYALTY = a payment made to a copyright.owner to help compensate for libriry
photocopying of copyrighted serial articles:

c3. MULTIPLE COPIES - more than 5 copies,irom the same serial title eithe made for
. .

.local piiErOns by or for your library staff-or received by-youi'libr y in
response toin'ILL request. , .

1

. - . - .

. .

ILL REQUEST FILE -.any file or other collectionof data, arranged in any filing

order,: for keeping track of incoming or outgoing ILIrequests.
. . ',..

. .

ONETIME COST[S - labor Cr non-labor costs incurred only once at the initiation
.7of a.:project or activity. . ..

,

.
, .

.

"RECURRING COSTS,- laboite non-labor costs incurred on a regular basis, following
initiation of 'a' project or activity.

5 :10

AVERAGE MONTULYIBASIS - average monthly cost baked on (a) annual cost divided
by 12 or (h) costs for an "average" monthras determined by library manage-

merit. . .

I
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4.

Page `1

1. What is the TOTAL number of paper-to-paper photocopying Machines operated

'by or in lour library? (Insert zera"."(0) if none)

r
(a) in central library or' headquarters (17 -19)

(b) all otheribrafiches/departments of library (20-22)

(C)" TOTAL (a + b) . (23-25)
. . 4

1(d)' is the toral'annUel-volume of expogures made
(26-3%)on q l of these-machines?

2. -How many nf the machines reported in (1) above are regularly (at least
once per week) used.by or for library staff or patrons for copying
library materials? _(Exclude machines used, exclusively for office-type

,,coliYing such' as correspondence, catalog cards, etc. Insert zero (0)

if none) ;

_

(a) imcentral library or headquarters (33-35)

(b) all other branches/departments oflibrari (36-38)

(c) TOTAL (a +
A

(39-41)
.

.1

`'(d) What Is the total annual volume of exposures made
on these machines? ... .. . ... .

3. H00 magy_ol.the machines reported in (2) abovelare used exclusively by

library patron's for the unsupervised copying of library materials? (By

"unsui)ervised",is meant that patrons may dperate,the machines without
the direct permission or assistance of library staff, as in the case of
patron-operated coin machines).

(a) in central library.oileadiluarters

'S

.

(b) all other branches/departments of library . . ,

(c) TOTAL (a b)

. . (d) Vhat is the total annual volume of exposures made on these
- machines-used-excluaively-by-libiary-patrons?-- .

(42-48)

(49-51)

(52-54)

(55-57) S.

(58-44)

4. In addition to your library's photocopying machines, are there any paper-
0-paper photocopying machines operatedwithin other local offices or de-
partments of your parent institution or company? (Circle 1,42, or.3. Use

3 if.you are an independent library without a parent institution or com-
pany)

Yes 1 (Go to Q. 5)

NO 2 (Skip to Q. 6)

Not Applicable 3 (Skip to Q. 6)

4

5. To -the best of your knowledge, is the volume of exposures made of copyrighted
books and serials on these other machines greater than, less than or about
the same as the volume of exposures of copyrighted books and serials made
on all library staff- and user-operated"machihed? (Circle appropriate re-

sponse)

(65-66)

S.

Greater than 1

Less than
w 2 (67-68)

About the same 3

Don't know

218
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.6. AcCOrdisi'Oo-guidelines issued by the Commission on New Technological Uses
of(Copyright (CONTU), responsibility for interlibrary loan (ILL) photo:
copying-of ,Copyrighted serial articles will-belong to the requesting library

,wh4n the nevi Copyright Law goescinto effect January 1, 1978., This reaPqnsi-
iley might,include payment, of royalty fees.to copyright. owners for serial
article photocopies which are not exempt frOm'payment.,-

Were,youryorary.to determine the 'following royaIty,exemption categoiy
,fOr each serial article photocopy regUested or received via ILL on a regus
em basis,:. would your library incur any.extra costs which your budget Would

be unable twabsorb without Obtainin0-additiOnal staff or funding? (Please

circle 1 (Yes) or '2 (No) for each item.)

Page 2.

Category

(a) To determine if your library has a currept-sub-
adrilition.(or one onorder) for a title' which is
stillheinupublished at the time you make the
ILL request

(b) To determine'.1..f your library has already'requested

'a photocopy fromithis=same"serial tWe'via ILL".
at any tiSeduring the current calendar year

,(c) Te determine if the requested article will be used
for scholarly research by.a teacher in a not-for-
profit educational institution

':(d) To determine if the requested article will be used
`for der:gar-born purposes by a teacher in a not -for-

profit educational Institution

Extra Costs?
Yes No,

1 (69-70)

. 1

1 (71-72)

4

' 1 2 (7.3-7

1 21 (75 -76)

II

I

j 77.77.9)

17.1. (80)

G:2] (1 -6)'

7. For the photocopying of- copyrighted serial articles made by or for your
staff for your local patronr, would regular determination of the follow-

ing categories result in your library incurring any extra costs which your
bUdget would.be unable to.abaerb without obtaining, additional staff or,wfund-
ing? (Please exclude from consideration photocopies of copyrighted serial
articles which your library makes for or receives via interlibrary. loan (ILL).
(Please circle ; (Yes) or 2 (No). for each item.)

Category.

*(a) To determine if your library has a current sub?
acription (or one on order) for a title which.is
still being published at the time you process
the request

(b) To determine if yOur library'haa already made a
photocopy from this same serial/title for-ia local
patron at any time during the current calendar
year 1 .

(c) To determine if the requested article will be
used for scholarly research by 'a teacher, in a

not - for - profit. educational institution

(d) To determine if the requested article will be
Used for classroom purposes by a;teacher in a '

not-for-profit educational institution

252

Extra Colts?
Yes No

1

1 2 (7 -8)

.

2 (9-10)

1 2 , (11-12)

\ 2 (13-14)

,
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_8. What, are,your library's relative preferences for the following mechanisms

for making. royalty payments for photocopying of copyrighted serial articles?
Assume that each alternative would result in the same ebount being paid by
:your library for royalties, and raAk the alternatives from 1 to 8, with .

1-=MOST'PREFERRED and 8 . LEAST PREFERRED. (PLEASE REKO, ALL ALTERNATIVES

BEFORE 'RANKING THEM.)
.

. ALTERNATIVE ROYALTY PAYMENT MECHANISMi-

(a) Libraries would agree to purChpse multiple copies or
reprints of serial articles directly from the serial !

pu'olisher ortheir agents

) Libraries would pay an optional extra subscription
price for those serials from which Oaltiple copies
would be made

(0 Libraries woulday a fee for each photocopying ma-
jchineto a central, agency,' which 1...)uld then distri-
'.-bute these payments'as royalqiei to copyright own-
ers (19-20)

f

Ni
Page- 3

RANK e

'(1.5-16)

(1/-18)

1

(d) Payment for copyright royaltieS would be'made by
libraries to indil/idual pUblishers requiring a
taili to be kept by libraries for multiple copies

-' of affected serial titles

(e) Payment for copyright royalties would be made by
libraries toa centralized agency which would .have,
the responsibility for making a count of iddi-7

victual libraries' photocopies and for transmitting
payments-to.publishers . . . . 0

(0 Libraries would agree to purchase multiple copies
or repririts of serial articles from a centralized
agency authorized or designated by publishers
which would then distribute copyright royalties. . . , .

(g) Libraries would purchase '.'royalty stamps" or cou-
pons from a.centralized agency whichwould then ,/

be affixed to multiple copies of a copyrighted
serial article

'(h) All subdcripion prices would be higher, auto-
,

matically giving libraries permission to make
multiple copies

(21-22)

(23-24)

(25-26)

(27-28)

(29-30).

Assume that your library would be required to check each outgoing
serial interlibrary loan (ILL) request to see if you had already requested,
during the curre9t calendar year, any articles from the last five years'
issues of that same title., Do you think that this ,would require you to
substantially restructure or rearrange your ILL request file (or begin a
file of some sort) to f4lcilitate this checking procedure? (Circle 1 or 2)

Yes 1 (Go to Q. 10)

No . .. 2 (Skip to Q. 11)

Not Applicable . . .( 3 (Skip to Q. 11)

"<:53
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10. What viould,bwthe one-time cost to your library of reatructuting:or
starting this file?. (Please round estimate to nearest dolly0 insert

zero (0) ifnche)
.

(a),One-time direct labor cost s $e1 (33-38)

(N) One-time material; cost -$. (39r44)
. .

(c),Coulskyour library', absorb this cost without obtaining ; ...

additional staff or funding?

Rage 4

Yes

No

1

2

Don't Know 3

(45-46)

11. How much, on an average monthly basis,do you
library Zo perform this checking procedure
article requests? (Please round to nearest
none)

(a) Recurring direct labor costs

(b Recurring materials costs
/ t

( Could your library absorb this cost without

estimate it,would cost your
for outgoihg interlibrary serial
dollar; insert zero (0) if

$ (47-52) -

(53-5sy--....$.

obtaining

additional staff 'or fupding?' t

Yes 1 '

No 2 (5940) .

Don't Know 3

(61-79)

(80) .

Dup'. (1-6)

12. On an average monthly basis, how much do interlibrary loan operations cost
your library? TInterlibrary loan operations" includes: making and re-

ceiving requestsl; locating and verifying requests; and associated record-

keeping and killing-operations. Utlude your photbcopying labor and non-

labor costs. -Plisse round to nearest dollar; insert zero (0) if none)

(a) Labor (professional and Other) ... (7-13)

(i) Materials (wrapping, mailing bags, form:, etc.) . . (14-17)

(c) Postage,

(d) Other communication costs (e.g" telephone, teletype)

(18-21)

. (22-25)

(e) Photocopying and ILL fees paid to other libraries . . . (26-29)

.Other (Describe): . (30-33)

(g) TOTAL (34-39)
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I 13. If your library receives k subsidy or grant forparticipation in on inter-
library loan network, pleas insert the portion of the subsidy or, grant

applied to cover ILL costs bil-an annual basis. (Please round to 'nearest

dollar; insert zero (0) if none) ,4 .(40-45)

annually

14. On an average monthly basis, what is your library's cost for op erating and
mAintaining all the paper-to-paper photocopying machines for which it is
responsible? (Include only the costs which the library pays. Please round

/to .nearest dollar; insert iero (0) for none)

.f.a) Monthly rental or leasecost $ (4675 1)

(b) Supplies (paper; toner, chemicalsfparts. etc.) . . (52-55)

(c) Monthly maintenance contract or fees (5659)'

(d)- Monthly staff costs for. operation or main-
tenance of photocopying machines/photo-
copying dept. -., (60-63)

(e) Other monthly costs for which library pays v(64-67)

(0, TOTAL $ (68-71)

15. Please insert,the total purchase costs if you purchased any piiper-to-paper
photocopying machines during the last twelve months. (Please round to

nearest dollar; insert zero (0) if none) . $ (72-77),

16. On an average monthly basis, how much gross income or .

fees does yRy library obtain from your photocopying
and interlibrary loan operations? (Please round to
nearest-dollar; insert zero (0) if none)

(a) Photbcopying income/fees,

(b) ILL income/fees

[Dup.]

(78-79)

(80)

(1-6)

( -10)

(11-14)

(c) TOTAL , $ . (15:48) -

17. Please describe your interlibrary loan request volume for calendar year
1976. (Please use zero (0) if none)

Serials Books Other Total .

(a) Requests-made by Total (1) (2) (3) (4) (19-427
your library

Filled (5) (6)___ (7) (8) (43-66)

(67-79)

rin (80)

(1-6)

\
(b) Requests received Total (1) (2) (3) , (4) (7-30)

by your library

Filled (5) (6) (7) . (8) (31-54)
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Page 6.

.

18: To assist in our analysis, we also need the following information:

(i) *Total numoer of serial titles which you currently
receive "(excluding government publications) . . (5-60)

'-(b) Total ntimber of aerial subscriptions which you
currently receive <excluding,government

-

cations) (61-67)
1

c) Cufrent year's actual or projected acquisition\
budget for serials (exciude binding and round
to nearest dollar)' (68 r74)

(d) Total number of full-time equivalent (FTE)
ataff.membeis (include both professional and
other4 phase round to nearest unit) (75-48)*

19. Please use tte space below to make additional comments:

Thank you.
Please Return this
Questionnaire to:

King Research, Inc.
6110 Executive Blvd.
Rockville, Md. 20852

223
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APPENDIX B

SURVEY OF LIBRARY PHOTOCOPYING: METHOD

In order to collect information on library photocopying,.a sample of

libraries was.selected, representing the major types of libraries; The popula-

tionaa Public and Academic Libraries as defined by the,National Center fo7

Bclucation.Statistics were used for those types. The population of Federal

Libraries was based on the 1972 Federal Library Survey, a 1976 directory of

Ariy Libraries; and update information provided by the 1975 edition of Library

and Reference Facilities In the Area *of the District of Columbia (ASIS) And by

the members of the Advisory Committee to the project. For Special Libraries011e

merican Library Directory and Gale'S Directory of Special Libraries and Infor-
. v

.
station Centers were primary frames for sampling. The membership directory of

the Speclal Libraries Association was used as a supplemental source nat..

. .

Sampling and DataACollectpion--

The sample of libraries fir collections of data on the vortime and

characteristics of photocopies of library materials made on library staff-

controlled equipment was a stratified random selection representing the five'

categories of libraries: Acade...ic, Public, Federal, Special associated with

profit-seeking organizations, and special libraries associated withnot-fnr-
.

profit organizations. The target minimum number of partiCiOitting libraries by

type were:, IOU Academic, 100 Public,.62 Federal, ,74 Profit associated, 34Non-

profit associated. These target numberd'weie based In part on the estimated

volumes of interlibrary lend...ng for 1972, the most recent year for which com-

prehensive data could be assembled at the time. This aas based on the expecta-

tion that most photocopying in-libraries is for ILL purposes.

Large libi;iries and some with uniqut characteristics were included in

the sample w th -certainty, to represent themselves. The remaining libraries-of

each type w eatratlfied by significant variables to facilitate selection of

a representative samplefrom which to estimate totals for the ion-certainty

.libidries. Academic libraries were stratified by size (measured by volumes in.
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collectibn) andetype of institution (University, four yeitr, two ye$1. Public

libraries were stratified by population served and-by'region. Federal librages-

were stratified by agency and by'volume of interlibrary loans. Special libraries

were stratified by size. Participation was invited from a sample larger than

the minimum target number, so that ineligible libraries, refusals, -and noniesponse

would not disrupt the very tight time table. .

In order to avoid excessive burden on any library, short sample periods

were specified for collecting each major category,pf information. Each library

was asked to record and report information on photOcopying voldaes for a sample

period, to describe characteristics of library motel-lisle photocopied for selected

days, and to report on.requests made during a specified period for interlibrary

loans - and on the disposition of those requests. '.These sample periods ranged
5 0

frpm one day to three weeks, and were specified it light of volume reported'on

preliminary screener form.

Subsequently, participating libraries were also asked to respindto a

questionnaire which addressed questions of costs of photocopying operations,
.

preferences among possible royalty payment mechanisms, judgments concerning rela-

tive costs of hypothetical recordkeeping procedures, and a few volume items.

Thus, the data collection from libraries involved an initial screener inquiry

and four separate, but closely related, requests for information.

In addition, the time limitation on the project did not permft.data /

collection to be spread throughout the year. Therefore, it wit? importght to find

adjustment factors to correct for rdte difference between periods (days of the

week and months of the year) when data were collected and the average activity
. .

over the yean. Such adjustment weights were derived in the 2ourse of an analy-
.

iis cf Interlibrary loan data for the MINITEX system fog the year 1976.

. e

pats was collected on all photocopying of library maternis on library

staff-controlled equipment,.inLuding.both copies made for interlibrary loan

purposes and copies made, for local patron or in-house use., A preliminary

_screen.= form collected information on annual ,volumes and types of equipment.

A "Transaction Log" was used.6 record volume data for the sample, period on
.
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.Arpertinent transactions, and a characteristics form was completed with addi-

tional information about a subset of the serial photocopies made. Purpose of

request information, for interlibrary loans was collected for a relatively small

sample of iLle,borrowing requests, made by,the sample libraries.

Aiong the data elements identified are the number of photocopying

transactions; number of ph6tocopiesmade; type of material copied; copyright

status of the material; and,for.journals, the title, copyright holder, date
,

of publication, source of tequest, purpose of request; and (tor requests to

borrow) publisher (dOmestic,or foreign), disposition of request and lending

libratly if filled.

Response

The ffrst-soliciiation to libraries des,J.8 nated tor,inclusion,in the

sample and for alternates was a "screener"' form. l'ollow-Up letters-were mailed
,. -

to alI addressee that did not respond. The response was good for Public and

Academic libraries (See Table B.1, Response Statistics). Roughly one-fourth of '

Federal libraries did not respond, and'another one-fourth ere found to be now.

ineligible or to do "no copying". Federal library activity is highly skewed,

dominated by the national libraries. Hence KRI opted to emphasize special data

collection .arrangements with the largest libraries in oroerto ensure coverage

of those certainty libraries. Among Special libraries the response to the

original mailing was disappointing, leading to a decision to select and mail

to a supplemental sample of 56 Special libraries. In the two mailings,. Z09

Special libraries were addressed, of which 49 refused or did not.respond,

.
18 reported they did no copying, 39 responded and were found ineligible ; and

IOC, quantitative responses to the screener were received.

Days for data collection fof volume, for characteristics, and for pur-

pose of requests were assigned to each library which provided a screener, based

on the information reported therein. Volume logs, forms to record characterls-

tics of library materials photocopied, and interlibrary loan forms for serials

borrowed were then transmitted to each library which had answered the screener.

At this stage, additional refusals and noniesponses occurred. Almost exactly

300'libr:aries reported on volume of photocopying and on the characteristics of

materials copied, plus 44 reports of "no copying;" as compared with the combined

227
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Table B 1 RESPONSE STATISTICS (NUMBERS OF LIBRARILa,

Sprvey Category
Type oP Library

Public Academic Federal Speigl Combined

1. Target Sample Size 100 .100 62 10e1 370

2. Original Mailing' 145 164 77 1 153 539

8
3. Supplemental Mailing 0 0 0 i 56 56

4. Reported Ineligible
(closed etc.) 1 0 9 . 39 46

5. Reports of "No Copying" 8 3 12 21 44

6.4Substantive Responses to
"Screener" 117 142 39 100 398

7. Panel Reporting Volume 96 115 29 1 '61 301

8. Panel Reporting Charac-
teristics 95 115 30, 59 299

9. Panel Responding on ILL
**!1

borrowings 118 25 50 271

a. Zero borrowings 35 16 5 17 73

b. Non-zero borrowings 43 102 20 33 198

O. Gross Non-Returns to
Screener 19 19 17 49 104

1. Imputed Ineligible and
"No Copying" among
nonrespondents 0 6 18 25

(Line 4 & Line 5).
[Line 10 X

(Line 4 & Line 5 & Lipe 6)

2. Gross. Non-Returns to Volume Q 21 27 10 39 97

3. Estimated Net Non-Response
to Volume Q
(Line 12 -.Line 11) 20 27 4 21 72

4. Estimated Rate of Net Non-
Response to Volume Q

100[
Line 13

17 19 12 26 19Line 7 & Line 13

5. Estimated Rate of Net Non-
Response on Borrowings (%)

Line 9
100

Line 7 & Line 13] I 17 24 39 27

a/
--Allis sample size is the sum of the allocations originally made with a view to the
possible need for separate estimates for special libraries associated with profit-
seeking organizations and non-profit special libraries. The smaller response ac-
tually attained supports. estimates for special libraries as a'wholec subject to
qualifications described in the text.
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target of.370. Aciademic libraries reported very conscientiously on borrowings,

but, in each of the other library types, a significant number of libraries did

xr not report on borrowings.

' Estimation

Estimates have,been yrepared by str

ple observations corresponding to the prob ility of select he extent of

nSmeesponse, and adjustments:for the days of week and month of the year. The

latter two adjustment factors were specific to the individual library. No \-

i

.
.response was computed by stratum within typof library, after taking out"c

.1
tain special cases for which tailored sampling and collection procedures were

- -----
,

=-
- necessary for four very large' libraries. . °

-.-

eighting up of sam-
e

The estimates thus constructed are valid, wiAh sampling variability,

under certain "as if" conditions. Each estimate is valid if the reporting li

brarief.' activities 'during the reporting intervals are in fact representative t,

of alt libraries in the population over the year. The sources of differences

are in principle: (a) library population vs. library sample- deSign; (b) library

sample specified vs. panel of libraries which responded; (c) intervals in which

data was collected vs. full year of activity; (d) data as interpieted from're-

ports received and processed vs. activity which in fact occued. Each pogsible

"source of difference" calls for a corresponding qualificatibn on the estimates.

The library sample was selected ih such a way as to represent, on a

stratified basis, the libraries in the sampling frame. As described earlier,

the frames were updated to some extent, in particular those for Federal libraries

and Special libraries. No LIBGIS-type collection has heretofore been done for

Special libraries. The population is amorphbus and ill-defined: /both ALD and

Gale's have inclusions of non-libraries and omissions of special libraries. To

the extent there are,Spe-ccirlibraries omitted from all of the sources used,

the estimates for Special libraries necessarily understate the activity. "Deaths",

i.e., libraries, no longer active, constitute a special problem. They have been

,estimated from the returns to the screener form mailed to the designated sample.

229
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Returns identified as inactive or merged into other libraries were used as a ,

basisfor estimating adjustments to the estimated population size by type of

library. These were insigniLicant adjustments for Publid and Academic libraries,

and were substantial for Federal and Special. In summary, KRI's judgment is

diet the net effect on the estimates from source of difference (a) is probably

small.

The second potential source of difference is that the average magni-

tude and characteristics of reporting libraries might be different from those

not reporting. This has two aspects: the proportion of libraries having no,

photocopying, and amount and characteristics of photocopying by libraries which

'do so. Libtarieswhxch did not reply to the screener may in some, cases have

been libraries without phorocopying who felt.the survey simply didn't apply to

them: "that, they had nothing to tell us." If these are.in the same proportion

to all non-returns as the number reporting "no copying" to the total number of

respondents, the estimates made are not thereby distorted. Te the extent that a

larger proportion of non-returns are in fact "no copying" libraties than we have

estimated on the basis.of the returns received, the aggregates estimated in the

study are over-stated. Specifically, the effect of a probably extreme difference:

that the rate of "no copying" libraries among nonrespondents to the screener was

double the rate reported among respondents, on the estimated number of libraries

with copying, (all four types combined) would be to reduce the number of libraries

with photocopying by approximately 2%, and each of the other estimated aggregates

by the, same proportion.

The other aspect of potential bias from non-response is the possible

differencesain volumes and characteristice of photocopying of nonrespondents

from those of respondents. Some libraries may have refused,feeling the size of

their photocopying operations would entail a burden or some perceived legal risk

which they chose to try to avoid. Libraries which returned screener data and

then refused or failed to respond to the volume and/or characteristics surveys

may have been motivated primariry by concerns about the work'involved in com-

pleting the project. To assess the possible effects of this potential bias, if

the'20% (net) of, nonrespondents were to have on the average as much as 25%
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greater volume in any one category as the average responding library, then the

estimates for that category presented herein would be, understated by 5%; if they

had 50% core, the corresponding understatement in their estimate would be 9%;

if 100% more, 'the understatement would be 17%.

For the interlibrary borrowing project, one further consideration

enters. The ILL form calls for information On disposition, so the library was

required to retain the form for days or weeks, in order to complete it on an in-

dividual. transaction. Distraction of attention over a period of time is inevi=

table, which may well explain the smaller number of reporting librarieS-for-thai

survey. Incomplete reporting could easily occur on the part of other libraries,-

too, if "stragglers", held for request replies', finally 'are misp4ced,or not

remembered Speculatively, the libraries whic.,reported on volume and charac-
.

. .
.)

but not on borrowings, may tend to e smaller in average borrowings.

(therefore not having formal recordkeeping f r them)...than the librarieg which

reported on borrowings. If so, the'esti4ateb herein would be Overstated.' How-

ever, more than 80% of this panel reporting on volume reported on borrowings.

If the nohrespondents had only one-half the number of, borrowings on the average

as those reporting on borrowing, the overstatement from this source would be lkt.

Any incompleteness Of reporting would tend to affect the estimate in the opposite

direction. $

The third source of difference is between .he "seasonal" and "day of .4'.

week" adjustments applied and the actual experience of the libraries nationally.

The factors applied were derived from MINITEX libraries requests for interlibrary

loans for a year, so the question becom4es: 'How different may MINITEX libraries'

ILL requests be from those of the rest of the libraries in the country, and how

different may volume of photocopying patterns be from ILL reqdest patterns? No

otherjvidence is known to us on which to base4a,judgment. However, the straight-4

forward inflation by the number of says in the year related to the number of

days reported would be a defensible estimator. The correction factors provide

a refinement, and alterna4ve valdes-of the factors would likely not have a con-
,

sistent effect in the same direction, since collection occurred from October

through April. KRI judgment is that this source of possible difference probably

may have small effect for Public and Academia libraries, and possibly moderate

effect for Federal and Special libraries,(which are not numerous in MINITEX).
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The fourth potential source of diff4ence includes all the possible

,kinds, of errors in interpretation of the information requests by libraries and

all the mistake's in understanding and processing reported data. The conduct of

the surveys included safeguards intended to Finimize.thes'e problems. However,
, .> .

there is no evidence on which to judge what the residual error might be. In in- it

depende t reliability and validity study would he necessary to provide such evi7

dence. TiMeintervil sampling is probably the operational aspect of the study

with the greatest potential for (17....7ferences. It has been -found that on verifi-

cation calls to sample libraries a month or more after the sampling, the library

Staff involved typically are.not able to reconstruct from memory and records
- .

.
the precise periods sampled. Thus, for future avdies of this type, quality

cheCks or R&V analysis should begondUcted concurrent with basic data collection.

./ .

In summary, he main photocopying survey is believed to provide a good. .

baseline representation of 1976-77 photocppying in libraries. Considerations of .

sampling variability as well as sources of,possible systematic differences point

to the borrowings data as subject--to greater caution (as having potentially

larger relative errors) than the volume and characteristics data. Similarly,

estimates for Specik libraries and to somewhat lesser extent for Federal libraries

are subject to greater qualifications than those for Public and Academic libraries.

. Standard Errors

...-

Tables B.2 and B.3 present the standard errors of the eatimates of the

total number of photocopy items requested for local users and requested r in-

4erlibrary loan. These are presented se arately for all domestic photocopy

if
items, photocopy items under six years ld and not for replacement or classroom

use, and for greater than 5 copies.
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Table A.2, STANDARD ERRORS OF TOTALS
OF NUNBER'OR. PHOTOCOPY
'ITEMS REQUESTED FOR

. 'LOCAL USERS

(Thousands bf Photocopy ItemO

lki* 4
Oitt*ing

rkll'Domestic

Photocopy Items
Size Estimated

of Standard

Estimate Error

Unitsp

Size '.0
of

.Estimate-

6 Years

Estimated
Standard

E ro

Under 6,Years and
'Greater Than'5 Copies

We Estimated-

1Df Standard

Estimate

NS*
ademic

7,383,

1,758

3,739

1,402

5,930

1,060 973

5,520

1,040

2,773

822

Special 7,933 2 187 6,360 1,175 4,960 1,364

ederal 1,958 596 1,590 66. 1,570 478

otit'1 19,032 3,424 14,940 3,054 12,880 1,849

fA
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Table B.3 STANDARD ERRORS OF TOTALS OF
NUMBER QF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS REQUESTED

FOR INTERLIBRARY LOAN!

(Thousands of Photocopy Items)

All Domes
Photocopy

Tho*.-of Size
Böiroidng of,

,Libra .1s imate

tic

Items
Estimated
Standard .

Error

Under Six Years and
Not For Replacement Or

Classroom Use

ibli

-.

*ademic .

Federal

Total

1,010 155

1,130 128

1,250 539

380 12

3,770 580

a.

Under Six Years, Not
Replacement or Classroom

Use, &Greater Than 5 Copiei,
Size
of

Estimate

Estimated
Standard
Error

Size
of

\ Estimate

Estimated
,Standaid

ErrOr,,

.

,2 f3 3

..

116 90' 10

98 140 12

342 220 62

'62 55 9

379 505

49

440

430

830 .

260
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APPENDIX C

ANANALYSIS TO PROVIDE ESTIMATES

THE DTSTRIBUtION OF PHOTOCOPYING

4 BY SERIAL TITLES

The CONTU guidylints, while making an 'important contribution to in-
,

-terpretatian of the;Copyrilpt Law; created some statistical estimation problems

unanticipated at the beginning of the project. The guidelines suggest that,

for interlibrary loans, photocopy items be considered eligible fort royalty pay-

ment.only when six ormore photocopy items are made for a given serialpubli-

cation within a one year period. This rule, applies after other fair use ex-

-emptions-are.e=luded- this presents a difficult estimation probleS since it

' is necessary to estimate the distributioi of photocopying as-well as totals and

averages from-a sample over time as well as.libiaries. Estimates of the volume

of4ohotocopying are based on observing the amount of photocopying than takes

,place over a designated period of time (say, one to three weeks) from a sample

of=libraried chosen from a population of 21,280 libraries in the United States.

By observi g the number of photOcoppitems that are made over one week, one

can esti to the amount that the library makes in one year (considering seasonal

**variatio and day of the week effects). By properly weighting the libraries

in the(sample, t14 total photocopying can be estimated for the 21,280:libraries

in th populat a.

9b

However, this relatively simple approach cannot be taken in estimating

the distribution of photocopying. The problem is, for example, that if we ob-

serve in a.library that twenty serial titles have fewer thin six photOtopy items

made over a period of one. week, it is not valid to project the twenty titles by

52 nor is it correct to project the number of photocopy items observed under

six copies by a factor of 52. In order to make an estimate of the number of

titles and photocopy items under six photocopy items over a year, it is nec-

essary to estimate the entire distribution of photocopy items. That is, the

proportion of titles having 1, 21-3 -- and so on photocopy items over the sam-

ple period must be determined and this distribution then projected to the entire

year. If this can be done, the estimate of the numbeof photocopy items under

six observeokin the sample of libraries can then be projected to the entire

population. of libraries.
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A second major estimation problem is' that it is useful to estimate

the average number of eligible photocopy items that exist over all libraries

for individual -serial titles. The problem is that the principal sampling unit

is-not a serial, title. As the number orsamPle libraries is increased, the num-

ber of serial titles observed in the sample alsAincreases.. The increase in

the number of titles is not proportionate to the increase in sample size,, how-

ever, since there is considerable overlap among the titles copied. Thus, as

ee number of sampled libraries increases, the estimated total number of pho-

tocopy items increases in proportion and the pbserved number of serial titles

increases but at a decreasing rate. It one were ep estimate the average num-

ber of Photodppy,itemi per title based on the titles observed in the sample,

a small sample would yield ,'smaller estimate of photocopy items per title than

a large sample would. Thus, a true estimate of the number of photocopy items

per serial title requires a means of estimating the number of titles at various

sample sizes as well as the number of photocopy items. Procedures for handling

these two estimation problems are discussed below.

Both estimation problems (i.e., estimating the diStribution Of photo-

copy items per title and number of titles) are attacked by using data from

MINITEX. MINITEX, an organization that serves libraries from Minnesota and

surrounding states by processing interlibrary loan requests, graciously agreed

to devote one year's accumulated interlibrary loan requests for use in this

study. This amounted to approximately lq0,000 transactions, of which about

55,000 were domestic serial titles. These.dhta provided us with a means of

weighting library observations for seasonal and day of the week effects. That

is, we noted for each sample library the month and day of the week they counted

their photocopy items. We then observed the average number of photocopy items

observed in similar types of libraries in MINITEX (Pub119, klademic and Special)

for the same months and days of the week. This provides an excellent means of

,adjusting all sample observations for these two tim. effects. The MINITEX data

also provided evidence to cross-check, the results from the national library sur-

vey that iavolved interlibrary loan estimates. Finally, and most importantly,

the MINITEX data also provided a means of overcoming the two estimation prob-

lems mentioned above.

236'
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The procedure used to derive estimation methods; was to obtain'a com-

puterprint-out of observations over one week and use this result to compare

with results for the entire year. A "typical" week was chosen from an average

month for each type of library. Included in the analysis are 26jublic libraries,

88 Academit libraries and 38 Special libraries. There were no libraries classi-

fied as Federal in the MINITEX data base. The distribution of the number of

photocopy items per serial title for the three types of libraries is given in

Table C.1. It covers the sample week only.

Table C.1 SAMPLE1WEEK DISTRIBUTION OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS
PER SERIAL TITLE - MINITEX (1976)

Type of
Library

, ,
1 2 3

No. of PhotocopyItems
5 6 82LIO>].0

Public No.' of Serials 54 7 2 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 Q

Cum. prop. .831 .938 .969 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.000

Academic No. of Serials 446 56 19 7 3 4 2 '3 0
'0

0

Cum. Prop. .826 .930 .965 .9,8 .983 .991%994 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

Special No. of Serials 70' 11 4 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Cum. Prop. .814 .942 .988 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00

SOURCE: King Research, Inc.: MINITEX data base.

The entries in Table C.1 are totals over the types oflibraries indicated. The

table can be read,as follows. In Public libraries, there were 54 serials that

had one photocopy item, 7 serials that had two photocopy items, 2 serials that had

.three photocopy items and two serials that had four photocopiitemq. Thus, there

were 65 seriali that had a total of 82 photocopy items for an average (f' of 1.26

photocopy items per serial title. Similarly, the cumulative proportion of serial

titleb is .831 for one photocopy item; .938 for two photocopy items and so on.

The data for the entire year is given in Table C.2.

*
Average here is designated as f because this measure, as shown ls.Zer, will be

used as'an adjuatment factor (f).
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Table C.2 ANNUAL DISTRIBUTION, CF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS PER
SERIAL TITLE - MINITEX (1976)' S.

1

,Type of - No. of Photocopy Items .
_Library 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ' 8 0 10 >10
Public No. of Serials 1,571 326 113 66 28

-Cum. Prop. .728 .879 .931 .959 .972

I
. Academic No. of Serials 13,394 3527 1439 755 414

Special No. of Serials 1,901 429 185 118 57

Cum.Prop. .673 .824 .A90 .932 .952

Cum. Prop. .649 .820 .890 At .946

.19 11

.981 .98'

291 183

.960 1.969

33 25

.964 .972

:5 '6 1 '16'

.988 .991 .993 1.00

..0

138 85 ,§5 347
.

.976 .980 .983 1.00

11 14 4 70'

.976 ..981 .983 1.00

SOURCE: King Research,' Inc.: 'MINITEX data base.

These data may be interpreted in the same way as data in the Table C.1.. The cumulative

proportions'from Tables C.1 and C.2 are plotted in Figure C.1 which is scaled as a , '

lognormal probability distribution. The number of photocopy items'are plotted (in lop-

rithmic scale) against the corresponding cuisulative proportion."
the distribution curves of the sample data are quite similar. The slopes are

very close, except that the Special libraries drop off after two photocopy items. It

is believed that this is an anomoly due to the small sample size. The averages for the

three sample curves are 1.26 Photocopy items per serial for Academic and Special li-

braries and 1.33 for Public libraries. The distribution.curves for the entire year's

data are'also pgrallel but separated more.

.

it.is highly significant that the curves of the sample distribution are parallel '

to the curves of the entire year's,data; The f values (averages) and the distance be-

tween the sample curve's and entire yeak's curves are given below:

Relationship of
Sample

fl Values
Year.

f2 values
Relationship.

(f2 _+ fl)

Distance
Between Curves E

public 1.26 1.66 1.32 1.55 1.17

Academic ' 1.33 2.07 1.56 4 1.95 .L.25

Special 1.26 2.02 1.60 , 2.00 1.25

238.
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Since aiL.Of the.curves appear to be parallel, the factor E will be used to ex.:

trapolate f ;om short time period data from sample libraries in the national 11 -

. bratY survey to estimate the distribution over-an entire year for these li-

braries...

Another very important characteristic of the relationship of the year's

dat.. is aiscussed at this point. As noted above, the averages for the three

.curves for the entire year's data rre 2.07 photocopy items per serial, for Academic,

1;66 for Public and 2.02 for Special libraries. It is noted that the distances

between- these.. three are very closely-related to the three averages (f values).

For example, the relationship of Academic to Public libraries is 2.071; 1.6611.25:

The distance between the two curves is found to be about 1.31 over the range of

the curves. The relational/Op between, the :curves of Special and Public 'libraries

is 1.22 and relationithip of the distance between the two curves is about 1.23.

Finally, the relationship between the curves of Academic and Special libraries

is,1.01 arN the relatiOnship of the listance appears to.he about 1.06. It is,

found that distribution curves from nearly all of the individuill.libraries are

similarly shaped and that the relationihip of the f factors and the distance be-

tween the curves are all very similar.
5

Another important issue is determination of a procedure for estimating

the distribution of photocopy items summed over all libraiies. Again, the MINITEX
,

dAta provide a good basis Vor making this estimate. In this case only data from

the entire year are analyzed. Data wer7 tabulated by serial title for 6,345

. titles found to have at least one photocopy item over the entire year. 'A sample

of 317 of these titles were chosen to form a-basis of the distribution of photo-
.

4b

copy items per title (as well as to provide other analysis). The distribution

observed for these 317 titlqs isgiven below:

No. ofPhotOcopy Items

1 2 3 4 5 6-10

No. of Serials 96 48 26 21 4 13 ' 59

Cum. Pmop. .. .303 .454 .536 .6Q3 .644 .830

11-20 . 21-30 31-40 41-50 51-100 >100 '

No. of Serials 30 10 7

Cum. Prof. .924 .956 .978 .987

a
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The cumulative distributiOn is plotted in:Figure C.1 along.with the three types
. -

of library data from Table 6.2. ..rpe aveene (f).for the numbervof photocopy
. :

: items per serial, is 8.7 over all 132 MINITEX libraries. It is motedAhat all
4 t,

he curves are all nearly,pgrallel. Also, the relationship between the three

Andividua: library curves and the curve of data summed over libraries is similar.
.

These relationships are given as follows:
,

/
/.

. Type .of

Library,

Public

'Academic'

vSpecial

Year
f2_ values

. 1.66

2.07

2.02.

Total
fq values

8.7

8.7

8.7

. ..

Relationship

(fl f2)

Relationship of
Distance

-Between Curves

5,2 5.5

4:0

. 04.3 4.5

A

These data appear to show that one can project sample library data to the entire

population. if f2 and f3 factors areAnown. It is believed that this relationship

holds because the number of observations are large enough that .the effect of po-
. ,

tential high Clustering within individual libraries is balanced by..the large num-
'.. -

ber of photocopy items over the sample. The relationship holds very nicely for

all libraries that have a large enougL number of observations to plot more than
, .

three points on the curve. The fact that the curves are parallel and definable
. .

:a terms of the averages (f) makes it possible to 'provide groSs estimates from

the national library sample

and for sums over libraries.

at various values of number

'titles..

.

for individual libraries (hence,. the population totals)

However, to do this one must be able to estimate f

of photocopy items, or corresponding number of serial

, .

The MINITEX data also provide a basis for estimating the relationship
st

between number of serial titles (x) and number of photocopy items (y). Values.

of x and y observed It MINITEX are plotted in Figure C.2. Here the one week

sample data are plotted with circles aroUnd the points.and the'one yeacciiL are

plotted without circles. The figure is given on tgreg sheets with values of c_-

ranging from 0 to 200 photocopy items, 201 to 2000 photOcopy items and'1001 to

10,000 photocopy items. A line is drawn on each, to shot'', the points at
:

'
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which x = y. The observations by definition must lie on or below that line

since he total numberof photocopy items must be greater than the number of

serial titles (that have at, least one photocopy item).

It is noted on the graph that there is no discernable difference be-

tween the week sample points and the total year points for values below 80 pho-

tocopy items. Terhapethey are a little bit higher. Similarly, there is no
k

'real'real
distinction among Public, Academic and Special 19rafies. Clearly, as the

-.
.Clearly,

1.
nuntber of,photocopy items increase (x) the increase in number of serial titles

_.------ ,

;

(0-dampens and in fact approaches an asymp,tote which is the total number of '1

..
seriel -.:-titles in the population (6,345 This general form of curve is re-

\

k
,-'

ferred to as a modified exponential curve expressed as follows:

(1) y = a + bcx:

where: y is number of serial titles

x is number of photocopy items

a is an asymptote (total serial titles)

b is a model parameter

c is a model parameter

We would like this model to go through the origin since y = t en x = 0. Here

we find that:

(2) y = a (1:-cx)

Through trial and error we find that a reasonable fit of the data is

a = 6,345

c = .999918

This curve is given in Figure C.2. We find that the model predicts slightly low

below 100 photocopy items but fits quite well above that value. The higher

values are the ones that are most important from the standpoint of estimation

from the national library survey. In other words, we can estimate the values

of photocopy items (x) quite well. From these values of x .- can estimate the

number of serial titles (y) and, hence, the f-factor s(x y). Some examples

are given below for the stational library survey data.
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The example given below is for interlibrary loans for Academic li-T

bririeA only. Figures are give for the other three typeaof libraries, the

-total-aaross libraries and local users for all types of libraries without

coMpent, Since the r-3ults are self-evident after the explanation for one type

of library is given. ,.The distribution of photocopy items and number of serials

lershown in Table C.3 below.

Table C.3 DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEMS AND
SERIALS FOR ACADEMIC LIBRARY

1 2

Number of Photocopy Items
9 103 , 4 5 6 7 8

Mo. of Serials

Cum. Prop. of Serials

838 77

.862..941

34

.976

12

.989

5

.994

1

.995

1

.9957

1

.9967

1

.9977

2

.9998

SOURCE:, King Resdarch,.Ine.

e e

Thi , table can be read as f011ows: 838 serials bad one photocopy it'n made,

77, serials hid two photocopy items made and so on in tht sampled A aaemic li-

braries. These data are plotted in Figure C.3. The line on the fi re can be

read as follows: 86 percent of the serial titles had One photocopy item; 94

percent of the serial titles had one or two photo6py. items; 97.6 percent of the

serial titles had one, two or three photocopy items vide and so on. It is

pointed out that individual libraries,, in which there were,observations,,had

very similar distribtions slope of the curve.

the average numbet of photocopy items ,,(x) in Academic libraries is

370 (Table 4.15). If ofii-i51ies the equation on page 237 we arrive at an
,

*estimate of 190 serials (,) that produced the average of 370 photocopy items.
.°.

----------------------
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Therefore, f is estimated to be 1.95 WO t 190). The extrapolation factor is

computed as 2.00 (1.95 4. 1.25 x 1.28); where 1.28 is an adjustment factor ob-

served in the MINITEX data. Therefore, the distribution of phoeocrying in an
0CP.

average Academic library is found by extrapolating each point on thg line in

Figure C.3 by 2.00. This distribution is also droWn on Figure Cbl. As a check

on-the validity of this distribution, one can determine the total average num-

ber of photocopy items by summing the propOrtion of seriale times number, of

.photocopy items. This is done below.

a

Table C.4 DISTRIBUTION OF NUMBER OF PHOTOCOPY ITEM BY SERIALS

Number of Phdtocopy Items

1 2' 3 4 5 6-10 11-20' 21.-30, 31-40 41-50

Cum. Prop. of Serials .72 .865 .921. .95b .965 .9815 .9910 .9985 .9995 .9998

Prop. of. Serials (P) :72 .145 .056 .029 :015 .0165 .0095 .0075 .0010" .0003

No. of Serials .72 .29 .168 ;116 A75 .124 . .144 .488 .035 .014

SOURCE: King Researth, Inc.

The average number of photc-opy items is estimated to be 1.87 photocopy items per

serial per library. This is found by multiplying the number of photocopy items

times prdPort" n of Aerials (last row). *SUmming the last row gives the average.

Therefore, tlie total number of photocopy items for all Academic libraries is es-

timated to be 1.08 million photocopy items (1.e7 x 190 serials x 3,030 libraries).

This compares closely with 1.01 million photocopy items'estimated for Academic

libraries by straight projection (see Table 4.10).. It is noted also that the

proportion of photocopy items made from serials with fewer than six photocopy

items is found by summing the last row (Serials times Proportion of Serials) from

6-10 through 41-50 photocopy items and dividing this by 1.87 photccopy items.

This comes to 0.27 (0.501 .1- 1.87). Thus, 27 percent of the photocopy items are

HI\ estimated to be from serials that have more than five phoeoCOpy items*wade.

Approximately LS percent of the serials have more than five copies made. The

approach above is that used to estimate distributicirs and proPOitioi: of photocopy

. items (tinder six copies) in Section 4 for the libraries' perspective.

'The next step i to estimate the total number of photocopy items\pro-

duced across all libraries. This informatiot is of_interest to publishrs and

249.
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givemin.Section 5. These projections are not as analytically firm as with
4

the previous' results because we do, not have a data base comparablt to HINITEX

to validate results. Wei have observed over the 132 MINITEX libraries chat 6,345

aerials produced the, distribution -shown in Figure Ca. Thi* distribution its

parallel to the ohserVations from the three types of libraries. ils9, the dis-

-tanOext! the curve seems to be estimated by the ratio. of f-values of the dia-

-tributions.- This relationship is used to extend the data, even further to all .6

libraries in the universe. Here, the equation given before.can not be used' to

estimate nualoer of serials (y) from number of photocopy items (x) because:the

_7values of y have approached an asymptote (a). Therefore, we have to make some

judgement concerning the number of serials to estimate (f). We have.chosea to

use 10,b00 titles because that is our best estimate of the Current number -of

scientific.and.technicai periodicals published in the U.S. (4). Also, we have

estimated that a very', large proportion of the photocopy items involve scientific,

and technical serial°.

There are a.1 estimated 1.01 million photocopy ittzamade by Academic

libraries for interlibrary loans% If there are 3.0,000 serials photocopied, the

average number 9f photocopy items per serial title would be 100 (f). Therefore,

an extrapolation factor (E) for the new distribution would be 51.3 (100 1.95).

,Thin distribution is also plotted in Figure c.3. It is noted that the new dis-
.

tribution quickly,goes over the scale provided its Fig ure C.3. Therefore, the

three distribution curves are also displayed in Figure C.3(a). Here we find

ttia photocopy items, 20 percent

have between 26-and -50 photocopy items; 14 percent have between 51 and 100 pho-

tocopy items and 14 percent have over 100,Otocopy items. This distribution

gives us tie same proportion of serials that will have Various leyels of

photocopying performed on them. With exemptions left out, one can then .

estimate the respective.propOrtion of eligible serials that will achieve

various levels of photocopying. If ofie believes that there are more or fewer
. ,

perial.zitles, the curve can beoved up or down correspondingly.

\
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